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1. In 1996, Governor Batt appointed the “Governor’s Committee on Endowment 
Fund Investment Reform.”  Memorandum from Governor Batt to Land Board 
Members dated September 24, 1996. The genesis for the formation of the 
Committee was a discussion among the Land Board members at its July 29, 1996 
meeting regarding the underperformance of the cottage site leasing program.  
Minutes of the July 29, 1996 Land Board Meeting at 6.  Governor Batt stated, in 
his memorandum, that the purpose of the Committee was to: 
 

[I]nvestigate methods of improving the Board of Land 
Commissioners (sic) ability to manage the state’s asset base for an 
appropriate return to the endowment fund.  In addition, the 
Governor’s Committee will examine the investment policy of the 
Endowment Fund Board to see if higher rates of return can be 
achieved.  This will include an investigation into the overall 
management of all endowment assets to provide an appropriate 
return in light of the objectives of the fund. 
 

Memorandum at 2.  Governor Batt also identified the premise for the formation of 
the committee. 
 

The Board of Land Commissioners must have a long term strategic 
plan to manage the state’s asset base, while at the same time 
provide the highest rates of return to the state endowment fund.  
The ability of the Board of Land Commissioners to diversify the 
state’s base needs to be streamlined.  At the same time, the 
Endowment Fund Board needs to adopt a method of investment 
that will allow for an increase in the amount of money generated 
by the fund, if appropriate.  Both government boards need to 
coordinate their efforts toward this end. 
 

Id.  Finally, the Governor directed that the Committee “consist of individuals who 
are familiar with investment options, the state endowment fund, and the 
economics of long term investments for continued rates of return.”  Id. 
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2. 1996 Report and Recommendations of the Governor’s Committee on 
Endowment Fund Investment Reform. 
 
a. The Committee members were: Douglas Dorn, private investment 

consultant; Representative William Deal; Robert L. Montgomery, 
Chairman of the Endowment Fund; Dr. Thomas Stitzel, Professor of 
Economics at Boise State University; and Robert Maynard, Chief 
Investment Officer for PERSI.  Ex officio members of the Committee 
were:  State Controller J.D. Williams; Department of Financial 
Management Administrator Michael Brassey; Deputy Attorney General 
Clive Strong; and State Economist Michael Ferguson.  Douglas Dorn 
chaired the Committee. 
 

b. The Committee’s report concluded that:  “The entire integrated 
endowment needs to have its rules of overall operation clarified, 
reorganized, and reoriented towards providing a predictable and increasing 
stream of revenue to the beneficiaries while at least maintaining the 
purchasing power of the assets of the endowment.”  1996 Report at 2. 

 
c. The Committee report contains the following recommendations: 
 

1. “The currently separate parts of the endowment – the land trust and 
the financial trust – should be organized, invested, administered, 
and managed as a whole.” 

 
a. “A governing body must be created or identified to oversee 

all of the assets of the endowment, set its goals, and 
monitor its progress in achieving those goals.” 

 
b. “The trust should be invested and administered as a whole, 

with the rules for distributing annual cash flows altered to 
treat the endowment as a unit and (1) to provide a means 
for stabilizing cash flows by reserving excess cash flow in 
good years and supplementing distributions in poor years; 
and (2) to provide a mechanism for expressly addressing 
the division of benefits between present and future 
generations.” 

 
2. “The [Endowment Fund Board’s] investment authority and 

policies should be changed to eliminate the artificial restrictions 
which have led both to underperformance and to a portfolio 
structure that exposes the endowment to unnecessary risk.” 

 
3. “The endowment managers must develop a formal reporting 

mechanism designed to identify underperforming assets, develop 
plans either to improve the returns from those assets or to dispose 
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of those assets, and develop a means for implementing those 
plans.” 

 
1996 Report at 3-8. 
 

d. The Report observed that the endowment structure and practices in 1996 
reflected “momentum from the past rather than a focus on the present.”  
Id. at 21.  The land portfolio was the product of chance rather than 
selection for optimum return for the endowment beneficiaries.  When the 
federal land grants were made in the 19th century there was a general 
belief that land ownership was the safe way of preserving wealth.  The 
notion that inflation would become a central concern of investment policy 
and that preservation of purchasing power would become intimately tied 
to the concept of preservation of principal, were notions that did not exist 
at the time of the creation of the trust.  Moreover, the idea that land 
ownership, with its illiquidity and development risk, could become a 
riskier form of preserving long-term wealth was not foreseen. 
 

e. The 1996 Report concluded that times have changed radically since the 
19th century and the objective of the initial endowment reform committee 
was to respond to this change.  There was recognition of the need to 
examine the land endowment and to ensure these assets were managed in a 
way that maximized the long-term return to the endowment.  Id. 21-24. 
 

f. The Committee identified the purpose of the endowment as “the long-term 
preservation of the purchasing power of the assets while providing a 
steady stream of increasing income to the public schools and other 
beneficiaries.”  Id. at 21. 

 
g. One of the key recommendations of the Endowment Fund Investment 

Reform Committee was for the Land Board to develop procedures and 
reports for identifying, monitoring, and addressing the performance of the 
assets of the Trust.  Id. at 56.  

 
3. 1998 Constitutional and Statutory Amendments Enacted to Implement the 

Recommendations of the 1996 Governor’s Committee on Endowment Fund 
Reform. 
 
a. In 1997, the Idaho Legislature authorized the Legislative Council to 

appoint “a Committee to study the report and recommendations of the 
Governor’s Endowment Fund Investment Reform Committee” and “in 
conjunction with the State Board of Land Commissioners and the Idaho 
Endowment Fund Investment Board [to] submit recommendations and 
proposed legislation, if any, for endowment investment reform as deemed 
appropriate to the Second Regular Session of the Fifty-fourth Idaho 
Legislature.”  H.C.R. 21, 1997 Idaho Sess. Laws at 1340. 
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b. The Legislative Endowment Fund Investment Reform Committee 

recommended and secured passage of the following legislation: 
 

1. Chapter 256, 1998 Idaho Sess. Laws established endowment and 
earnings reserve funds for each of the endowments, placed the 
Endowment Fund Board under the direction of the Land Board, 
provided that the Endowment Fund Board’s investments were 
governed by the provisions of the uniform investor act, and created 
the land bank. 
 

2. H.J.R. 6 proposed to amend Article IX, § 4 of the Idaho 
Constitution to allow the deposit of proceeds from the sale of 
public school lands into a land bank fund, and to amend Article IX, 
§ 8 to change the word “disposal” to “sale” to clarify that leases 
are not subject to disposal at public auction.  Legislative Council 
Statement of Meaning and Purpose HJR6.  The Idaho Supreme 
Court barred implementation of the ballot measure, however, on 
the grounds that the amendment violated the constitutional 
requirement that an amendment be limited to a single subject.  
Idaho Watersheds Project v. State Board of Land Commissioners, 
133 Idaho 64, 982 P.2d 367 (1999).  Article IX, § 4 was 
subsequently amended to provide for the land bank by ratification 
of H.J.R. 1 at the 2000 general election.  2000 Idaho Sess. L. 1669. 
 

3. H.J.R. 8, as ratified at the 1998 general election, amended Article 
IX, § 3:  1) to change the name of the “Public School Fund” to the 
“Public School Permanent Endowment Fund”; 2) to allow earnings 
to be deposited into the Public School Earnings Reserve Fund; 3) 
to provide that no part of the Public School Permanent Endowment 
Fund principal shall ever be transferred, used or appropriated to 
any other fund; 4) to provide for legislative appropriation from the 
earnings reserve fund for administrative costs incurred in 
managing the assets of the public school endowment.  H.J.R. 8 also 
amended Article IX, § 11 to allow the permanent fund to be 
invested in financial instruments that a private trustee is authorized 
to invest in pursuant to state law. 

 
4. H.J.M. 9 requested that Congress amend Section 5 of the Idaho 

Admissions Bill to allow the deposit of proceeds from the sale of 
school endowment lands in a land bank fund, to allow for deposit 
of school funds in an earnings reserve fund, and to allow for the 
leasing of the school endowment lands under such laws as 
prescribed by the legislature, provided any such lease secures the 
maximum long-term financial return to the endowment.  On 
October 27, 1998, Congress amended Section 5 of the Idaho 
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Admissions Bill in accordance with the H.J.M. 9.  P.L. 105-296, 
112 Stat. 2822. 

 
4. 1999 Recommendations on Endowment Trust Reform Implementation. 

 
a. The 1999 Recommendations were a follow-up to the 1996 Report and 

Recommendations of the Governor’s Committee on Endowment Fund 
Investment Reform, prepared by Robert M. Maynard, Chief Investment 
Officer for PERSI, and Douglas Dorn, private investment consultant. 
 

b. The 1999 Recommendations suggested that the Land Board should do the 
following: 

 
1. Establish a distribution and spending policy for the 

endowments; 
 

2. Set forth its investment policies for the investment and use 
of the assets and income from the trust;  

 
3. Develop procedures and reports for identifying, monitoring, 

and addressing the performance of the assets of the trust; 
and  

 
4. Overhaul the management of and rules for operation of the 

endowment as a whole, including implementing a risk 
management system for all of the assets of the trust. 

 
Recommendations at 1. 

 
c. The proposed process included a recommendation to establish target rates 

of return for each asset and a process for identifying and addressing 
underperforming assets.  Background Paper for Recommendations on 
Endowment Trust Reform Implementation at 28-32. 
 

d. The Background Paper stated that: “The most important investment 
principle is that a portfolio must be designed to generate returns that will 
meet its liabilities with the appropriate amount of risk.  One general 
misconception is that an investment program should be designed solely to 
capture the highest returns.  While returns are important, all attempts to 
generate higher returns will also include more risk.”  Id. at 16-17. 

 
e. The Background Paper concluded that “in judging the efficiency or 

characteristics of investments in a portfolio, one needs to look at the 
combined impact of all of the investments, and not the investments on an 
individual basis.  Further, it is total portfolio volatility and return, and not 
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individual asset investment risk or performance, that is central, and 
diversification among a number of asset types is beneficial.”  Id. at 22. 

 
5. 2001 Report and Recommendations of the Governor’s Citizen Ad Hoc 

Evaluation Committee on Lands/Endowment. 
 
a. Governor Kempthorne created the Governor’s Citizen Ad Hoc Evaluation 

Committee on Lands/Endowment.  The membership of the 2001 
Committee included the following individuals:  Don Curtis, retired HP 
executive; Gary Christensen, private developer; John Cowden, retired 
Boise Cascade executive; Jerry Evans, retired Superintendent of Public 
Instruction; Mike Everett, Deputy Director of the Idaho Department of 
Agriculture; Bob Maynard, Chief Investment Officer PERSI; and Senator 
Marguerite McLaughlin.  Don Curtis chaired the committee. 
 

b. The purpose of the Citizen’s Ad Hoc Evaluation Committee 
Lands/Endowment was to “recommend efficiency/effectiveness changes 
to the Land Board regarding Department of Lands, Endowment Funds 
Investment, Land Board and their interrelationships and management 
practices.”  2001 Report, Appendix B. 

 
c. The Committee made the following recommendations: 

 
1. The Land Board should adopt a formal Land Trust Investment 

Policy that includes, among other standard items, the following 
three areas:  statement of investment objectives; annual investment 
plan; and commercial real estate policies. 
 

2. Implement a standard/common 3-page reporting format for review 
of lands/funds investments and performance. 

 
3. At Land Board level, Department of Lands level, and all levels 

below, establish a clear paradigm shift toward “Endowment 
Investment.”  These two words must color all future analysis, 
decisions, and actions. 

 
4. Establish an “Endowment Real Estate Asset Manager” position 

within the Department of Lands. 
 

5. Implement organization changes to improve Land Board 
operational effectiveness. 

 
d. Appendix C to the 2001 Report set forth a “Statement of Investment 

Policy for Endowment Lands.”  The investment objective as stated in the 
policy is to manage trust lands “to secure maximum long-term financial 
returns to the endowment without causing significant long-term adverse 
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impacts to the land or related resources.”  2001 Report, Appendix C at 4.  
The performance objective is to exceed “a minimum target real rate of 
return of 6.0%” and to exceed the “relevant National Council of Real 
Estate Investment Fiduciaries Index . . ., if available, while maintaining an 
appropriate level of risk.”  Id.  
 

6. 2005 Endowment Fund Reform Review Task Force 
 

a. On August 9, 2005, the Land Board requested that Governor Kempthorne 
appoint a task force to “review the implementation of the endowment 
reform and to provide the Land Board and the Endowment Fund 
Investment Board with their findings and recommendations.”  Minutes of 
the August 9, 2005 Land Board Meeting at 2-3.   
 

b. Governor Kempthorne appointed the following members of the Task 
Force:  Larry Johnson Manager of Investments, Endowment Fund 
Investment Board; Representative William Deal; Representative Darrell 
Bolz; Deputy Attorney General Clive Strong, Kathy Opp, Division 
Administrator for Support Services for the Department of Lands; Chuck 
Goodenough, Secretary of State’s Office; Larry Schlicht, Department of 
Financial Management, and Steve Allison, Controller’s Office.  Ex officio 
members of the Committee were:  Legislative Budget Analyst Ray 
Houston; Deputy Attorney General Kent Nelson; and Deputy Attorney 
General Julie Weaver.  The Task Force was chaired by Larry Johnson. 
 

c. This Task Force never issued an official report; however, it assisted with 
the drafting and passage of technical amendments to Idaho Code §§ 57-
724 and 57-724A during the 2006 Legislative session.  The Task Force 
also examined the objectives and structure of the distribution policy for 
the endowments, which served as a basis for an expanded policy adopted 
by the Idaho Land Board in July, 2008. 

 
7. 2009 Report and Recommendations for the State Board of Land 

Commissioners. 
 
a. The Idaho Land Board directed the Department of Lands “to formulate an 

Endowment Land Transaction Advisory Committee (“ELTAC”) for the 
express purpose of reviewing constitutional and the Admissions Act 
language for consistency with modern business practices.”  Minutes of 
March 17, 2009, Land Board Meeting at 4.   
 

b. The members of ELTAC were:  Bryant Forrester, Homeland Realty; Kurt 
R. Gustavel, President, Idaho Independent Bank; Jack Harty, President, 
Harty Capital; George Kirk, The Kirk Group; Al Marino, Partner, 
Thorton-Oliver-Keller; Robert Phillips, President, Hawkins Companies; 
and Robert Follett, Deputy Attorney General. 
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c. The purpose of the Committee was to conduct “an impartial review of the 

Idaho State Constitution and the Admission Act to identify any 
impediments to conducting real estate transactions in the 21st century.”  
2009 Report at 4.   
 

d. The Committee recommended changes to Article IX, § 8 that would allow 
endowment lands “to be managed and disposed of in any reasonable 
manner to secure the maximum long term financial return.”  2009 Report 
at 11.  The Report also recommended that the 320 acre constitutional 
limitation on the sale of state lands to an individual be removed. 2009 
Report at 14.  A conforming change was also recommended to Article IX, 
§ 10.  2009 Report at 15.  No action has been taken on these proposed 
changes. 

 
8. Under the direction of the Land Board, the staff of the Department of Lands has 

been moving forward to implement the recommendations of the endowment 
investment committees. 
 
a. In 2007 the Land Board adopted an overarching asset management plan to 

ensure the long-term preservation of the purchasing power of the assets as 
a whole while providing a steady stream of increasing income to the 
endowment beneficiaries.  Minutes of December 20, 2007, Land Board 
Meeting at 6.  A section on management of financial assets of the 
endowments was added in July, 2008.  Minutes of the July 2008 Land 
Board Meeting at 5. 
 

b. The Department of Lands is developing an asset business plan for each of 
the revenue centers.  The Land Board has approved the outline of this 
plan, and the Department is moving forward with the actual drafting of the 
plans.  The business plans will: 
 
1. Describe the current and future influences on plan implementation 

and asset performance; 
 

2. Set forth an acceptable range of return for each asset classification; 
 

3. Define appropriate valuation methods by asset classification; and 
 

4. Detail opportunities and challenges the asset faces and specify 
plans for capitalizing on opportunities and dealing with challenges.  

 
c. While the Asset Management Plan provides the framework for land asset 

management, additional effort to move forward with endowment reform 
endowment reform that have been implemented or are being implemented 
include: 
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1. Pursuing exchanges that block state land ownership or reposition 

the land holdings to achieve a more favorable rate of return;  
 

2. Exploring options for reducing the cost of management or 
increasing the revenue from underperforming assets;   

 
3. Completion of a mass appraisal to facilitate the evaluation of the 

performance of the assets; 
 

4. Streamlined endowment land asset disposition processes for small, 
isolated and underperforming assets to facilitate more timely 
repositioning of the beneficiary portfolio; and  

 
5. Developing a strategy to consolidate land holdings of the eight 

small endowments into a common ownership, which would reduce 
variability of income and management expense. 

 
d. The underlying objective of endowment reform is to ensure that 

endowment management decisions are consistent with the Board’s 
constitutional duty to achieve the “maximum long term financial return” 
for the endowment beneficiaries. 







































































































































































LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF IDAHO


Fifty fourth Legislature Second Regular Session 1998


IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES


HOUSE JOINT MEMORIAL NO 9


BY STATE AFFAIRS COMMITTEE


1 A JOINT MEMORIAL
2 TO THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES IN CONGRESS
3 ASSEMBLED AND TO THE CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION REPRESENTING THE STATE OF
4 IDAHO IN THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES


5 We your Memorialists the House of Representatives and the Senate of the
6 State of Idaho assembled in the Second Regular Session of the Fiftyfourth
7 Idaho Legislature do hereby respectfully represent that


8 WHEREAS Idaho was admitted to the Union on July 3 1890 and
9 WHEREAS the Idaho Admission Bill 26 Stat L 215 ch 656 provides that


10 the Congress would grant certain lands to the state for the support of public
11 schools and did grant those lands and
12 WHEREAS Section 5 of the Idaho Admission Bill 26 Stat L 215 ch 656
13 requires that the proceeds from the sale of those lands shall constitute a


14 permanent school fund only the interest of which can be used to support pub
15 lic schools and
16 WHEREAS the restrictions on the use of proceeds and interest are incon
17 sistent with modern concepts of prudent investment and
18 WHEREAS the restrictions can be modified to reflect modern business prac
19 tices without undue risk to the state or the beneficiaries of the funds
20 NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the members of the Second Regular Ses


21 sion of the Fiftyfourth Idaho Legislature the House of Representatives and
22 the Senate concurring therein that the Congress expeditiously amend the Idaho
23 Admissions Bill 26 Stat L 215 ch 656 as follows


24 SECTION 5 SALE OR LEASE OF SCHOOL LANDS a Except as provided in sub


25 section b all lands herein granted for educational purposes shall be dis
26 posedof sold only at public sale the proceeds to constitute a permanent pub
27 lic school permanent endowment funda Proceeds from the sale of school lands


28 may be deposited into a land bank fund to be used to acquire other lands in
29 the state for the benefit of the endowment beneficiaries under such laws as


30 may be prescribed by the legislature If the land sale proceeds are not used
31 to acquire other lands in the state within a time provided by the legislature
32 the proceeds and any earnings on the proceeds shall be deposited into the pub
33 lic school permanent endowment fund Tthe interest earnings of whichonly the
34 public school permanent endowment fund shall be deposited into an earnings
35 reserve fund and distributed expended in the support of said upblic schools of
36 the state in the manner prescribed by law Such lands may under such reguia
37 tions laws as the legislature shall prescribe be leased for periods ofnet
38 mere than ten years andintkeeaseefanoii gas erotherkydrocarbon
39 ieaseerageetkermai researceand associated byproducts iease foras ieng
40 thereafter assuckproductisproducedinpayingquentitieserthe lesseein
41 geed faithiseondactingaeiidriftingerconstruction operations provided any
42 such lease secures the maximum loneterm financial return and such lands


43 shall not be subject to preemption homestead entry or any other entry under







2


1 the land laws of the United States whether surveyed or unsurveyed but shall


2 be reserved for school purposes only
3 b Such lands may be exchanged for other lands public or private The


4 values of such lands so exchanged shall be approximately equal or if they are
5 not approximately equal they shall be equalized by the payment of money by
6 the appropriate party If any such lands are exchanged with the United
7 States such exchange shall be limited to Federal lands within the State that


8 are subject to exchange under the laws governing the administration of such
9 lands All such exchanges heretofore made with the United States are hereby


10 approved


11 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Chief Clerk of the House of Representa
1 2 tives be and she is hereby authorized and directed to forward a copy of this


13 Memorial to the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Repre
14 sentatives of Congress and the congressional delegation representing the
15 State of Idaho in the Congress of the United States


C








West's Idaho Code Annotated Currentness
Title 57. Public Funds in General


Chapter 7. Investment of Permanent Endowment and Earnings Reserve Funds
§ 57-724. Determination of gains and losses


(1) Gains. Gains to permanent endowment funds shall be determined by the investment board when the current
market value of the permanent endowment fund as of the end of the fiscal year exceeds the gain benchmark mar-
ket value of the permanent endowment fund. Gains for each permanent endowment fund shall be calculated as of
June 30 of each fiscal year by subtracting the gain benchmark market value as of June 30 of such year, after all
adjustments set out in this section, from the current market value of the permanent endowment fund as of the
same June 30 date. The gain benchmark market value shall begin with the market value of the permanent en-
dowment fund calculated as it existed on June 30, 2000, and shall be adjusted cumulatively as of June 30 of each
fiscal year thereafter for inflation during the preceding year based on the unadjusted consumer price index for all
urban consumers as published by the United States department of labor, hereafter referred to in this section as
“CPI-U,” and further adjusted for certain deposits of funds into the permanent endowment fund during the pre-
ceding year, such adjustments to be calculated as follows:


(a) Inflation Adjustment. The gain benchmark market value shall be adjusted for inflation as of June 30 of
each fiscal year by multiplying the gain benchmark market value as of the commencement of business on July
1 of the preceding calendar year by the sum of one (1) plus the percentage change in the average CPI--U for
the fiscal year then ending. The percentage change in the average CPI--U shall be a fraction, the numerator of
which is the average CPI--U for the fiscal year then ending less the average CPI--U for the preceding fiscal
year, and the denominator of which is the average CPI--U for the preceding fiscal year. The average CPI--U
for each fiscal year shall be calculated by dividing the sum of the monthly CPI--U index figures for such fiscal
year, July through June, by twelve (12).


(b) Deposit of Funds. After adjustment for inflation, the gain benchmark market value shall be further adjusted
by adding the amount of funds deposited into the permanent endowment fund from and including July 1 of the
preceding calendar year through and including the June 30 date of adjustment, from any of the following
sources:


(i) Land sales proceeds not deposited into the land bank fund under section 58-133(2), Idaho Code;


(ii) Funds transferred from the land bank fund after expiration of the time frame under section 58-133(3),
Idaho Code;


(iii) Mineral royalty payments; or
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(iv) Such other deposits into the permanent endowment fund as are required by law or otherwise permitted
to be added to the permanent endowment fund except for the following:


1. Deposits to make up for losses to the permanent endowment fund;


2. Deposits of earnings reserves if the state board of land commissioners directs that such deposit not be
added to the gain benchmark market value; or


3. Other deposits, including bequests, to the permanent endowment fund if the depositor or grantor thereof
directs that the deposit not be added to the gain benchmark market value.


(c) Gain Benchmark Floor. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, in no event shall the gain
benchmark market value fall below the permanent corpus balance. For purposes of this subsection, the per-
manent corpus balance shall be calculated by adding to the permanent endowment fund balance as of June 30,
2000, all deposits to the permanent endowment fund up to and including the June 30 date of adjustment, other
than deposits resulting from the investment activities of the permanent endowment fund and deposits made to
make up losses to the permanent endowment fund.


(2) Losses. Losses to permanent endowment funds shall be determined by the investment board when the market
value of the permanent endowment fund as of the end of the fiscal year is less than the loss benchmark market
value of the permanent endowment fund. The investment board shall calculate any annual loss as well as the cu-
mulative loss for each permanent endowment fund as of June 30 of the fiscal year.


(a) Cumulative Loss. The cumulative loss for each permanent endowment fund shall be equal to the difference
between the loss benchmark market value as of June 30 of the fiscal year, after all adjustments to the loss
benchmark market value as set out below in this subsection (2), and the current market value of the permanent
endowment fund as of the same June 30 date.


(b) Annual Loss. The annual loss for a fiscal year shall be equal to the increase, if any, of the cumulative loss
as of June 30 of such fiscal year, compared to the cumulative loss as of June 30 of the preceding fiscal year.


(c) Loss Benchmark. The loss benchmark market value for each permanent endowment fund shall begin with
the market value of the permanent endowment fund calculated as it existed on June 30, 2000, and shall be ad-
justed cumulatively as of June 30 of each fiscal year thereafter by adding the amount of funds deposited into
the permanent endowment fund from and including July 1 of the preceding calendar year through and includ-
ing the June 30 date of adjustment, from any of the following sources:


(i) Land sales proceeds not deposited into the land bank fund under section 58-133(2), Idaho Code;


(ii) Funds transferred from the land bank fund after expiration of the time frame under section 58-133(3),
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Idaho Code;


(iii) Mineral royalty payments; or


(iv) Such other deposits into the permanent endowment fund as are required by law or otherwise permitted
to be added to the permanent endowment fund except for the following:


1. Deposits to make up for losses to the permanent endowment fund; and


2. Deposits of earnings reserves.


(d) Loss Recovery. Cumulative losses in permanent endowment funds other than the public school permanent
endowment fund may be made up from earnings reserve fund moneys that the state board of land commission-
ers determines will not be needed for administrative costs or scheduled distributions to each endowment's re-
spective income fund. Cumulative losses in the public school permanent endowment fund shall be made up as
follows:


(i) The state board of land commissioners may transfer any funds in the public school earnings reserve fund
that it determines will not be needed for administrative costs or scheduled distributions to the public school
income fund in the following fiscal year to the public school permanent endowment fund, to make up for all
or part of any then existing cumulative losses in the public school permanent endowment fund.


(ii) If a cumulative loss exists in the public school permanent endowment fund as of the end of a fiscal year,
and there has also been a cumulative loss at the end of each of the preceding nine (9) fiscal years, for a total
of ten (10) consecutive fiscal years ending with a cumulative loss, then, to the extent the then existing cu-
mulative loss is not made up from transfers of earnings reserves under subsection (2)(d)(i) of this section,
the legislature shall, by legislative transfer or appropriation authorized during one (1) or both of the next
succeeding two (2) regular sessions of the legislature, authorize a deposit to the public school permanent en-
dowment fund in an amount equal to the lesser of:


1. The current cumulative loss; or


2. An amount not less than the annual loss determined in the first year of the preceding ten (10) consecutive
fiscal years, provided however, the legislature may offset the amount of this annual loss by any deposits of
earnings reserves made by the land board into the public school permanent endowment fund after the end of
the fiscal year for which such annual loss was calculated, but only to the extent any such deposit of earnings
reserves has not been used previously to offset the amount of a prior legislative deposit under this subpara-
graph 2.


(iii) The deposit of any transfer or appropriation authorized by the legislature under subsection (2)(d)(ii) of
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this section shall take place after the end of the fiscal year in which the deposit was authorized by the legis-
lature, and as soon as is practicable once the investment board has calculated the cumulative loss in the public
school permanent endowment fund as of the end of the fiscal year; provided however, in the event the cumu-
lative loss as of the end of such fiscal year is less than the amount of the authorized deposit, the deposit shall
be reduced to an amount equal to the cumulative loss, and the balance of the authorized deposit shall be re-
turned to the source of the deposit.


CREDIT(S)


S.L. 1998, ch. 256, § 42;S.L. 2001, ch. 254, § 2;S.L. 2004, ch. 132, § 2; S.L. 2006, ch. 43, § 1, eff. June 30,
2000.


HISTORICAL AND STATUTORY NOTES


S.L. 2003, ch. 372, § 15, provides:


“It was and remains the intent of the Legislature that the provisions of Chapter 254, Laws of 2001, be applied to
the allocation of investment gains and losses between Earnings Reserve Funds and Permanent Endowment
Funds during the period July 1, 2000, through June 30, 2001. Any reallocations made necessary by the applica-
tion of these provisions shall be completed by no later than July 1, 2003.”


S.L. 2003, ch. 372, § 19, approved May 9, 2003, as amended by S.L. 2003, ch. 373, § 4, provides:


“An emergency existing therefor, which emergency is hereby declared to exist, Section 15 of this act shall be in
full force and effect on and after passage and approval; Sections 11 and 18 of this act shall be in full force and
effect on and after July 1, 2004; and the remaining provisions of this act shall be in full force and effect on and
after July 1, 2003.”


S.L. 2004, ch. 132, § 2 provides:


“An emergency existing therefor, which emergency is hereby declared to exist, Sections 1 and 2 of this act shall
be in full force and effect on and after passage and approval.”


2006 Legislation


S.L. 2006, ch. 43, § 2 provided for retroactive application of this section as follows:


“An emergency existing therefore, which emergency is hereby declared to exist, this act shall be in full force
and effect on and after its passage and approval, and shall be retroactive to June 30, 2000, and shall replace and
supersede any prior calculation thereof.”
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LIBRARY REFERENCES


States 124.
Westlaw Key Number Search: 360k124.
C.J.S. States §§ 374 to 376.


NOTES OF DECISIONS


Determination of losses 2
Validity 1


1. Validity


Statute permitting offsetting of capital gains against capital losses at the end of a four-year accounting period did
not violate state constitutional provision mandating that losses suffered by public school endowment fund be re-
imbursed by legislative appropriations. Const. Art. 9, § 3; I.C. § 57-724. State, ex rel. Moon v. State Bd. of Ex-
aminers, 1983, 104 Idaho 640, 662 P.2d 221, certiorari denied 104 S.Ct. 483, 464 U.S. 992, 78 L.Ed.2d 680.
Schools 10


Statute which provides that the state shall supply to the public school fund all losses occurring after 1969, using
“marketable value” of securities as a basis for determining losses, rather than actual acquisition costs, provides
reasonable accounting method for implementation of state constitutional mandate that the state supply all losses
occurring in the public school fund. I.C. § 57-724; Const. art. 9, § 3. Moon v. Investment Bd., 1974, 96 Idaho
140, 525 P.2d 335. Schools 10


Even though statute specifies that only losses realized from investments made by the investment board after
1969 shall be made up by a general fund appropriation of the legislature, there is no violation of constitutional
provision that the public school fund shall remain intact and the state shall supply all losses thereof, since the
statute is not all-encompassing and does not relieve the legislature of its constitutional obligation to supply all
losses, if any, occurring prior to 1969. I.C. § 57-724; Const. art. 9, § 3. Moon v. Investment Bd., 1974, 96 Idaho
140, 525 P.2d 335. Schools 18


2. Determination of losses


The use of “marketable value” rather than actual acquisition costs as a basis for determining losses of public
school fund incurred after effective date of statute creating investment board does not violate constitutional pro-
vision obligating state to supply all losses of public school fund. I.C. § 57-724; Const. art. 9, § 3. Moon v. In-
vestment Bd., 1974, 96 Idaho 140, 525 P.2d 335. Schools 10


I.C. § 57-724, ID ST § 57-724


Current through (2011) Chs. 1-335 that are effective on or before July 1, 2011
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PREFACE


To the Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners


This report prepared by The Endowment Land Transaction Advisory Committee details the
analyses and recommendations regarding the States ability to secure the maximum long
term financial return to Idaho schools as the beneficiaries of Idahos endowment lands


The Idaho Department of Lands was directed to form an Endowment Land Transaction
Advisory Committee referred to in this report as ELTAC to provide an impartial review of
the specific elements of Idaho State Constitution and the Admission Bill governing the
disposition of Endowment lands The ELTAC was further charged with the task of
identifying impediments to conducting real estate transactions in the 21st century State
Board of Land Commissioners March 17 2009 Regular Agenda Page 2


ELTAC consisting of members of Idahos business community used their specific expertise
and lens to study essential documents provided by the Department of Lands staff They met
as a committee to analyze specific implications and formulate the overall recommendations
contained in this report


This report includes a charter describing background and expectations for ELTAC a
description of the history of Endowment reform in Idaho that provided essential context for
ELTACs work analyses recommendations and rationale followed by a brief conclusion The
yellow highlighted areas of the State Constitution and the Admission Bill are included to
indicate the areas of focus charged to ELTAC


ELTAC appreciates this opportunity to offer their expertise and respectfully offers its counsel
to the Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners regarding best interests of the Endowment
beneficiaries


Bryant Forrester Realtor Homeland Realty Residential RE Broker


Kurt R Gustavel President Idaho Independent Bank Banker


Jack Harty President Harty Capital Commercial Real Estate


Mortgage Broker


George Kirk Principal The Kirk Group Residential RE Developer


Al Marino Partner ThorntonOliver Keller Commercial RE Broker


Robert Phillips President Hawkins Companies Commercial RE Developer
Commercial Developers


Robert Follett DAG State of Idaho Legal Counsel







ENDOWMENT LAND TRANSACTION ADVISORY
COMMITTEE CHARTER


This charter outlines the expectations of the Endowment Land Transaction Advisory
Committee and significant background information related to its charge


Purpose


The Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners determined that they the Legislature and the
public need an impartial review of the Idaho State Constitution and the Admission Act to
identify any impediments to conducting real estate transactions in the 21st century State
Board of Land Commissioners March 17 2009 Regular Agenda Page 2
The Endowment Land Transaction Advisory Committee will analyze and recommend changes
in the Constitution and the Admission Bill in order to eliminate provisions that may prohibit or
hinder the trustees from their primary goal of maximizing return on investment for the
individual trust beneficiaries primarily the public schools


OUTPUT EXPECTATIONS


As outlined in the Regular Agenda State Board of Land Commissioners March 17 2009 the
Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners expects the following


1 Written report and presentation to the Land Board
2 Identification of provisions in the Idaho State Constitution and Admission Act that are


inconsistent with modern real estate law or transactions
3 Explain why the existing language is a problem or hindrance to the Endowment


mission identify potential business impediments
4 Assist the Land Board with legislative public education efforts for the 2010 legislative


session


CONSIDERATIONS


The Committee reviewed essential background to establish a context for the work to which
they are charged Key references that assisted the Committee in understanding past and
current philosophy and practices are presented here


The Land Board as trustees of IdahosEndowment lands and financial assets has a duty to
invest and manage the trusts as an overall investment strategy having risk and return
objectives reasonably suited to the trust Idaho Code 68502 2


The State Trust Lands Asset Management Plan updated July 30 2008 provided a
comprehensive perspective on the current management approaches for Endowment lands
It is important for ELTAC to understand specific components of this document as outlined
below







Asset Management Philosophy State Trust Lands Asset Management Plan Page 3


To fulfill its fiduciary duties to each individual Endowment the State of Idaho will


1 Manage the endowed land and financial assets as a whole trust on a total return
basis


2 Seek to optimize risk and return from both the Endowments land and financial assets
through diversification of holdings


3 Ensure that significant land holdings will be maintained in perpetuity since they
provide material diversification and inflation protection to an Endowmentsportfolio


4 Seek to reposition parcels to reduce risk lower management costs and increase
prospects for immediate and sustainable income recognizing that much Endowment
land remains in the original scattered parcels obtained from the federal government


5 Provide for the appropriate and reasonable management expenses of each
Endowment from its own income


6 Accommodate public use of Endowment lands to the extent feasible provided such
use does not impair financial returns


Land Acquisition and Disposal Strategy State Trust LandsAsset Management Plan
Page 27 28


Future strategy will include proactively searching for property consolidating ownership
only when earnings will substantially increase seeking to optimize risk sic and
return and identifying an exit strategy for each property The target holding period
for land assets shall be for longterm investment generally 10 years or more


Management Objectives
Increase longterm financial returns
Reduce cost through improved management efficiency
Increase cash flow


Acquire lands or position parcels for value maximization
Diversify the Endowment land portfolio to distribute risk
Enhance access to Endowment land assets


Adjust land holdings based on current and projected market conditions to
capture value in excess of target returns


Challenges
Constraints pursuant to Article IX Section 8 that do not conform to modern
business practices


The sale of land is limited to transactions sold in subdivisions of not
to exceed three hundred and twenty acres of land to any one
individual company or corporation
All land sales are subject to disposal at public auction


Current procedures inhibit the agencysability to be competitive in the real
estate market


Efficiency and expediency required to secure property
Securing resources necessary to conduct due diligence
Land Board approval required at multiple steps throughout the land
acquisition and sale process
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Operating a profit oriented business within a government agency traditionally
perceived as a nonprofit environment


Opportunities
Utilizing agent agreements to conduct proactive searches for properties based
on criteria herein


Authorizing agency management to enter into non binding and binding
agreements to become competitive in the real estate market


Buyer Agency Agreement
Letter of Intent including BuyerAgencyAgreement
Agreement to Initiate
Purchase Sale Agreement including Buyer Agency Agreement


Problem Statement


To fulfill the clear fiduciary responsibility of the Land Board to maximize return on investment
for the beneficiaries of the trust it is the intent of the ELTAC to make recommendations for
language changes to the Idaho Constitution and Admission Bill that may affect the flexibility
of the Land Board in areas of land acquisition and disposal Following the input from the
Land Board revisions and acceptance of the recommendations herein the Committee will
assist the Land Board in public education


HISTORIC PERSPECTIVES OF THE
ENDOWMENT FUNDS


The following section is included in this report as essential background for the Endowment
Land Transaction Advisory Committee to have as it considered its charge


Presentations were made by the staff of the Idaho Department of Lands on the history of
endowment reform efforts ELTAC members reviewed major milestones and key documents
that specifically related to our current charge The following documents were used to
understand endowment reform efforts to date as well as constitutional parameters


Idaho State Constitution
Admission Act


Report and Recommendations of the Governors Citizens Ad Hoc Evaluation
Committee on LandsEndowments July 10 2001
State Trust LandsAsset Management Plan July 2008


We chronicle the highlights of the establishment and management of Endowment funds that
ELTAC believed are of significance to its work


1890 to 2000


At statehood Idaho was given a land grant from Congress to provide support for a variety of
public institutions principally public schools This land grant was accepted through
ratification of the state constitution that contained provisions guiding the states
management of these lands Unlike the contemporary notion of public lands state trust


R







lands or Endowment lands as they are referred to in Idaho are public lands held in trust by
the state for designated beneficiaries As trustees state land managers have a fiduciary
duty to manage the lands for the benefit of the beneficiaries of the trust grant These lands
are sold or leased for a diverse range of uses to help meet that responsibility generating
revenue for the designated beneficiaries today and for future generations


When Idaho was admitted to the Union as the 43rd state in 1890 it was granted
approximately3672000 acres of land for the support of state institutions This land was
granted under the condition that it be managed in perpetuity as a trust for the beneficiary
institutions This mandate was codified in Article IX Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution
which also mandates that the lands be managed The state Constitution established the
State Board of Land Commissioners also referred to as the Land Board as the trustee over
the assets of the nine Endowments As trust manager the Land Board is obliged to manage
the assets of each trust with undivided loyalty to the beneficiaries of the trusts


Over time as properties were sold or exchanged the proceeds from the sales and certain
other income were deposited in the Endowment funds The ultimate purpose of Idahos land
grant Endowments has been to provide a perpetual stream of income to the beneficiaries
Idahospublic schools Over the years the management of Endowment funds experienced
changes These funds were initially managed by the State Treasurer followed by the
Department of Finance In March of 1969 the State Legislature created the Endowment
Investment Board later changed to the Endowment Fund Investment Board EFIB The
Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners was given governance authority over the EFIB and
all endowment funds in July 2000 State Trust Lands Asset Management Plan July 2008
page 5 Idaho Code 58 101 created the Idaho Department of Lands to serve as the
manager of the non financial assets of each trust on behalf of the Land Board


In the State Trust Lands Asset Management Plan July 2008 page 3 we quote


The state Constitution establishes the State Board of Land Commissioners Land
Board as the trustee over the assets of the nine endowments As trust manager the
Land Board is obligated to manage the assets of each trust with undivided loyalty to
the beneficiaries of the trusts Idaho Code 58101 created the Idaho Department of
Lands IDL to serve as the manager of the non financial assets of each trust on
behalf of the Land Board Similarly Idaho Code 57 718 created the Endowment
Fund Investment Board EFIB which formulates policy for and manages the
investment of the financial assets


20002009


Initially during this time period a major restructuring of the Endowment funds was
implemented in July 2000 The Land Board was given governance authority over the EFIB
All Endowment funds and investment restrictions were made consistent with the Idaho
Prudent Investor Act Idaho Code Title 68 chapter 5


The next step was the formation of an ad hoc CitizensEvaluation Committee in the late
Januaryearly February 2001 timeframe By mid March of that year after extensive input
from Land Board members their deputies Department of Lands acting director and others
this ad hoc committee finalized their Charter Package as a working document Thereafter
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they focused their efforts through three committee work teams governance organizational
development and investment policy The following recommendations were made in the
document Report and Recommendations of the GovernorsCitizens Ad Hoc Evaluation
Committee on LandsEndowmentsdated July 10 2001


The Land Board should adopt a formal Land Trust Investment Policy that
includes among other standard items the following three areas


Statement of Investment Objectives
Annual Investment Plan


Commercial Real Estate Policies


throughout our committeesdiscussions there was a concern that with these
policies reporting metrics and investment plans there might be an implication that
land assets failing to meet a targeted rate of return should be converted to the
financial trust which is another way of saying dispose of the land However
disposition of any land assets under unconstitutionally imposed requirements and the
likelihood in most cases of non competitive sales at auction really necessitates a
careful look at another viable options namely taking the steps necessary to realize
the targeted rate of return on certain land assets Clearly these decisions will
represent significant and very sensitive investment choices for the Land Board in the
future CitizensEvaluation CommitteeLandsEndowments Recommendation1
Attachment 1 Page 3


This recommendation from the CitizensEvaluation Committee led to the need to examine
the following language in the Constitution


The legislature shall at the earliest practicable period provide by law that the
general grants of land made by congress to the state shall be judiciously located and
carefully preserved and held in trust subject to disposal at public auction for the use
and benefit of the respective object for which said grants of land were made


As recorded in the document entitled State Board of Land Commissioners March 17 2009
Regular Agenda the Endowment Reform Review Task Force was formed in September
2005 Their charge was to track and report on Endowment reforms and identify the need for
further statutory and policy refinement The Task Force worked with the Endowment Fund
Investment Board EFIB to satisfy most of the provisions under the original reform
expectation Out of this effort flowed the need for an overarching management document
the State Trust Land Asset Management Plan first approved in December 2007 and later
updated July 30 2008


Specific sections of The Asset Management Plan July 2008 are referenced as significant to
the work of ELTAC


Section 1 B Mission Page 3


All endowment assets of the State of Idaho must per the State Constitution be
managed in such manner as will secure the maximum long term financial return to
the trust beneficiaries The assets will be managed to provide a perpetual stream of
income to the beneficiaries by







Maximizing longterm financial return at a prudent level of risk
Protecting future generations purchasing power and
Providing a relatively stable and predictable payout


Section B Land Management Philosophy Page 16


The Land Board as trustees of Idahos endowment trusts has a duty to invest and
manage the land trusts as a prudent investor would Idaho Code 685021
which includes development of an overall investment strategy having risk and return
objectives reasonably suited to the trust Idaho Code 68022 This section
delineates the Boards land asset management philosophy and practices


1 Management Goals
Protect and enhance the value and productivity of the Land assets
Maximize financial returns from Land assets over time


Encourage a diversity of revenue producing uses of Land assets
Manage Land assets prudently efficiently and with accountability to the
beneficiaries


These goals are best achieved by establishing general operating expectations for
endowment trust lands including but not limited to the following


Preserving land holdings where leasing will generate a competitive rate of
return


Seeking to enhance land values before considering sale or exchange of
underperforming land assets
Acquiring lands structures and resources when the acquisition will add value
or diversification to the overall trust portfolio
Selling lands structures and resources when the outcome adds value to the
overall trust portfolio


Section F Land Acquisition and Disposal Strategy Page 28


Challenges
Constraints pursuant to Article IX Section 8 that do not conform to modern
business practices


The sale of land is limited to transactions sold in subdivisions of not


to exceed three hundred and twenty acres of land to any one
individual company or corporation
All land sales are subject to disposal at public auction


The above references provided perspective and context to ELTAC regarding the assignment
they were given With this as background information ELTAC proceeded with an analysis of
the current parameters of constitutional language hindrances and opportunities for
consideration by the Land Board







ANALYSES


OVERVIEW OF COMMITTEE APPROACH


ELTAC prepared for their work through the following activities
Reviewed background information and reading materials provided by the staff of the
Idaho Department of Lands
Investigated and reviewed approaches utilized in other states with regard to similar
public land issues
Applied specific experience and expertise of the Committee members to the legal
issues involved specifically residential and commercial real estate banking land
development and real estate capital financing
Reviewed the current language of the Constitution and the Admission Bill
Analyzed the current business practices and governmental process to identify areas
for potential improvement that may be prohibited under the current language in the
Constitution and Admission Act


Analyzed individual opinions of each member regarding the following
Ways in which the current language hindersthe mission of the Endowment
Reasons why specific language is an impediment to maximize the return of
investment for the beneficiaries of the Land Endowment
Possible lost opportunities if the language is not revised


Drafted recommendations made by the individual members for discussion and debate
based on the analysis
Utilized scenarios to test both the current and recommended language for
consequences and practical application
Prepared this written report for the Land Board to summarize ELTACsfindings and
recommendations


CONCLUSION OF THE ENDOWMENT LAND TRANSACTION ADVISORY COMMITTEE


Based on the analyses conducted ELTAC concluded that the existing language i limiting
disposal of Endowment Land to public auction and ii certain limitations of the quantity of
land that may be disposed of in any single transaction contained in the Idaho Constitution
presents a constraint to the Land Boardsprimary charge to secure the maximum long term
financial return to the institution to which granted Idaho Constitution Section 8 Location
and Disposition of Public Lands The information that follows outlines ELTACsreview of
specific current language the recommendation for how the language should be amended
and provides the Committeesrationale for such recommendations


RECOMMENDATIONS


The Endowment Land Transaction Advisory Committee presents its recommendations
impacting the Idaho State Constitution and the Admission Bill We outline the current
language the recommendation and the rationale
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RECOMMENDATION ONE


CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
ARTICLE IX EDUCATION AND SCHOOL LANDS


SECTION 8 LOCATION AND DISPOSITION OF PUBLIC LANDS


A CURRENT LANGUAGE


ELTAC reviewed the highlighted language The reference in red corresponds to the
recommendation forwarded to the Land Board


SECTION 8 EDUCATION AND SCHOOL LANDS


The legislature shall at the earliest practicable period provide by law that the
general grants of land made by congress to the state shall be judiciously located and
carefully preserved and held in trust subject to disposal at public auction for the use
and benefit RECeAi NDATION t of the respective object for which said
grants of land were made and the legislature shall provide for the sale of said lands
from time to time and for the sale of timber on all state lands and for the faithful
application of the proceeds thereof in accordance with the terms of said grants
provided that not to exceed one hundred sections of state lands shall be sold in any
one year and to be sold in subdivisions of not to exceed three hundred and twenty
acres of land to any one individual company or corporation y RF NDi ki


TWO The legislature shall have power to authorize the state board of land
commissioners to exchange granted or acquired lands of the state on an equal value
basis for other lands under agreement with the United States local units of
government corporation companies individual or combinations thereof


B RECOMMENDATION ONE


ELTAC recommends the language be changed as follows


SECTION 8 EDUCATION AND SCHOOL LANDS


The legislature shall at the earliest practicable period provide by law that the
general grants of land made by congress to the state shall be judiciously located and
carefully preserved and held in trust and disposed of in any
reasonable manner to sertire the niaximiimlone term financial return


of the respective object
for which said grants of land were made and the legislature shall provide for the sale
of said lands from time to time


C RATIONALE


The current Constitutional language subject to disposal at public auction
unreasonably restricts the ability of the Land Board in carrying out its duty to
maximize longterm returns It does not provide flexibility to the manner in which
land may be disposed By prescribing the method of disposal the language may not
allow for the maximum price to seller andor the maximum long term value to the
beneficiaries Further the current language also does not allow the legislature the
flexibility to create alternatives by statute







Public auction is only one of many forms of sale that can be utilized to maximize the
sale price of real property The optimal form of marketing and sale is dependent on
many factors including market conditions depth of market type of property specific
property characteristics and financing that may be available The main reason for
the proposed language change is to allow flexibility for maximizing the investment of
the Endowment Lands to the beneficiaries


The current language limits opportunity for negotiation The language may limit or
place burdensome restrictions on joint ventures to the point that they are not
feasible do not create incentives for developers or buyers and thus may have the
effect of reducing values to the Endowment Land beneficiaries


Typical transactions in the private sector provide buyers time to perform due
diligence and to assess the risks procure tenants analyze costs obtain necessary
financing and obtain entitlements The current language does not allow for this
normal process and because this creates uncertainty may reduce the value the
developer or buyer will risk reduces the price they will pay Moreover it is difficult
to procure commitments for financing procure tenants negotiate leases and obtain
entitlements if it is not known who will ultimately be successful in procuring the
property or know the ultimate price Quite simply it is impossible to quote rents
without certainty without tenants there is no financing especially in todaysmarket


Current language increases uncertainty complications requirements and ultimately
risks which can bring down the value to the Endowment Land beneficiaries In an
auction the higher the risk means the lower the bid Reducing risk and uncertainty is
valuable to both parties


Under the current language the extended length of time it takes to go through the
process may eliminate the feasibility for both developers andor prospective tenants
Timing is typically essential to developments and tenants alike Tenants will simply
move to other locations if the seller cannot move fast enough or provide certainty
especially when part of the project includes a parcel of public land Not all tenants
are willing to wait Idaho could benefit from greater flexibility by applying the most
advantageous methods for disposing a particular property to the specific
circumstances of the transaction This can be accomplished while maintaining public
disclosure of transaction opportunities


ELTAC also mentioned these additional points to consider as they impact the
Endowment mission


The recommended change would give the Idaho Legislature the authority to
create more flexibility for the Department of Lands in carrying out the daytoday
activities of managing the Endowment lands
The change would allow for disposal of land in a commercially reasonable manner
consistent with the duties of care entrusted to the trustees and State law A
significant body of law and case law already exists with respect to the duty of
care obligation of trustees and thus would apply to transactions under the more
flexible structure
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Undue reliance on appraised values is not recommended Appraisals are merely
an opinion of value and often vary widely This is particularly true at market
inflection points For example there is currently a dearth of buyers in many real
estate markets and real estate appraisals currently tend to overestimate what
value may be obtained in the market place Conversely in heated markets
appraisals tend to under estimate market values Appraisals also ignore the fact
that different potential buyers value a particular property differently
The proposed language will give general guidance to the trustees in the
Constitution rather than detailing specifics and will strengthen the Constitution to
ensure that the trustees are and will always be fully responsible as fiduciaries of
the trust State law already requires the trustees to exercise duty and care to
manage the Endowments as a prudent investor IC 68 5021 and to manage the
portfolio of properties according to an overall strategy suited to the trust
IC 685022 State Trust Lands Asset Management Plan Page 16
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RECOMMENDATION TWO
CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO


ARTICLE IX EDUCATION AND SCHOOL LANDS
SECTION 8 LOCATION AND DISPOSITION OF PUBLIC LANDS


A CURRENT LANGUAGE


ELTAC reviewed the highlighted language The reference in red corresponds to the
recommendation forwarded to the Land Board


SECTION 8 EDUCATION AND SCHOOL LANDS


The legislature shall at the earliest practicable period provide by law that the
general grants of land made by congress to the state shall be judiciously located and
carefully preserved and held in trust subject to disposal at public auction for the use
and benefit of the respective object for which said
grants of land were made and the legislature shall provide for the sale of said lands
from time to time and for the sale of timber on all state lands and for the faithful
application of the proceeds thereof in accordance with the terms of said grants
provided that not to exceed one hundred sections of state lands shall be sold in any
one year and to be sold in subdivisions of not exceed three hundred and twenty
acres of land to any one individual company or corporation i I3 w i I E f f i


VIWO The legislature shall have power to authorize the state board of land
commissioners to exchange granted or acquired lands of the state on an equal value
basis for other lands under agreement with the United States local units of
government corporation companies individual or combinations thereof


B RECOMMENDATION TWO
C The Committee recommends the following language be removed


SECTION 8 EDUCATION AND SCHOOL LANDS


provided that not to exceed one hundred sections of state lands shall be sold in
any one year subdivisiens o F exeee th h d a n
a 44and to any


D RATIONALE


The current language sold in subdivisions not to exceed three hundred twenty acres to
any one individual company or corporation may preclude opportunities that are
advantageous to the Endowment Land beneficiaries the schools This language would
not allow the state to take advantage of strong market cycles and could limit potentially
desirable opportunities to sell lease or swap large parcels of land


Typical transactions in the private sector currently exceed this size and would be
precluded by the limitation especially if the project is residential or a mixed use project
Larger tracts of land may be commercially feasible for private development The current
language would prohibit these opportunities Most planned communities favored by
county planners have a minimum acreage for application greater than 120 acres and
may exceed the current limitation
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RECOMMENDATION THREE
CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO


ARTICLE IX EDUCATION AND SCHOOL LANDS


SECTION 10 STATE UNIVERSITY LOCATION REGENTS AND LANDS


A CURRENT LANGUAGE


ELTAC reviewed the highlighted language The reference in red corresponds to the
recommendation forwarded to the Land Board


SECTION 10 STATE UNIVERSITY


LOCATION REGENTS AND LANDS


No university lands shall be sold for less than ten dollars per acre and in
subdivisions not to exceed one hundred and sixty acres to any one person company
or corporation RECO1


B RECOMMENDATION THREE


The Committee recommends the following language be removed


No university lands shall be sold for less than ten dollars per acre uid in subdivisieffi
iiet oneandted cresstea eft erscfr Y


eeFpeFatie


C RATIONALE


The current language sold in subdivisions not to exceed one hundred twenty acres
to any one individual company or corporationsmay preclude opportunities that are
advantageous to the Endowment Land beneficiaries This language would not allow
the state to take advantage of strong market cycles and could limit potentially
desirable opportunities to sell lease or swap large parcels of land
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RECOMMENDATION FOUR
IDAHO ADMISSION BILL


A CURRENT LANGUAGE


ELTAC reviewed the highlighted language The reference in red corresponds to the
recommendation forwarded to the Land Board


5 Sale lease or exchange of school land


1 In general c all land granted under this Act for educational purposes shall
be sold only at public sale RECOMMENDATION FOUR


2 iiImay be deposited in a land bank fund to be used to acquire in
accordance with State law other land in the State for the benefit of the
beneficiaries of the public school permanent Endowment fund
c Exchange


3 ValuationThe values of exchanged lands shall be approximately equal


B RECOMMENDATION FOUR


The Committee recommends the following change


1 In general C all land granted under this Act for educational purposes shall hr
sold as provided by Idaho Law be seld enly at publie sale


C RATIONALE


After review of the Admission Bill it was determined that only one of the highlighted
areas required revision at this point to provide authority to implement
Recommendation One The rationale for this change is consistent with the rationale
found on page 13 of this document in reference to public auction that is the Land
Board needs maximum flexibility to maximize the return on investment for the public
schools
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OTHER ISSUES


FINANCIAL TOOLS


In this section ELTAC examines additional possible impediments that may impact the Land
Boardsability to finance infrastructure and improvements This may prompt the Board to
seek modifications outside the scope of this committeesoriginal charter The committee has
examined and highlighted tools that would facilitate valueadded transactions


I Land Bank Fund Limitations


Idaho code 58133 has been interpreted to preclude the department from using such funds
to pay for the cost of constructing improvements on the land ie architectural design
building supplies and construction permits


The department would have to craft a fixed price turnkey project wherein a construction
contractor and their banker assume all the risks to deliver a fully functional improvement at
the end of the contract While this has been done by the state of Colorado market timing
and the ability of the contractor may prohibit using this process because it is too rigid and
complex


Also Land Bank funds are only accumulated by the sale of other lands Therefore without
significant sales within the fiveyear reinvestment period required by the Land Bank statute
the balances in the Land Bank fund remain small and therefore typically may not be viable
for significant improvement purchases


II Permanent Fund Financing


It appears that Article 9 Section 11 of the Idaho Constitution provides broad investment
criteria to the Land Board that authorizes it to invest Permanent Endowment Funds


Guidance stipulates that investments can be made in a variety of federal state and local
bonds and other investments in which a trustee is authorized to invest pursuant to state
law This appears to give the Land Board the flexibility to work with the Endowment Funds
Investment Board to use Permanent Fund monies to invest in valueadded infrastructure on
Endowment Lands


Having the ability to provide flexible funding options in a business transaction will enhance
the Land Boardscapability to secure valueadded projects The Board should research and
identify a mechanism or process that the Department of Lands would include when
marketing a property for development that will significantly enhance the value of return to
the trust and the beneficiaries


For example consider this scenario


Land value 5M
Project Management and Concept Design Costs 5M
Infrastructure and Improvement Costs 10M


Currently the state only contributes the land value 5M and likely receives only dollarfor
dollar compensation for their contribution
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If changes are implemented and flexibility is enhanced so that the department can fund
some of the infrastructure and improvement costs a more traditional return on investment
model would be possible wherein the department would receive a higher percentage of the
profit on the total project If the above investment sold out for 50M the Endowment
return on investment would be significantly enhanced


III Loaning Credit


Article VIII Section 2 Sub section 2 of the Constitution discusses loaning of State credit
The only exemption seems to be for the Public School Guarantee Fund which provides for
the guarantee of the debt of school districts using the Public School Endowment Fund
Permanent Fund The Board may desire to create an additional subsection of Article VIII
Section 2 of the Constitution that clarifies an ability to incur debt for value added
transactions for land improvements and is not considered a loan of state credit


The Citizens Ad Hoc Committee discussed debt at a 50 loantovalue ratio However
codifying such a limitation runs counter to the objective of the recommendation to add
flexibility by providing an array of financial tools Rather the Land Board should retain the
ability to exercise prudent investment criteria based on the nature of specific projects and
the risks they may pose The Land Board might consider seeking the authorizing ability to
work directly and continuously with the Idaho State Building Authority on possible
appropriate projects as they arise similar to the continuous appropriation afforded the Land
Bank Fund


These financial tools as well as the previous recommendations provide flexibility to the Land
Board and their mandate to maximize funds to beneficiaries


IV Public Records Disclosure


Idaho Code Section 9340 D Section 6 allows local agencies and the department of
Commerce to protect information for the specific purpose of assisting businesses interested
in locating maintaining investing in or expanding business operation in Idaho Participants
in private sector and commercial business transactions typically expect confidentially in
negotiations and protection of trade secrets of the parties Likewise it is recommended that
the same protections be afforded to the State Board of Land Commissioners when
negotiating leases purchases or sales of state Endowment Lands Transactional
information if disclosed may disadvantage the Land Board in carrying out its fiduciary duty
to secure the maximum long term financial return for the beneficiaries of the Endowment


For these reasons the committee recommends that the Board pursue similar protection
under Public Records Law


IN







SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS


The following outlines a summary of the proposed changes for The Idaho Constitution
Article IX in red


SECTION 8 EDUCATION AND SCHOOL LANDS


The legislature shall at the earliest practicable period provide by law that the
general grants of land made by congress to the state shall be judiciously located and
carefully preserved and held in trust to be managed and disposed of in any
reasonable manner to secure the maximum long term financial returrrsubje 4f
dispesal at public auetie the use and benef of the respective object for which
said grants of land were made and the legislature shall provide for the sale of said
lands from time to time and for the sale of timber on all state lands and for the
faithful application of the proceeds thereof in accordance with the terms of said
grants provided that not to exceed one hundred sections of state lands shall be sold
in any one year afid to be sold in subdivisiens of Ret exeeed thFee h indred rlqd


R The legislature
shall have power to authorize the state board of land commissioners to exchange
granted or acquired lands of the state on an equal value basis for other lands under
agreement with the United States local units of government corporation companies
individual or combinations thereof


SECTION 10 STATE UNIVERSITY


LOCATION REGENTS AND LANDS


No university lands shall be sold for less than ten dollars per acre and in subdiisiets
tom to exee e hundredendsixthacfe te any ene persen
eeFperatieR


ADMISSION BILL


5 Sale lease or exchange of school land


1 In general c all land granted under this Act for educational purposes shall 1
sold as provided by Idaho Law


RELATED RECOMMENDATIONS


A Facilitate the use of financial tools such as Permanent Fund Financing and Incurring
Debt to provide maximum flexibility to the Land Report for valueadded contribution
to the beneficiaries


B Pursue similar protection under Public Records Law for confidentiality in negotiations
as provided the private sector
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Final Minutes 


Regular Land Board Meeting 
March 17, 2009 


 


 The regular meeting of the Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners was held on 
Tuesday, March 17, 2009, in Boise, Idaho.  The meeting began at 9:10 a.m. in the second 
floor courtroom of the Borah Building.  The Honorable Governor C. L. “Butch” Otter presided.  
The following members were present: 
 


 Honorable Secretary of State Ben Ysursa 
 Honorable Attorney General Lawrence Wasden 
 Honorable State Controller Donna Jones 
 Honorable Superintendent of Public Instruction Tom Luna 
 


 For the record, Governor Otter recognized the presence of a quorum. 
 


 


 CONSENT 
 


 A motion was made by Attorney General Wasden to adopt the Consent Agenda in 
its entirety.  Secretary of State Ysursa seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a 
vote of 5-0. 


 


1. Director’s Report – approved  
 


A. Interest Rate on Department Transactions – March 2009 
B. Timber Sale Activity Report 
C. Timber Sale Official Transactions – February 2009 
D. Legal Matter Summary  
E. Bureau of Surface and Mineral Resources, Official Transactions – February 2009 
F. Fire Settlement Information 


 


2. Timber Sales – Staffed by Roger Jansson, Operations Chief-North, and Kurt Houston, 


Operations Chief-South – approved 
  


NORTH OPERATIONS    COUNTY AREA OFFICE 
A. Uleda Point OSR CR-10-0365 1740 MBF Bonner Priest Lake (Coolin) 
B. Brickel Creek CR-22-5008 3765 MBF Kootenai Mica (Coeur d’Alene) 
      
SOUTH OPERATIONS      
C. Johnson Gulch Relog CR-40-0946 1745 MBF Clearwater Clearwater (Orofino) 
D. Knotty Pine CR-43-4016 2540 MBF Idaho Craig Mountain 


(Craigmont) 
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3. Disclaimer of Interest for the Former Bed of the Boise River, Ada County (E, LLC) – 


Staffed by Kurt Houston, Operations Chief-South – approved 
 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: Direct the Department to issue a disclaimer of interest for 
two parcels totaling 12.092 acres of the former bed of the Boise River and require E, LLC, to pay a 
fee of $600.00 to the Department of Lands for this transaction. 


 


BOARD ACTION: Approved. 
 


4. Disclaimer of Interest for the Former Bed of the Payette River, Boise County 
(Sands, LLC) – Staffed by Kurt Houston, Operations Chief-South – approved 
 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: Direct the Department to issue a disclaimer of interest for 
one parcel totaling 5.32 acres of the former bed of the Payette River and to require Sands, LLC, to 
pay a fee of $600.00 to the Department of Lands for this transaction. 


 


BOARD ACTION: Approved. 
 


5. Twin Lakes Dock Association, Inc. v. Idaho Department of Lands, et al., Kootenai 
County Case No. CV-08-7186 – Staffed by Steve Schuster, Deputy Attorney General – 
approved  
 


RECOMMENDATION: Authorize Legal Counsel to execute the Stipulation for Dismissal. 
 


BOARD ACTION: Approved. 
 


6. Timber License Plate Fee Recommendations – Staffed by Betty Munis, Director, Idaho 


Forest Products Commission – approved 
 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: That the Board direct the Department, in conjunction with 
the Idaho Forest Products Commission, to proceed with the recommended educational projects. 


 


DISCUSSION: Governor Otter asked if the Board and the Department receives an annual 
breakdown of how the money has been spent.  Director Bacon stated yes. 


 


BOARD ACTION: Approved. 
 


7. Minutes – approved 
 


A. Regular Land Board Meeting – February 17, 2009 
 
 


 REGULAR 
 


8. Endowment Fund Investment Board Manager’s Report – Presented by Larry Johnson, 
Manager of Investments, EFIB 
 


A. Monthly Report 


 Despite losses, reserves remain adequate; 


 The Investment Board has hired Grantham, Mayo and Capitol Guardian to manage 
Emerging Market equity mandates; 


 Legislation dealing with the Endowment Fund guarantee of school bonds has been 
introduced in the Senate State Affairs Committee. 
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B. Investment Report  


 Fiscal year-to-date through the end of February the fund was down 31.3%; 


 Equity markets were down, both domestically and internationally; 


 Interest rates rose which hurt the fixed income account; 


 Good news – we have slightly outperformed our benchmark; 


 So far this month we are up over 1%; 


 The fund and managers are performing as would be expected in these difficult conditions. 
 


Governor Otter asked if any money has been committed to firms who have run into trouble 
recently.  Mr. Johnson stated no. 


 


No action was taken on this agenda item. 
 


9. Request from Empire Lumber Company for Catastrophic Extensions and Interest 
Relief – Presented by David Groeschl, Assistant Director, Forestry and Fire 
 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: Direct the Department to grant a one-year contract 
extension on all six timber sales but no interest relief. 


 


DISCUSSION: Attorney General Wasden asked for confirmation that Empire Lumber Company has 
met the qualifications of diligent performance on these contracts.  Assistant Director Groeschl 
stated Empire Lumber Company has met diligent performance on two of the sales.  Regarding the 
other sales, given the current market-related extensions granted in January, the first four expire 
prior to July 1, 2010, and would qualify; the last two sales would qualify for catastrophic. 


 


If these extensions are granted, Governor Otter asked if the clock starts ticking on July 1, 2010 or 
does the clock run concurrent with what Empire has already received.  Assistant Director Groeschl 
stated market-related extensions would extend the contract expiration dates by one year.  The 
interest rate paid is calculated back to the original auction date.  As those contracts are extended, 
the interest increases over time due to that longer period of time associated with the sales. 


 


Governor Otter asked about the amount of interest involved.  Assistant Director Groeschl stated the 
Department knows in a broad sense that anywhere from $4 million to $6 million dollars is earned 
each year on stumpage interest.  The exact amount has not been calculated for these specific 
sales. 


 


Governor Otter noted that there are fewer large log mills and the state timber harvests are about 
two billion board feet behind.  He is concerned about what will happen to the capacity to sell larger 
logs if another large log mill is in jeopardy.  Director Bacon stated several large mills operating in 
Idaho, such as Potlatch Corporation, still maintain large log capacity.  The Department believes 
there will be mill capacity for the big wood for the next ten to twenty years. 


 


Governor Otter stated he is concerned that the loss of one of these larger log mills could be 
problematic in the future, especially with the increased timber harvest schedule.  Assistant Director 
Groeschl stated Empire plans to rebuild the mill and get the large log side running.  In addition, 
several mills, even though they specialize in or prefer smaller material, still have the capacity to 
deal with larger logs.  However, there are additional handling costs and there is somewhat of a 
discount at times when they have to do that. 


 


To clarify the Department’s request, Attorney General Wasden asked if the Department is seeking 
to grant a one-year extension on all six timber sales, but no interest relief, which is consistent with 
past practice.  He noted a one-year market extension was granted last month for North Lewis, 
Divide Saddle, Leftover Lewis and Casey Facey.  Big Seed OSR and Pierce Creek South would 
receive a one-year extension based upon the Board’s action at this meeting as well as the other 
four timber sales.  Assistant Director Groeschl responded market-related extensions for the four 
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sales approved by the Land Board last month required each purchaser to submit a written request 
stating whether they would like to receive the market-related extension.  To date this is the first 
request received from Empire.  The first four sales would qualify under the market-related one-year 
extensions, and the other two sales would qualify for one-year catastrophic extensions. 


 


BOARD ACTION: A motion was made by Attorney General Wasden that the Board approve the 
Department recommendation to give a one-year contract extension on all six timber sales, but no 
interest relief, as has been outlined; that is that the four sales, North Lewis, Divide Saddle, Leftover 
Lewis and Casey Facey, receive a one-year market extension and that Big Seed OSR and Pierce 
Creek South receive the one-year catastrophic extension.  Controller Jones seconded the motion.  


The motion carried on a vote of 4-1.  (Aye – Ysursa, Wasden, Jones, Luna; Nay – Otter) 
 


10. Endowment Reform Review Task Force Update – Presented by Kathy Opp, Deputy 
Director 
 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: (1) Thank the Endowment Reform Review Task Force and 
discharge its members from service; (2) Direct the Department to formulate an Endowment Land 
Transaction Advisory Committee (ELTAC) for the express purpose of reviewing the constitutional 
and Admissions Act language for consistency with modern business practices.  Committee 
objectives and timeline as defined.  A key outcome will be the ability of these external experts to 
assist the Board with legislative and public education efforts should constitutional or Admissions 
Act changes be warranted.  The Department will return to the Board with the proposed committee 
composition for formal approval at the April 21, 2009 regular meeting. 


 


DISCUSSION: Secretary of State Ysursa commended the Department for taking this action.  He 
stated the obvious composition of this task force would necessitate extremely close communication 
with the Attorney General’s office and other legal staff related to the Board, Admissions Act, 
Constitution, etc.  He asked if that would be implicit in this recommendation.  Deputy Director Opp 
stated in addition to the professionals mentioned in the recommendation, the Department 
contemplated the benefits of a facilitator to capture the ideas and thoughts of the Task Force, and a 
deputy attorney general, who could provide counsel on what the constitutional language means 
today and how the Department has to function. 


 


BOARD ACTION: A motion was made by Secretary of State Ysursa to adopt the Department’s 
recommendation.  Controller Jones seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 5-0. 


 


11. FY2010 JFAC Budget Setting – Presented by Kathy Opp, Deputy Director 
 


DISCUSSION: Governor Otter commented that JFAC began setting budgets yesterday with a 5% 
reduction in personnel costs.  He objected to the 5% automatic reduction in federal grant and 
dedicated fund agencies, such as the Department of Fish and Game.  Half of the Fish and Game 
budget comes from the federal government and the other half comes from Idaho sportsmen.  He 
feels Fish and Game is the agency that should make the decision.  However, he noted the other 
side of the argument is whenever state employees receive salary increases, dedicated fund 
agencies receive the same increases.  He added that JFAC is leaving the question open so it can 
be decided not only on the applicability to the departments, but also on the amounts because the 
amounts vary between 3, 5, 7 and 9% based on the equation used. 


 


Superintendent Luna commented it is obvious the intent of the letter is to bring to light the fact that 
this is a revenue generating department and the cut could limit the revenues generated.  He 
compared the situation to the Tax Commission where it was claimed a reduction in staff would 
decrease tax collections.  He wondered if others will make the same claim and this is just one of 
the many agency letters that the Legislature will receive. 
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Governor Otter stated he fully expects agencies that share general fund moneys to be the ones 
eventually limited.  Currently it is all agencies.  He believes it is beyond the Legislature’s capacity 
to do this because of the dedicated fund nature and federal grants.  The federal grant money does 
not return to the general fund but returns to the federal government.  He wonders if the letter might 
be premature. 


 


Attorney General Wasden stated the Department of Lands and the Land Board have a unique 
responsibility in that it falls under the auspices of the Constitution and a specifically dedicated 
constitutional responsibility.  He feels the core of this letter is to caution against inhibiting the Board 
from fulfillment of that responsibility. 


 


Governor Otter responded he could make the same argument for public education.  
Superintendent Luna agreed.  Attorney General Wasden stated the specific constitutional provision 
here is in terms of the return to the endowment and that is a very unique feature of this 
responsibility.  While there is a constitutional provision for education, for the Controller, for the 
Governor, for the Attorney General and others, this responsibility is unique in state government 
because it is to make money, and to do so you have to have the personnel.  That is a unique 
fiduciary responsibility for each Board member. 


 


Superintendent Luna feels the letter may be premature.  He agrees with Governor Otter’s 
comments.  He asked if the assumption is that there are no inefficiencies to be found in the 
Department of Lands.  He is sure that is not the case as it is with all state agencies.  He feels the 
Board is taking a risk by assuming that no inefficiencies can be found therefore they can not thrive 
under a smaller budget. 


 


Secretary of State Ysursa stated he does not believe the letter is premature.  Budgets are being 
set now.  In fact his budget was set this morning with 5% cut from personnel costs.  Governor Otter 
responded that in his leadership meeting he was told JFAC was leaving that open ended at this 
time.  It has not been decided if the cut will be 5% or who it will apply to and those decisions will be 
made at a later date.  It also is still being decided whether the cut will be 3, 5, 7 or 9%. 


 


BOARD ACTION: A motion was made by Attorney General Wasden to approve and adopt the 
letter to be delivered to the Honorable Dean Cameron and the Honorable Maxine Bell with all due 


respect.  Controller Jones seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 3-2.  (Aye – 


Ysursa, Wasden, Jones; Nay – Otter, Luna) 
 


 


 INFORMATION 
 


Background information was provided by the presenters listed below.  No Land Board 
action is required on Information Agenda items. 
 


12. 2009 Legislative Session – Status of Department Rule Changes and Legislation – 
Presented by George Bacon, Director 
 


DISCUSSION: Secretary of State Ysursa asked if the pending legislation regarding float homes 
affects the Department.  Director Bacon stated the float home legislation seems to be working its 
way through successfully, as amended, and the legislation changes the definition of a float home to 
more of a generic definition – any floating residence.  The Department reviewed the legislation and 
does not believe it will impact its administration or how float homes are counted on the lakes.  The 
main purpose of the legislation appears to be to ensure these properties are taxed as property, and 
it is more about taxation for the counties. 
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13. Grazing Fee for Calendar Year 2010 – Presented by Elizabeth Felix, Bureau of Surface and 
Mineral Resources 
 


DISCUSSION: Governor Otter commented when he was buying grass in the private sector, he was 
charged by the pound, and it appears that direction is being followed here.  Ms. Felix stated right 
now the Department is limited by the formula adopted by the Board and that formula goes with the 
AUM rates.  Governor Otter noted it seems like we are trying to reflect market price.  Director 
Bacon stated that is correct.  Other factors are also taken into consideration based on the 
complicated formula the University of Idaho helped design many years ago. 
 


14. Wind Lease and Request for Proposal – Presented by Sharon Murray, Bureau of Surface 
and Mineral Resources and Julie Weaver, Deputy Attorney General 
 


DISCUSSION: Governor Otter noted in many cases wind resources are isolated and require 
access to the grid.  He asked how the Department will handle grid access and if the lease covers 
that topic.  Director Bacon stated a number of proposals have been considered.  In every case the 
ownership is mixed.  While in some cases the state may be the big owner, the land is not totally 
state land.  One consideration during any negotiation to develop a lease is the ability of the 
applicant to acquire access to a grid.  That would be part of the lease whether in the form of road 
access, power line rights-of-way, etc.  Some access may actually leave the wind farm area and 
travel across state land.  That would all be worked out through the lease. 


 


Ms. Murray stated the Department currently has a situation where an entity is interested in leasing 
land.  They actually have an agreement with the BLM.  The state has scattered sections within the 
land that BLM owns and that is where the wind turbines would be placed.  The state also has a big 
block of land north of that area called the Burley Block.  The intent is to place a transmission line 
across the Burley Block to about Lake Walcott where it could tie into the major power line.  The 
assumption is an easement or lease would go across the land for the transmission lines. 


 


Governor Otter commented Paul Kjellander, Administrator, Office of Energy Resources, is working 
on an energy corridor which would involve one environmental impact statement depending on the 
width of the corridor.  Mr. Kjellander is contemplating that the corridor will be two, three or four 
miles wide, which will simplify where the grid will be placed and would include multiple leases for 
access to the grid.  The idea is to have multiple utilities use the same corridor so that 
environmental impact statements, etc., can be simplified.  He asked Director Bacon to provide a 
copy of the lease to Mr. Kjellander for review.  Director Bacon stated he would do so.  Director 
Bacon added that the Department has been working closely with Mr. Kjellander on charting where 
the corridor will be located. 


 
 


 At 10:08 a.m. a motion was made by Secretary of State Ysursa that the Board, by 
unanimous consent, resolve into Executive Session pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-2345(1)(f) to 
communicate with legal counsel for the public agency to discuss the legal ramifications of and 
legal options for pending litigation or controversies not yet being litigated but imminently likely 


to be litigated.  Without objection, Governor Otter so ordered.  (Aye – Otter, Ysursa, Wasden, 


Jones, Luna; Nay – None)    
 


 


 EXECUTIVE SESSION 
 


A. Idaho Code 67-2345(1)(f) – To communicate with legal counsel for the public agency to 
discuss the legal ramifications of and legal options for pending litigation, or controversies 
not yet being litigated but imminently likely to be litigated. 
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 At 10:33 a.m. a motion was made by Secretary of State Ysursa to resolve into Regular 


Session.  Controller Jones seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 5-0.  (Aye – 


Otter, Ysursa, Wasden, Jones, Luna; Nay – None)  The Executive Session was held in 


accordance with the Idaho Open Meeting Law pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-2345(1)(f) to 
communicate with legal counsel for the public agency to discuss the legal ramifications of and 
legal options for pending litigation or controversies not yet being litigated but imminently likely 
to be litigated.  No action was taken by the Board during the Executive Session. 
 
 


 There being no further business to come before the Board, at 10:34 a.m. a motion was 
made by Attorney General Wasden to adjourn.  Secretary of State Ysursa seconded the 
motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 5-0.  Meeting adjourned. 
 


IDAHO STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS 
 


    /s/ C. L. “Butch” Otter      
C. L. “Butch” Otter 


President, State Board of Land Commissioners and 
Governor of the State of Idaho 


 
  /s/ Ben Ysursa       
Ben Ysursa 
Secretary of State 
 
  /s/ George B. Bacon     
George B. Bacon 
Director 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


The above-listed final minutes were approved by the State Board of Land 
Commissioners at the April 21, 2009 regular Land Board meeting. 








Supreme Court of Idaho,
Boise, December 1998 Term.


IDAHO WATERSHEDS PROJECT, an Idaho non-
profit organization, Petitioner-Appellant,


v.
STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS,
comprised of Phil Batt, Governor, Pete T. Cenar-
rusa, Secretary of State, Alan G. Lance, Attorney


General, J.D. Williams, State Controller, and Anne
C. Fox, Superintendent of Public Instruction, all in
their official capacities; and Idaho Department Of


Lands, an agency of the State of Idaho, Defendants-
Respondents.


No. 24367.
April 2, 1999.


Applicant for grazing leases on school endow-
ment lands challenged the constitutionality of stat-
utory criteria for bidder qualification. The District
Court, Ada County, D. Duff McKee, J., upheld the
statute. Applicant appealed. The Supreme Court,
Johnson, J. pro tem., held that the statutory criteria
for qualification of bidders for grazing leases on
school endowment lands violated state constitution-
al requirement that state consider only maximum
long term financial return to schools when leasing
such lands.


Reversed and remanded.
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for grazing leases on school endowment lands viol-
ated state constitutional requirement that state con-
sider only maximum long term financial return to
schools when leasing such lands, as the statutory
criteria directed the Board of Land Commissioners
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**368 *65 Laurence J. (Laird) Lucas, Boise, for ap-
pellant.


Hon. Alan G. Lance, Attorney General; Stephanie
A. Balzarini, Deputy Attorney General, Boise, for
respondents. Stephanie A. Balzarini argued.


JOHNSON, Justice Pro Tem
This is a state endowment public land lease


case. We conclude that section 58-310B of the
Idaho Code (I.C.) violates Article IX, § 8 of the
Idaho Constitution and remand the case to the State
Board of Land Commissioners (the Board) to auc-
tion off and lease the land in question pursuant to
I.C. § 58-310.


I.
THE BACKGROUND AND PRIOR PROCEED-


INGS
In 1996, the Idaho Watersheds Project (IWP)


submitted twenty-four conflict grazing lease applic-
ations (the applications) to the Idaho Department of
Lands (the Department) for expiring state endow-
ment land leases (the leases). The Department re-
commended to the Board that IWP be deemed a
“qualified applicant” for auction purposes pursuant
to I.C. § 58-310B(4) on only six of the applications.
In addition, IWP filed one application for a lease
that had been canceled in 1996 prior to its expira-
tion. The Department recommended to the Board
that this lease be awarded to IWP as the only ap-
plicant, but later recommended that IWP be rejec-
ted as a bidder because IWP was not a **369 *66
“qualified applicant.” The Board decided IWP was
a “qualified applicant” for three lease auctions.
When these auctions were conducted, IWP was the
highest bidder in two of them. The Department re-
commended that IWP be disqualified as the high
bidder in those two auctions, and the Board ap-
proved this recommendation, citing land manage-
ment considerations. Therefore, IWP received no
lease awards out of its 1996 lease applications.


IWP filed suit against both the Board and the
Department (collectively the State), seeking (1) a
declaratory judgment that I.C. § 58-310B is uncon-
stitutional on its face and as applied and (2) judicial
review of the Board's actions under the Adminis-
trative Procedure Act (I.C. § 67-5201 through §
67-5292), alleging that the Board acted in an arbit-
rary and discriminatory manner in the handling of
IWP's 1996 lease applications. The trial court ruled
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that I.C. § 58-310B is constitutional and upheld the
actions of the State concerning the auctions and
award of the leases. IWP appealed.


II.
I.C. § 58-310B VIOLATES ARTICLE IX, § 8.


IWP asserts that I.C. § 58-310B violates Art-
icle IX, § 8 of the Idaho Constitution. We agree.


[1] The State contends that IWP does not have
standing to maintain its declaratory judgment action
challenging the constitutionality of I.C. § 58-310B.
While one of the methods to test the constitutional
validity of a statute is through a declaratory judg-
ment action, the party seeking the declaration must
have standing in order to bring the action. Greer v.
Lewiston Golf & Country Club, Inc., 81 Idaho 393,
395-96, 342 P.2d 719, 720-21 (1959). Whether a
party has standing “focuses on the party seeking re-
lief.” Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635,
641, 778 P.2d 757, 763 (1989). “ ‘Only those to
whom a statute applies and who are adversely af-
fected by it can draw in question its constitutional
validity in a declaratory judgment proceeding.’ ”
Greer, 81 Idaho at 395-96, 342 P.2d at 720
(quoting Alabama State Federation of Labor v.
McAdory, 325 U.S. 450, 463, 65 S.Ct. 1384, 1390,
89 L.Ed. 1725, 1736 (1945)).


[2] After IWP submitted the applications, the
Department sent out several letters requesting in-
formation based upon the criteria set forth in I.C. §
58-310B so as to enable the Board to determine if
IWP was a “qualified applicant.” On some of the
applications, IWP was then deemed not to be a
“qualified applicant” pursuant to the criteria con-
tained within I.C. § 58-310B(4). On other applica-
tions, IWP was denied the award of a lease after a
“public auction” pursuant to the factors listed in
I.C. § 58-310B(6). Therefore, IWP was adversely
affected by the process prescribed by I.C. §
58-310B.


[3] Another aspect of standing is that it re-
quires a “distinct and palpable” injury, not “one
suffered alike by all citizens in the jurisdiction.”


Selkirk-Priest Basin Ass'n v. State ex rel. Batt, 128
Idaho 831, 833-34, 919 P.2d 1032, 1034-35 (1996).
In the present case, the State took direct action
against IWP in rejecting the applications for auc-
tion and in rejecting IWP's high bids following the
auctions that were held. IWP was individually
harmed by the criteria set out in I.C. § 58-310B and
by the State's actions in applying that criteria to the
applications. See Boundary Backpackers v. Bound-
ary County, 128 Idaho 371, 375-76, 913 P.2d 1141,
1145-46 (1996) (confirming that an individualized
injury resulting from the enforcement of an ordin-
ance is sufficient to confer standing). IWP, as an
applicant to become a lessor of state endowment
public grazing lands, has a personal stake in the
constitutionality of I.C. § 58-310B. Therefore, IWP
has met its burden of “showing that a right or
status, personal to [IWP], was endangered or
threatened by the act.” Greer, 81 Idaho at 396, 342
P.2d at 721.


[4] Finally, for a party to have standing there
must be a “ ‘fairly traceable’ causal connection
between the claimed injury and the challenged con-
duct.” Miles, 116 Idaho at 641, 778 P.2d at 763
(citation omitted). As discussed above, the State
utilized the criteria set forth in I.C. § 58-310B(4)
and (6) to deny IWP “qualified applicant” status,
and to **370 *67 further deny IWP leases follow-
ing auctions in which IWP was the highest bidder.
Therefore, application of I.C. § 58-310B did result
in the claimed injury to IWP.


Before addressing the merits of IWP's claims,
we first note that in a companion case the Court has
today concluded that the attempted amendment of
Article IX, § 8 in the November 3, 1998 general
election was ineffective. Idaho Watersheds Project
v. State Bd. Of Land Comm'rs, 133 Idaho 55, 982
P.2d 358 (1999).


Article IX, § 8 directs that the Board provide “
rental of all the lands heretofore, or which may
hereafter be granted to or acquired by the state by
or from the general government, under such regula-
tions as may be prescribed by law. ...” (emphasis
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added). Therefore, we must determine whether I.C.
§ 58-310B is constitutional as a “regulation ... pre-
scribed by law.”


Article IX, § 8 provides that the objective of
sales and leases of state endowment lands is to
“secure the maximum long term financial return to
the institution to which granted or to the state if not
specifically granted.” This is in keeping with the
Idaho Admission Bill admitting Idaho into the uni-
on, which indicates that monies received from the
sale or lease of school endowment lands “shall be
reserved for school purposes only.” Idaho Admis-
sion Bill, 26 Stat. L. 215, ch. 656, § 5(a).


Prior to the enactment of I.C. § 58-310B, hear-
ings in the Senate Resources and Environment
Committee (the committee) disclosed that the Idaho
livestock industry contributes somewhere between
$1.2 and $3.8 billion to the economy of Idaho, as
compared to only $78,000 earned from conflict bids
for public grazing lands. Aside from the strict fin-
ancial gain to the state, supporters of I.C. §
58-310B urged the committee to consider several
other factors, all financially related, including the
stability of the livestock industry, the effect on the
overall economy of ranchers going out of business,
jobs and additional tax funds generated by the live-
stock industry, and the effect on those who supply
the livestock industry. As a result of those factors,
the proponents argued that if the livestock industry
were weakened, the monies to be obtained from
bidding auctions would also be weakened since
there would be fewer participants in the livestock
industry to place bids in the first place.


During a December 1996 hearing before the
Board, the Board indicated that it needed to con-
sider sales, income, and property taxes from the
businesses conducted on the leased lands in determ-
ining the “maximum long term financial return.”
The Board also stated that in the previous year,
$22.4 million had been earned from rents on school
endowment lands, which monies were funneled dir-
ectly to the schools of Idaho, while an additional
$800 million had been collected in various taxes


that benefit the state as a whole. The factors con-
sidered by the Board in this case mirror the factors
presented to the Senate and discussed prior to the
enactment of I.C. § 58-310B.


[5] Rather than seeking to provide income to
the schools and the state in general, Article IX, § 8
requires that the State consider only the “maximum
long term financial return” to the schools in the
leasing of school endowment public grazing lands.
Article IX, § 8 requires the Legislature to “provide
by law that the general grants of land made by con-
gress to the state shall be judiciously located and
carefully preserved and held in trust, subject to dis-
posal at public auction for the use and benefit of the
respective object for which said grants of land were
made ....” (emphasis added). By attempting to pro-
mote funding for the schools and the state through
the leasing of school endowment lands, I.C. §
58-310B violates the requirements of Article IX, §
8. By the Board's application of the considerations
contained in I.C. § 58-310B, IWP was denied the
opportunity to participate in auctions for the leases
for which it had applied.


We acknowledge that “[t]he Board is granted
broad discretion in determining what constitutes the
maximum long term financial return for the
schools.” Idaho Watersheds Project v. Board of
Land Comm'rs, 128 Idaho 761, 765, 918 P.2d 1206,
1210 (1996) (IWP I ). Section 58-310B removes
much of the Board's broad discretion, however, by
impermissibly directing the Board to focus on the
**371 *68 schools, the state, and the Idaho live-
stock industry in assessing lease applications, all to
the detriment of other potential bidders like IWP,
which might provide “maximum long term finan-
cial return” to the schools, but not to the state and
the Idaho livestock industry.


Having declared I.C. § 58-310B to be unconsti-
tutional, it necessarily follows that the 1996 leases
the Board awarded for which IWP was an applicant
but was not allowed to bid at an auction were im-
properly awarded and must be opened for applica-
tions again. We note that I.C. § 58-310 provides a
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procedure for auctioning off and leasing public land
“[w]hen two (2) or more persons apply to lease the
same land,” with the exception of leases for single
family, recreation cottage sites and home sites pur-
suant to I.C. § 58-310A and for leasing grazing land
pursuant to I.C. § 58-310B. We conclude that I.C. §
58-310 is a “regulation[ ] ... prescribed by law” that
the Board has a duty to follow for the rental of the
school endowment public lands. Therefore, on re-
mand, we direct that the Board follow the proced-
ures in I.C. § 58-310 in leasing the land covered by
the 1996 leases we have invalidated by our opinion
today.


Because of this resolution of the appeal, we do
not reach other issues presented.


III.
CONCLUSION


We reverse the judgment of the trial court up-
holding the decisions of the Board regarding IWP's
grazing lease applications.


We remand to the Board for new auctions of
the 1996 leases for which IWP was not allowed to
bid.


We award IWP costs on appeal.


Justices SILAK, SCHROEDER, WALTERS, and
Justice Pro Tem BURDICK, concur.


Idaho,1999.
Idaho Watersheds Project v. State Bd. of Land
Com'rs
133 Idaho 64, 982 P.2d 367
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Memorandum 


To: Land Board Members - Gov. Dirk Kempthome, Attorney General 


AI Lance, J.D. Williams, Pete Cenarrusa, Dr. Marilyn Howard 


Pc: 


From: 


Date: 


Re: 


Phil Reberger, John McGee, Clive Strong, Gino White, Ben Ysursa, Don 


Robertson, Dr. Nick Hallett, Committee Members 


Don Curtis, Chair, Citizens Evaluation Committee-LandslEndowment 


July 3,2001 (Updated July 9, 2001) 


Preliminary Report 


Our Rreliminary report to the Land Board is forwarded herewith for discussion/feedback 


Background: The Citizen's Evaluation Committee (see appendix A) was formed in the late 
January/early February 2001 timeframe. By mid March, after extensive input from Land 
Board members, their deputies, Department of Lands acting director and others, we 
fmalized our Charter Package as a working document (see appendix B). Thereafter, we 
focused our efforts through three committee work teams. The areas of work team focus are 
shown on the "working model" in the Charter package. 


Report Content: Our recommendations to the Land Board consist of ten overall 
recommendations, which follow as attachments to this memo. Supplementary information 
is included in appendices A through G. Because each recommendation is relatively brief 
and basically self-contained, the only Executive Summary we have planned for this report is 
the following attachment listing. We hope that this will provide an easy way to read this 
report in an efficient manner and refer to portions of it in the future. 


• Attachments Summary (Recommendations related) 


#0 Committee Recommendations Rollout Process 
#1 Recommendation #1: Formal Land Trust Investment Policy 
#2 Recommendation #2: LandslFunds Investment Reporting Format 
#3 Recommendation #3: Permanent Department of Lands Director 
#4 Recommendation #4: hnplementation Actions for Recommendations #1 and #2 
#5 Recommendation #5: "Endowment Investment" Paradigm shift (mindset) 
#6 Recommendation #6: Endowment Real Estate Manager Position 
#7 Recommendation #7: Land Board Executive Director/Secretary Position 
#8 Recommendation #8: Land Board Organizational Models-Long Tenn 
#9 Recommendation #9: Land Board Operational Governance Model 
#10 Recommendation #10: Land Board Processes Clarification - Land Bank 
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Land Board Member 
July 3,2001 
Page 2 of2 


• Appendices Summary: (Related Recommendation #) 


A. Citizens Evaluation Committee Membership Information 
B. Charter Document (Including Working Model, Work team areas of focus) 
C. Investment Policy Template/Model (Recommendation #1) 
D. Standard/Common Three-page Reporting Fonnat-sample numbers eliminated-


(Recommendation #2) 
E. Real Estate Investment and State Endowment Lands-White Paper (Recommendation #6) 
F. Land Board Executive DirectorlSecretaryposition-Graphic (Recommendation #7) 
G. Excerpt from State Trust Lands, Souder and S.K. Farifax. (Note: Hard copy 


forwarded under separate cover) (Recommendation #8) 


• Committee Content Caveat: Despite some number of requests from a variety of 
constituencies to delve down into very specific policy and organizational areas, the 
committee avoided the tendency to do so. We have specifically attempted to keep all our 
recommendations to The Land Board at a higher overall management level and to leave any 
policy analysis/deliberation to the Land Board members and their deputies. 


• Planned Report Distribution (Only): Copies of this report have been provided to only those 
listed at the top of this memo, which includes Land Board Members and their deputies, 
Winston Wiggins, Charles Saum, Dr. Nick Hallet, and committee members. 
Note: Any distribution of this report beyond this level is left up to the discretion of the Land 
Board. However, if after our scheduled pre-reviews, we remain on the July 10 Land Board 
meeting agenda and present this preliminary report, we will have additional copies available 
at that time. 


• Summary: We hope the these ten recommendation contain sufficient clarity and detail to be 
actionable by the Land Board, their deputies, the Department of Lands and other state 
agencies/organizations. We believe that all the recommendations are consistent with our 
established Charter. 


We respectfully request that the Land Board, as soon as possible, consider each part of each 
recommendation with a ''yes,'' "no" or "yes, as modified," decision along with the specific 
leadership ("owner") assignment for action and planned follow up action review date by the 
Land Board. 


To do so would not only honor our efforts, but would be the most significant thank you we 
could ever receive. We are grateful for the opportunity to serve on this ad hoc committee, 
and we hope we have made a worthwhile contribution. 


With best regards, 


Don Curtis, Chair 
For the Committee 
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Attachment 0 


Memornndmn 


To: 


cc: 


From: 


Land Board Members - Gov. Dirk Kempthome, Attorney General 


AI Lance, J.D. Williams, Pete Cenarrusa, Dr. Marilyn Howard 


Phil Reberger, John McGee, Clive Strong, Gino White, Ben Ysursa, 


Don Robertson, Charlie Saums, Winston Wiggins; Dr. Nick Hallett 


Don Curtis, Chair, Citizens' Evaluation Committee-LandslEndowment 


Date: May 29,2001 


Re: Committee Recommendations Rollout P.rocess 


Our committee began formation in February 2001 and has been meeting every few 
weeks for the past few months. Our initial effort, namely to decide upon a clear and 
meaningful charter based on broad/varied inputs, was completed in late February
early March. A copy of that material was then forwarded to you for feedback to us 
during the March timeframe. We incorporated recommended changes and have 
subsequently used this charter as a working document for our committee. An 
updated copy is attached for your information. 


We have now completed sufficient interviews, working sessions with 
Lands/Endowment Fund players, and enough discussion time together as a 
committee to begin to offer recommendations--in draft form--for Land Board 
Members, their direct subordinates, and other Lands/Endowment Funds managers 
to begin the work of chewing on these recommendations and using them real-time in 
their Lands/Endowment work on a day to day basis. Our stated intent has always 
been to be a strong, supportive, consultative team who does its work and makes 
real-time recommendations that have sufficient substance to be actionable. 
Although implementation of decisions is not part of our charter, we are happy to 
consult with Land Board members, their deputies, and other LandslEndowment 
managers on their implementation planning (and, have already done so in some 
instances). We believe that a serial rollout of recommendations, as we are ready to 
make them, will be supportive of this consulting process. 
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May 29, 2001 


Our Committee's Decision: Rather than waiting for the end of committee work 
and submission of a final (executive summary format) report and 
recommendations document sometime this summer, submit/rollout committee 
recommendations serially to the Land Board as we are ready to make them. 
Send each recommendation via memorandum, to all Land Board members and 
their deputies. We will then fonow up with personal explanations or 
discussions as requested or needed. 


We hope that you will find this decision both acceptable and entirely in keeping with 
your (the Land Board's) initial requests to this citizens' committee. We have also 
attached our current committee roster with phone/fax,numbers for your infonnation 
and ease in contacting us as you wish. Since we are presuming your agreement with 
this decision, you should expect to see our initial coII1Il?-ittee recommendations 
follow within the next day or so. . 


Committee Members: 
Gary Christensen 
John Cowden 
Don Curtis, Chair 
Jerry Evans 
Mike Everett 
Kathy Killen, Management Assistant, Serving as Support to Committee 
Bob Maynard 
Marguerite McLaughlin 


Appendix A - Committee Membership Contact Information 
Appendix B - Committee Charter Package 
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Recommendations 


#1: Formal Land Trust Investment Policy 


#2: Lands/Funds Investment Reporting Format 


#3: Permanent Department of Lands Director 


#4: Implementation Actions for Reconu:i1endations #1 & #2 


#5: uEndowment Investment" Paradigm shift (mindset) 


#6: Endowment Real Estate Manager Position 


#7: Land Board Executive Director/Secretary Position 


#8: Land Board Organizational Models-Long Term 


#9: Land Board Operational Governance Model 


#10: Land Board Processes Clarification - Land Bank 
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Attachment 1 


Memorandtun 


To: Land Board Members - Gov. Dirk Kempthorne, Attorney General 


AI Lance, J.D. Williams, Pete Cenarrusa, Dr. Marilyn Howard 


cc: Phil Reberger, John McGee, Clive Strong, Gino White, Ben Ysursa, Don 


Robertson, Charlie Saums, Winston Wiggins; Dr. Nick Hallett 


From: 


Date: 


Don Curtis, Chair, Citizens' Evaluation Committee-LandslEndowment 


May 29, 2001 


Re: Recommendation #1-- Formal Land Trust Investment Policy 


BACKGROUND: 


Up through the present, the Department of Lands has done an excellent job in their 
assigned critical lands management role. However, as a result of recent constitutional 
amendments, changes must now occur to move the handling of these endowment assets 
to a more integrated investment perspective. This goal requires the consideration and 
adoption ofan Endowment Lands Investment Policy. As explained in more detail in the 
final paragraph of this memorandum, this policy must recognize and take into 
consideration the expected long-term value of investment in land assets. 


COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION # 1: 


The Land Board should adopt a formal Land Trust Investment Policy that 
includes, among other standard items, the following three areas: 


• Statement of Investment Objectives 
• Annual Investment Plan 
• Commercial Real Estate Policies 


KEY EXPLANATION POINTS: 


Enclosed is a template or model of an Investment Policy. This template sets out the 
items that need to be addressed by the Land Board in its deliberations on a desired 
investment policy. THE COMMITTEE DOES NOT NECESSARILY RECOMMEND 
THE SUBSTANCE OF ANY OF THE PROVISIONS OF THE ATTACHED DRAFT. 
(This caveat is due solely to our committee's somewhat limited experience and expertise 
in a number of these areas). However, we have thoroughly reviewed the document's 
provisions and believe its contents are worthy of careful consideration by the Land 
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Board. At the very least, this draft should dramatically shorten the process time spent 
by the Land Board when adopting an investment policy document, which meets their 
needs. 


The attached draft (Appendix C) is composed of the following two general types of 
provlslons: 


• Existing written policies of the Land Board (regulations, operations memoranda, 
etc.) that relate to investment matters (these need to be reviewed to assure that the 
Land Board still believes these items are appropriate when considered from the 
investment perspective); or 


• Where there was no written policy in essential areas, standard institutional 
investor or industry provisions were inserted a& an example and starting point for 
the Land Board deliberations on necessary issues. 


In particular, we would like to focus your attention on it few items of particular import 
as you consider your adoption of an investment policy. These items of focus are: 


1. The overall target rate of return, or performance objective (page 4); 
2. Policies for the Commercial Property program (pp 26-28); 
3. The need for an annual investment plan (pp 7-9). 


First, a key provision of an investment policy, and one that has extensive ramifications, 
is the perfOrmance objective of the Land Trust. This objective drives all investment and 
management decisions. Currently, there is no investment objective for the Land Trust. 


As a starting point for your considerations, we have inserted a 6 % real return objective. 
This target real rate of return (the return after subtracting inflation) is the real rate of 
return objective for most pension fund real estate programs, and is also the target return 
for many timberland programs (for example, the extensive California Public Employee 
Retirement System - CalPERS - timberland program). It also happens to be a return 
number that is generally consistent with (or neutral to) the Endowment Fund Investment 
Board's asset allocation expected real return, and would not set up any artificial bias in 
favor of placing assets in the financial trust. 


THIS TARGET NUMBER HAS SIGNIFICANT AND MATERIAL IMPACTS. The 
reason it does is that, under standard appraisal practice (which the Land Board has 
already adopted as its standard), where there are no recent comparable sales, a 
discounted cash flow method (or "income capitalization'1 approach is to be used. (A 
third method - the "cost" approach - is generally inapplicable to non-commercial lands). 
Since most of the lands in the trust have few, if any, recent comparable sales data, this is 
the method that will be generally used under standard industry practice and existing 
Land Board policy. 


A discounted cash flow or income capitalization approach requires a discount rate - one 
that is consistent with the performance objective of the investment program. Thus, most 
valuations ofthe Land Trust will be driven by the selection of the performance 
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objective. And, of course, all investment and asset management decisions are driven by 
current and expected valuations and cash flows. 


As an example of the impact of this decision, we have measured the performance of the 
Land Trust and the general resulting land valuations of the Trust using a 6% real rate of 
return. We have included these numbers in the proposed format for a comprehensive 
summary performance report that could be used by the Land Board in reviewing the 
Land Trust, the Financial Trust, and the entire endowment as a whole [Committee 
Recommendation # 2). These sample format reports have been previously distributed 
and reviewed with your assistants, the Department of Lands, and the Endowment Fund 
Investment Board staff. 


Second, the Land Board has embarked on a program of purchasing and managing 
commercial real estate in urban areas. There are, however, currently no investment 
policies or management guidelines for this activity. This is a materially different 
activity than those customarily undertaken by the Department of Lands. It is also an 
activity that requires significant planning, due diligence, management, and monitoring 
activity. We have added some detail to the section on a proposed Commercial Property 
Investment Policy (see Section XIII) that is taken from standard pension fund practice. 
We will urge the Land Board to carefully consider whether it is willing to put the 
resources in this area to assure a successful and long-term program, and to consider 
carefully, in advance, its plans and procedures for entering this competitive arena, 
including where you want the management responsibility for this new venture to reside. 
This will be covered in more detail in Committee recommendation #4. 


Third, a key component of an investment program in lands and real estate is an Annual 
Investment Plan that is presented to and reviewed by the Board. We have included a 
standard template of items that are usually contained in such investment plans. It is the 
annual generation of this report that will provide the forum and format for the 
integration of investment decisions into the Department's activity on a daily basis. As a 
result, careful consideration of the components of the report, and the ability to monitor 
the tracking of actual Department activity with the promises and plans set out in the 
report, are of crucial importance if the Land Board is to operate as an investment 
organization as well and a land management arm of the state. 


FinaUy, throughout our committee's discussions there has been a concern that with 
these policies, reporting metrics, and investment plans there might be an 
implication that land assets failing to meet a targeted rate of return should be 
converted to the fmancial trust, which is another way of saying, "dispose of the 
land." However, disposition of any land asset under unconstitutionally imposed 
requirements and the likelihood, in most cases, of non-competitive sales at auction 
really necessitates a careful look at another viable option, namely, taking the steps 
necessary to realize the targeted rate of return on certain land assets. Clearly, 
these decisions will represent significant and very sensitive investment choices for 
the Land Board in the future. 


Appendix C: Investment Policy Template/Model 
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Attachment 2 


Memorandmn 


To: 


cc: 


Land Board Members - Gov. Dirk Kempthome, Attorney General 


AI Lance, J.D. Williams, Pete Cenarrusa, Dr. Marilyn Howard 


From: 


Phil Reberger, John McGee, Clive Strong, Gino White, Ben Ysursa, 


Don Robertson, Charlie Saums, Winston Wiggins; Dr. Nick Hallett 


Don Curtis, Chair, Citizens' Evaluation Committee-LandslEndowment 


Date: May 29, 2001 


Re: Recommendation #2- Lands/Funds Inv~stment Reporting Format 


Background: 


One very specific request from each and every Land Board Member to the Citizens' 
Evaluation Committee was to come up with a standard OT common format for 
reviewing lands and funds investments and perfonnance on a periodic basis--both to 
evaluate performance and to aid in the Land Board's decision-making processes. No 
such common fonnat exists to date. 


Measurement is a critical aspect of the Land Board's operations and decisions, as 
well as decisions and actions at the LandslFunds departments' level. "You tell me 
how I am measured and I'll tell you exactly how I am going to act," said 
William R. Hewlett. co-founder Hewlett-Packard Company, 1938. 


Recommendation #2: 
Implement a standard/common 3-page reporting format (previously 
distributed as a working document to the Department of Lands and Land 
Board members and their staff) for review of lands/funds investments and 
performance. Implement/utilize the sample report format provided, 
initiaUy to begin to get experience/understanding with the reporting tool 
and its underlying assumptions and, then iterate/improve on this 
management tool as needed in the future. (Note: a tutorial in this tool and 
its effective use may be weD advised for Board Members and their 
deputies.) Appendix D is the proposed reporting format with numbers 
deleted. 
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Key Explanation Points: 
Bob Maynard (PERSI) has provided the point leadership within this citizens' 
committee on this work. He has worked closely with Charlie Saums and Winston 
Wiggins to develop this first draft as accurate as needed for use as a starting point. In 
addition, Bob has met with most of the deputies of Land Board Members to describe 
this fonnat, as well as, the investment policy template/model of Recommendation 
#1. I am certain that Bob will make himself available for a tutorial on this new 
reporting format whenever the Land Board desires it. 


Deputies of the Land Board Members have been briefed by Bob and have begun 
working with this new reporting format. Bob will follow up with any additional 
support/consulting needed by these deputies. 


The committee recommends a strong CAUTION in the use or premature publication 
of this reporting fonnat and the numbers contained ther~in because: 


• The numbers in the previously distributed are EXAMPLE results of asset 
valuation and returns resulting from a 6% targeted real rate of return and the 
Discounted Cash Flow methodology used for asset valuation. (Note: a 
detailed discussion of this issue was included in Committee Recommendation 
#1 and the Investment Policy template.) 


• It will remain an action item for the Land Board to decide upon the 
targeted real rate of return for each of the various endowment lands 
asset categories. 


Appendix D: Standard/Common 3 page Reporting Format 
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Attachment 3 


Recommendations # 3: Permanent Department of Lands Director 


The Land Board should immediately establish a formal process for selecting 
a permanent director for the Department of Lands with tbe goal of having 
that person in place within 90 days. 


Steps to Consider: 


1. Position requirements: With the help of the Administrator of the Division of 
Human Resources, Ann Heilman, adopt clear technical and behavioral skills and 
competency requirements for the Department ofLanqs director's position. Such 
skills and competencies might include, but not be limited to: 
• Technical Knowledge & Experience with Natural Resources 
• Ethics, Trust and Integrity - viewed as a highly credible and trustworthy 


person who demonstrates consistency between words and actions. Creates and 
instills strong values and ethics within the department. 


• Managing Vision and Purpose - creates and communicates a compelling 
vision of the future. Translates the vision into clear and meaningful strategies 
and specific priorities, which helps others focus their efforts. 


• Interpersonal Communication and Political Savvy - establishes and 
maintains productive relationships with appropriate people at all levels within 
and outside the department. Builds and effectively uses coalitions and 
partnering. Strong in communication skills. 


• Change Agent - inspires creativity and innovation inside department while 
demonstrating awareness to external factors. 


• Team Building - establishes a positive work climate through personal actions, 
policies, and consistent signals that nurtures enthusiasm and commitment to the 
team's mission. 


• Action Oriented - uses experience and knowledge to capitalize on opportunities 
and challenges. 


• Command Skills - takes charge in challenging, difficult and/or ambiguous 
situations. 


• Motivating and Inspiring Others - provides strong leadership and finds ways 
to get maximum results from others. 


• Problem Solving and Decision Quality - identifies both overt and underlying 
issues. Makes sound and timely decisions in accordance with the department's 
vision, mission, core purpose and strategic thrusts. 


• Results Orientation - drives execution of the department's strategies and goals 
to reach objectives. Produces results consistent with the department's vision and 
mission. 


• Strategic Agility - has broad knowledge and perspective and can anticipate and 
adapt to future consequences and trends accurately. 


• Management Judgment - demonstrated sound, clear judgment especially in the 
areas of strategy, business decisions, leadership and people. 
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2. Hiring Decision: Evaluate acting director for the position and make a long-tenn 
hiring decision and/or open the position to other applicants via a search process 
(Reason: Acting directors for longer than six months find it very difficult to be 
effective and efficient, with resultant impact on employee morale. Also, despite 
management's best efforts, many employees under an acting director may adopt a 
"wait and see" posture rather than aggressively helping to make change happen 
within the department.) 


3. Key Support: Both now and once the permanent director is in place, a number of 
changes may need to be made in order for himlher to succeed: 


a. Ensure that the director has the appropriate stre.ngth of assistance in Human 
Resources, Finance, and IT, who will be change agents to help with 
reorganization and department change process m~agement. 


b. Retain a temporary (1-2 year) strong, experienced human resource/change 
management agent as direct support to the director and hislher staff. 


c. Follow through completely on Employee Survey consulting effort, which is 
currently under way. 


• Present a summary to the Land Board along with the director's plan on 
how to address the issues and concerns raised 


• Request a third-party review by the State Human Resources Director 
• of survey infonnation, and action plans 
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Attachment 4 


Recommendation 4: Implementation Action for Recommendations 1 and 2 


Adopt the following specific implementation actions for: 


Recommendation 1 - Formal Land Trust Investment Policy 


Recommendation 2 - Lands/Funds Investment Reporting Format 


Recommended Steps to Follow: 


1. Leveraging the ModellTemplate provided, complete the'Formal Land Trust 
Investment Policy through Land Board review and approval. 
• Land Board should assign action to Department of Lands Director as lead plus 


two other Land Board members' deputies as team 
• Completion target September 1,2001 


2. Thereafter, ensure Department of Lands completion of an Annual Investment Plan 
• mitial completion target November 1, 2001 
• Land Board assign action to Department of Lands Director 
• Land Board review business/investment plans (Department of Lands; Endowment 


Funds) - Twice a year 


3. Thereafter, Land Board hold a quarterly review of performance vs. plan commitments 


4. Land Board consider establishment of a (3rd Party) performance audit/review process 
• Reporting format (Recommendation #2) utilized 
• Consultant (Independent. non-state entity) lead review for Land Board 
• Accomplishes objective assessment of Department of Lands, Endowment Fund 


Performance vs, Plan 
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Attachment 5 


Recommendation 5: "Endowment Investment" Paradigm Shift (Mindset) 


From: 


At Land Board level, Department of Lands level and aU levels below, 
establish a clear paradigm shift toward "Endowment Investment." These 
two words must color all future analysis, decisions and actions. 


To: 


"Lands Management" -------.~ "Endowment Lands Investment Management" 


"State Lands" -------.~ "Endowment Lands Real Estate Assets" 


Goal: 
Cause all levels in organization to begin thinking, speaking and acting in an 
Endowment Investment frame of mind 


Specific Recommended Action: 


1. The Land Board should establish the "Shift of Focus to Endowment 
Investment" as a its #1 strategic priority, formally articulate this, and reflect it in 
all Land Board decisions and actions. Assign one member or deputy to"own" this 
plan and lead it. 


2. Empower (and require) all investment opportunity decisions be consistently and 
professionally evaluated/calculated with this priority in mind for optimization of 
return to the endowment. 
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Attachment 6 


Recommendation 6: Endowment Real Estate Asset Manager Position 


Establish an "Endowment Real Estate Asset Manager" (e.g. Assistant 
Director for Real Estate) position within the Department of Lands 


Reason: Focuses Endowment Real Estate Asset management under a single 
manager. Frees professional LandIForestIMineral managers to focus on their own 
critical management roles. 


1. Reports to Director, Department of Lands 


2. Major Responsibilities include: 
• Evaluation of endowment estate assets, asset performance, annual investment plan 


formulation 
• Cottage sites management 
• Transition lands oversight 
• Land bank transaction mgmt 
• Analysis of investment opportunities 
• Basically, alVany commercial real estate management functions within 


Department of Lands 


Note: Not intended to be responsible for administration/management of state owned 
commercial real estate (buildings). Recommend retention of this function in state 
administration organization, but remains accountable to the "owner" (of the 
endowment assets). 


3. Key Role Competencies: 
• Commercial Real Estate experience 
• Real Estate investment management 
• Business focus (MBA preferred, solid experience/results base) 
• Strong partner 
• Strong communicator 
• Strong facilitator 
• Action oriented to drive decisions and implementation 


4. Open position, conduct search, hire best possible candidate. Target date: November 1, 2001 


See Appendix E: Real Estate Investment and State Endowment Lands White Paper 
(Important: Please read carefully to understand concept/role of this recommended 
management position to implement strategy/change.) 
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Attachment 7 


Recommendation 7: Land Board Executive Director/Secretary Position 


Land Board establish the role/position of "Executive Director/Secretary to 
Land Board" 


Background/Justification 


The current organizational relationships and communications linkages and 
networks within and between the Land Board (members and deputies), 
Department of Lands (director and staff), Endowment Board, and various other 
state offices unavoidably creates an extremely complex organizational model 
which needs to be proactively managed and facilitated by a single key player. No 
one player currently has either available bandwidth or designated authority to do 
this role. 


Note: This is not an additional level of management between the Land Board and 
the director of the Department of Lands. Rather, it is a facilitating/coordinating 
position in support of all players in the organizational model. 


Position Specifications: 


1. Role Concept: 
• Reports to the Land Board with strong organizational linkage to the Governor, 


each Land Member, and the Land Board deputies. Key partner with the 
Director of the Department of Lands 


• Strong coordination and communication/facilitation role. 
• Key staff coach to the Governor, Land Board members and their deputies, and 


Director of the Department of Lands. 
• Manage the Land Board "macro-agenda" and strategic priorities 
• Chairs/facilitates Land Board pre meetings (wlDeputies, etc.), meeting 


preparation 
• Coordinates Land Board meeting agenda 
• Leads Land Board in their own ongoing internal organizational development 


work and processes improvement efforts 
(Note: A graphical summary of this role/position is shown in Appendix F.) 
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2. Key CompetencieS/Skill set: 
• Strong business skills and natural resource knowledge (with an MBA or 


similar applicable experience) 
• Leadership + communications 
• Facilitation skills/coordination 


• Teamwork 
• Process focus 
• Facilitating management across complex org., "org. whitespace" 
• Desired: Organizational development experience/facilitation skills 
• Strong action orientation (drive decisions and implementation) 


Specific Implementation Actions: 


1. Assign Land Board team to work with Ann Heilman (Idaho State Human 
Resources Director) and Citizens Committee to define the Land Broad executive 
director/secretary position, sourcing model/process and selection timeframe 


2. Define key technicallbehavioral competencies, skillsets required 
3. Define clear preliminary position plan, objectives, measurement 
4. Ensure person hired is able to meet strong coordinating role requirements 


(including conflict resolution) 
5. Assign overall recruiting/selection leadership responsibility to one Land Board 


member (owner) with senior level selection team. 
6. Target completion date: November 1, 2001 
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Attachment 8 


Recommendation 8: Land Board Organization Models-Long Term 


Researcb the Utab (and otber states') Land Board Organization Model(s) 
and recommend/decide on best overall long term Idaho Model 
(see Appendix G) 


Action Steps Recommended: 


1. Assign to team of Land Board deputies for staff action over the next six months with 
a report back date of January 2001. 


2. Understand the dynamics/pressures, which caused organizational/structural changes 
to be enacted in respective states. 


3. Understand how their system(s) work; specifically how they get the job done better? 


4. Benchmark our Idaho Land Board operation vs. Utah's, others. 


5. Evaluate pros/cons of models reviewed (including board officials) 


6. Understand Idaho Constitutional implications of other models 


7. Conduct Final review of staff analysis and recommendation/decision by Land 
Board in January 2002. Creation of implementation plans/timeline, as 
applicable by 1 Marcb 2002. 


See Appendix G: State Trust Lands-History, Management and Sustainable Use, 
Jon A. Souder, Sally K. Fairfax pp 38-47.(Provided to Committee by Clive Strong, 
Deputy Attorney General) Hardcopy fOlwarded under separate cover. 
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Attachment 9 


Recommendation 9: Land Board Operational Governance Model 


Reason: Based on our experience, the committee believes that current Land Board 
organizational effectiveness could be improved by implementation of some specific 
practices/procedures. 


Specific Actions Recommended: 


1. Increase the focus on Land Board Organizational Development and Process (es) 
DevelopmentlManagement _ 
• Assign lead to Executive Director/Secretary (To be hired - Recommendation #7) 
• Consider external consultant services 
• To include: purpose, mission (3-5 year), strategies, objectives (1 year), defined 


specific roles/responsibilities for all players, keyboard processes (e.g. decision 
making, agenda, task/action assignment and tracking, etc.) 


2. Annually re-establish the strategic priorities and direction of Land Board; re-visit mission 
and goals every 3 years. 


3. Semi-annually, establish 6-12 month Land Board objectives (policies completion, task 
force completion, etc.) 


4. Establish and maintain meeting plans and schedules 1 year in advance (Executive 
Director/Secretary responsibility) 


5. Continue to strengthen content and processes for Land Board pre-meeting. 
• Delegate more of Land Board agenda for pre-meeting agreement, save agenda space 


for more strategic discussions and appeals process (only). (e.g. Land Board give 
themselves a ''promotion'' to deal with more strategic matters) 


6. Due to the inherent organizational complexity, the Land Board needs to develop a 
workable system for annually reviewing and providing menta ring/coaching for the 
Department of Lands' director (either Governor or other designated Land Board member) 
• RolelResponsibilities: 


• Management/Oversight 
• Direct, personal mentor/coach to the Director, Department of Lands 
• Facilitate communication with Land Board members when needed 
• Draft Annual perfonnance evaluation and development plan for Director. Review 


and gain approval by entire Land Board (Note: Executive Director/Secretary to 
Land Board to be fully included in this process) 
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7. (Note: The committee did not take the time needed to reach full agreement on this 
recommendation, but the Chair believes it is an issue, which at least should be thought 
about and discussed by the Land Board at this time.) 


The Land Board it not a traditional state agency. It has a fiduciary obligation to 
maximize the long-term return to the endowments, and as such, the Land Board is more 
akin to a Board of Directors of a corporation. In order for the Board to compete in a 
business environment, the Board must have the ability to develop an investment strategy 
exempt from Idaho's Public meeting law. The committee chair also believes that, for the 
Land Board to be a "high perfonnance, highly functional work team," internal 
organizational development work must be meaningful and direct and, therefore, it to must 
always take place in a non-public executive session of~he board. 
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Attachment 10 


Recommendation 10: Land Board Processes Clarification 


Reason: Although we (the committee members) admittedly have not done an in-depth review 
ofthe Land Bank policies, processes, and procedures, we believe that this kind of review may 
well be in order at this time due to their importance in overall effective portfolio management 
in the future. 


Specific Actions Recommended: 


1. Ensure Land Bank structure, processes, responsibilities and policies are fully 
articulated, clear and well understood by Land Board members, the Department of 
Lands employees, the Endowment Fund personnel, etc. . 


2. The Land Board should assign an individual or team to .research and recommend 
policies for Land Bank, money movement/reinvestment, etc. Specifically, how do we 
direct the management of lands in the Land Bank and integrate the management of 
these assets to the best benefit of the overall portfolio? 
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Appendix A 


Citizen's Evaluation Committee - LandslEndowment 


doncurtissr@earthlinknet 
Marguerite McLaughlin State Senator, retired 476-0273 476-3676 mpmclaughlin@valmt,net 


Jerry Evans School District Co~cil 338-0427 345-1172 idahosdc@hostpro.net 
John Cowden Boise Cascade Human Resources, retired kjcowden@msn.com 


Gary Christensen Developer 333-7007 333-7070 gfairfax@hostpro.net 


Mike Everett Dept. of Agriculture, Deputy Director 332-8531 334-2170 meverett@agri.state.id.us 


Bob Maynard Chief Investment Officer, PERSI 334-2239 ext. 232 334-3804 bmaynard@persi.state.id.us 
Kathy Killen Dept. of Agriculture, Mangt. Assistant 332-8503 334-2170 kkillen@agri.state.id.us 


Note: If needed, addresses and home phone numbers may be obtained from Kathy Killen. 
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Purpose: 


Charter: Citizens' Ad Hoc Evaluation Committee 
LandslEndowment 


Appendix B 


Recommend efficiency/effectiveness changes to the Land Board regarding Department of 
Lands, Endowment Funds Investment, Land Board and their interrelationships and 
management practices. 


Overarching Value(s): 
• Changes that will help maximize long-term return to the Endowment Funds, balanced 


with ... 
• Appropriate consideration of other statutory and regulatory requirements, as well as 


varied public interests 


Mission: 
The What: By Summer 2001, make specific recommendations to the Land Board 
regarding any of the following: 


• Organization 
• Processes and procedures 
• Fiscal management 
• Investment management & investment policy 
• Board processes, organizational relationships, reporting processes 
• Reporting metrics, report format, key oversight; monitoring indicators 
• Strategic areas management (e.g. human resources management, change 


management, etc.) 
• Framework for resolving conflicts (from varying interests) 


The How: Wherever possible, provide specific implementation plans and fonnats for 
recommendations 


What is Not in Our Charter: 
• Being any sort of an "investigate probe" 
• Personnel audit for any organization 
• Evaluation/recommendations re: any specific personnel 
• Implementation of recommendations 
• To replace role/authority of Land Board in any area (e.g., policy, decision making) 







----------------~~~ 
Macro Roles and.Relationships ""' Working Model 


Overall Lands/Funds Direction 
Policy & Oversight 
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Operation 
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Appendix B 


Workteam: 
Investment Policy & Integration, Reporting, and Monitoring 


Working with the Endowment Fund Investment Board and the Department of Lands 
staff: 


A. Develop the specific format for: Lead: Bob 
1. the investment policies of the Department of Lands 
2. the Land Board investment policies for the overalC combined endowment 
3. the reports to the Land Board for monitoring the investment status and 


performance for the overall, combined endowment. 


B. Describe, in the recommended format: Lead: Bob 
1. the existing, implied investment policies of the Department of Lands 
2. the existing investment policy of the combined endowment (i.e., combine the 


implied Lands policies with the EFIB policies in one document from the 
perspective of the Land Board) 


3. the current investment status and performance of the combined endowment 


C. Develop a means for ensuring the maximum long-term return from state lands as a 
real estate asset portfolio, including considering: Lead: Gary 
1. utilizing independent investment advisors 
2. tying investment decisions to an investment advisory board vs. a single 


department 
3. establishing investment return expectations for various real estate assets in the 


portfolio 


Team Members: 
• Bob Maynard 
• Gary Christensen 


Key Inputs From: 
• Charlie Saums 
• Endowment Fund Investment Board 
• Winston Wiggins 
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Appendix B 


Workteam: 
Organizational Development and Change Management 


Work closely with the Department of Land management team to assist/ consult in: 


1. Develop a Department Business plan that supports the overall mission, purpose, 
and strategy (clear & consistent) of the Land Board. 


2. Develop a specific strategy for the Department of Lands to address: 
a. Financial and/ or regulatory targets for each subdivision 
b. Organizational needs to meet targets for each subdivision 
c. Reporting systems to measure the progress 


3. Develop detailed plan for implementation of strategiC plan which includes: 
a. Specific sub department goals and timelines 
b. Resources required and organization changes needed 
c. Plan to inform and educate all levels of the organization 
d. Individual performance plans - with training/ development plan 
e. Reports to monitor progress and gather feedback for improvements 


4. Develop overall strategy to address perceived resistance to change 
a. Recommend that management conduct some form of all employee opinion 


survey (mission, strategy, human resources, etc.) 
b. Provide feedback/listening sessions involving all employees of organization 
c. Promote process improvement changes in all organizations 
d. Build reward systems around accomplishment of short-term and long-term 
goals 


Success will require proactive support by the Land Board, and commitment by senior 
management of the various departments of Idaho Public Lands. This requires a 
substantial amount of time, and capable staff resources. 


Team Members: 
• John Cowden 
• Mike Everett 
• (Marguerite McLaughlin) 


Key Inputs From: 
• Winston Wiggins and Immediate Staff 
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Appendix B 


Workteam: 
Roles, Relationships, and Governance Model Operation 


Purpose: 
Working closely with involved departments/players, make recommendations to 
the Land Board in support of its role and integration of the Land Trust and 
Financial Trust for the maximum benefit of the endowments. Focus on 
organization model/process, effectiveness and efficiency. 


Workplan: 
• Interview/discuss organization, processes and operations with key managers to 


gain their view of the governance model including issues and challenges. 
Understand 1/ as is" model operation. 


• Map these roles/relationships and issues/challenges on a simple to understand 
governance model. Identify significant opportunities for improvement. 


• Identify organizational processes and opportunities that would orient and focus 
the Land Board on significant policy and strategy issues, freeing the Board from 
most appeals and minor administrative matters (work with advisors) 


• Summarize recommendations to the Land Board 


Team Members: 
• Jerry Evans - Lead 
• Don Curtis 
• (Marguerite McLaughlin) 


Key Inputs From: 
• Land Board Members & Deputies 
• Winston Wiggins 
• Charlie Saums 
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Appendix C 


STATEMENT OF INVESTMENT POLICY FOR 
ENDOWMENT LANDS 


I. Introduction ..................................................................................... 2 


II. General Requirements .............................................................. 2 
A. Sole Interest of Beneficiaries ............................................................... 3 
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I. Introduction 


The Land Board (''the Board") hereby establishes its Statement of Policy 
for the 'investment management of the endowment trust lands in accord 
with the Idaho Constitution Article IX, Section 8 and Idaho Code Title 58. 


II. General Requirements 


The investment of the Trust Lands will be in accord with all applicable laws 
of the state of Idaho. 
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A. Sole Interest of Beneficiaries 


Investment Management will be solely in the interest of the beneficiaries 
and for the exclusive purpose of providing benefits to the beneficiaries and 
defraying reasonable expenses of administration. 


B. Prudent Investments 


Investment decisions will be made with the judgment and care under the 
circumstances then prevailing that a prudent person acting in a like 
capacity and familiar with such matters would use in the conduct of an 
enterprise of a like character and with like aims. Invesiments will be 
diversified so as to minimize the risk of loss and to maXimize the rate of 
return. unless under the circumstances it is prevented by law, 
impracticable under the circumstances, or clearly prudent not to do so. 


c. Fiduciary Duties 


The Board and its agents, including staff, consultants, and investment 
managers, will discharge their duties with respect to the trust lands solely 
in the interest of the beneficiaries, and with the care, skill, prudence and 
diligence under the circumstances then prevailing that a prudent person 
acting in a like capacity and familiar with such matters would use in the 
conduct of an enterprise of a like character and with like aims. 


D. Consideration of Additional State or Public Interests 


Maximizing the long-term economic benefits to the Endowment is the 
primary objective in managing the trust lands. The management of trust 
lands shall incorporate sound environmental principles with consideration 
of impacts on wildlife, wate~and air quality, and soil conservation. 
Respecting the desire to maintain environmental quality, the Department of 
Lands shall strive to use the best and highest management standards 
commercially and economically feasible while meeting or exceeding the 
performance objective. 
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III. Investment Goals 


A. General Objective 


Trust lands will be managed to secure maximum long-term financial 
returns to the endowment without causing significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the land or related resources. 


B. Performance Objectives 


Trust lands will be managed with the objective of exceeding a minimum 
target real rate of return of 6.0% and exceeding the relevant National 
Council of Real Estate Investment Fiduciaries Index ("f'JCREIF Index"), if 
available, while maintaining an appropriate level of risk. 


c. Investment Holding Period/Dispositions 


The target holding period for assets shall generally be for long-term 
investment (1 0 years or more). However, disposition of individual tracts 
may be triggered by an opportunity to capture a return in excess of the 
targeted return, or by a revised investment strategy resulting from changes 
in markets or changes in the Endowment's financial objectives. 


D. Valuation of Lands and Returns 


Land valuations and returns will be calculated under the methodology used 
by the NCREIF Index. This methodology is generally as follows: 


1. For Timber, Grazing, and Mineral Lands 


a. Income Return 
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a. Income Return 


b. Capital Return 


MVt _1 + O.5(Cl t - PSt) - O.33I t ) 


Where 


It === net operating income obtained from land during quarter t 


CIt == capitalized expenditure on land during quarter t 


PSt == net proceeds from sales of land during quarter t 


PPt = gross costs of adding land during quarter t 


MVt == market value of land at end of quarter t 


3. Determination of Market value 


Market value will generally be determined using the principle~ 
the Real Estate Investment Standards and as set forth in thr 
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Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) of the Appraisal 
Foundation. That standard is often expressed as follows: 


The most probable price which a property should bring in a 
competitive and open market under all conditions requisite to a fair 
sale, the buyer and seller each acting prudently and 
knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by undue 
stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as 
of a specified date and the passing of title from seller to buyer 
under conditions whereby: 


1. buyer and seller are typically motivated; 
2. both parties are well informed or well advised, and 


acting in what they consider their best interests; 
3. a reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open 


market; 
4. payment is made in terms of cash in United States 


dollars or in terms of financial arrangements 
comparable thereto; and 


5. the price represents the normal consideration for the 
property sold unaffected by special or creative financing 
or sales concessions granted by anyone associated 
with the sa/e. 


These standards will generally be followed, except that 


• The standards of the relevant industry in appraising land shall be 
followed where there are differences between the Standards and 
industry practices, and 


• The Discounted Cash Flow method of appraisal should be 
favored where there are significant difficulties in determining a 
most probable price in an open and competitive market. The 
discount rate used should be consistent with the minimum target 
rate of return under the Performance Objectives for the land, 
unless there are demonstrably better alternatives under the 
circumstances. 


4. Performance Reporting 


The department will present a report showing the performance of the entire 
Land Trust and each of its components at least quarterly to the Land 
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Board. Determinations of market value should be updated at least 
annually for purposes of performance reporting. These determinations of 
market value may be done informally, provided that a formal determination 
of market value is done at least once every five years for each type of 
property held by the Trust. 


IV. Investment Management of Lands 


A. Annual Investment Plans 


The Department of Lands will annually prepare an Investment Plan for 
each type of land managed by the department and for the portfolio as a 
whole. These plans will be presented to the Land Bmnd for their review 
and approval. 


B. Contents of Investment Plans 


The plan will contain at least the following items, both for the portfolio as a 
whole, and for each individual type. 


• An Executive Summary of the contents of the plan. 
• A description of the current and expected investment 


environment and outlook, including 
o a description of the major influences on the investment 


environment, 
o major dangers to achieving projected returns over the next 


year and longer, and 
o The competitive environment 


• An analysis of past and current returns, including 
o An analysiS of the previous periods' returns, identifying the 


main drivers of either over or under performance compared 
to the minimum performance objectives and compared to 
the NCREIF Index, where applicable 


o Plans to remedy underperformance, either for the entire 
portfolio or for particular properties in portfoliO, 


o Progress in remedying previously identified 
underperformance from prior plans, and reasons for any 
lack of progress 


o An analysis of the current market value of the land 
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o A comparison of the current market value of the land with 
the previous period's market value, and describing the 
reasons for any significant change in market value. 


• An analysis of future expected returns, including 
o A ten year projection of annual cash flows from the land, 
o A comparison of the latest projection of cash flows with 


previous projections, identifying significant differences and 
the reasons for those differences 


• A description of the current characteristics of the portfolio, 
including 


o Regional diversification 
o Mix of types of assets 
o Quality of assets 
o Other distinguishing features . 
o An explanation of any significant chan'ges in the 


characteristics of the portfoliO from previous annual plans, 
• A discussion of the long-term objectives for the portfolio, including 


o A description of the long-term desired characteristics of the 
portfolio, and the reasons for the changes from the current 
characteristics 


o The long term plans for achieving the desired 
characteristics 


o A description of efforts to achieve those long-term desired 
characteristics over the upcoming year 


o A comparison of efforts over the past year to achieve those 
goals with the previous year's planned efforts, and reasons 
for any failure to achieve previous objectives. 


• A discussion of the risks facing the portfolio, and plans to monitor 
and mitigate any risks, including 


o A description of the portfolio's exposure to major physical 
risks over the upcoming year, and plans to mitigate any 
significant risks, including the risk of 


• Natural disasters, including fire, wind, ice, and snow, 
• Pest infestation 
• Disease 
• Animal damage 
• Theft 


o A description of the portfolio's exposure to major economic 
and financial risks over the upcoming year, and plans to 
mitigate any significant risks, including the risk of 


• Price risk, 
• Supply risk, including productivity and environmental 


constraints 
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• Demand risk, including reduction related to usage 
(such as decline in housing starts for timber), 
substitution of other products (both raw and 
finished), and financial or economic constraints on 
potential bidders for land. 


• A hold/sell analysis, which 
o Will include updated cash flows and a review of market 


conditions, costs, revenues, inventory, and regulations, 
o Identifies properties with projected internal rates of return 


(IRRs) below the targeted rate of return, or properties with 
substantially different IRRs relative to the prior year's IRRs, 
along with an analysis to identify factors contributing to 
changes in their IRR, 


o Evaluates of potential disposition of properties with IRRs 
that are below the targeted rate of return, isolated parcels 
that do not provide efficient property management 
opportunities, or parcels that would have higher or better 
uses, including the specific alternatives for use of 
disposition proceeds to achieve overall portfolio objectives. 


• A review of this Investment Policy, including: 
o A statement demonstrating compliance with the provisions 


of this policy, and 
o The opinion of the department concerning whether the 


provisions of this policy are still appropriate, or suggested 
changes to the policy along with supporting rationale for 
those changes. 


v. Consolidation of Forest and Grazing Tracts 


It is an objective of the Land Board to consolidate forest and grazing tracts 
into logical management units thereby decreasing property boundary 
length and reducing the number of tracts. These consolidated tracts may 
vary in size and location due to local terrain and management goals and 
desires. 


Priority should be given to the exchange and consolidation of small 
isolated tracts, which are most difficult and expensive to manage. 
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VI. Sale, Purchase or Exchange of Lands 


A. Goals of Sales, Purchases, or Exchanges 


To the extent allowed by law, the sale, purchase, or exchanges of 
endowment land on a similar value basis with the United States, local 
units of government, corporations, individual, or a combination thereof, 
may be entered into in order to accomplish one or more of the following 
objectives: 


• To protect and provide efficient resource management of state 
property 


• Enhance access to state property 
• To increase the financial return 
• Reduce administrative costs 
• Assist with the diversification of the real estate portfolios 


B. Considerations 


Proposed or planned purchase, sale, or exchange of endowment lands will 
consider the following issues 


• Will the action provide increased revenue for the endowment 
beneficiaries? 


• Will the action provide the opportunity to diversify the real estate 
holdings? 


• How does the property fit in the department's overall 
management objectives? 


• Will the proposal form a logical management unit? 
• What are the administrative benefits or problems that may arise 


out of the proposed action? 
• Does the property have legal access? 
• What are adjacent ownership and management objectives? 
• Are there any existing improvements (e.g. springs, grass 


seedings, fences, buildings, plantations, etc.)? 
• Are there potential restrictions to management or administration 


(threatened or endangered species, unauthorized dumps, 
wilderness study areas or scenic designations, critical wildlife 
habitat, known cultural resources, etc.)? 
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• How marketable is the property due to proximity to lumber mills, 
livestock markets, municipalities, access routes, and utilities? 


c. Procedures 


In addition to such other actions as may be required by law or as may be 
developed by the Department of Lands, the procedure for a particular sale, 
purchase, or exchange of endowment land will include the following: 


1. Proposal. A proposal for sale, purchase, or exchange of land 
will be either received from a proponent by the Idaho Department 
of Lands, or be proposed by the Idaho Department of Lands. 


. , 


2. Proposal Review. The IDL area and state office staff will review 
all proposals to determine if the proposal meets long-term 
management goals of the department as set forth in the annual 
investment plan, and will consider all applicable items described 
above. Property acquisitions which IDL staff believes are in the 
best interest of the state involving commercial and/or light 
industrial property will be presented to the Land Board in 
executive session for further review. 


3. Agency and Lessee Notification. The Department will notify the 
Idaho Department of Fish and Game of the proposed action to 
obtain input regarding the proposed action. Other agencies such 
as the Bureau of Land Management and the U.S. Forest Service 
will be notified for input if they border the property or if it may be 
important to their management. Lessee(s) will be notified of the 
proposed action. 


4. Preliminary Value Estimate. Staff will research and prepare a 
preliminary value estimate of the land or lands subject to the 
proposed action using the principles of valuation set forth in this 
Investment Policy. For land exchanges, staff will also analyze 
whether the exchange is for properties of similar value, or if more 
property needs to be added to the exchange proposal, 


5. Staff Approval. The Department will obtain area and state office 
staff approval of the proposed action. 
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6. Board Conceptual Approval. Staff will then brief the Land Board 
on all proposed purchase, sale, or exchanges and obtain 
conceptual approval to proceed. 


7. Public Hearing. IDL will hold a public hearing to seek input 
regarding the action. 


8. Mitigate Public Concerns. IDL staff will work to resolve 
concerns which various public interests may voice during public 
hearings or otherwise. 


9. Timber Cruise. Actions involving commercial timberland will 
require the performance of a timber cruise to estimate the net 
harvestable volume. This will involve timber ~ping if necessary, 
method of cruise, number of plots, who will perform cruise, and 
who will check cruise. 


10. Environmental Site Assessment. Department staff will 
perform an Environmental Site Assessment on unimproved lands 
to verify if there are any environmental contamination problems 
on the properties. Improved lands, including commercial or 
industrial businesses, will require a Level 1 Site Assessment. 


11. Architecture and Engineering Analysis. Actions involving 
commercial office or light industrial properties will require and 
Architecture and Engineering (A&E) analysis. The A&E analysis 
will be contracted to vendors that have already been pre~qualified 
by the Division of Public Works. A&E contracts will be developed 
and administered by IDL staff. 


12. Appraisal Request. An appraisal will be performed on the 
properties. The Bureau of Real Estate will administer the 
appraisal contract of IOL, and will be performed in conformance 
with the valuation principles set forth in this policy. 


13. Check Cruise. Timber cruises will be checked to verify 
accuracy and acceptability. Typically a minimum of 10 percent of 
the original cruise plots will be checked. The check cruiser will 
verify the number of trees in the plot(s), species, height, diameter, 
and percent of defect. 
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14. Review Appraisal. All appraisals will be reviewed by IDL staff 
to determine acceptability and conformance with the Uniform 
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. 


15. Final Agreement. IDL staff will reach a final agreement with all 
necessary parties. All final agreements must receive the 
approval of the Director and the Assistant Director(s). The final 
agreement will be subject to approval by the Land Board. 
Exchange agreements are to be signed by the Governor, 
Secretary of State, and the Director. 


VII. Hazardous Waste on State Lands 


Because of the potentially large amounts of money required to cleanup or 
remediate contaminated sites, it is imperative that the Department of 
Lands, as trustee of endowment and public trust lands, manage state 
lands in an environmentally responsible manner. Also, the Department of 
Lands should perform due diligence and establish the "innocent landowner 
defense" when possible. 


Therefore, under procedures and guidelines developed and administered 
by the Department of Lands, the IDL will: 


• Inventory state owned lands administered by the Department of 
Lands for possible hazardous waste contamination 


• Identify and manage sites that are contaminated with hazardous 
waste in an environmentally sound manner 


• Minimize the liability position of the State of Idaho as a landowner 
where possible when acquiring, disposing, and leasing lands; 


• Provide basic guidelines for managing state lands in a manner to 
establish an "innocent landowner defense"; and 


• Protect and provide for general public and state employee health 
and safety. 
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VIII. Additional Policies for Timberland 


A. Prevention of Long-term Adverse Impacts to the 
Land or Related Resources 


In avoiding significant long-term adverse impacts to the land or related 
resources, the department will implement forest management activities that 


• Are designed to protect and maintain or enhance site productivity 
and air and water quality. 


• Will maintain soil structure, fertility, and moisture-holding ability 
so as to sustain the site's functional capacity to support optimum 
regeneration and tree growth. . 


• Establish standards for forest practices that will maintain the 
productivity of the forest land and minimize soil and debris 
entering streams and protect wildlife and fish habitat. 


• Provide for residual stocking and reforestation that will maintain a 
continuous growing and harvesting of forest tree species by 
describing the conditions under which reforestation will be 
required, and for sites not requiring reforestation, to maintain soil 
productivity and minimize erosion. 


• Provide that trees left for future harvest will be of acceptable 
species and adequately protected from harvest damage to 
enhance their survival and growth. 


• Set standards for slashing management that will provide for 
management of slashing and fire hazard resulting from 
harvesting, forest management, or improvement of forest tree 
species, or defoliation caused by chemical applications in that 
manner necessary to protect reproduction and residual stands, 
reduce risk from fire, insects and disease, or optimize the 
condition for future regeneration of rest tree species and to 
maintain air and water quality, fish and wildlife habitat. 


• Encourage the reforestation of all cut-over and burned-over forest 
lands and to protect growing timber, thereby perpetuating the 
State's forest resources. 


• Limit the size of clearcuts on state land to help guarantee long
term endowment returns and adequate consideration of other 
values by 


o Limiting the size; 
o Requiring, for each clearcut, a management statement that 


clearly explains the need for clearcutting and the economic 
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benefits as related to harvesting systems, site preparation, 
and planting; and 


o Considering for each clearcut 
• Whether it is justified silvicuturally, with consideration 


for stand age, species composition, insect and 
disease problems, habitat type, and similar 
considerations 


• Whether the size and design conforms to the terrain 
considerations, 


• The impact of the clearcut on scenic and aesthetic 
values 


• Establish realistic and balanced stream protection standards 
through administration of the Forest Practices' Act on endowment 
lands which will exceed the minimum standards in questionable 
or critical instances, recognizing that such additional protection 
will incur additional costs and expenditures, which are to be 
analyzed in light of the potential damage and the mitigation 
measures necessary to avert the damage 


B. Classification of State Forest Lands 


State Forest Lands will be classified into three categories: Primary Forest 
Lands, Secondary Forest Lands, and Nonforest Lands. Primary Forest 
Lands will be those forest lands that receive the primary timber 
management activities of the Department of Lands. Secondary Forest 
Lands will receive attention to the extent practicable given the resources 
available to the Department of Lands. 


1. Primary Forest Lands 


Primary forest lands are those forest lands that are capable of natural 
regeneration within 20 years and successive commercial timber production 
within 120 years. Typically, these lands have well-developed 
transportation systems, are near milling facilities, and respond to 
silvicultural treatments (precommercial thinning, fertilizations, plantings, 
etc.) with sufficient volume increases to ensure positive final economic 
return on the investment. 


2. Secondary Forest Lands 


Secondary forest lands are those forest lands which do not meet primary 
forest lands, and are not nonforest lands. 
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3. Nonforest Lands 


Nonforest lands are those lands that have never supported forest growth 
or have been permanently developed for other uses (e.g., agriculture, 
utility rights -<>f-way, state highways, or industrial purposes). 


c. Methods of sale 


The department of land will sell timber either by direct sales, salvage sales, 
or timber sales 


1. Timber sales 


Timber sales are those sales that typically harvest mature stands of timber 
of sufficient value and volume to support normal development programs 
and the orderly harvest of state-owned timber. Timber sales accomplish 
stand improvement, minimize or capture mortality, provide for 
regeneration, prime access for the present and future, and produce 
maximum stumpage returns consistent with good management practices. 
Each timber sale must be approved by the Land Board. Timber sales must 
be used for all sales that either: 


• exceed a net appraised value of $150,000, 
• are in excess of 1 million board feet, or 
• are determined by the director to otherwise support a timber sale. 


2. Salvage sales 


Salvage sales typically harvest timber of insufficient quantity and/or quality 
to support a timber sale. Salvage sale objectives are generally similar to 
those for timber sales except that stand improvement may, under some 
conditions, be given prime consideration if it provides long-term gains to 
the state. The Forest Management Bureau must approve salvage sales 
prior to advertisement, but the Area Supervisor has the authority to 
execute the contract. Salvage sales are those sales that are not direct 
sales and 


• Are less than a net appraised value of $150,000 and 
• Are under 1 million board feet. 
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3. Direct sales 


Direct sales may be used to harvest isolated or bypassed parcels of timber 
of insufficient volume to justify a salvage sale. Area supervisors have the 
authority to approve and execute direct sales, which shall not exceed an 
initial period of six months with a provision of one six month extension. 


Direct sales 
• may not exceed $15,000 in net appraised value, 
• May not exceed 100,000 board feet 
• May not be used if general inquiry indicates that there two or 


more interested bidders, and. 


D. Investment Management of Timberlands 


The Department of Lands will annually prepare an Annual Sales Plan and 
an Annual Investment Plan. These plans will be presented to the Land 
Board for their review and approval. 


1. Annual Sales Plan 


The Department will prepare an annual sales plan for each fiscal year to 
be approved by the Land Board. The annual plan will be based on 
recommended annual harvest volumes, and will consider: 


• inventory reports 
• local stand conditions 
• special management problems 
• economic factors 


The annual sales plan may be altered either 


• to respond to changing market conditions or 
• to expedite the sale of damaged or insect-infested forest products 


Each individual timber sale will be submitted to the Board for approval. 
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2. Annual Investment Plan 


In addition to the items required for all investment plans, plans for 
timberland management will also contain the following items. 


• The description of the current and expected timberland 
investment environment and outlook, will include a discussion of: 


o The prospects for timber prices, and 
o The prospects for future timber harvests 


• The analysis of the previous periods' returns will also identify the 
main drivers of either over or under performance compared to the 
NCREIF Timberland Index : 


• The ten year projection of annual cash flows .from timberland, will 
identify separately the expected yearly harvest and the expected 
prices for the timber 


• The description of the current characteristics of the timber 
portfolio will include 


o Regional diversification 
o Species mix 
o Timberland quality (Primary and Secondary Forest Lands) 
o Age-class distribution 


• The description of the long-term desired characteristics of the 
timberland portfolio, and the reasons for the changes from the 
current characteristics, will include desired 


o Regional diversification 
o Species mix 
o Timberland quality (Primary and Secondary Forest Lands) 
o Age-class distribution 


IX. Additional Policies for Grazing and Cropland 


A. Objectives, Purpose, and General Guidelines for 
Leasing of Cropland and Grazeland 


A continuous income to the state endowments is generated by the leasing 
of endowment lands for various uses. The amount of money provided is a 
direct result of the department's leasing practices. Adequate attention 
must be given to this effort to ensure the maximum return consistent with 
appropriate long-term resource management. 
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The importance of proper resource planning and management cannot be 
overemphasized as an integral part of the department's leasing program. 
It is the department's responsibility, as well as the lessees', to ensure that 
the resources of the endowment lands are protected and enhanced. 


Leasing of unleased lands, identified suitable for grazing or framing, should 
be encouraged to increase income to the endowment. However, it is not 
essential to lease all endowment land. In some cases, conflicts may arise 
with other uses or lease rentals may be too low to justify the administrative 
expense and the encumbrance. 


Leases will be issued based on land capability and long-term benefits to 
the endowment. The designated use should be discontinued if subsequent 
reviews indicate improper use or a higher and better use. Special 
provision should be added to the lease to address any existing or 
anticipated management needs. Leases must be checked periodically to 
determine if lease requirements are being followed, and noncompliance 
with lease terms may result in lease cancellation. 


B. Rental Determination 


The Idaho Department of Lands, with the review and approval of the Land 
Board, will annually set the rental rates or procedures for determining the 
rental rates for grazing and cropland leases. Those rates or procedures 
will be set considering the following principles: 


• The rental for grazing leases will be based on the number of 
AUMs available for livestock consumption 


• The rental for cropland will be based on the average yield and 
value of the commodity produced 


• The minimum rental on any grazing or cropland lease will be 
$50.00 


• Special use fees should be charged for authorized uses other 
than grazing or cropland (e.g., feed grounds, sheds, range rider 
facilities) 


• Changes in lease rental or special use fees made at times other 
than lease renewal must be accomplished through a lease 
adjustment. 
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C. Additional Plans 


In addition to the Annual Investment Plan, the IDL will prepare, maintain, 
and update as necessary, the following management plans for cropland 
and grazeland: 


1. Range Management Planning 


Overview 


All land management activities, whether they occur on private, state, or 
federal land, are under increasing public scrutiny as a growing human 
population places greater demands on Idaho's natural;resources. 
Activities on state rangelands. including livestock grazing. timber harvest, 
mining, recreation, and miscellaneous special uses, are no exception. 
Resource impacts that were acceptable in the past are no longer so today. 


Current resource impacts can frequently be attributed to several activities 
and/or involve multiple landowners. As a result. improving management of 
one use or even eliminating that use may not effect a corresponding 
improvement or elimination of the resource problem. An assessment of all 
activities and their cumulative impacts is necessary to implement effective 
solution solutions to resource management problems. 


Policy and Plans 


The IDL will develop, maintain, and, as necessary. modify range 
management plans to guide activities on state rangelands to ensure 
protection and/or improvement of the associated resource to the 
endowments. These management plans will be developed so that they 


• Ensure that all factors contributing to resource management 
problems or opportunities are identified and evaluated in 
developing a course of action. 


• Provide for the selection of a course of action from several 
alternatives which best addresses the issues and concerns 
involved. while justifying the expenditure of funds and human 
resources for its implementation. 


• Document the decision-making process which led to the selected 
course of action 
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• Document the commitment of all involved parties to proceed with 
the selected course of action 


• Provide for an evaluation feedback loop to ensure that the 
objectives of the management plan are achieved. 


Criteria for determining planning priorities 


The Department will determine which lands will receive priority for 
development and review of planning activities. The department will use 
the following criteria for determining management planning priorities: 


• Land where resource damage is occurring. 
• Lands where high resource values (anadromous fisheries, timber, 


water quality, etc.) are potentially at risk due to poor management 
practices. 


• Areas of consolidated state ownership. 
• Lands where more intensive management will result in increased 


revenue to the endowments. 
• Lands that involve lessees andlor other interest users or parties 


who are willing participants in management planning efforts. 


These criteria should be used collectively to determine management 
planning priorities. For example, lands meeting all five criteria would have 
a higher priority than lands meeting only one or two. 


In many low priority areas or where short-term solutions are needed for 
management before a management plan can be developed, lease 
adjustments and/or special lease provisions addressing seasons of use, 
livestock numbers, salting requirements, rider requirements, annual plan of 
use, reporting requirements, etc., may be used to "effect changes in 
management. 


Preparation and Review of Plans 


The Department will prepare five-year management-planning schedules 
that identify planning area priorities. This schedule will be subject to 
annual review and revision. 
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2. Vegetation Management - Grazing 


Overview 


Idaho endowment lands include a diversity of land and vegetation types of 
varying income-producing capability. The Land Board seeks to ensure the 
health and/or enhancement of vegetation and related resources on these 
lands, consistent with achieving the goal of the maximum long-term return 
to the endowed institutions as required by the Idaho Constitution. The 
development of site specific vegetation management plans that take into 
consideration the current and desired condition of the vegetation resource 
will ensure the productivity of endowment lands and the maximum ong
term return to the endowments. 


Assessment and Plans 


The Idaho Department of Lands, in coordination with other agencies, shall 


• Assess the current condition of the vegetation and related 
resources on all endowment lands 


• Determine the desired condition 
• Propose specific management practices to achieve this condition. 


Vegetation management plans will: 


• Emphasize management of an entire endowment parcel 
(including riparian areas and associated uplands) rather than 
small deiscrete areas within the pacel 


• Provide for the abatement and control of noxious and invasive 
weeds 


• Provide for decreasing the probability, recurrence, and severity of 
wildfires 


• Provide for the control of excessive erosion 


The specified management practices developed by the Department of 
Lands shall require that the land be managed in a manner consistent with 
the achievement of the desire vegetative condition. The Department of 
Lands, in cooperation with the lessee and other agencies, shall monitor 
and evaluate the effectiveness of the specified management practices. 
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X. Additional Policies for Cottage Site Lands 


A. Rental Rate 


The rental rate for cottage site leases will be an annual rate of 2.5% of the 
value of the leased premises, with the value determined as though the 
premises were vacant and unimproved. 


B. Valuation for Purposes of Determining Rental Rates 


Cottage site leases will be valued each five years and updated aflnually by 
indexing based on market data. The valuation may be done either by a 
qualified employee of the Department, a county assessor's office, or by an 
independent licensed appraiser. 


c. Use of Leased Premises 


The premises and any improvements must be used solely for residential 
purposes unless otherwise approved either in the lease document or by 
prior written approval of the Department. 


D.lnspection of Cottage Sites 


To insure compliance with the applicable rules and regulations, state laws, 
and lease provisions, a current lease inspection record shall be completed 
for each cottage site lease. The Department will inspect each leased site 
every five years, at the time of a lease assignment, and at the time of 
improvement construction. 


XI. Additional Policies for Transition Lands 


Typically, state lands are managed for natural resource values such as 
timber harvesting or agricultural uses such as grazing and cropland 
leasing. For most state lands, the natural resource uses generate the 
highest revenue. As populations increase, the highest and best use 
changes on lands near urban centers and intensive public use areas. The 
change in highest and best use requires a change in management of these 
parcels to protect or enhance land values and increase revenue. A policy 
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and procedure for identifying and managing these transition parcels 
pending development is described. 


A. Identification of Transition Lands 


The Department of Lands will identify those parcels that may within next 
twenty years be suitable for development as commercial, or commercial 
recreational used. 


Commercial land is land used principally for an industrial, retail, or 
wholesale business, multiple family residential, or similar intensive use. A 
commercial lease is characterized by high initial improvement costs and 
the transaction of business. 


Some of the criteria to be used in identifying trasition lands are 


• An appraised value above the value normally indicative of natural 
resources 


• New, nearby development 
• Frontage on a major highway 
• Proximity to a town or urban area. 


Area managers shall revise existing management plans and land use 
plaAs to specifically identify transition type lands. 


The criteria and identification of transition lands or parcels should be more, 
rather than less, inclusive. 


B. Preparation of Transition Land List 


The Department will prepare and maintain a list and a map of those lands 
identified as transitional. The land list shall be circulated for staff review. 


c. Management of Transition Lands 


The Department shall take at least the following measures with regard to 
transition lands: 


• Area management proposals affecting listed lands should be 
reviewed before taking action that may affect other uses. 


• Any new plans shall specifically identify transition type lands and 
their potential highest and best use. 
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• Before a lease, easement, or temporary permit is issued, or a 
timber sale is offered, the impacts on potential future 
development must be analyzed. 


• If the transition lands are within a zoned county, the Department 
shall notify the germane zoning commission that a plan has been 
written which identifies the highest and best use on the transition 
lands. 


XII. Additional Policies for Mineral Lands 


XIII. Additional Policies for Commercial Real 
Estate 


A. Property Types, Property Characteristics, and 
Investment Structures 


The Department may consider the purchase of direct, wholly owned 
property investments in the state of Idaho of the following property types: 


1. Office Properties 
a. High-rise buildings 
b. Mid-rise buildings 
c. Office parks 


2. Retail Properties 
a. Super-regional malls and regional 


malls 
b. Community centers 
c. Power centers 
d. Neighborhood centers 
e. "Main Streef' retail 


3. Industrial Properties 
a. Warehousing/distribution 
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4. 


5. 


b. Flex space (allowing conversion to 
and from warehousing and office 
space) 


c. Light industrial 
d. Research and development facilities 


Residential Properties 
a. Rental housing -- high-rise, mid-rise 


and garden style 
b. For sale housing (limited to small 


components of commingled or 
company investments) 


Lodging 
a. Full service hotels 
b. Limited service hotels 


6. Mixed-use Properties -- primarily urban and 
"edge-city" properties containing 
office/retaiVresidential/lodging use 
combinations 


Preference will be given to investment in "seasoned" properties, i.e. those 
which have a trackable physical and financial operating history. 
Commercial property investments may be leveraged by mortgage debt 
(direct or securitized), but that debt shall: (i) provide positive leveraging 
(the realistic ability to achieve enhanced after-debt returns); (ii) have a 
modest (typically not in excess of 50%) loan-to-value ratio so that the debt 
does not create unwarranted risk; and, (iii) have the ability to retire or 
refinance the debt without unwarranted cost. It is the Board's preference 
to consummate equity real estate investments on an unleveraged basis, 
and it is antiCipated that leveraged equity investment positions will be 
primarily occasioned by the acceptance of debt already in place when an 
investment is consummated. 


Real estate investments should normally be occupied by a reasonable mix 
of national credit tenants, regional tenants and local tenants. Such tenants 
should generally be subject to leases reflecting current competitive rents 
and the ability to increase rents. Leases should ideally be staggered as to 
term to provide both the continuity of income and the ability to raise 
income. 
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Generally, it is not anticipated that any individual transaction size will be 
less than Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000) nor exceed Twenty Million 
Dollars ($20,000,000). 


No commercial investment shall be consummated without assurance that 
all regulatory requirements have been satisfied. 


Although not subject to unrelated business income tax, the Department 
should make reasonable efforts to avoid unrelated business taxable 
income since such investments are a rough guideline to what Treasury 
considers "aggressive" investing. 


The Trust shall only make investments in assets which have received 
favorable environmental reports from a qualified envjronmental specialist, 
or for which an environmental hazard may be quantified to the extent of 
allowing adoption of an appropriate environmental management and 
remediation plan. 


B. Asset Management Policies and Procedures 


In addition to the requirements of the annual investment plan which apply 
generally to commercial property, each commercial property investment 
position will require an annual operating plan, which shall be modified, as 
appropriate, no less often than quarterly. The purpose of receipt of such 
plans is to allow the commercial property real estate investments and 
overall commercial property real estate portfolio to be properly monitored 
by Staff on an ongoing basis. 


Annual operating plans should contain the following information: 


1. Operating budgets 
2. Property management and leasing plans 
3. Physical property review 
4. Market area review 
5. Disposition plan 


Operating budgets shall contain all appropriate line items of income, 
expense and capital expenditures. Requirements include monthly 
preparation of budgets and comparison of same on a monthly, quarterly 
and annual basis to operating budgets previously adopted. Capital 
expenditures and leasing commissions shall be clearly delineated budget 
categories, and shall distinguish between: (i) recurring and non-recurring 
items, (ii) such expenditures which are reimbursable by tenants, and (iii) a 
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breakdown of major capital expenditure items. Capital expenditure budget 
estimates will relate historical and probable future capital expenditure 
needs by category. Leasing commission budgeting shall be based on and 
justified by: (i) prevailing conditions in the marketplace, (ii) historical 
leasing commissions incurred, (iii) probable future leasing commissions 
due to lease expirations or other tenant rollover issues, and (iv) antiCipated 
market rental rates. 


Property management and leasing plans contained in the operating 
budgets shall include: (i) justification of the professionals currently 
employed, (ii) expectation for changes in property management or leasing 
agents, (iii) fees and costs, and (iv) adherence of fees and costs to current 
market conditions. Property management and leasing contracts should be 
generally cancelable upon thirty (30) days written noti~e. 


There shall be a physical property review stating: (i) the general condition 
of the property, (ii) expectation for capital and tenant improvement costs 
based on the property's condition and/or leasing status, (iii) physical 
property conditions which may change from market, political or economic 
impact, and (iv) hold/sell factors justified by the property's physical status. 


_ There shall be provided a market area review generally describing: (i) 
occupancy of the subject property compared to its competition, (ii) a 


. summary of the major economic, governmental and political factors 
affecting the market area, (iii) prOjected, near term market factors which 
could impact the value of the asset, and (iv) hold/sell considerations based 
on market area factors. 


The annual operating plan shall include for each property a disposition 
plan. In addition to the aforementioned hold/sell considerations relating to 
physical property condition and market area conditions, the plan shall 
contain information on such strategies relating to economic performance 
and other financial factors that may indicate maximization of value to the 
investors. Specific recommendations shall be made for the hold, sale or 
other financial structuring of each asset. 
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Appendix D 


ENDOWMENT TRUST INVESTMENT REPORT 


BEGIN VALUE 
NET CASH TRANSFERS 


INVESTMENT GAINILOSS 
END VALUE 


Total Trust Endowment Land Trust 


OTD FYTD 1 VEAA 2 VAS 3 VRS 4 VRS 5 VAS 
TOTAL TRUST 
Policy Benchmark 


EFIB TRUST 
Policy Benchmark 


TOTAL LANDS 
Policy Benchmark 


TIMBERLAND 
MINERAL 
COTTAGE SITES 
GRAZING/CROP 


COMMERCIAL 


,----------------


Asset Allocation 
Graze/Crop 


Fixed Inc 0% 
18% 


Cottage US Equity 
3% 35% 


Minerai 
1% 


us Equity 
Int. Equity 
Fixed Inc 


Cash 
Timberland 


Mineral 
Cottage 


Graze/Crop 
Commercial 


TOTAL 


Timberland 
Mineral 
Cottage 


Graze/Crop 
Commercial 


Total 


$ Per Acre 
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FINANCIAL ASSETS REPORT 


BEGIN VALUE 
NET CONTRIBUTIONS 


INVESTMENT GAIN/LOSS 
END VALUE 


US Equity 
Int. Equity 
Fixed Inc 


Cash 


QTD FYTO 


Appendix D 


QTD FYTD 1 YEAR 2 VRS 3 YRS 4 YRS 5 VRS 
TOTAL FUND 


Polley Benchmllrk 


TOTAL EQUITY 
Russell 3000 


FIXED INCOME 
US Bonds 


CASH 


UST-Bill 


MANAGERS 


KeyS&P 500 


SltP500 


Trainer Wortham 


R1000 Growth 


Mastrapasqua 


R1000 Growth 


Capital Investors 


R1000 Growth 
Met West 


R1000 Vlllue 


MFS 


R Mid Cap Growth 


Nicholas Applegate 


R2000 Growth 


Strong Capital 
R2000 Value 


Lazard 


EAFE 
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AppendixD 


LAND REVENUE PROJECTIONS 
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REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT 
AND 


STATE ENDOWMENT LANDS 


June 20, 2001 


The State Endowment Lands comprise a significant real estate portfolio consisting of: 


1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 


Timbered Real Estate 
Mineral and Grazing Real Estate 
Cottage Site Real Estate, and 
Commercial Real Estate 


Appendix E 


The purpose of this paper is to explain some real estate investment fundamentals and 
strategies, and show how they can be applied to the Real Estate Portfolio owned by the State 
Endowments. 


THE REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT MODEL 


In real estate investment, the overall intent is to (a) maximize financial return, (b) maintain 
the property in productive condition on a long-term basis, and (c) enhance the capital 
appreciation of the real estate that is owned. 


In managing a real estate portfolio, there are three entities with distinct responsibilities: the 
Owner, the Asset Manager, and the Property Manager. In smaller portfolios, the same 
individual or team may perform all three functions. Sometimes. two functions will be 
performed by one of the teams. In large. diversified portfolios, broader experience and 
manpower is needed. It is critical that the owner receive expert assistance from qualified and 
experienced Asset and Property Managers to ensure the best financial performance from its 
real estate assets and the highest level of long term care for the properties. 


The Owner 


The Owner has the fee title to the properties in its portfolio. The Owner makes all major 
decisions that affect the real estate that it owns. The Owner has the right and obligation to 
set the goals, requirements and priorities for its real estate investments. The Owner is 
responsible for setting requirements for the financial return on their investment, the kinds of 
properties to comprise the portfolio, and the levels of maintenance that the properties will 
receive. 


An extensive portfolio, real estate or otherwise, will be diversified. Different property types 
are affected by different factors at different times. By owning different property types, the 
Owner reduces its risk from any market conditions that may negatively affect one property 
type at any point in time. 
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The Owner of a real estate portfolio may have become the Owner by various means. They 
may have inherited it. They may have developed it from scratch. They may have taken 
funds that have been earned elsewhere and invested them in real estate for diversity. The 
Owner may be experienced in the many facets of real estate investment and be able to make 
the necessary decisions themselves. They may be rather naIve (or "inexperienced" or "more 
experienced in other arenas") and require professional assistance. 


The Owner will detennine the investment horizon to be considered, based on their individual 
goals and needs. While the goals and needs of an individual owner will change every five to 
ten years. an institutional Owner will be looking at a time frame of 25 to 30 years. In the 
case of the State Endowments. that investment horizon will appropriately be 100 years or 
more. 


The Asset Manager 


The Asset Manager periodically analyzes the individual properties in the real estate portfolio. 
They suggest ways to increase the return on those investments by making capital 
improvements, or changing management tactics or procedures. They perfonn buy/sell 
analyses to identify those individual properties that are expensive to maintain and others that 
would better meet the Owner's goals and objectives. 


The Asset Manager generally performs the financial analysis and does the transactional work 
on behalf of the Owner. They proactively look for ways to enhance the financial return of 
individual properties. They will execute the will of the Owner in buying, selling or trading 
properties to enhance the yield, safety, balance, and growth potential for the portfolio. 


The Property Manager 


The Property Manager has the responsibility for managing the properties in the Owner's 
portfolio on a day-to-day basis. They are experienced professionals that understand how the 
different types of properties in the real estate portfolio operate. They are responsible for the 
regular, ongoing operations and maintenance of the properties. They hire the contractors to 
make needed improvements. when necessary. They supervise the staff that provides regular 
maintenance on the properties. They handle the bookkeeping. All of the work "on the 
ground" is the responsibility of the Property Management team. 


Hierarchy 


Both the Asset Manager and the Property Manager work for the Owner. They are 
teammates, not opponents. Both Managers report to the Owner and take instructions from 
the Owner. The Property Manager does not report to the Asset Manager, nor does the Asset 
Manager report to the Property Manager. They work together to fonnulate plans and 
strategies to help the Owner reach their objectives. 
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THE REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT MODEL AND THE STATE ENDOWMENT LANDS 


The Owner 


The Owner of the major portion of the State Lands is the State Endowments for Education, 
__ , , and others. It is not the government of the State of Idaho nor is it the people 
of Idaho. It is not the Land Board. It is not the Department of Lands. Constitutionally, the 
State Endowments own approximately 95% of all State Lands. 


Under the Idaho State Constitution, the Land Board represents the Endowments. Their 
fidllciary responsibility to the Endowments is to maximize the long-tenn financial return to 
the Endowments. That responsibility should guide each and every decision rendered by the 
Land Board, to maximize the long-tenn financial return to the Endowments. 


t 


The Land Board members all have demanding full time elected positions. and distinct 
political and social agendas. Sometimes these individual politic~d and social agendas contlict 
with the interest of the Beneficiaries of the State Endowments, the school chi Idren of Idaho 
and others. Sometimes Land Board decisions have served to benefit the political persuasions 
and expediencies of the individual members of the Board, rather than the Beneficiaries of the 
State Endowments. While this is a political reality, it contlicts with their fiduciary 
responsibility to the Endowments. 


At this time, there is no one in state government who is on call full time to insure that the 
Endowment is protected. When proposals are presented to the Land Board, there is no one to 
identify the financial cost to the Endowment of a decision being considered or call attention 
to other contlicts that may be present. When decisions are made by the Land Board that may 
benefit a political constituent or a favored interest group, there is no "ombudsman" to point 
out that fact and calculate cost of the long tenn subsidy that the school children of Idaho, and 
others are giving to that constituent or group. 


Asset Management 


At this time, the Department of Lands perfonns the dual role of Property Manager and Asset 
Manager for all of the Endowment Lands. Typically, their decisions, goals and objectives 
have to do with maintaining the health and long-tenn viability of the Endowment Lands 
(particularly timber lands). The mandate to maximize the financial return to the endowment 
is not first on their minds. 


The Department of Lands is very well qualified to perfonn most of the Asset Management 
duties with respect to the Timbered Real Estate and the Grassland Real Estate sections of the 
Endowment's Real Estate Investment Portfolio. However, they are lacking in expertise with 
respect to maximizing the return on the Cottage Site Real Estate and the Commercial Real 
Estate in the Portfolio. 


The Department of Lands needs an Assistant Director (Manager?) to fill the role of Asset 
Manager for the Cottage Sites and the Commercial Real Estate. That person would supervise 
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the real estate personnel in the Department of Lands. and keep them focused on their 
responsibility to the Endowment, not to the Lands, and not to the State. They would 
negotiate and coordinate the sale of Cottage Sites and the purchase of Commercial 
Properties. 


That indi vidual could also help the other sections of the Department of Lands in providing 
additional financial analysis of the various plans that the Department is considering with 
regards to Timber and Grasslands. They could help the Department analyze specific 
properties owned by the Endowment to help them identify the most valuable parcels and the 
ones on which the Endowment is losing money. They could also perform the "ombudsman" 
responsibilities mentioned above, calculating the cost to the Endowments when actions are 
taken on leases or sales that reduce the financial return to the children of Idaho and the other 
beneficiaries of the Endowments. 


The Assistant Director for Real Estate should have significant investment real estate 
experience. Some one with banking or appraisal experience may have both the financial and 
management skills necessary and be willing to perform this service for State wages. In the 
Department of Lands, the individuals that currently perform real estate functions would be 
part of their team. 


Property Management 


As stated the Department of Lands currently perfonns the both the Asset Management and 
Property Management functions for the Timbered Real Estate and the Grassland Real Estate 
in the Endowment's Portfolio. They have strong and extensive expertise in these areas and 
are generally doing a very good job. They make sure that the properties are well maintained. 
They supervise the remedial work to improve yields. and use their professional expertise to 
ensure that the properties owned by the State Endowments are productive over the very long 
term. 


The prevailing attitude in the Department, however is that they are "stewards of the Land." 
Their first thought should be that they are responsible to the Endowment to obtain the 
"maximum long-term financial return." To do that, they need to maintain the health and 
long-term viability of those properties so that they can provide a substantial financial return 
to the Endowments over the entire investment horizon. 


This is a subtle semantic difference that can have a big effect on attitudes and outcomes. 
Instead of managing the Lands for the long-tenn health and benefit of the lands, they need to 
be managing the Lands for the long-term financial return to the Endowments. This will be 
an important, difficult. but necessary responsibility of the Director to shift the departmental 
mindset in this way. 
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COTTAGE SITES AND COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE 


There is a lot of emotion in discussions regarding both Cottage Sites and Commercial Real 
Estate. It can be easily shown that while the market value of the Cottage Sites has 
appreciated and will probably continue to increase. the financial return to the Endowments is 
significantly below the returns provided by other investments. Safe-haven investments such 
as government bonds currently provide a return that is nearly 300% of what Cottage Sites 
pay to the Endowments. The Timber portfolio produces a significantly higher return. Stocks 
and Mutual Funds historically provide returns 500% to 600% of what Cottage Sites pay. 


Opponents to selling Cottage Sites argue that Idahoans will be denied access to Payette Lake 
and Priest Lake in favor of wealthy people from out of state. The fact is that Idahoans in 
general are denied access to these beautiful lakes over these lands:now. The Cottage Sites 
are improved properties used by individuals and families. They are under long term 
agreements that are controlled by an elite group of generally Wegilhy people, many of which 
are from Idaho, and many of which are already from out of state. 


Selling Cottage Sites and buying Commercial Real Estate can provide higher, safe returns to 
the Endowments while still keeping the investment in quality Idaho Real Estate. That 
portfolio could grow to be $100,000,000 once all of the Cottage Sites are successfully sold. 
To successfully acquire and manage a portfolio of Commercial real estate and maximize the 
return on investment to the Endowments, the properties need to be carefuny selected and 
properl y managed. 


At this time, we will not discuss whether all of the Cottage Sites should be sold or whether 
all of the proceeds from the sales of Cottage Sites should be reinvested in Commercial Real 
Estate. Investments in additional timbered properties should be considered. Investments in 
financial instruments should be considered. We do feel that a the majority if not all of the 
proceeds from the sale of Cottage Sites (good Idaho real estate) should be used to obtain 
office and industrial properties in communities around the State (which are also good Idaho 
real estate). 


Commercial Real Estate Investment 


Successful investors in commercial real estate are generally entrepreneurs who are willing to 
take some financial risk in order to eam a higher yield. Both "entrepreneur" and "financial 
risk" are inconsistent with the mission of State Government. Also, some investors and 
developers are going to cry foul, saying that the Endowments are unfairly competing against 
the private sector. 


Risks in Commercial Real Estate Investment come from the uncertainty of maintaining rent 
paying tenants on a 10ng-term basis. When a tenant moves out, significant work, hassle, and 
expense are incurred to find a new tenant and upgrade the building to meet their 
requirements. Motivated entrepreneurs can sometimes use turnover to enhance their 
investments, but turnover is generally very expensive for passive investors such as the 
Endowments would be. 
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If the Endowments are going to acquire Commercial Real Estate, those properties need to be 
managed in such a way as to remove the risk of tenant turnover and ensure a steady, reliable 
income stream over a long term. 


One Strategy 


One strategy would be to only invest in good quality, wen-located office and industrial 
properties in Idaho communities that can be occupied by State Agencies. As the State is 
already empowered to own buildings for use by State Agencies, the private sector could not 
successfully argue unfair competition. 


The Endowments would enter into leases with the State Agencies at an "adjusted market 
rent." Market rent for the property could be determined by appraisaJ or market analysis, and 
then reduced by the cost of real estate taxes and management fees,:- With these adjustments, 
the adjusted market rent for the Endowment property would be less than the market rent the 
Department of Administration would pay for comparable privat~'sector properties. The 
Endowment property could even compete with inferior private sector properties, as the 
adjusted market rent for the Endowment property would be comparable to the rent that 
inferior properties would offer. 


The expense component of the rent would then be determined to compute a pure net (or triple 
net) rent that would be paid to the Endowments. The Department of Administration would 
then maintain and operate these properties as they do other State buildings. 


With this strategy. the Endowments would have a reliable long-term tenant (the State of 
Idaho) for their Commercial buildings reducing the risk of turnover. (The risk would not be 
eliminated entirely as a building may become unsuitable for an Agency as their needs change 
over time, and another tenantJ Agency would have to be sought.) The Endowments would be 
able to get the returns on investment they expected when they bought the Commercial 
properties. 


The State of Idaho would also benefit by getting (a) a superior property at the market rent 
they would pay for inferior properties because of the property tax/management fee 
adjustment, or (b) a slightly lower rent than they would pay for buildings of comparable 
quality. In either case, the State Agencies would be treated fairly, if not favorably. 


Inevitably there would be some wrangling between the EndowmentslDepartment of Lands 
and the Department of Administration. The Assistant Director for Real Estate would have to 
be very thorough in: 


A. Analyzing the purchase of properties for the Endowments to ensure that they 
are not paying prices that are higher than market. If the properties are bought 
at higher than market prices, then the Endowment will have to get higher than 
market rents to justify the price they paid. This would put unrealistic 
expectations on the Endowment properties, and would result in lower than 
expected returns on Endowment investments when those premium rents 
cannot be obtained. 
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B. Researching and documenting the market rents to demonstrate that the State 
Agencies (the State of Idaho) are not paying more than they have to for office 
and industrial space. Their proposals must be complete and conclusive to 
ensure that the State is being treated fairly. 


The Governor would also have to take a strong position in favor of this arrangement. As 
Chainnan of the Land Board responsible for maximizing the return on investment to the State 
Endowments, he would need to be committed to obtaining dependable long-tenn income 
streams on the Endowments' commercial properties at the lowest risk. This could be 
accomplished by leasing them to State Agencies. To accomplish that, he would have to use 
his authority as Chief Executive of the State of Idaho to require the State Agencies to 
cooperate with the Department of Lands to complete these transactions. 


Another Strategy 


The other strategy would be to invest in good quality. well-located commercial properties 
and then enter into long-term lease agreements with experienced individuals and firms for the 
maintenance and care of those properties. The Department of Lands and the Land Board are 
already comfortable with lease transactions, as they have been doing them for decades. 
These transactions would be distinct and unique and require some different expertise and 
strategies in putting them together. 


Vacant commercial properties could be leased, in some cases, to competent developers who 
would construct buildings on them for their own portfolio. The State would not be obligated 
to lease space in the building or in any other way help the developers with their projects. The 
developers would assume all of the construction, marketing, and investment risk as they 
would on any other project. The difference would be that instead of buying the land, they 
would have a long-tenn, unsubordinated ground lease on the property. 


This would not be a common transaction. Leases would have to be at least forty (40) years 
long and preferably from the developers' point of view, fifty (50) years or more. The amount 
paid could be adjusted to market at intervals, probably not less than every five years nor 
more than every ten years so that the Endowment would get the maximum (that is to say, fair 
market) return on their investments. 


At the end of the term, the land and the buildings thereon would revert to the Endowments, 
and should be more valuable than they would have been if they had not been developed. The 
Endowments would maintain an unsubordinated lease position (with some provisions to 
protect lenders making long tenn mortgages on the properties) that would protect them in 
case the developer defaults for any reason. 


Leases could run anywhere from five to twenty years, depending on the properties and the 
future uses the State have for them in the future (putting these properties back under the first 
strategy above). Leases would have to be carefully prepared and require certain levels of 
investment and maintenance on the part of the investor so the value of the properties 
increases over time. (Perhaps a deposit of 10% to 20% of the market value of the property 
should be required to make sure the investor has incentive to keep the property up.) 
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Similarly, in some cases office, retail, and industrial buildings owned by the Endowments 
could be master leased to competent investors. The Endowments would get a fixed rate of 
return, again adjusted over time, and the investors would assume all responsibility for 
maintenance, management and tenanting of the properties. 


The Endowments probably would not get as high a return as they would by leasing to State 
Agencies in the first strategy, because the investor would be assuming all of the risk and cost 
for the maintenance and care of the improvements. There would have to be enough left in 
the deal for them to justify the work and expense involved. But the return to the 
Endowments should be higher than it would get on bonds, and would be significantly higher 
than the +1-1.5% it currently gets on Cottage Sites. 


CONCLUSIONS 


The State Endowment Lands actually comprise an extensive and'varied Real Estate 
Investment Portfolio. These lands are owned by the State Endowments. They are not owned 
by the State of Idaho or its citizens. At this time, the returns to the Endowments and their 
Beneficiaries are significantly below the benchmark rates of return that can be obtained by 
other investments. 


Part of this shortfall results from this shortfall results from the current mindset held by both 
the Land Board and the Department of Lands. They see these lands as the "crown jewels of 
Idaho" and should be protected and preserved for the benefit of the State and its Citizens. In 
actuality, the mindset needs to be shifted to see that these lands are valuable Real Estate 
Assets that need to be actively and intensively managed to provide the maximum possible 
financial return to the Endowments on a long-term basis. 


While the Department of Lands has significant expertise in providing both the Asset 
Management and Property Management function for the Timbered Real Estate and Grassland 
Real Estate, they could be aided by an experience real estate manager on certain financial 
matters. 


The Department of Lands lacks expertise in Commercial Real Estate and will create 
significant problems for itself and the Endowments if it continues its current course in 
Commercial Real Estate investment without a long term plan for keeping strong long term 
tenants and/or master lessees in place on those properties to provide the market rate income 
that the Endowments deserve. 


With the proper personnel in place, and with a new vision on the mission of both the Land 
Board and the Department of Lands to recognize the lands they administer as financial assets 
of the State Endowments, the additional money that can be generated for the benefit of the 
schoolchildren of Idaho and the other beneficiaries of the Endowments will be significant 
and long-lasting. 
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Appendix F: Land Board Executive Director/Secretary 
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frequently cloud viewing trust management Trom the system perspective. fur ex
ample, in several states the trust's forest resources are managed by the same office 
that fights forest fires un rural private lands. Since fighting forest fires is an all
consuming task, foresters working on trust management are often diverted from 
administering trust programs to fighting fires, with the result that either needed 
trust management is not carried out or the offices are overstaffed in relation to 
what would be needed to manage only the trust's forestry activities. In another 
example, prices for oil and gas rose extremely rapidly in the late 1970s. Yet reve
nues from the production of oil and gas from state trust lands are put into the 
states' permanent funds, which in many states suffer from restrictions on the 
types of investments allowed. As a result, the dividends from the permanent 
funds have been much less than the increase in value of the oil and gas resources, 
had these been left in the ground. 


Looking at the management of the individual resources in these two exam
ples, you could say that each was being effectively managed: nusl areas were be
ing protected from forest fIreS, and the oil and gas being produced from trust 
lands brought vast amounts of money into the pemlanent funds. Nevertheless, 10 
evaluate trust land management-as we do in Chapter 3-we must view the 
whole system. By looking at the trust as a system, rather than at the management 
of the individual resources, one observes that the forestry programs were not 
paying their way. and the state might have been better off to leave the oil and gas 
in the ground rather than lose its "real" value in the permanent funds. Pl!rsons at
tempting to assess a statc's land trust management are often tempted to proceed 
piecemeal with their analysis, identifying a specific component of the trust and 
examining how well its management stands up "on its own." The most appeal
ing aspect of this approach, obviously. is that it breaks the task up into seemingly 
coherent blocks without imposing an artificial order on the whole system. Unfor
tunately, however. piecemeal analysis neglects the interconnectedness of the 
trust's components. Even a component that is managed with exemplary skill and 
efficiency may mesh badly with other trust componentsj if so, tile trust as a whole 
suffers, and the prevailing approach to management of the overall system and of 
the various subdivisions in plilce needs rethinking. 


TRUST LANDS AS A PRODUCTION SYSTEM 


Visualizing the Production System 


The trust lands were granted to the states to provide support for public in
stitutions. Because they have this purpose, the managing agencies, the 
lands ilnd resources, the permanent funds, and the revenues these produce 
can be depicted as a single system geared toward attaining that goal. A dia
gram representing this general system is shown in Figure 2-1. 
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Figure 2·1. The trust production system. 


Revenues from land and resources are treated differently depending on 
whether they are generated from the development of renewable as opposed 
to nonrenewable resources. We have therefore divided the lands into those 
two categories. Receipts from these resources are similarly divided into 
rents, royalties, and dividends, each emanating from a different part of the 
trust corpus, as shown by the arrows. The ultimate goal of trust manage
ment is to generate revenues to be received by the beneficiaries. 


Figure 2·1 shows the components and flows of the trusts' production sys
tem in a very general sense. ·nle exact path through which money travels before 
reaching the beneficiaries varies in different states according to three factors: 
the source of the rev~nues; the beneficiary of the lands that produced the reve
nues; and the deductibn-for managerial expenses, which varies among land 
types and beneficiaries. Funding for management of the trust resources also 
varies tremendously among the states, both as to amount and as to source. This 
ambiguity is represented by the ghostly gray arrow. In some (but not all) states, 
funding for trust resource management is deducted from receipts. This dearly' 
colors management styles, priorities, and stalling levels in the different pro
grams. The important thing is the relationship between the revenue nows in 
any specific resource and the overall management of the trust. 


STATE LAND OFFICE ORGANIZATION, STAFF, AND 
FUNDING 


State land offices' serve as the managing trustees for the land and resources 
depicted in Figure 2-1, and occasionally (or partially) as managers of the 
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permanent funds. There is wide variation among the states in how manage
ment is organized. Three aspects of organization seem most significant: 
structure of the state land office (what kind of a board, if any, is in place, 
how the agency head is selected, and where is the agency located within 
the state's natural resources bureaucracy); the amount and distribution of 
staff devoted to management of the various trust resources; and the level 
and source of funding for management activities. We set the stage for dis
cussing the influence of orgartizational structure by describing the variation 
in how the trustee agencies are organized in different stales. 


Organization in the State Government 


In the. basic model [or trust land management, a board of land commission
ers acts as trustee to oversee the operations of the state land office. Boards 
may range from a collection of ex officio constitutional officers (such as the 
governor, the state treasurer. andlor the superintendent of education) to 
panels composed entirely of members of the public Who have been ap
pointed in various ways. Some states do not have a board of land commis
sioners at all, but instead delegate sole authority for management of the 
trust lands either to an elected land commissioner or to an executive director 
appointed by the governor. 


TIIEBOARD 


Most states have some fonn of board of land commissioners to oversee 
state trust land activities. Figure 2-2 summarizes the composition and role 
of boards in the various states. We have found it difficult to relate patterns of 
management decisions to particular institutional arrangements. It appears 
that the most important factor is the degree of beneficiary involvement in 
the decision making. In six states, the board is composed of ex officio 
elected officials (usually including the state treasurer and/or state auditor). 
Three states-California, Oklahoma, and Washington-have boards com
posed of both elected and appointed officials, with the appointed mem
ber(s) deSignated by the governor. In four other states-Colorado, Hawaii, 
Nebraska, and Utah-the entire board is appointed by the governor.· Mem
bers of Utah's board represent specific groups, including oil and gas and 
ranchers, with only one ex-officio member representing the beneficiaries. 


The boards' role and level of activity vary among the states, ranging 
from almost complete noninvolvement to active participation. The extreme 
hands-on case is Colorado, where there is no land commissioner and where 
the three board members serve essentially full time, running the office on a 
day-to-day basis. In Wyoming, the board (composed of the state's five 
elected offiaals), meets monthly but is largely uninvolved in the day-to-day 
matters of the land office; and in Washington the board's involvement is 
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Figure 2-2. Instltutlonal relationships in state land o(fi{.:e organlzallon. Source: 
Souder & Fairfa)(, Western Slates Survey Responses (State Lands Prolect, 
Departmenl of Forestry and Resource Management, University of California, 
Berkeley, December 1989), and WESTERN STAleS LAND COMMISSIONERS ASSOCIATION, 


DIRECTORY (1992). 
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confined mainly to approval of land transactions. Arizona's board meets 
only to hear appeals of land office decisions, and has no other powers. In 
Texas and Washington, the commissioner of state lands must obtain board 
approval for certain types of decisions (primarily land sales and exchange) 
but cannot be removed by the board. At the other end of the spectrum, in 
New Mexico and South Dakota, the elected commissioner aclS without 
board oversight. 


THE AGENCY HEAD 


The agency head may be elected, appointed by the board, or appointed 
by the governor. Again, it is difficult to trace particular outcomes to particu
lar methods of selection for commissioners. The power of the commissioner 
to influence decisions varies widely among the states, and the means of se~ 
lecting this officer appears to be only one of the relevant variables. Figure 
2-2 indicates which states proceed by which selection method. Five states
Arkansas, New Mexico, South Dakota, Texas, and Washington-have 
elected land commissioners. In states where Ihe commissioner is appointed, 
some responsiveness to the appointer is to be expected. Where the governor 
appoints (Arizona, Montana, and Wyoming), the state land office can be 
seen as an instrument of state executive control. Where the commissioner is 
appointed by the board (Nebraska), the power of the executive head de
pends on the amount of oversight exerted by the board. 


The line of authority above the agency head may also be significant in 
the choice of management strategies. New Mexico's commissioner is 
elected, has no board oversight, and has an independent agency, giving 
that official a large measure of autonomy. ~ The commissioner may be di
rectly responsible to the executive at may be indirectly responsible through 
intervening agency heads. The latter situation prevaiJs in Colorado, where 
the board has fought turf battles with its umbrella agency over staff posi
tions, oversight, and other administtative issues.6 


WIIERE THE LAND OFFICE Fl1S IN STATE GOVllRNl\.LENT 


Another val'iable affecting the trustee's ability to focus on trust manage
ment is state administrative structure: is the state land office an indepen
dent agency, or is it included within the structure of another, larger agency? 
Three administrative patterns emerge in the various states: the state land of
fice is totally independent of other state agencies; the state land office is in
dependent but is administratively overseen by a larger agency; or the state 
land office is functionally integrated into another agency; sharing facililies 
and staff. In every state except Washington, the land office is independent 
of other agencies. Only in New Mexico, however, is this independence com
plete (except for oversight by the attorney general); all the other states im
pose some administrative superstructure over the land office. 
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Power and management emphasis may be diffused if the agency man
aging state trust lands has other responsibilities as well. Diversion of trustee 
attention may occur when an activity that the state land office manages re
quires significant commitments of personnel who would otherwise be con
tributing to trust land management activities (such as fire fighting) or when 
personnel stafling decisions focus on an area other than trust land manage
ment and these people subsequently move into positions of responsibility 
for the Irust.1 States combine various other resource programs with state 
trust land management. Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Utah, Wash
i11gton, and Wyoming all combine private forest regulation and manage
ment responsibilities with trust land management; and with the exception 
of Colorado, all these states' land offices are also responsible for forest fire 
protectlon. Similarly, four states-Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, and Wash
ington-include oil and gas drilling permits and accounting, and mining 
regulation and reclamation in the state land office. In Wyoming, the state 
land office manages farm loans; while In Arizona, California, Idaho, Ore
gon, Utah, and Washington, sovereign lands (which Include the beds of 
navigable waterways, lakes, and the inner coastal shore) are managed by 
the trust land office. 


The relative power of the land office in state policy decisions compared 
to other state agencies is important. lbtal independence, while it allows l0-
cus on trust goals, may weaken the trustee politically. Thus, while New 
Mexico's land commissioner is lndependent, the office appears not 10 be ter
ribly powerful in disputes with the state engineer over water management. 
This is a characteristic feature of trust land water management, whIch we 
discuss in Chapter 7. The question here is one of balance: a small, indepen
dent agency that deQI~ exclusively with trust lands Issues may be focused 
011 beneficiaries but lacking in bureaucratic allies and therefore vulnerable in 
state-level administrative politicS. 


Staffing in State Land Offices~ 


Although the structure and organization of the different stilte offices are im
portant, staffing is probably the most interesting and informative variable to 
look at. Because it constitute:; by far the largest operating expenditure, staff
ing provides an important measure of management priorities in our analysis 
in the next chapter, when we move from a production system to a produc
tion function. Here, we simply discuss the allocation of staff to different re
source management functio/ls.' TabJe 2-1 shows the staffing amounts and 
patterns for the various states. IO 


Resource-specific staffing patterns for the states are provided in lhble 
2-1 for each of four broad staffing categories: renewable resources; nonre
newable resources; land sales and exchanges; and administration. The table 
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ABLE 2-1. State trust land office staffing patterns, expressed in terms of rull-time equivalent 
'mployees (FTEs) 


'rogram AZ CA CO 10 MT N8 NM ND OK OR SD TX· UT WA WY 


~enewable resources 
Cropland and grazing 


Professional 
Clerical 


forestry 
Professional 
Clerical 


Commercial leasing 
and development 


Professional 
Clerical 


fonrenewable resources 
Mining leasing 


Professional 
Clerical 


Oil and gas leasing 
Professional 
Clerical 


15.5 
5 


5 
5 


38.5 2 
J 1 


8 
2 


8 3.3 


1 
1 


0.2 2 
J 


and sales and miscellaneous 
land exchanges 


Professional 
Clerical 


Other program 
management 


Professional 
Clerical 


10 
2 


26 
2 


2 
o 


5 


3.5 1 
2.5 


12 10 
2 2 


51 48 
8 6 


4 
1 


J 
1 


3 
1 


3 
2 


1.5 
0.25 


1 
1 


1 
1 


2.25 
0.75 


4.5 
2 


15 
1 


4 3 
9 1 


4 
4 


6 1 
8 2.25 


3 
3 


24 
5 


1 
o 


8 
4 


~ 


2 1 
0.5 


27465 i· 
o 4 4 5 f 


65.3 0.1 


2 
1 


0.5 
0.5 


1 1 
0.5 


14 0.75 
0.25 


3 
1 


1 
o 


14 
1 


6 
o 


0.5 21 
0.5 0 


1 358 7.3 ;. 
40 6 • 


I 7 16 
4 2 


2 6 
1 0.5 


2 6 
1 1 


1 
1_5 


14 
10 


l 
~ • I 


t 


i 
I 
f 
~ 


I 


-


\dminlstratlve 
Revenues 
management 


Professional 
Clerical 


2 
4 


2 
4 


1.5 
2.25 


2 
2 


6 2 20 
4 0.75 16 


6 
2 


J 4 
o 4 


5 1.5 
1.S l' 


f Overall administrative 
personnel 


Professional 
Clerical 


25 
5 


6.6 4 2.5 
4 1.5 


15 1 
1 


10 
5 


9 
2 


8 
2 


7 104 1.5 
2 15 1 


5 o 3 o 1 8 1 o 4 :ivil service exempt 


rotal FTEs 150 25.4 37 104 84.5 


8 


25 66 93 110_3 8.1 61 59 736 53 


'Texas data /s tor headqlJarll'n aHlce, lrust land manaBemenl only. Field posillons are nol included. 
Total General land Office staff Is S42 HEs. 


reports the number of full-time equivalent (FIE) employees in professional 
and clerical positions in each of the four categories. The renewable resources 
category provides staffing information broken down into three resources: 
cropland and grazing, forestry, and commercial leasing and development. 
Th~ data for nonrenewable resources management fall into one of two sub-
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categories: oil and gas leasing, and mineral leasing. Oil and gas leasing was 
separated from other mineral leasing activities because of its importance as 
a source of revenues in many states. The second category-mineral leas
ing-includes aU other subsurface leasing activities, such as [or coal, hard
rock minerals, and geothermal. Staffing in land sales and exchanges is nlso 
reported in two subcategories: land exchanges and appraisals, and other 
program management. Land exchanges are very stall-intensive and typi
cally do not produce immediate revenues for the trust. "Other program 
management" refers to staff working In land sales and easements, and vari
ous land-based record-keeping activities. The final program area-adminis
tration-comprlses two specific areas: revenues management, and overall 
administrative personnel. Revenues management includes accounting and 
auditing staff. Overall administrative personnel generally includes the 
"front office" staff-usually the director and commissioner, public relations, 
and shared secretarial and other support staff . 


The patterns in Table 2-1 show that in many states staffing is focused on a 
single resource. In Idaho, Oregon, and Washington, this resource is timber; in 
'lexas, it is oil and gas. ThIs is to be expected, since these resources provide the 
bulk of the revenues in these states. In Chapter 3 we emphasize the amount of 
staff relative to the revenues received as one way to judge the effectiveness of trust 
management. Viewed as part of the production system, the amount of staff In 
each resource management program indicates how important the managenlent 
of that resource is in relation to others within the trust. 


Funding State land Office Management 


How the agency is fi;llanced -affects and is affected by the resource revenues 
from the trust land &ase, -States use variants of four basic processes for 
funding state land office activities: all land office functions may be funded 
by appropriations from the state legislature; management may be funded by 
a percentage of trust land surface revenues; management activities may be 
funded by a percentage of both surface and subsurface trust land revenues; 
or management may be funded by a combination of receipts and general 


. fund appropriations_ Table 2-2 shows the mechanisms each state uses to 
fund its land office management. 


The most common method of funding management is for a percentage of 
revenues from renewable resource receipts to be deducted prior to distnbution to 
the beneficiaries. II In Oregon, only renewable resource revenues are used to fund 
the operations of the Department of 1brestry (and the O~on Division of State 
Lmds, for nonforested state bUst lands). The split in revenue between county 
trust lands and state school and institution trust lands in Oregon differs. The Ore
gon Department of fureslry receives 361/4 percent of the revenues from the 
county forest lands,'2 but it recovers amy administrative costs for forestry man-
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l 
TABLE 2-2. Slale land office funding mechanisms ~ 
------------------------~------------------------------------------- ; 
Funding Mechanism AZ' CAb COt I()<I MT N8 NM' NO OK OR' SO TX un WAh W'(I ~ 


---------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Funding from revenuesf 


" of disbursabJe 
Income 


No Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes t 


% of royalty income 
LAnd sales income 
includedl 
" of permanent 
fund Interest 


10% 10% 2.5% 
10% 


10% 


lOa" 10% f>% 3f>'M, 
6% 


10% 6% Yes 


20% 25% 25% ~ 
20% 25% !O, 


No 25% 


20% r 
Cost recovery (net 
distributed) Yes Yes t 


No yes! 
Stale land office funded 
by direct appropriation' Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes 


Appropriated by 
legislaturel 


Noles: 


Yes Yes Yes 


... Based on Arizona's response 10 survey. 


No! Yes Yes y" y~ Yo< No y" I 
b. California !'.R.C. § 6217.5 and § 6217.7 (ot r~enue types and cost recovery. 
c. Based on C.R.S. § 3&-1·145. Funds appropriated by legislature, § 36-1-14S12b). 
d. Elflns II, Van Deusen 31 tdaho 614, 174 P. 122 (1918), Idaho management accounl's 10"" must be 


used (or the same program where the fundi were generaled-i.e., timber for Umber-and can't be 
shirred amon8 programs. 


e. N.M.S.A. § 19-1·1" Amended 1989, eh. 15 § 1. Previously 20" of dl.bvrsable income was available 
for management expenses. 


f. Part of permanent hmds can be used to Improve land vatues. Oregon Constltulion Arlicle VIII § 2 
and O.R.S. § 273.115. The 36V." management fee Is (or county forested lands, on a cosl·relmburs
able basis between the Department of Forestry and the Division of State lands (ORlGON DEM_TMINT 
Of FOIImlv, FOlISI loo 5'J{1) 11989) at 6). Olher slate trust land. ilre managed on a cost recovery ba· 
sis. 


8. Based on U.CA § 65A.5-1. 
h, Up 10 SO" of revenues (rom county foresllands oblalned by gil' or pllrt:hase (WASlffNGrON OWMT. 


MINT Of NATUIIAI. R15ou_cn, PIOI'05[O FQftUT '-'NOS M ..... AGlMlN' PIAN 19&4-1991119831, al 29). 
I. W.S.A. § 9-40305(c) deslgnales the Income fund: § 39-+307 says that 25" goes 10 lhe general fund 


wllh the exception of Ihe university and fish hatchery Irust lands. The leglslalur" Ihen appropri
ates operaling funds for the state land office Irom Ihe general fund. 


i. Expenditures from maintenance accounl at sole discretion of the Slale land Office (195]-54 Op. 
AlI'y Gen. No. 5781). 


Source: Western States Survey Responses al 4, and Slale stalules. 


agement on the common schoollands,ll In the case of county forest lands, re
ceipts from land sales and rights-of-way are used to purchase other lands or are 
returned to the county of origin. 


In other cases, such as Washington, agency management expenses are 
also funded through a percentage of nonrenewable resource receipts. U In 
Washington, the Department of Natural Resources receives up to 25 percent 
of the revenues from both renewable and nonrenewable resources, includ
ing land sales, for its operational cost accounts for the state trust lands. IS On 
Washington'S Forest Board lands, up to 25 percent of revenues from reverted 
la~ds and up to 50 percent of revenues from board lands obtained by gift or 
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purchase by the board can be used for management expenses. I~ The receipts 
in these accounts must be appropriated by the legislature before they are 
available for expenditure. Proceeds from sales of Washington Forest Board 
lands are used to buy replacement lands,I7 


Finally, agency management costs may be met directly from the state general 
fund, as is the case in Idaho and Montana (with small exceptions). Management 
cost recovery in Idaho includes a forest improvement program to maximize the 
revenue production from state-owned forest lands, which levies a 10 peocent fee 
on gross revenues from timber sales on these lands to fund the program.'· The re
mainder of the funds are deposited in the endowment fund; management opera
tions of the Idaho Department of [ands are funded from direct legislative appro
priation.I' Montana's resource development program is funded by an amount not 
to exceed 2'/2 percent of the income received from trust lands, which, while pri
marily used in range and cropland development projects, may also be applied to 
timber improvement projects.20The remainder of Montana's forestry management 
activities are funded through direct legislative appropriations of general funds.z' 
The Arizona and Wyoming land offices receive all their operating funds from an
nual appropriations; consequently, they must work first through the executive of
fice with budget requests, and then through the legislature for appropriations. In 
Wyoming's case, the state land office budget has been reduced by 30 percent in the 
last three years, irrespective of the effects this may have on trust responsibUities. 


THE TRUST CORPUS 


A crucial distinction between state trust land and other public resource 
management programs is that the states' assets have two components: 
granted lands and resources that remain In state ownership; and permanent 
funds that w-are established (frequently at statehood) to hold in trust re
ceipts from land sales and leasing of nonrenewable resources. We look at 
these two components IndiVidually in the subsections that follow. 


Trust Lands and Their Uses12 


LAND OWNERSHIP 


In Chapter 1 we discussed the original grants of land to the states. J lere 
we look at what remains after almost 200 years of management. Figure 2-3 
shows the current surface land ownership in trust land states and the per
centage of the original grants still in state ownership. Three fairly distinct 
groups of states can be differentiated on the basis of the extent of land own
ership. Alaska, Arizona, Montana, and New Mexico are the major holders, 
each retaining title to more than 5 million acres. 
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PL 105-296 (HR 4166)
October 27, 1998


IDAHO ADMISSION ACT, 1998 AMENDMENTS


An Act to amend the Idaho Admission Act regarding the sale or lease of school land.


Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled,


SECTION 1. SALE, LEASE, OR EXCHANGE OF IDAHO SCHOOL LAND.


The Act of July 3, 1890 (commonly known as the "Idaho Admission Act") (26 Stat. 215, chapter 656), is
amended by striking section 5 and inserting the following:


"SEC. 5. SALE, LEASE, OR EXCHANGE OF SCHOOL LAND.


"(a) SALE.--


"(1) IN GENERAL.--Except as provided in subsection (c), all land granted under this Act for educational pur-
poses shall be sold only at public sale.


"(2) USE OF PROCEEDS.--


"(A) IN GENERAL.--Proceeds of the sale of school land--


"(i) except as provided in clause (ii), shall be deposited in the public school permanent endowment fund and
expended only for the support of public schools; and


"(ii)(I) may be deposited in a land bank fund to be used to acquire, in accordance with State law, other land in
the State for the benefit of the beneficiaries of the public school permanent endowment fund; or


"(II) if the proceeds are not used to acquire other land in the State within a period specified by State law, shall
be transferred to the public school permanent endowment fund.


"(B) EARNINGS RESERVE FUND.--Earnings on amounts in the public school permanent endowment fund
shall be deposited in an earnings reserve fund to be used for the support of public schools of the State in accord-
ance with State law.


"(b) LEASE.--Land granted under this Act for educational purposes may be leased in accordance with State law.
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"(c) EXCHANGE.--


"(1) IN GENERAL.--Land granted for educational purposes under this Act may be exchanged for other public or
private land.


"(2) VALUATION.--The values of exchanged lands shall be approximately equal, or, if the values are not ap-
proximately equal, the values shall be equalized by the payment of funds by the appropriate party.


"(3) EXCHANGES WITH THE UNITED STATES.--


*2823 "(A) IN GENERAL.--A land exchange with the United States shall be limited to Federal land within the
State that is subject to exchange under the law governing the administration of the Federal land.


"(B) PREVIOUS EXCHANGES.--All land exchanges made with the United States before the date of the en-
actment of this paragraph are approved.


"(d) RESERVATION FOR SCHOOL PURPOSES.--Land granted for educational purposes, whether surveyed or
unsurveyed, shall not be subject to preemption, homestead entry, or any other form of entry under the land laws
of the United States, but shall be reserved for school purposes only.".


Approved October 27, 1998.


PL 105-296, 1998 HR 4166
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West's Idaho Code Annotated Currentness
Constitution of the State of Idaho


Article IX. Education and School Lands (Refs & Annos)
§ 1. Legislature to establish system of free schools


The stability of a republican form of government depending mainly upon the intelligence of the people, it shall
be the duty of the legislature of Idaho, to establish and maintain a general, uniform and thorough system of
public, free common schools.


§ 2. Board of education


The general supervision of the state educational institutions and public school system of the state of Idaho,
shall be vested in a state board of education, the membership, powers and duties of which shall be prescribed
by law. The state superintendent of public instruction shall be ex officio member of said board.


§ 3. Public school permanent endowment fund to remain intact


The public school permanent endowment fund of the state shall forever remain inviolate and intact; the earn-
ings of the public school permanent endowment fund shall be deposited into the public school earnings re-
serve fund and distributed in the maintenance of the schools of the state, and among the counties and school
districts of the state in such manner as may be prescribed by law. No part of the public school permanent en-
dowment fund principal shall ever be transferred to any other fund, or used or appropriated except as herein
provided. Funds shall not be appropriated by the legislature from the public school earnings reserve fund ex-
cept as follows: the legislature may appropriate from the public school earnings reserve fund administrative
costs incurred in managing the assets of the public school endowment including, but not limited to, real prop-
erty and monetary assets. The state treasurer shall be the custodian of these funds, and the same shall be se-
curely and profitably invested as may be by law directed. As defined and prescribed by law, the state shall
supply losses to the public school permanent endowment fund, excepting losses on moneys allocated from the
public school earnings reserve fund.


§ 4. Public school permanent endowment fund defined


The public school permanent endowment fund of the state shall consist of the proceeds from the sale of such
lands as have heretofore been granted, or may hereafter be granted, to the state by the general government,
known as school lands, and those granted in lieu of such; lands acquired by gift or grant from any person or
corporation under any law or grant of the general government; and of all other grants of land or money made
to the state from the general government for general educational purposes, or where no other special purpose
is indicated in such grant; all estates or distributive shares of estates that may escheat to the state; all un-
claimed shares and dividends of any corporation incorporated under the laws of the state; all other grants,
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gifts, devises, or bequests made to the state for general educational purposes; and amounts allocated from the
public school earnings reserve fund. Provided however, that proceeds from the sale of school lands may be de-
posited into a land bank fund to be used to acquire other lands within the state for the benefit of endowment
beneficiaries. If those proceeds are not used to acquire other lands within a time provided by the legislature,
the proceeds shall be deposited into the public school permanent endowment fund along with any earnings on
the proceeds.


§ 5. Sectarian appropriations prohibited


Neither the legislature nor any county, city, town, township, school district, or other public corporation, shall
ever make any appropriation, or pay from any public fund or moneys whatever, anything in aid of any church
or sectarian or religious society, or for any sectarian or religious purpose, or to help support or sustain any
school, academy, seminary, college, university or other literary or scientific institution, controlled by any
church, sectarian or religious denomination whatsoever; nor shall any grant or donation of land, money or oth-
er personal property ever be made by the state, or any such public corporation, to any church or for any sec-
tarian or religious purpose; provided, however, that a health facilities authority, as specifically authorized and
empowered by law, may finance or refinance any private, not for profit, health facilities owned or operated by
any church or sectarian religious society, through loans, leases, or other transactions.


§ 6. Religious test and teaching in school prohibited


No religious test or qualification shall ever be required of any person as a condition of admission into any
public educational institution of the state, either as teacher or student; and no teacher or student of any such
institution shall ever be required to attend or participate in any religious service whatever. No sectarian or reli-
gious tenets or doctrines shall ever be taught in the public schools, nor shall any distinction or classification of
pupils be made on account of race or color. No books, papers, tracts or documents of a political, sectarian or
denominational character shall be used or introduced in any schools established under the provisions of this
article, nor shall any teacher or any district receive any of the public school moneys in which the schools have
not been taught in accordance with the provisions of this article.


§ 7. State board of land commissioners


The governor, superintendent of public instruction, secretary of state, attorney general and state controller
shall constitute the state board of land commissioners, who shall have the direction, control and disposition of
the public lands of the state, under such regulations as may be prescribed by law.


§ 8. Location and disposition of public lands


It shall be the duty of the state board of land commissioners to provide for the location, protection, sale or
rental of all the lands heretofore, or which may hereafter be granted to or acquired by the state by or from the
general government, under such regulations as may be prescribed by law, and in such manner as will secure
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the maximum long-term financial return to the institution to which granted or to the state if not specifically
granted; provided, that no state lands shall be sold for less than the appraised price. No law shall ever be
passed by the legislature granting any privileges to persons who may have settled upon any such public lands,
subsequent to the survey thereof by the general government, by which the amount to be derived by the sale, or
other disposition of such lands, shall be diminished, directly or indirectly. The legislature shall, at the earliest
practicable period, provide by law that the general grants of land made by congress to the state shall be judi-
ciously located and carefully preserved and held in trust, subject to disposal at public auction for the use and
benefit of the respective object for which said grants of land were made, and the legislature shall provide for
the sale of said lands from time to time and for the sale of timber on all state lands and for the faithful applica-
tion of the proceeds thereof in accordance with the terms of said grants; provided, that not to exceed one hun-
dred sections of state lands shall be sold in any one year, and to be sold in subdivisions of not to exceed three
hundred twenty acres of land to any one individual, company or corporation. The legislature shall have power
to authorize the state board of land commissioners to exchange granted or acquired lands of the state on an
equal value basis for other lands under agreement with the United States, local units of government, corpora-
tions, companies, individuals, or combinations thereof.


§ 9. Compulsory attendance at school


The legislature may require by law that every child shall attend the public schools of the state, throughout the
period between the ages of six and eighteen years, unless educated by other means, as provided by law.


§ 10. State University--Location, regents, tuition, fees and lands


The location of the University of Idaho, as established by existing laws, is hereby confirmed. All the rights,
immunities, franchises, and endowments, heretofore granted thereto by the territory of Idaho are hereby per-
petuated unto the said university. The regents shall have the general supervision of the university, and the con-
trol and direction of all the funds of, and appropriations to, the university, under such regulations as may be
prescribed by law. The regents may impose rates of tuition and fees on all students enrolled in the university
as authorized by law. No university lands shall be sold for less than ten dollars per acre, and in subdivisions
not to exceed one hundred and sixty acres, to any one person, company or corporation.


§ 11. Investing permanent endowment funds


The permanent endowment funds other than funds arising from the disposition of university lands belonging
to the state, may be invested in United States, state, county, city, village, or school district bonds or state war-
rants or other investments in which a trustee is authorized to invest pursuant to state law.


END OF DOCUMENT
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HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTIONS 


(H.J.R. No.1) 


A JOINT RESOLUTION 
AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 4, ARTICLE IX OF THE CONSTITUTION OF 


STATE OF IDAHO, RELATING TO THE PUBLIC SCHOOL FUND, TO CHANGE 
NAME OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL FUND TO THE PUBLIC SCHOOL PERMANENT 


FUND, TO PROVIDE THAT THE FUND SHALL CONSIST OF PROCEEDS 
FROM THE SALE OF SCHOOL LANDS AND AMOUNTS ALLOCATED FROM THE PUB


SCHOOL EARNINGS RESERVE FUND, TO PROVIDE THAT PROCEEDS FROM 
THE SALE OF SCHOOL LANDS MAY BE DEPOSITED INTO A LAND BANK FUND TO 
BE USED TO ACQUIR"E OTHER LANDS WITHIN THE STATE, TO PROVIDE THAT 
IF THOSE PROCEEDS ARE NOT USED TO ACQUIRE OTHER LANDS WITHIN A 
TIME PROVIDED BY THE LEGISLATURE, THE PROCEEDS SHALL BE DEPOSITED 
INTO THE PUBLIC SCHOOL PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND ALONG WITH ANY 
EARNINGS ON THE PROCEEDS; STATING THE QUESTION TO BE SUBMITTED TO 
THE ELECTORATE; DIRECTING THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL TO PREPARE THE 
STATEMENTS REQUIRED BY LAW; AND DIRECTING THE SECRETARY OF STATE 


. TO PUBLISH THE AMENDMENT AND ARGUMENTS AS REQUIRED BY LAW. 


by the Legislature of the State of Idaho: 


That Section 4, Article IX, of the Constitution of the 
Idaho be amended to read as follows: 


SECTION 4. PUBLIC SCHOOL PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND 
DEFINED. The public school permanent endowment fund of the 
state shall consist of the proceeds from the sale of such 
lands as have heretofore been granted, or may hereafter be 
granted, to the state by the general government, known as 
school lands, and those granted in lieu of such; land~ 
acquired by gift or grant from any person or corporation 
under any law or grant of the general government; and of all 
other grants of land or money made to the state from the gen
eral government for general educational purposes, or where no 
other special purpose is indicated in such grant; all estates 
or distributive shares of estates that may escheat to the 
state; all unclaimed shares and dividends of any corporation 
incorporated under the laws of the state; all other grants, 
gifts, devises, or bequests made to the state for general 
educational purposes; and amounts allocated from the public 
school earnings reserve fund. Provided however, that proceeds 
from the sale of school lands may be deposited into a land 
bank fund to be used to acquire other lands within the state 
for the benefit of endowment beneficiaries. If those proceeds 


1\ 







1670 IDAHO SESSION LAWS 


SECTION 2. The question to be submitted to the electors 
State of Idaho at the next general election shall be as fol 


"Shall Section 4, Article IX of the Constitution of the 
Idaho be amended to: 


1. Change the name of the Public School Fund to the 
Permanent Endowment Fund; 


2. Provide that the fund shall consist of proceeds from 
of school lands and amounts allocated from the Public School 
Reserve Fund; 


3. Provide that proceeds from the sale of school 
deposited into a land bank fund to be used to acquire 
within the state; and 


4. To provide that if those proceeds are not used to 
other lands within a time provided by the legislature, the 
shall be deposited into the Public School Permanent 
along 'with any earnings on the proceeds?lI. 


SECTION 3. The Legislative Council is directed to 
statements required by Section 67-453, Idaho Code, 


SECTION 4. The Secretary of State is hereby directed 
this proposed constitutional amendment and arguments as 
law. 


Adopted by the House February 10, 2000 
Adopted by the Senate March 22, 2000 
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Final Minutes 
Regular Land Board Meeting 


July 17, 2008 
 


 The regular meeting of the Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners was held on Thursday, 
July 17, 2008 in Boise, Idaho.  The meeting began at 9:34 a.m. in the second floor courtroom of 
the Borah Post Office building.  The Honorable Ben Ysursa, Acting Chairman, presided.  The 
following members were present: 
 


 Honorable Governor C. L. “Butch” Otter (via conference phone) 
 Honorable Attorney General Lawrence Wasden 


Honorable State Controller Donna Jones 
Honorable Superintendent of Public Instruction Tom Luna 


 


 Secretary to the Board Director George Bacon 
 
 


 Prior to beginning the Consent Agenda, Director Bacon introduced David Groeschl, the new 
Department of Lands’ administrator for the Division of Forestry and Fire.  Secretary of State 
Ysursa welcomed Mr. Groeschl. 
 
 


 CONSENT 
 


 Attorney General Wasden moved adoption of the Consent Agenda.  Controller Jones 
seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 5-0. 
 


1. Director’s Report – approved 
 


A. Interest Rate on Department Transactions – July 2008 
B. Timber Sale Activity Report 
C. Timber Sale Official Transactions 
D. Legal Matter Summary  
E. Bureau of Surface and Mineral Resources, Official Transactions – May 2008 
F. Bureau of Real Estate, Official Transactions, Land Sale – May 2008 
G. Bureau of Real Estate, Official Transactions, Easement – May 2008 
H. Fire Settlement Information 


 


2. Timber Sales – Staffed by Roger Jansson, Operations Chief-North, and Kurt Houston, Operations 


Chief-South – approved 
  


NORTH OPERATIONS     
A. Race Wallow CR-10-0366 2,500 MBF Bonner 
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B. Bear Spray CR-10-0368 2,200 MBF Bonner 
C. Camp 2 CR-10-0369 950 MBF Bonner 
D. Young’s Draw Poles CR-22-5017 210 MBF Kootenai 
  123,150 LF Kootenai 
E. Ben 10 OSR CR-30-0535 4,165 MBF Benewah 
     
SOUTH OPERATIONS     
F. Lookout Shelter CR-42-5032 8,970 MBF Idaho 


 


DISCUSSION: Director Bacon noted that Sale A, Race Wallow, is a Priest Lake sale.  The sale 
includes twenty-eight acres of clearcut scattered over seven small units with no unit bigger than eight 
acres.  The clearcuts are within a timbered area and would aesthetically appear as small clearings.  
The three Priest Lake sales are not contiguous. 
 
 


3. Request to Complete the Sale and Transfer of the Surplus Property Owned by the 
Department of Commerce and Labor Located at 6107 Graye Lane, Caldwell, to Canyon 
County – Staffed by Katherine Takasugi, Deputy Attorney General, Department of Commerce and 


Labor – approved with changes as noted 
 


DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND LABOR RECOMMENDATION: Upon transfer of title from the 
Department of Labor, that the Board direct the Department of Lands to complete the sale and transfer 
of surplus property located at 6107 Graye Lane, Caldwell, to Canyon County based on Canyon 
County’s February 26, 2008 offer at a sales price of $1,250,000.00. 


 


DISCUSSION: Ms. Tagasugi notified the Board of a change in the way the proposed land sale will be 
handled.  The Department of Labor will transfer title to the Department of Lands, and the Department of 
Lands will execute the sale agreement with Canyon County.  Subsequently, the Land Board will 
execute the deed to Canyon County.  The reason for the change in the method of sale is to ensure that 
there is a clean, clear chain of title from the Idaho Department of Labor to the Department of Lands and 
then from the Department of Lands to Canyon County.  The staff report will be modified accordingly 
with the recommendation being changed to state that upon the transfer of title from the Department of 
Labor, the Department of Lands will be directed to complete the sale and transfer of the surplus 
property located at 6107 Graye Lane, Caldwell, Idaho, to Canyon County based on Canyon County’s 
February 26, 2008 offer at the sale price of $1,250,000.00. 


 


BOARD ACTION: Approved with changes noted above. 
 
 


4. Minutes – approved  
 


A. Regular Land Board Meeting – June 19, 2008 
 
 


 REGULAR 
 


5. Endowment Fund Investment Board Manager’s Report – Presented by Larry Johnson, 


Manager of Investments, EFIB 
 


A. Monthly Report – Mr. Johnson reported that there had been no significant action taken by the 
EFIB since the last Land Board meeting and that there were no compliance issues with the 
portfolio.  No action was taken. 
 


B. Investment Report – Mr. Johnson reported the EFIB finished the fiscal year with a 2.3% loss. 
However, over the last three years the Fund has had a positive return of 8.1%, or 2.3% above the 
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benchmark.  All of the managers are performing as expected and, in fact, for the fiscal year, eight 
of nine managers exceeded their benchmark.  No action was taken. 


 


C. EFIB Asset Management Plan Section 
 


EFIB RECOMMENDATION: Approve the endowment fund section of the Asset Management 
Plan. 


 


DISCUSSION: Attorney General Wasden commented that the asset management plan has 
addressed land assets.  He noted that now the investment financial assets are being addressed.  
He requested, with the permission of fellow Board members, that an overarching section of the 
asset management plan be created to assist the Board in coordinating all of its activities.  Director 
Bacon stated the Department recognizes the need to have this kind of linkage and plans to work 
on the overarching view of the plan.  Mr. Johnson added that a section will be included to reflect 
where lands and funds interact, probably by the end of this year.  Deputy Director Opp agreed 
and stated that the Department planned to add this overarching commentary after the EFIB 
section was completed. 


 


Secretary of State Ysursa asked about the value of the entire trust.  He commented the financial 
asset side is valued at around $1.2 billion.  Deputy Director Opp stated the land value is about $2 
billion so the total trust is $3 billion in assets under the Board’s control. 


 


Attorney General Wasden asked Director Bacon if he has sufficient direction to go forward with an 
overarching section bringing the two asset types together in terms of the asset management plan 
or if a Board action was needed.  Director Bacon stated the Department, in coordination with the 
EFIB, is clear about what needs to happen next and will proceed accordingly. 


 


Superintendent Luna stated he has a number of questions and comments.  He is concerned that 
the distribution policy as outlined considers the value of the permanent fund but appears to ignore 
the other the pieces of the puzzle – reserve funds and endowment lands.  He wondered why one 
reference in the policy says the Land Board would take into account the level of earnings 
reserves, but that reserves are not included in the formula in other places in the policy. 


 


Mr. Johnson noted the policy states that the Land Board may adjust the distributions depending 
on the amount in the earnings reserve because distributions can actually only come from the 
earnings reserve.  If the level of earnings reserve is too low to permit a distribution equal to five 
percent of the permanent fund, then the distribution would need to be reduced below the five 
percent guideline. 


 


Superintendent Luna stated he does not understand why the largest revenue stream is not 
recognized when making distributions and determining the size of the reserve fund.  Revenues 
from endowment lands alone in fiscal year 2007 exceeded the amount of money that was 
distributed to the beneficiary.  He feels there is reason to look at some of the language in this 
policy to allow the Board more flexibility in determining the amount of distribution.  He also 
questioned the size of the reserve that is required.  He feels the policy does not take into account 
the public school stabilization fund, which contains over $115 million, and could be used to offset 
a shortfall in endowment distributions. 


 


Mr. Johnson stated that land revenues are taken into account, but indirectly.  Using the public 
school fund as an example, the expected real return on the total fund (permanent fund plus 
earnings reserve) is about 4%.  Land revenues over time are expected to be about 3.5% of the 
total fund.  So, you have 7.5% per year of real income above inflation.  Where does that 7.5% go?  
Setting distributions at 5% of the permanent fund is about the same as setting them equal to 4% 
of the total fund.  Starting with 7.5% and distributing 4% leaves 3.5% retained in the fund for real 
growth in corpus.  What that means in terms of balancing the needs of future beneficiaries with 
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current beneficiaries is that current beneficiaries receive about half of the total real income above 
inflation.  Future beneficiaries, thru reinvestment, also receive about half of the total real return 
and distributions will grow about 3.5% per year above inflation. 


 


Mr. Johnson explained that the main reason distributions were lower than land revenues in 2007 
is that there was a conscious effort to build reserves, because the levels were lower than desired.  
Also, 2007 was a record year for land revenues.  If an adequate reserve level does not exist, 
distributions are held back until the reserve level is built up again.  These actions are interrelated 
in that the reserve level helps determine how much the distributions are and the distributions are 
increased based on whether enough reserves exist. 


 


Mr. Johnson also confirmed that Superintendent Luna is correct -- the public school stabilization 
fund was not taken into account by the EFIB in establishing the five year reserve level.  He stated 
it is within the Board’s discretion to consider the stabilization fund and perhaps reduce the reserve 
levels held for public schools.  The EFIB debated whether to have different reserve levels for each 
endowment because certain endowments have more stable land revenues than others.  However, 
the EFIB felt it would be better to simplify the policy and have one reserve level for all 
endowments, making it easy to understand, administer and communicate the policy.  However, 
this Board has the discretion to change that policy. 


 


Superintendent Luna asked if the Board were to lower the number of years in the reserve fund, 
what would happen to the funds in excess of the three-year reserve.  Mr. Johnson stated it would 
go back to the permanent fund, which would trigger an increase in distributions. 


 


Superintendent Luna suggested the formation of a subcommittee to look at this policy over the 
next month.  He stated he has more questions about the need for a five-year reserve and the 
need to continually feed the permanent fund with excess revenues at the current rate.  Also, he 
would like to discuss the Board’s obligation to the beneficiary.   


 


Secretary of State Ysursa stated Superintendent Luna has brought up good issues, which have 
been discussed and debated many times by the Endowment Board and others.  The bottom line 
is the Constitution, Article 9, Section 8, which states maximum long-term financial return.  
Protecting the fund for future beneficiaries is something that is built into the reserves.  The 
question of whether there is too much in the reserves may need to be evaluated at some point.  It 
is up to the Board if it wants more refinement of the policy.  This is the right time to consider that 
option. 


 


Attorney General Wasden stated this is an issue the Board has discussed repeatedly in terms of 
its annual determination of the distribution and what the appropriate level in the earnings reserve 
fund should be.  And, what do you do when there is extra money?  What about building the base 
to continue growing dollars into the future?  Attorney General Wasden stated he has heard from 
beneficiaries that they would rather have a steady amount of income than spikes of high amounts 
one year and low amounts the next year.  The Board also has limitations based upon its 
constitutional and statutory function that should be reflected in this document.   


 


Secretary of State Ysursa stated it is his understanding that next month Mr. Johnson will return 
with the proposed distribution numbers for fiscal year 2010.  In the interim he suggested that Mr. 
Johnson meet with Superintendent Luna to address any additional questions the Superintendent 
may have.   


 


Mr. Johnson stated that the issues Superintendent Luna has raised have been well debated and 
well vetted with the Investment Board and with Land Board staff over time and that the Board has 
a lot of subjective discretion in setting this policy.  Therefore, it would be difficult for a 
subcommittee to absorb all of the past issues and make changes in a month.  Mr. Johnson 
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suggested the Board approve the policy as is and consider establishing a subcommittee that 
could examine the issues in detail over the next year. 


 


Superintendent Luna stated he would like to see what could be accomplished in a month.  The 
same exact policy may be brought back to the Board or there may be some tweaking of it.  
Superintendent Luna believes there are some things that have changed that need to be taken into 
account, such as the $115 million stabilization fund at the state level for education.  He stated he 
does not want to wait a year to consider possible changes to the policy. 


 


Governor Otter stated this policy does leave the Board a lot of flexibility.  While there is a $115 
million public school stabilization fund today, one legislative session could change that and the 
Land Board does not control what the Legislature might do with the stabilization fund.  However, 
the Land Board does control, and has constitutional responsibility for, managing the endowment 
lands and other assets for the maximum long-term benefit of the beneficiaries.  Although he does 
see the stabilization fund as a potential soft landing should trouble arise, it does not remove the 
Board’s fiduciary responsibility. 


 


Superintendent Luna stated he mentioned the stabilization fund as an example of one factor that 
has changed since this policy was developed.  He feels it represents only one of his concerns 
which is that it appears a lot of the distributions and the size of the reserve fund is based on the 
financial revenues and does not take into account revenue from lands.  He would like those 
questions dealt with.  Governor Otter stated that while he agrees discussions would be very 
productive, the Board is coming to within a month of setting the distribution and at this point either 
the old rules or new rules must be followed. 


 


BOARD ACTION: For discussion purposes, Controller Jones moved that the endowment fund 
section of the Asset Management Plan be approved.  She further moved that Mr. Johnson and the 
Land Board be tasked with reviewing the policy this year with Superintendent Luna in full 
attendance and correcting it for the following year if that is the decision of the Board.  Attorney 
General Wasden seconded the motion. 


 


Superintendent Luna offered a substitute motion that the Board accept what has been presented 
with his proposed changes: (1) third page, third paragraph, first sentence, “When Earnings 
Reserves exceed an adequate level, the Land Board may consider transferring the excess 
reserves to the Permanent Fund or increasing the distribution to beneficiaries”; (2) seventh page, 
third bullet, “The level of Earnings Reserves deemed adequate is three to five years of future 
distributions depending on the volatility of each endowment’s total revenue stream and the 
presence of any other dedicated reserve funds.”  In addition Superintendent Luna’s substitute 
motion was offered with the understanding that over the period of the coming year discussions 
and additional work would be completed before the policy would come before the Board again.  
Secretary of State Ysursa acknowledged Superintendent Luna’s substitute motion and asked for a 
second.  Hearing none, Secretary of State Ysursa ruled that the substitute motion failed for lack of 
a second. 


 


 [Original Motion: Controller Jones moved that the endowment fund section of the Asset 


Management Plan be approved.  She further moved that Mr. Johnson and the Land Board be 


tasked with reviewing the policy this year, with Superintendent Luna in full attendance.  Attorney 


General Wasden seconded the motion.] 
 


Secretary of State Ysursa stated the original motion, as brought forward by Controller Jones and 
seconded by Attorney General Wasden, is before the Board for a vote.  The motion carried on a 
vote of 4-1, with Governor Otter, Secretary of State Ysursa, Attorney General Wasden and 
Controller Jones voting aye; Superintendent Luna voting nay. 
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6. Request for Final Approval of a Land Exchange Between J. R. Simplot Company and 
the Idaho Department of Lands – Presented by Kathy Opp, Deputy Director 


 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: Direct the Department to complete the described land 
exchange. 


 


DISCUSSION: None. 
 


BOARD ACTION: A motion was made by Attorney General Wasden to move approval of the land 
exchange as presented.  Controller Jones seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 4-0, 
with Governor Otter recused for this vote. 


 
 


7. Request for Final Approval to Complete a Land Exchange Between State of Idaho 
Department of Lands and Pleasant Valley South LLC – Presented by Kathy Opp, Deputy 


Director 
 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: Direct the IDL to complete the final exchange as described. 
 


DISCUSSION: Governor Otter asked who the principal is in Pleasant Valley LLC.  Ms. Opp stated 
Mr. Larry Hellhake. 


 


BOARD ACTION: A motion was made by Controller Jones to direct the Department to complete the 
final exchange as described.  Attorney General Wasden seconded the motion.  The motion carried on 
a vote of 5-0. 


 
 


8. Adoption of IDAPA 20.02.14 – Rules for Selling Forest Products on State-Owned 
Endowment Land – Presented by George Bacon, Director 


 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: Direct the Department to enter into the negotiated rulemaking 
process to repeal IDAPA 20.02.09 and IDAPA 20.02.10 and to proceed with IDAPA 20.02.14, Rules 
for Selling Forest Products on State-Owned Endowment Land. 


 


DISCUSSION:  Attorney General Wasden asked Deputy Attorney General, and Division Chief, Kay 
Christensen, to answer a question regarding the proposal in IDAPA 20.02.14.004.01.  Specifically, 
Attorney General Wasden referred to paragraph .004, sub-paragraph .01.  He question the 
incorporation by reference of the American National Standard Institute 05.1., 2002 edition, and then 
the words “and subsequent versions.”  He asked Ms. Christensen for her thoughts on the inclusion of 
the words “and subsequent versions” and whether those words pose a problem. 


 


Ms. Christensen responded that this is a technicality, but it is something that the Board might consider 
addressing as the rules go forward.  Idaho Code 67-5229, the statute that refers to incorporating by 
reference, states that you have to incorporate using specificity, and that if an agency wants to adopt a 
subsequent amendment or a later version, it has to do that in a separate rule.  She suggested that if 
the Board approves the rules, the motion should include striking the words “and subsequent versions.”  
That action would bring the proposed rules into compliance with the Administrative Procedures Act. 


 


BOARD ACTION: A motion was made by Attorney General Wasden to propose and adopt the rules 
with the deletion as outlined, which is to strike the words in paragraph 004.01 “and subsequent 
versions.”  Controller Jones seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 5-0. 
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9. Firewood and Miscellaneous Forest Products Selling Rates – Presented by Bob Helmer, 


Chief, Bureau of Forest Management 
 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: The Department recommends that the Land Board grant the 
Director the authority to set market prices and values for firewood and miscellaneous forest products. 


 


DISCUSSION: None. 
 


BOARD ACTION: A motion was made by Controller Jones to move that the Land Board grant the 
Director the authority to set market prices and values for firewood and miscellaneous forest products.  
Attorney General Wasden seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 5-0. 


 
 


10. Request for Approval to Use Crop Sharing as an Alternative Methodology for 
Determining Agriculture Lease Rentals – Presented by Bob Brammer, Assistant Director, 
Lands, Minerals, Range 
 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: That the Board approves the Department’s use of a cost 
share/property manager contract as an optional method for determining agriculture lease rents. 


 


DISCUSSION: Attorney General Wasden asked if this item is time sensitive.  He wonders if it would be 
appropriate for the Board to perhaps approve this on an experimental basis allowing time to gather 
information about how this process works and what the outcome may be.  Then a more generalized 
rule or policy could be adopted at a later time.  Assistant Director Brammer stated the Department is 
under a time constraint as these properties are beginning to become available.  If this 
recommendation is not an option, it will impact the Department’s analysis and may hinder the 
possibility of an exchange.  In addition, the Department needs to let the proponent know the Board’s 
decision as soon as possible.  What the Department is asking today is that the Board approves this as 
a tool for the tool box.  This is likely the first scenario where the Department would use this tool. 
Attorney General Wasden asked what kind of timeframe would be necessary for a proper analysis of 
this process so that the Department could come back to the Board with an indication of whether it was 
successful and what the parameters would or could have been.  Assistant Director Brammer stated 
the current lessees do have a right of first refusal so they may purchase some of these properties that 
would fall out of the exchange.  That would change the specific analysis with relation to the land 
exchange.  As far as a general analysis of the crop share arrangement, the Department could go 
ahead with that type of analysis.  It is not clear exactly what specific information would be used.  
Percentages vary depending on crops and particular situations.  There is an 8% management fee with 
this particular property manager. 


 


BOARD ACTION: A motion was made by Controller Jones to approve the Department’s use of a cost 
share/property manager contract as an optional method for determining agriculture lease rents.  
Secretary of State Ysursa seconded the motion.  The motion was then amended by Controller Jones 
to direct the Department to seek a legal review with a subsequent report back to the Board.  Secretary 
of State Ysursa seconded the amended motion.  The amended motion carried on a vote of 5-0. 
 
 


11. Conflict Applications on Grazing Leases that Expire December 31, 2008 – Presented by 
Bob Brammer, Assistant Director, Lands, Minerals, Range 


 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: Direct the Department to (1) postpone further action on the 
nine 2008 conflict leases until a new conflict lease process is adopted by the Board; (2) refund the first 
year’s estimated rental submitted by the conflict applicants; (3) if a new lessee can not be established 
under a new conflict lease auction process by the November Land Board meeting, issue temporary 
permits to the current lessees for the 2009 grazing season. 
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DISCUSSION: Attorney General Wasden commented that the Grazing Subcommittee has worked 
very diligently.  Comments have been requested from the public, beneficiaries and others who have an 
interest in this issue.  The comments are currently being reviewed.  The Subcommittee is working on 
recommendations that it can take to the full Board and has a target date of October.  Attorney General 
Wasden stated he is not promising that the Subcommittee’s work will be completed by then because 
there are a number of items still to be covered, but he does believe the Department’s recommendation 
as presented here is appropriate.  The Subcommittee recognizes that there are problems with the 
current auction system.  The Subcommittee is trying to make alterations to that system that will be 
acceptable.  The fallback position of having one year permits, which allows the Subcommittee 
sufficient time to complete its work, is appropriate. 


 


Secretary of State Ysursa commended the Subcommittee for its work.  He noted one of the issues 
with the lease is the valuation of improvements.  Another is the matter of increased management costs 
and making sure those costs are known up front and not after the auction.  Assistant Director 
Brammer stated that the improvement valuation process has been established.  The Department does 
provide that information up front and, based on last year’s rule changes, there are object and review 
processes so those issues are resolved prior to the auction.  The other issue about administration cost 
is not readily apparent on these particular leases, but the Department has not done a financial 
analysis at this point to drill down and determine that.  But from a high level, that does not appear to 
be the same issue that we have had in the past. 


 


BOARD ACTION: A motion was made by Attorney General Wasden to direct the Department to 
postpone further action on the nine 2008 conflict leases until a new conflict lease process is adopted by 
the Board; that the first estimated rental submitted by the conflict applicants be refunded; and that if a 
new lease can not be established under a new conflict lease auction process by the November Land 
Board meeting that the Department issue temporary permits to the current lessees for the 2009 grazing 
season.  Controller Jones seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 5-0. 


 
 


 INFORMATION 
 


 Background information was provided by those indicated as presenters (below).  No Land 
Board action is required on the Information Agenda. 
 


12. Recruitment/Retention and Succession Planning – Presented by George Bacon, Director 
 


DISCUSSION: Governor Otter stated he recently toured correctional institutions and was impressed 
with the training of offenders to develop a firefighting unit.  Director Bacon stated that part of the 
training that the Department has sponsored over the years with the Department of Correction has 
resulted in some prison guards who gained exceptional firefighting qualifications.  He noted the 
Department recently hired one of the prison guards as an assistant fire warden. 


 


13. Commercial Property Program Presentation – Presented by Craig Thompson, Commercial 
Program Manager, Bureau of Surface and Mineral Resources 


 
DISCUSSION: None. 
 


14. Update on Richard Jewell Request for Permanent Access Easement through State-
Owned Lands in Adams County – Presented by Kurt Houston, Operations Chief-South 


 


DISCUSSION: Controller Jones asked if Mr. Jewell has contacted his neighbor regarding access.  
Director Bacon stated we believe he has made that contact and that Mr. Jewell is also working with the 
Forest Service. 
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 At 11:15 a.m. a motion was made by Attorney General Wasden to resolve into Executive 
Session pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-2345(1)(c), to conduct deliberations concerning labor 
negotiations or to acquire an interest in real property which is not owned by a public agency.  
Attorney General Wasden requested unanimous consent and that the vote be recorded in the 
minutes of the meeting.  Controller Jones seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 
5-0. 
 


 A brief recess was taken prior to entering into Executive Session. 
 


 At 11:20 a.m. the meeting resumed and the Executive Session began. 
 
 


 EXECUTIVE SESSION 
 


A. Idaho Code 67-2345(1)(c) – To conduct deliberations concerning labor negotiations or 
to acquire an interest in real property which is not owned by a public agency. 


 
 


 At 11:50 a.m. a motion was made by Attorney General Wasden to resolve into Regular 
Session and that the official minutes of the meeting reflect that no action was taken during the 
Executive Session.  Controller Jones seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 5-0. 
 
 


 There being no further business to come before the Board at 11:50 a.m. Controller Jones 
moved that the meeting be adjourned.  Attorney General Wasden seconded the motion.  The 
motion carried on a vote of 5-0.  Meeting adjourned. 
 


IDAHO STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS 
 


    /s/ C. L. “Butch” Otter      
C. L. “Butch” Otter 


President, State Board of Land Commissioners and 
Governor of the State of Idaho 


 
  /s/ Ben Ysursa       
Ben Ysursa 
Secretary of State 
 
  /s/ George B. Bacon     
George B. Bacon 
Director 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


The above-listed final minutes were approved by the State Board of Land 
Commissioners at the August 19, 2008 regular Land Board meeting. 
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INVESTMENT CONSULTING


DEC I 7 996


December 1 S 1996


The Honorable Philip E Batt
Governor of Idaho
Statehouse
Boise Idaho 83720


Dear Governor Batt


The GovemorsCommittee on Endowment Fund Investment Reform has


concluded its work and submits the attached report on our findings and
recommendations Full implementation of the Committeesrecommendations
require statutory constitutional and federal Admissions Act changes Deputy
Attorney General Clive Strong is drafting recommended legislation which should
be considered as part of this report


The critical recommendation of the Committee is that the real properties in the
Land Trust the financial assets in the Endowment Fund and the cash flow from
both be managed as a single portfolio under the supervision of a single body
guided byastrategic plan for the management of the assets


Subjects for consideration in a strategic plan would include asset allocation
policy for distribution to beneficiaries and monitoring procedures At your
pleasure members of the Committee will be available to assist in preparing
strategic plan recommendations for consideration if desired


Concurrent with and in concert with the development of a strategic plan a
tactical plan should be developed for each asset typeie timber cottage
sites financial assets etc This tactical plan should include target rates of
return for the asset a method and timetable for achieving such a return or a
planfor disposition of the asset if it is deemed that the asset should be
liquidated and the proceeds reinvested


Many of the Committeesrecommendations appear to be implementable without
legislative change as they are a matter of policy rather than law These changes
are discussed beginning on page 14 of the report The most significant is the
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redirection of cash flows and the creation of the Land Trust Earnings Reserve
to serve as a buffer which allows for the smoothing of distributions to the
beneficiaries


On behalf of the members of the Committee I want to thank you for giving us
this very rewarding opportunity for public service And we are prepared to
continue to serve as resources to assist in the implementation of any of the
recommendations we have submitted If you need additional information I may
be reached locally at 3449200
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS


The Committee has identified a number of necessary changes to the
management of the states endowment The state needs to shift its current
policy from management of individual parts the land trust separately from
the financial assets to management of the entire endowment The entire


integrated endowment needs to have its rules of overall operation clarified
reorganized and reoriented towards providing a predictable and increasing
stream of revenue to the beneficiaries while at least maintaining the
purchasing power of the assets of the endowment The endowment also


needs to specifically set out its goals and investment policies including the
rules for setting the distribution and level of benefits to both the current
beneficiaries and those of future generations


As currently constituted with two separate parts the land trust and the
financial trust the endowment


1 is not focused on the performance of the endowment as a whole


2 is not structured so that the interests of the beneficiaries can be met in
an efficient and predictable manner


3 contains a number of underperforming assets that because of a lack
of overall focus are not clearly identified or addressed


4 because of a sole concentration on individual components of the trust
has investment policies for the financial assets that lead to a


noticeable underperformance


5 is concentrated in too few types of assets and as a result has a
substantially riskier posture than is necessary


6 both because of that underdiversification and because of the current
rules for distributing cash flows carries a significant and unnecessary
risk of substantial uncertainty in the stability and the amount of future
distributions to the beneficiaries and
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7 leaves to tradition what should otherwise be an ongoing policy
decision concerning the division of the benefits of the trust befinreen
present and future generations


Generally the Committee recommends that actions be taken in the
following three areas


1 overhaul the management of and rules of operation for the


endowment as a whole


2 enhance the ability to prudently invest the financial assets of the
endowment to allow greater safety through diversification and if
desired achieve higher returns and


3 implement a mechanism for identifying and addressing
underperforming assets


Specifically the Committee makes the following recommendations


1 The currently separate parts of the endowment the land trust and


the financial trust should be organized invested administered
and managed as a whole This requires at least two types of
reorganization


a A governing body must be created or identified to oversee all
of the assets of the endowment set its goals and monitor its
progress in achieving those goals The management of the
endowment should be concentrated on the endowment as a


whole and not on its individual components in isolation This will
require some governing body This governing body can either be
an existing entity a new entity or a joint committee of existing
institutions Whatever its form however this entity must 1 be
focused on the overall goals and performance of all of the assets
of the endowment 2 set the policies and rules for the


distribution and management of the endowment assets and 3
be able to identify underperForming assets in light of the goals of
the overall endowment namely providing a stable and increasing
stream of revenue to the beneficiaries while preserving the
purchasing power of the assets of the trust As part of this
coordinated approach the governing body should
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i develop investment policy statements that set out at least
the long term goals of the plan the principles and rules for
distributing the benefits of the endowment between current
and future generations the specific return and risk


objectives of the plan including the strategic asset


allocation policies for each of the asset types that will be
used to accomplish that goal including the objective of that
asset type the allowable investments the benchmarks to
judge success or failure etc the rules and procedures for
distributing the cash flows of the endowment and the
investment structure of the trust and


ii review the asset allocation of the entire trust on a regular
basis This would include reassessing the near and long
term needs of the beneficiaries reviewing the expected
perFormance of the current mix of assets and making
adjustments to that allocation particularly among the


financial assets if necessary


b The trust should be invested and administered as a whole
with the rules for distributing annual cash flows altered to
treat the endowment as a unit and 1 to provide a means for
stabilizing cash flows by reserving excess cash flow in good
years and supplementing distributions in poor years and 2
to provide a mechanism for expressly addressing the


division of benetsbetween present and future generations
Except for actual sales of land which should continue to be
added to the principal of the financial trust all cash flows should
be treated in a combined and coordinated manner so as to


provide for a smooth predictable and increasing distribution to
the beneficiaries over time In particular two rules need to be
adopted


1 that revenue from renewable resources such as
timber saes be made available for distribution as
well as for additions to the balance of the endowment
fund and
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2that not all cash generated in every year must be
distribufed and instead can be reserved in good
years in anticipation of less advantageous times


In particular the endowment should use the cash flows from
the timber saes in a manner that createsashock absorber
befween the volatility of the stream of revenues from the land
trust and its overwhelming dependence on timber and the


endowment fund and its primary dependence on the fixed income
market on the one hand and the level of annual distributions to
the beneficiaries on the other The cash flow from the timber
sales are larger than all other cash flows from nontimber sources
combined and could easily serve as the means to provide stability in
distributions for the next several decades


Currently the land trust for reasons of past practice and not
constitutional or statutory law sends all of this cash to the


endowment fund The Committee recommends that instead the
endowment first use this cash flow to guarantee a smooth and
increasing cash flow to the beneficiaries according to some
determined rule such as increasing the distribution at the rate of
inflation plus 2 with any amounts left over either used to
increase the endowment fund or be reserved for potential poor
investment or timber years in the future or both


This approach would also provide an express mechanism by the
adoption of a spending rule for addressing the intergenerational
distribution of the benefits of the trust between current beneficiaries
through annual cash distributions and future generations of


beneficiaries through using part of the current return to add to the
balance of the endowment This division of benefits is currently left
to a tradition in handling cash flows for purposes now forgotten and
recently has resulted in the endowment fund growing at a rate
substantially greater than the cash flows to the beneficiaries While


this may be the desired policy it has not been directly addressed by
policy makers


2 The endowment boards investment authority and policies should
be changed to eliminate the artificial restrictions which have led
both to underperformance and to a portfolio structure that exposes
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the endowment to unnecessary risk In this regard the committee
recommends that


a a general prudent expert rule repace the legal list currently in
the statutes subject only to any constitutional or Admissions Act
restrictions


b the portfolio be diversified to include other instruments thereby
to reducing the risk or volatility of annual returns to the financial
assets Here the Committee recommends that as a minimum
necessary first step the endowment expand its investments in
equitylinked debt beyond convertibles and


c if the shock absorber structure set out above is put in place
then the committee recommends two additional actions


i the elimination of current endowment board investment


policies that require certain increasing cash returns in each
and every year from the financial assets alone since such
policies have reduced returns by around 5 to 1 a year
3 to 6 million annually from what they would otherwise
have been and


ii the endowment consider actions to increase returns to the


financial assets to the extent prudent and to the extent that
the generation of predictable and increasing distributions to
the beneficiaries is not put in any jeopardy


3 The endowment managers must develop a formal reporting
mechanism designed to identify underperforming assets develop
plans either to improve the returns from those assets or to dispose
of those assets and develop a means for implementing those
plans Specifically the endowment managers must address


a The development of a monitoring system for tracking performance
of the trust as a whole and identifying underperforming assets In
this regard a high priority should be given to developing a regular
evaluation of general current market values of lands in the land
trust
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b Setting performance standards for each type of asset in the trust
such as expecting an overali rate of return of at least 10 for
each asset in the land trust and for those lands which are not
expected to increase in value at a rate greater than inflation
achieving an annual cash yield of at least 6 of current market
values


c Developing plans for addressing underperForming assets such


as the enhancement of the current underperForming assets of the
cottage sites and the crop and grazelands In particular the
Committee believes that the cottage sites are underperforming
assets that have very little potential for improvement in returns
and require too much management time and attention The


Committee recommends that the endowment develop a plan for
disposing of the cottage sites and replacing those assets with
either land or financial assets that can generate a competitive
market rate of return to the endowment


d Developing means for implementing either the improvement of
current yields from underperforming assets or trading or


disposing of those assets in favor or other better performing
assets In this regard the Committee recommends thataLand
Bank be authorized in order to provide flexibility so that for
example the proceeds of any lands sold are not automatically
added to the principal of the endowment fund but instead can be
reinvested in other land with greater return or yield potential


The Committee believes that if the above recommendations are


implemented they will


1 Increase the annual cash flows to the public schools and other
beneficiaries of the trust


2 Eliminate for all practical purposes the risk of fluctuations in the annual
cash flows to the public schools and other beneficiaries of the trust


3 Increase the rate of return to the financial assets while decreasing risk


4 Allow policymakers to directly address the division of benefits of the
endowment between current beneficiaries and future generations
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i5 Provide a means for identifying and improving or replacing
underperforming assets in the endowment


6 Provide a means for further increasing returns to the endowment and
distributions to the beneficiaries without jeopardizing the safety of the
assets or the stability of the distributions
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SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS ON ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURE AND DISTRIBUTION OF CASH FLOW


While there are many potential organizations and distribution rules that
could accomplish the preceding goals the Committee felt that it would be
useful to suggest specific organizations and structures First a specific
structure could be used as a starting or final point for proposed legislation
or changes in policy Second a specific structure would illustrate the
principles set out in the preceding recommendations


This sections sets out two separate specific recommendations One is the
recommended structure and distribution rules that would apply if the
constitution and current statutes are changed A second recommended


structure sets out changes that could be made under current law without
any statutory or constitutional change


Proposed Structure With Changes in Constitution and Statute


Distribution of Cash Flow


The Committee proposes the following structure to


1 Consolidate all annual cash flow into one place here a fund called the
earnings reserve


2 Provide a place to retain excess cash flow in good years again in the
earnings reserve and


3 Provide for abank to temporarily hold funds from land sales for
purchase of more productive or more easily managed lands
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STATE ENDOWMENT CASH FLOW STRUCTURE
WITH CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY CHANGES


Minera Royalties


LAND Land


TRUST Bank


Interest


RentalsInterest


TimberSales Distribution to


Endowment


EARNINGS Fund


RESERVE


Distribution to


Beneficiaries


I BENEFICIARIES


Under this structure all cash flow except for proceeds from the sale of land
ornonrenewable resources are deposited into an earnings reserve fund
The proceeds from the sale of land would go intoaland bank where they
could be used to purchase other land to replenish the land trust If other


land is not available within a reasonable time then the money could be
deposited into the endowment


Under this structure policymakers can directly decide on the appropriate
short and longterm split of assets between present beneficiaries and future
generations by the rules adopted for distributions out of the earnings
reserve And the appropriate policymakers can determine how much
should be kept in the earnings reserve for future poor years to assure a
predictable stream of rising income to the beneficiaries


For example a longterm policy that would provide equality between the
present and the future generations could be to distribute the cash flow
according to the following rules


ENDOWMENT


FUND
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1 Inflationproof the distribution to the beneficiaries by increasing the
previous years distribution by the amount of last years inflation


2 Inflationproof the endowment by adding back to the balance of the
endowment an amount equal to the inflation rate times the balance of
the endowment


3 Increase the amount distributed to the beneficiaries by some real over
and above inflation amount


4 Increase the balance of the endowment by a proportionately equal real
amount


5 Keep any remaining amount in the earnings reserve as a cushion for
potential future poor years


Under these rules and using inflation plus 4 as the spending rule for
increasing the distributions to the beneficiaries and also for increasing the
size of the endowment fiscal years 1996 cash flow would have been as
follows


EXAMPLE OF CASH FLOWS UNDER PROPOSED STRUCTURE
FY1996
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TimberSales
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359million
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176million


ENDOWMENT
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A


Distribution to


Endowment 357million
Fund


Distribution to
474million Benefrciaries


BENEFICIARIES







The 474million was the amount actuaily distributed in FY 1996 to the
beneficiaries 176 million was left over in the earnings reserve after
equally increasing the distributions to the current beneficiaries the present
generation and to the endowment balance future generations This


176million could then either be retained in anticipation of future poor
times or distributed in similar proportions between the endowment fund
and the beneficiaries such as by raising the distribution to inflation plus 6
or some other formula Further the Land Bank would have 11 million
that could be used for the purchase of additional land for the land trust
rather than having that amount automatically deposited into the endowment
fund


Thus the earnings reserve serves both asashock absorber as a means
for policy makers to directly address the equitable distribution of the
benefits of the endowment between current and future beneficiaries and
as a means of directly tying the level of the distribution and growth of
assets with overall investment policy The pattern of distributions to
beneficiaries can be smoothed because of the relatively large dollar
amount of timber sales that annually become available for potential
distribution and by the amounts retained in the earnings reserve to
cushion swings in market returns


Compared to the current structure and assuming no difference in


investment policy the proposed structure eliminates all of the volatility in
distributions to the beneficiaries over time
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i DISTRIBUTIONS TO SCHOOLS
Sample Improvement in Volatility
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Oistrfbutions Propossd Dlstributlons Current


Assumptions Inflation at 3 75 with a standard deviation of 1in sample ranged
befinreen 17 and 6 Timber price increases at inflation plus 15 with the actual
receipts based on a four year price average and harvest based on DOL projections
nontimberlands yield 09 endowment yield under currenf law at interest rate of
inflation plus 3 changes in endowment corpus value under current law assume a
modified duration of 5 spending rule under proposed rules at infationpus2


The above chart compares the distributions under the current structure and
the distribution pattern under the proposed structure in order to equalize
the total distributions over time a spending rule of inflation plus 2 was
used for the proposed structure since this approximates the amount that
will be paid out over time if no changes are made Under all reasonable
and most unreasonable assumptions about the behavior of the capital and
timber markets the stability ot an increasing cash flow to the beneficiaries
of at least inflation plus 2 could be assured


Therefore the proposed structure would assure the beneficiaries of a


smooth predictable and increasing cash flow to the benefciaries while
directly addressing the equitable distribution of assets between current and
future beneficiaries
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Organization


The Committee believes that the elected constitutional officers comprising
the current Land Board are the most appropriate body for addressing the
central policy issues concerning the division of benefits between current
and future generations and for balancing the questions of risk and return
for the entire endowment Further the Land Trust contains the bulk of the
more dicult investment issues and the Land Board has the history and
expertise to deal with those complications on the policy level And the
division between land issues that are investment related and those are not


investment related is not a clear bright line


Therefore the Land Board should be ultimately in charge of overall
endowment policy There are a number of potential structures that would
accomplish this purpose One structure would simply have both the
Financial Trust the current endowment the land bank and the earnings
reserve under the current Endowment Board and the Land Trust under the
current Department of Lands both report directly to the Land Board This


structure would look as follows


PROPOSED ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE


WITH CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY CHANGES


LAND BOARD


Stategic Policy
Distribution Policy Asset Allocation Investment


Policy Monitoring


I
Land Trust Financial Trust


Current Land Department Current Endowment Board


Tactical Policy Tactical Policy


CJ


I I I
Timber Cottage Earnings


Sites Reserve


Cropland Minerals
Grazing Land etc


I I
Endowment Land


Bank
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The Land Board could decide to administer both Trusts directly through a
separate staff through a merged department or through some other
administrative structure as may be desired The key concept however is
that the Land Board be ultimately responsible for all of the endowment
policies and provide a focal point for monitoring and reporting on the
behavior of the entire endowment


The Endowment Board or its staff for the Financial Trust and the
Department of Lands for the Land Trust would be responsible for
developing and implementing tactical policies in accord with the strategic
policies adopted by the Investment Board For example the Land Board
could adopt a strategic asset allocation of 70 80 fixed income and
2030 equity set a target real return goal of 35 for the financial
assets and perhaps set ranges of allowable exposures to certain types of
securities no more than 10 noninvestment grade fixed income 5
10 in small capitalization equity interests etc Then the Endowment


Board would be responsible for the actual investment of the financial
assets within those parameters Or the Land Board could set a policy of
within a ten year period either selling the cottage sites or raising the yield
to 5 on those sites not sold and the Department of Land would be
responsible for developing a general plan and procedures for meeting
those goals having the general plan approved by the Investment Board
and then implement the details of that plan


The Endowment Board would be responsible for the investment of all of the
financial assets of the trust which would be the current endowment fund
amounts that may be left over in the earnings reserve and amounts in the
land bank The Department of Lands would be responsible for the
management of the land assets Noninvestment issues relating to land in
the trust such as questions of access recreation values environmental
issues etc as well as nonendowment land issues would continue to be
directly heard by the Land Board itself


The creation of a governing entity will bring a focus and a consistency to
the management of the entire endowment that has heretofore been lacking
The committee believes that the above structures will address and resolve


the organizational issues raised in this report
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J
Proposed Structure Without Changes in Current Law


The recommended distribution of cash flow and organizational structure
outlined above requires some changes in statutory and constitutional law
In particular there are four parts of current law that are an impediment to
the above structure


1 Current law prevents the creation of aland bank as a temporary
depository for proceeds of land sales currently they are required to be
deposited immediately in the endowment fund


2 Under current law once funds are deposited in the endowment the only
withdrawal can be of interest and can only be used for direct payments
to the beneficiaries Consequently the interest earned on the


endowment funds cannot be commingled with other cash generated in a
single earnings reserve account and potentially added back to the
principal of the endowment


3 Current statutes require that all interest earned on the endowment be
paid to the beneficiaries without any reservation for future poor years
and


4 Under current statutes the endowment board is not required to follow
the directions of any other body including the Land Board


On the other hand a large part of the recommended structure and most of
its benefits can be accomplished by changes in policy alone without any
constitutional or statutory change Current law allows much greater
flexibility in the treatment of all of the cash flows from the land trust
besides land sales and mineral royalties than that aAowed for moneys
earned in the endowment fund Cash receipts from timber sales interest
from timber and land sales and rentals do not come under specific
restrictions set out in constitution or statute Instead general trust
doctrines are al that restrict the use and distribution of cash from these
sources


In particular cash receipts from timber sales interest from timber and land
sales and rentals from land can be either


1 Paid to beneficiaries that year
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2 Added directly to endowment principal that year or


3 Reserved for future distribution to either beneficiaries or the endowment
fund


Therefore aLand Trust Earnings Reserve can be set up from the free
cash generated from the land trust Since this cash represents almost fino
thirds of the cash generated by the endowment as a whole in FY 1996
648 million of the 1008million in total this cash flow is more than
sufficient to provide all of the shock absorber or buffering features
needed The annual cash flow from the timber sales and interest alone will


be sufficient to assure a smooth predictable and increasing distribution to
the beneficiaries for years to come


This distribution scheme would look as follows


PROPOSED CASH FLOW STRUCTURE


WITHOUT CONSTITUTIONAL OR STATUTORY CHANGES


C
LAND TRUST


RentalsInterest


Timber Sales


LAND TRUST
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RESERVE
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Land Sales


ENDOWMENT
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A
Interestto


Beneficiaries


To Endowment


vr


To Beneficiaries
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BENEFICIARIES


C The changes in the cash flow stream from that proposed previously are the
elimination of the Land Bank and the retention of the current direct
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distribution of income from the endowment fund to the beneficiaries The


i earnings reserve is now aland trust earnings reserve composed only of
cash generated from the land trust and it is that amount which is used to
even out the distributions to the endowment and the beneficiaries


The only change in procedure would be for the Land Board to determine
the amount distributed to the beneficiaries after receiving the projections
from the endowment fund In other words the Land Board would still set
an overall distribution rule and would send enough cash from the land trust
earnings reserve that in combination with the expected distribution from
the endowment fund for that year would add up to the total set by that
spending rule


Using the same assumptions on the distributions of FY1996 cashflows as
were set forth in the previous section last years cash flows would have
looked as follows


EXAMPLE OF CASH FLOWS UNDER PROPOSED STRUCTURE
WITHOUT CONSTITUTIONAL OR STATUTORY CHANGES
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The same result occurs under the modified structure as previously
occurred Since last years actual distribution represented an increase of
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inflation plus 4 the Land Board would have received the projection of a
359 million distribution from the endowment fund and determined that
115million was needed to meet that spending rule The Land Board


would then send an equal percentage gain to the endowment fund to
preserve equity befinreen current and future generations And after treating
the endowment fund future generations and the beneficiaries present
generation equally there would have been 176million left over that
could either be distributed equitably or reserved for future use


The organizational structure would have to be modified to allow for a
cooperative relationship between the Land Board and the Endowment
Board The Committee believes that the Land Board could still develop
overall strategic policy but the Endowment Board could not be required to
follow the investment policies set by the Investment Board Compliance
with the investment policies of the Investment Board by the Endowment
Board would be cooperative rather than legally required


The organizational structure then would be identical to that set out
previously with only a change in the nature of the relationship cooperative
rather than legally required between the Land Board or the Investment
Board and the Endowment Board
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Stategic Policy
Distribution Policy Asset Allocation Investment


Policy Monitoring


PROPOSED ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
WITHOUT CONSTITUTIONAL OR STATUTORY CHANGES


Cooperative


Land Trust
Current Land Department


Tactical Policy


Financial Trust
Current Endowment Board


Tactical Policy


Timber I Cottage ISites


Croptand Minerals
Grazing Land etc


I I I
Earnings I Endowment Land


Reserve Bank


And the management of the land trust earnings reserve and the land bank
would have to be expressly delegated to the endowment board or be the
subject of a management contract


The Committee believes that these changes without stafutory or


constitutional change would accomplish over 80 of the ideal structure set
out earlier This is particularly the case over the next number of years
when the amount of the cash from timber sales will continue to dominate all
other cash inflows and outFlows from the entire endowment Fexibility in
the treatment of the cash generated by timber sales and the interest on
timber sales alone can over the near term singlehandedly assure a
predictable and increasing distribution to the beneficiaries under any
reasonable spending rules
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DISCUSSION


Overview of Currenf Endowment


The current structure and practices of the endowment as a whole reflect
momentum from the past rather than a focus on the present The


endowment is split into two separate organizations and holdings the land
trust administered by the Land Board and the financial assets


administered by the Endowment Board There is currently little


coordination between these two entities Further each part of the trust is
concentrated in a particular type of asset the land trust is dominated by
timber and the financial assets are dominated by traditional high grade
US fixed income This structure and investment posture is not conducive
to achieving the longterm goals of the endowment


The Committee believes that the goal of the endowment is the longterm
preservation of the purchasing power of the assets while providing a steady
stream of increasing income to the public schools and other beneficiaries
The Committee also believes that this was the underlying purpose of the
original grant although the concept of maintaining purchasing power as an
essential ingredient of preserving principal did not arise until the


phenomenon of consistent and rising inflation appeared in the second half
of the twentieth century


With this as the goal the endowment if it were initially set up today
would be managed as a whole and would be dominated by a diversified
mix of equity assets with smaller proportions of fixed income and real
estate to provide diversification This is the almost overwhelming practice
and posture of all modern endowments with similar objectives as the state
endowment But the current mix is exactly the opposite an endowment


exclusively invested in raw land timbered and otherwise and traditional
fixed income with a total exclusion of stocks and diversified equity
interests The roots of this structure and the primary reasons for its
presence are almost certainly historical


The school trust was set up in the late 1800s and the granting language
uses investment concepts and language from the economic and


investment environment that was dominant at the time of the original grant
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The notions that inflation would become a central concern of investment


policy and that the preservation of purchasing power would become
intimately tied to the concept of preservation of principal were notions that
did not occur to the framers since those concepts did not come to the
forefront until the last three decades


Further a welldeveloped extensive regulated and liquid equity market
was also not a feature of the investment landscape until the midtwentieth
century At the time of the grant most of the stable corporations and
companies were privately held and the liquid or traded equity markets
were speculative were a relatively small part of the investment landscape
and were generally unregulated and subject to manipulation and ruses


As a result the granting language of the trust the constitution and much of
the existing statutory framework although clearly oriented toward the long
term preservation of the assets and a steady stream of income to the
schools uses the terms and concepts of the limited and prevailing
investment environment of the day At that time the dominant means of
preserving longterm wealth was land which was also the asset held by
the federal government that was available to distribute to the endowments
And the only means of reliably providing a steady stream of income was
fixed income


But times have changed radically What were formerly the best means of
preserving principal and providing a steady stream of income have in fact
become the worst The fact that bonds with their guaranteed repayment of
a nominal principal amount and a fixed nominal interest would become the
worst means of preserving principal and providing income during the
inflationary second half of the finentieth century never entered the framers
minds And the idea that land ownership with its illiquidity and


development risk would become a riskier form of preserving longterm
wealth than the public share ownership of large corporations was a
development that was not foreseen


As a result the granting language simply assumed that the existing
investment climate of the late 1800s would continue forever and has
resulted in the existing investment posture of the endowment trust land
and fixed income instruments Again as the overwhelming practice of all
university and other unfettered endowments now show if the trust were set
up today so as to provide a longterm income stream while preserving the
actual purchasing power of the principal the preferred investment vehicles
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would be liquid equity investments US and international stocks with land
and fixed income only secondary holdings to provide minimum
diversification


It is this conflict between 19 century assumptions and the current
investment landscape that presented the central investment dilemma for
this Committee Given a goal of preserving the purchasing power of the
assets and providing a reliable stream of inflationadjusted income to the
public schools current investment practice would look askance upon a
portfolio that was relied only on raw and forested land for its equity
interests and relied only on a traditional fixed income portFolio for its
provision of a longterm income stream to the beneficiaries Such a


portfolio is dangerously subject to inflationary pressures and is woefully
underdiversified


And the separate and uncoordinated management of those two portfolios
only exacerbates the efficient structuring of the assets to provide the best
diversification and a stable real inflation adjusted income stream There


is currently no management of the distributions of overall cash flow those


distributions and their size are left solely to the vagaries of the timber and
fixed income markets Further the current structure results in investment
policy and practices that are excessively shortterm in orientation to the


detriment of the longterm goal of the trust to produce returns that would
maintain the purchasing power of both the distributions and the assets of
the trust Combined with noninvestment considerations such as public
access recreation values etc that may drive many of the policies of the
land trust these impediments to modern endowment investment practice
become the primary hurdle to be addressed


Given the constraints imposed by the Admissions Act the constitution and
the current dominance of the timberland in the overall endowment as well
as the widespread interests that have developed in the current extensive
state lands a nearterm radical change in the makeup of the overall
endowment is impracticable A redistribution of the assets to a balanced


diversified portfolio in the modern sense is a goal that as a practical
matter will require decades to fulfill


Instead the Committee has concentrated on the moderation or elimination
of the nearterm dangers that are likely to flow from an underdiversified
portfolio that is overly exposed to the risks of inflation These dangers are
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those of potential volatility in the income streams to the beneficiaries and
material underpertormance of many of the assets in the portfolio


Consequently this Committees recommendations are oriented toward
providing the structure and tools to the endowment that would allow
policymakers the flexibility to use current investment practices to best
meet the goals of the endowment in the most efficient manner in the short
and long term The structure recommended such as the identification of
a central entity to oversee the whole trust and an earnings reserve to
centralize the cash flows of the trust provides for an organization that
looks at the endowment as a whole rather than solely in its individual
parts and allows the management of all of the cash flow from the
endowment to be used in an efficient manner to smooth the distributions to
the beneficiaries and preserve the purchasing power of both the


distributions and the underlying assets The tools recommended such as


allowing the use of equitylinked assets the ability to hold back extra
earnings in good years in anticipation of poor years and the creation of a
Land Bank allow the endowment to move its focus exclusively from the
shortterm yearto year management of the assets o a longterm
orientation without jeopardizing the short term goals involved


Current Structure of the Endowment


The current structure of the endowment is split into two separate and
generally noncommunicating bodies the land trust administered by the
Land Board and the Department of Lands and the financial trust
administered by Endowment Board and the staff of the Endowment Fund
The parts of the trust and the current cash flows using FY1996 amounts
are as follows
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LAND TRUST


25 million acres


Distribution of Acres 5555blillion
Commercial Timberland 327a
NonCommercial Timber 91


TimberSales
Recrestion and Cottage 01


Grazing and Cropland 591 MineralRoyaties
LandSales


27Billion


Rentals
115million


ENDOWMENT


FUND
Government Bonds 365


Agency 155


Convertibles 141


Corporate Bonds 137


Mortgages 100


Cash and Other 103a


585 Million


Interest
359million


BENEFICIARIES
Public School Ag College Charitable Inst


Normal School Science School Hospital South
University Public Building Peoitentiary


TOTAL VALUE33Billion TOTAL DISTRIBUTED 474Million


This separation of the trust into uncoordinated compartments is a
central problem that must be addressed This compartmentalization
eopardizes the stable and increasing payment of income to the


beneficiaries hampers the diversification of the trust and imposes practical
restraints on the investment ability of the endowment that has led to money
lost because of underperformance due to those constraints


This separation is particularly dangerous because of the current


dependence of the endowment on only two types of assets timber and
US fixed income Taking the endowment as a whole the allocation of the
market value of the overall assets is as follows
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ENDOWMENT ASSET ALLOCATION
Total
Timber


Commereial Timberland


Conve rts CasherLand
US Fxed 2 2 coer


13
cash


Other Land


10


Com mercial


Timberland


9


Tim ber


64


53329128727
52100000000
5300000000
S344885727
f441687708
SZ378263
560177029


And the annua revenue from the endowment as a whole is also almost
totally dependent on the annual returns from timber and US fixed income
the primary investment of the endowment fund


SOURCES OF TOTAL CASIT YIELD
Tim be r


Interest


8


Endowment


Fund


35


Crop and
Grazeland her Lands


1 1


Timber Sales


52


Cottage Site Land Sales Minerals
1 1
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SOURCES OF TOTAL CASIT YIELD


Timber Sales


Land Sales


Minerals


Cottege Site
Crop and Grazeland
Other Lands


Endowment Fund


Timber Interest


Total Yieid


FY 1996 Yied


53286669
1123232
1107381
1186576
1446575
1000412
35929185


7929328
103009358


Since the timber sales currently go to the endowment fund and not to the
beneficiaries the annual distribution to the beneficiaries relies on interest
earned from the endowment 76 and interest on timber sales 17 for
the vast bulk of the annual distributions


FY 1996 Yleld


Crop and Grazeland s1446575
Other Lands 51000412
Endowment Fund 535929185
Timber Interest 57929328
Cash to Schools s47492076


Timber


Interest


SOURCES OF


CASH TO


SCHOOLS


Cottege Site
Crop and


20
Grazeland


3
Mhpr 1 anrlc


lowment


Fund


76


Under current practice all cash from these sources is distributed each
year without any provision for reserving for future bad years
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Organizationa Structure


A crucial deficiency in the current structure is the divided and


uncoordinated management of the two parts of the overall trust Each


organization the Land Board and the Endowment Board currently
pursue policies and management of their assets with only scant reference
to the other Whatever the appropriate policies for the endowment as a
whole it is essential that some means be devised by which any desired
policy can be developed implemented monitored and as is always the
case over time appropriately adjusted as the investment climate moves
away from the circumstances that gave rise a particular original posture


A key ingredient for investment success is maintaining the investment
focus of an organization through changing times While there are many
appropriate investment postures for organizations and many successful
structures a common denominator is a structure that develops a longterm
plan monitors that plan over time recognizes problems as they develop
and makes adjustments in particular postures so that the underlying
reasons for the plan are maintained


On the other hand investment disasters regularly occur because of the
lack of a mechanism to maintain the overall investment focus and the lack
of an ability to monitor the ongoing success or failure of particular
investment postures in achieving the longterm plan In the short term


these deficiencies often show up as a failure to maintain a consistent
investment approach through an entire investment cycle where strategies
are abandoned after a poor period just at the point they are about to
become successful and recently successful strategies are implemented
just as they are about to become underperFormers


In the longer term these deficiencies show up in the opposite way in an


excessive rigidity to an investment posture that does not recognize a
change in the investment climate and which pursues investments that
actually work against the underlying goals that led to the original posture in
the first place The classic example of this failure was the havoc wrecked
on many longterm trusts during the 1970s and early 1980s by inflation
because either the trust documents or the trust management were unable
to react to the high inflation and its devastation of fixed income
investments As the needs of the benefciaries rose because of higher
prices the investments themselves not only did not keep pace with those
needs but actually were reduced in value because of the increased
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interest rates The behavior of the assets chosen and kept by those trusts
behaved in a manner exactiy opposite to the purpose of the trust in that
changed environment


And if there is a serious problem with the current endowment this would
be the root cause For here a rigidity was initially introduced by the
restrictive language and nature of the original grants This rigidity has been
perpetuated and enhanced by the dividing the organization and


management of the endowment into the land trust and the endowment
fund without any mechanism for coordination of the two Gradual changes
over time have resulted in an investment climate that made the original
investment posture of solely land and fixed income one that carries great
dangers of actually working against the purpose of the original grant to


maintain the actual worth including purchasing power of the assets while
providing a useful again in terms of purchasing power stream of income
to the beneficiaries


The means by which to avoid these problems in the future is a central body
to perform three primary functions


1 Establish and regularly review the longterm investment plan with an
emphasis on matching the expected behavior of the assets to be
chosen and the expected behavior of the needs of the beneficiaries


2 Consistently monitor the actual behavior of the investments and the
needs of the beneficiaries to assess whether that actual behavior


comports with the assumptions and investment climate that led to the
adoption of that particular plan and


3 Adopt and regularly review an investment policy for the endowment as a
whole that will serve as a guide or road map to each of the respective
management authorities the Land Board and the Endowment Board in
the management of their respective assets


Almost all pension funds for example perform asset allocation or
assetliability studies on an annual or every other year basis These


studies 1 use the latest projections of the actuaries concerning the
expected cash flow needs to fund the retirement of existing retirees and
current active members many years into the future 2 project the then
current expected general behavior of the various asset types in the capital
markets expected returns expected volatility and how those assets may
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move not oniy in relation to each other but also in relation to the expected
obligations and then 3 fit the mixture of asset types to best meet the
expected behavior of the liabilities or needs of the beneficiaries Such an
exercise not only gives a fund a good chance of performing in the expected
manner but it also prevents the fund from wandering too far afield of its
underlying purpose to have enough cash available at appropriate times to
fund the retirement obligations promised to the beneficiaries Similarly
most endowment funds of any size regularly perform asset allocations to
assure that then expected general behavior of the assets will in all
likelihood provide the real returns needed to meet the spending goals of
the endowment


Second most endowment and pension funds of any size have a means of
monitoring and reporting of the ongoing success of the investments and
investment posture in actually meeting the goals of the fund At the very
least quarterly performance and annual performance reviews are provided
that report such overall progress in a relatively easily understood manner
And for example pension funds regularly review the actuarial balance
between the state of the assets and the state of the expected obligations to
make sure that all is on track through annual actuarial audits Although
temporary deviations from the expected longterm progress is to be
expected because of the natural volatility of the markets these reports will
catch ongoing problems and if they last for any appreciable length of time
trigger a review and if necessary adjustments This aspect of centralized
management of a trust will be discussed in greater detail later


Third all investment organizations have investment policy statements that
set out at least the long term goals of the plan the specific return and risk
objectives of the plan including the strategic asset allocation policies for
each of the asset types that will be used to accomplish that goal including
the objective of that asset type the allowable investments the benchmarks
to judge success or failure etc the distribution policies for the returns of
the trust and the investment structure of the trust The creation and
regular review of an investment policy assures that the managing
authorities of the plan will at least occasionally focus on the overall
direction of the plan and provide a mechanism for review if changing
circumstances require a change in direction


The endowment does not have any one body to perform any of these
functions on behalf of the overall trust Without this centralized authority
any appropriate posture for the overall endowment has a high likelihood of
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eventually wandering into inappropriate stances or actions as either the
investment climates change or the needs of the beneficiaries the public
schools and others shift


This governing body can either be an existing entity a new entity or a joint
committee of existing institutions Whatever its form however this entity
must be focused on the overall goals and performance of all of the assets
of the endowment and must be able to identify underperForming or mis
performing assets in light of the goals of the overall endowment providing
a stable and increasing stream of revenue to the beneficiaries while
preserving the purchasing power of the assets of the trust


Compartmentalization and underdiversification of current
endowment


Another major danger in the current structure is the compartmentalization
of the management and distribution of cash flows Each source of cash


flows the land trust through rentals and interest on timber sales and the
financial trust through interest on fixed income instruments has been
managed separately and thus each source of cash flows is subject to its
own volatility and separate risk


This structure exposes the overall trust to unnecessary future unstable
cash flows to the beneficiaries The interest rate on bonds has been


steadily declining over time and has grown more volatile in recent years
This one type of asset and its behavior over time directly impacts over
three quarters of the current annual distribution to the beneficiaries And
the behavior of timber prices and the decisions of the timber companies to
either cut timber earlier or later directly impacts the level of interest on
timber sales If the cash yield from either or both of these two types of
assets behave erratically in the future as is arguably likely see below
then the distribution pattern to the beneficiaries will likewise be erratic


This problem has been hidden until now since the recent past has seen
both a booming timber market at a time of historically high yields from the
endowmentstimberlands and one of the best US bond markets in
history These good times are expected to end


First with regard to timber the endowment faces both declining or at least
moderating timber prices and a reduction in the amount of the harvest
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TIMBER PRICES
ACTUAL 19841995 PROJECTED 1995 To 2011
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And the historically high real inflation adjusted returns achieved in the
bond market has been directy linked with the declining inflation over the
past decade and a half a trend that is not likely to continue
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REAL BOND RETURNS AND INFLATION
FIVE YEAR ROLLING ANNNUALIZED
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As a result the endowment as currently constituted is likely to experience
significant uncertainty in the distributions to the beneficiaries as the
individual components of that distribution timber sale interest and US
fixed income returns see a return to more normal markets While the


overall increase in the distributions will generally keep pace with the growth
of the past the pattern of those distributions will likely be more volatile and
the level of the distributions as a percentage of overall assets will decline
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RECENT AND PROJECTED CASIT YIELDS
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Further the total returns to the overall endowment are likely to decrease
substantially from the levels of the recent past


RECENT AND PROJECTED TOTAL RETURNS
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The current structure and asset holdings then are essentially
concentrated in only two types of assets whose nearterm prospects are
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problematic and are held in a structure than magnifies rather than


dampens the potential volatility of the distribution to the shareholders
The return to more normal markets for timber and fixed income is likely to
result in substantial volatility in the pattern of cash flows to the


beneficiaries


DISTRIBUTIONS TO SCHOOLS
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Assumptions Inflation at 375 with a standard deviation of 1in sample ranged
between 17 and 6 Timber price increases at inflation plus 15 with the actual
receipts based on a four year price average and harvest based on DOL projections
nontimberlands yield09endowment yield and payment to beneciaries is equa to
inferest rate at inflation plus 3 corpus value changes assume a modified duration of
5


This volatility is unnecessary and derives from the current rules for
distributing cash flow As currently set up the cash flow from the various
portions of the endowment mechanically go to different places as follows
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LAND TRUST


MineralRoyalties ENDOWMENT
LdsrpCIPAL


Tim6ersales
ENDOWMENT


BALANCE


Rents Interest


Interest on Land Sales
Interest on Tiniber Sales


r r


I BENEFICIARIES


Except for the deposit of proceeds from land sales directly into endowment
principal all other rules for distributing land trust cash flow have grown out
of pracfice not constitutional or statutory law In particular the major
source of cash flow each year the proceeds from timber sales is


deposited into endowment fund principal This practice is at odds with the
practices of many other states where proceeds from the sale of renewable
resources like timber are considered available for distribution Because


of the size of these proceeds 53 miNion in FY 1996 this has resulted in
the endowment fund growing at a rate greater than the distributions to the
beneficiaries This favors future generations over present generations
an essential policy call that has been left to tradition rather than structured
decisions Further the current practice of distributing all land trust cash
flow without reserving any for future poor years also has grown up out of
practice rather than law


Changing these two practices would have extensive and farreaching
benefits to the endowment By consolidating all cash flow into one place
such as in a fund called earnings reserve and by retaining any excess
cash flow in good years for use in future poor years the volatility of the
distribution to the beneficiaries can be eliminated The Committee
proposes the following structure to implement these principles
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LAND


TRUST


MineralRoyalties
Land Sales


Interest


RentaLslnterest


Timber Sales


EARNINGS


xii


Distribution to


Beneficiaries


ENDOWMENT


FUND


Distribution to


Endowment
Fund


BENEFICIARIES


A


Under this structure all cash flow except for proceeds from the sale of land
ornonrenewabie resources are deposited into an earnings reserve fund
Then policymakers can directly decide on the appropriate short and long
term split of assets between present beneficiaries and future generations
And the appropriate policymakers can determine how much should be
reserved for future poor years to assure a stable stream of rising income to
the beneficiaries


For exampfe a fongterm policy that would provide equality between the
present and the future generations could be to distribute the cash flow
according to the following rules


1 Inflationproof the distribution to the beneficiaries by increasing the
previous yearsdistribution by the amount of last yearsinflation


2 Inflationproof the endowment by adding back to the balance of the
endowment an amount equal to the inflation rate times the balance of
the endowment


3 Increase the amount distributed to the beneficiaries by some real over
and above inflation amount


4 Increase the balance of the endowment by an equal real amount
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u 5 Keep any remaining amount in the earnings reserve as a cushion for
potential future poor years


For example if this structure were in place last year and the decision were
to split the benefits of the endowment evenly between the current


beneficiaries and the future generations then the cash flows would have
been as follows the increase from FY 1996 distributions over FY1995 was
around 4 real or inflation plus4


LAND TRUST


RentalsInterest


TimberSales
5648million


MineralRoyadies ENDO WMENT
LandSdes


PRINCIPAL
22Million


ENDOWMENT


BALANCE


A
Interest


59 million


1007million


EARNINGS


RESERVE
176million


1 InJlation ProofDistribution
3 Real Return rjjunds available 474million


BENEFICIARIES


357million


2 InJlation ProojFund
4 RealReturn ifjunds


available


The total amount of cash available for distribution during the year was
1007million The distribtion of 474miNion to the beneficiaries during
FY1996 represented an increase of inflation plus around 4 over the FY
1995 distribution which was 444million An increase in the size of the
endowment fund of inflation plus 4 would have required a357million
addition to the endowment fund balance This would have left 176 million
in the earnings reserve to earn interest and be added to the next years
cash flow


Thus the earnings reserve serves both asashock absorber as a means
for policy makers to directly address the equitable distribution of the
benefits of the endowment between current and future beneficiaries and







as a means of directly tying the level of the distribution and growth of
assets with overall investment policy The pattern of distributions to
beneficiaries can be smoothed because of the relatively large dollar
amount of timber sales that become available for potential distribution and
by the amounts retained in the earnings reserve to cushion swings in
market returns


Compared to the current structure and assuming no difference in


investment policy the proposed structure eliminates all of the volatility in
distributions to the beneficiaries over time


o


DISTRIBUTIONS TO SCHOOLS


Sample Improvement in Volatility
o
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The above chart compares the distributions under the current structure
under the assumptions previously set forth and the distribution pattern
under the proposed structure under those same assumptions in order to
equalize the expected distribution under the current approach over time a
spending rule of inflation plus 2 was used for the proposed structure
Under all reasonable and most unreasonable assumptions about the
behavior of the capital and timber markets the stability of an increasing
cash flow to the beneficiaries of at least inflation plus 2 could be
practically guaranteed


Therefore one clear benefit of the proposed structure would be to assure
the beneficiaries of a stable and increasing cash flow to the beneficiaries







while directly addressing the equitable distribution of assets between
current and future beneficiaries


Improving the investment focus of the endowment


Finally because the endowment board concentrates only on its assets to
the exclusion of the income generated from the land trust it has adopted
policies that concentrate on generating everincreasing amounts of cash
income to the beneficiaries while also attempting to increase some of the
principal in the endowment from investment returns alone


The rules for distributing yearly cash flow result in over threequarters of
the cash to the beneficiaries coming from the endowment fund


Consequently any volatility in interest received by the endowment fund
during that year directly impacts that years cash distributions to the
schools and other beneficiaries


The response has been for the endowment fund to play its investments
close to the chest One such policy is to invest so that there is an ever
increasing cash flow from the investments of the endowment and also so
that there are no capital losses in a year This leads to 1 an artificial
preference for highcoupon bonds 2 an artificial tendency to avoid
discount or zero coupon bonds 3 the purchasing of bonds that have cash
payments of their interest at only certain times of the year such as
immediately before not after the close of a particular fiscal year 4 a
tendency not to sell some bonds when market conditions change solely
becauseacapital loss may result and other artificial practices


These policies for various reasons have resulted in investment practices
that prevented the endowment from achieving the market returns available
for even highgrade traditional US fixed income This underperformance
costs the endowment millions of dollars annually For example in the past
five years the endowment fund has generally underperformed both the
general market and other active fixed income programs such as PERSIs
fixed income investments by around 5 1 annually


Endowment Fund


PERSI Fixed Income


Index


1 Year


56


76


50


2Years 3Years


78 51


97 57


87 54


4 Year 5 Year


68 80


74 89


70 84
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This underperformance translates to around 3 6 million annually at
current endowment fund leveis And this underperFormance has come
during a period of generally declining interest rates If interest rates rise
then these policies will likely harm the returns even more


The practical need for the current endowment to be invested in this manner
derives solely from the direct impact any volatility in annual returns have on
the annual distribution to the beneficiaries But if that direct connection is


broken through the use of the shock absorber of the earnings reserve and
the ability to use proceeds from timber sales to smooth the distributions
then the endowment fund can look to the longerterm and the best policies
to position the endowment to meet future as well as current needs No


longer will the endowment fund feel the pressure to be responsible for
smoothing the cash flows to the beneficiaries With that smoothing being
guaranteed by the timber sales and the earnings reserve the Endowment
Fund can look to investment issues solely in determining their investment
practices


Dversifyngand owerngthe rsk of the endowment


The statutes basically limit the investments of the endowment to traditional
high grade US bonds This limitation has materially hurt the endowment
fund in a number ofways


First by limiting the investments to only a portion of the capital markets the
statutes actually have increased the danger to the safe investment of the
financial assets rather than reduced it Second by limiting the investment
only to traditional fixed income returns the statutes have put the assets of
the trust in the most dangerous longterm investment for preserving the
purchasing power of the assets and the distributions to the beneficiaries
Finally this structure and practice by requiring a very short term focus
gives away much higher longterm gains that would accrue to a more long
term oriented investment policy
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Need for additional diversification to reduce the level of current risk
and increase returns


The current restrictions to highgrade bonds reflects a common


misconception about investment management This is that one should


concentrate on the individual safety of each isolated investment or asset
and in addition that having no risky investments such as stocks
emerging markets assets junk bonds etc is better than having some
exposure to those assets


This is false Exposure to a wide range of asset types including some
individually risky investments are better for the total portfolio than having a
few individually safe assets This is a central discovery of modern
finance that there are great benefits to diversification the spreading
out the money among different assets so as to reduce the exposure to any
particular asset or investment The impact of diversification is that some
exposure to all types of individual investments whether considered risky
individually or not actually reduces the volatility of the overall portfolio than
when those individual types of investments are excluded Diversification
works because asset values do not rise and fall at exactly the same time or
at the same rate These offsetting movements of values when combined
dampen the swings of total portfolio returns and thus provides a safer or
less volatile stream of earnings to the entire portfolio


Because this concept is usually the most counterintuitive to non


investment professionals and is one of the central problems of the current
management of the endowment two examples of the benefits of


diversification will be given


Example 1 The benefit of many investments over the few


For example first consideraninvestment in a coin flip One coin flip can
be bought for45000 If the coin comes up heads then 100000 is paid
If the flip comes up tails then 0 will be paid The investment has an
expected return of 50000 a 5050 chance of winning 100000 or 11
on the original 45000 invested Clearly however this is a very risky
investment one either hits it big or loses everything


This investment can be made safer however by simply adding additional
similarly risky investments to the investment portfolio here more coin
flips If mstead the mvestor purchases 100000 com flips for 45 cents
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each with 1 being paid for each heads and 0 for each tail the investment
is still 45000 And the expected return is still 50000 or 11


But the risk in entering into the investment is now much much less In fact
with 100000 coin flips the investor is practically assured of receiving very
close to the expected 50000 And there is almost no possibility of losing
all the money or at the other extreme winning 100000


All of the primary reasons for the benefits of diversification come to the fore
in the coin flip example The basic benefit is the reduction or elimination of
the extreme results both bad and good and the enhancement of the


likelihood of the expected or middle results By diversification the investor
trades away the chance for a large loss or a big gain for an increased
likelihood of the more normal or average result The risk of a big loss or a
big gain is reduced and the safety of the middle is enhanced


Another example shows the potential impact of dissimilarity of movement in
returns and how the investment in an individually riskier and lower
returning asset can both enhance return and reduce risk for the total
portfolio


Ezample Riskier and Lower Returning Assets can actually increase
return and reduce risk the impact of opposite movements


You own Suntan Lotion Inc If it is sunny your company makes 30
however if it rains you lose 10 There is a 5050 chance of it raining or
shining The swing in possible return is 40 either up 30 or down
10 You have 100000 invested in Suntan and if you get one period of
sun and one period of rain you would have 130000 after the sunny
period and then lose 10 of that when it rained to end up with 117000
or 17 return through the weather cycle


Sun


SunTan 30
Inc


Rain


10
Cycle
17


You have the opportunity to buy Galoshes Inc This is a riskier investment
for if it rains you can make 40 but if it is sunny you will lose 20 The
swing in possible returns is 60 clearly a riskier investment It also


has a lower return over a cycle For with an investment of 100000
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through the same weather cycle you would first lose 20 to 80000 and
then gain 40 of that for a profit of 32000 for an end amount of
112000 The two period return therefore is 12


r


Sun


Galoshes 20


Inc


Rain


40
Cycle
12


Thus the riskier asset Galoshes Inc not only has greater volatility or risk
but it also leads to lower longterm or full cycle returns But by investing
half of your Suntan money in Galoshes Inc which is an individually
riskier and lower returning asset you will actually improve your overall
returns and reduce your overall risk though a complete weather cycle The
return pattern would be as follows


Galoshes
Inc


SunTan
Inc


Combined


RETURN


Sun


20


30


5


Rain


40


10


15


Cycle
12


17


2075


If there is sunny weather the portfolios return would be 5 since the
Galoshes stock would lose 20 but the Suntan Lotion stock would gain
30 Thusa50000 investment in each would end up with 105000
after the sunny period 40000 for the C7aloshes investment plus 65000
for the Suntan stock If there is rainy weather the Suntan lotion company
would lose 10 but the Galoshes company would gain 40 for a total
portfolio xeturn of 15 There would therefore be a 2075 return after the
weather cycle with only a swing in the portfolio of 10


The 100000 would grow to 105000 after the sunny weather and then
grow an additional 15 during the rainy weather to reach 120750 This
compares to the 117000 that would have been made by investing in
Suntan Lotion alone or the 112000 that would have been made in
Galoshes Inc by itself
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Thus by adding a riskier and lower returning investment to the portfolio
and by maintaining the investment discipline through rebalancing after each
period the Suntan Lotion shareholder actually increases the return and
reduces the volatility or risk of his investment portfolio by diversifying to
Galoshes Inc


r


Therefore in judging the efficiency or characteristics of investments
in a portfolio one needs to look at the combined impact of all of the
investments and not the investments on an individual basis


Further it is total porlfolio volatility and return and not individual
asset investment risk or performance that is central and


diversification among a number ofasset types is beneficial


As a result although each individua investment held by the endowment
may be perceived to be in isolation safe this concentration in highgrade
traditional US Bonds actually makes the whole portfolio riskier more
volatile than a portfolio that held some US and international equities In


fact adding some US and international equities to and all fixed income
portfolio would actually increase the return while reducing not increasing
overall risk


EXPECTED RISKSRETURNS
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The above chart shows the characteristics of an all bond portfolio
compared with an efficient highest return for each level of risk portfolio
containing US and international equities The bars show the volatility of the
portfolio expressed by the extent of one standard deviation


Approximately twothirds of annual returns will be within one standard
deviation of the expected return For an all bond portfolio the expected
return is 68 with a standard deviation of 6 Thus twothirds of all
annual returns for an all bond portfolio will be somewhere between 08
and 128 A more efficient portFolio will have only 465bonds with
around 41 in US and international equities and the rest in cash This


portfolio will have a higher expected return 72 vs 68 and less risk


The standard deviation of this portfolio is59less than the 6 expected
for an all bond porifolio with twothirds of the returns expected to be
between 13and 131compared to 08and 128


Thus adding a substantial equity exposure not only reduces the risk of the
endowmentsinvestments but it also increases the expected return Thus
by adding the ability of the endowment to invest in equity returns the
endowmentsinvestments not only become safer they also become more
productive


Traditional fixed Income is the riskiest asset for meeting the


endowmentslongterm needs


Second the limitation to fixed income returns also makes the endowment
fund a dangerous long term investment given that an important goal is
keeping the endowment and its distributions whole in terms of purchasing
power The limitation to fixed income or bond investments for purposes of
safety is the result of another common misconception


Many believe that bonds are safer than stocks But bonds are safer than
stocks only in certain circumstances and for funding certain types of
obligations While bonds are good investments for persons with obligations
that come due in a few years and are fixed in amount stocks are safer than
bonds to the extent that the obligations to be funded are sensitive to
inflation and come due longer than 5 years in the future For the


endowment stocks are a much safer longterm investment than
traditional bonds
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The reason is that the purposes of the endowment stretch far beyond the
obligations of the next few years and the needs of the beneficiaries are not
fixed in amount but grow with changes in inflation and the growth of the
population In that longerterm and inflationsensitive environment bonds
are one of the worst and most dangerous types of investments


Bonds will not match any movement in the level of the obligations or
changes in spending needs the return is fixed no matter what the


behavior of inflation As a result over long periods of time bonds often do
not compensate for inflation Using 25 year rolling returns the returns that
an investor would have received if they had bought bonds in say 1926
and held them for 25 years then had bought bonds in 1927 and held them
for 25 years etc since 1800 bonds have averaged 27annualized real
returns however since 1926 bonds have not even kept pace with inflation
and have averaged 02 over rolling 25 year periods


ROLLING 25 YEAR REAL BOND RETURNS


27Average Annualized 25 Year Retum
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Stocks on the other hand over rolling 25 year periods have averaged an
annualized real return of75and in the history of the republic through
Civil Wars Depressions World Wars and major economic shifts have
never returned less than an a 15real return over any 25 year period
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ROLLING25 YEAR REAL STOCK RETURNS


67Average Annualized 25 Year Return
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And compared to bonds over 25 year periods there has not been a period
since the mid 1800s when the real returns of bonds have been higher than
the real returns of stocks


ROLLING 25 YEAR REAL STOCK
AND BOND RETURNS
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This 75 long term real return for equities is one of the most solid
historical numbers in the capital markets UK stocks have had similar
experiences For time periods greater than 20 years the real returns of
equities have demonstrated less absolute volatility than bonds


COMPARISON OF REAL STOCK AND
REAL BOND RETURNS AND RISK


OVER ROLLING PERIODS


StOCICS
Return Risk


1 YR


3 YR


5 YR


10 YR


15 YR
20 YR


25 YR


Bonds
Return Risk
39
39
39
39
39
39
39


89
59
46
33
27
23
21


Combining return and risk stocks are clearly safer than bonds for real
return needs stretching ten years and beyond and there is a preference
although not as dominant towards stock for real return needs for periods
as short as five years ie stocks will be safer than bonds around 75 of
the time


90
87
85
81


79
77
75


189
92
65
39
29
23
18


Returns are annualized arithmetic returns


Therefore the type of assets that should dominate the portFolio depend on
whether the obligations to be funded are sensitive to inflation and whether
the time frame for achieving investment returns is near 05years or far If
the horizon is near term and the obligations are in nominal terms bonds
are the preferred vehicle assuming the returns from bonds meet the target
returns If the horizon is longer term and the obligations to be funded are
subject to inflation then the preferred vehicle is stocks
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Clearly the longterm needs of the beneficiaries the schools in particular
are subject to inflation and growth in the population As a result the
investment policy of the endowment should be oriented towards


investments that provide a longterm real inflation adjusted return and not
a shortterm fixed or nominal return The current investment policies of
the Endowment Fund are oriented toward shortterm nominal returns by
their concentration on high grade fixed income instruments exactly
opposite of the longterm needs of the endowment and those of the
beneficiaries Allowing a greater orientation toward equities or equity type
returns is an essential move


Increasing Returns From the Endowment Fund


A long term focus also allows the Endowment Fund to reach for substantial
additional return than it currently expects A fixed income portfolio can at
best expect a real return of around 3 35inflation plus 3 to35
But by adding equity returns to the portfolio the endowment fund can
materially increase that expected return If for example the Endowment
Fund invested in a portfolio that would generate expected real returns of
5 then substantially more cash could be distributed to the beneficiaries
Assuming no other changes in the current structure of the endowment this
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change alone could add 10 30 million annually to the distributions to
the beneficiaries
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This increase in expected return however would also likely increase the
annual volatility of the returns This increase in expected return woufd
come through the addition of equitylinked returns to the endowment fund
portfolio For example a 5 expected real return such as that used by
PERSI would require approximately 70 equities in the portfolio with an
expected real return of 5 and a standard deviation of 12 While equity
is safer than fixed income over longer periods of time on an annual basis
those returns would become much more volatile
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EXPECTED RISKSRETURNS
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Here however the shock absorber feature of the restructuring creating an
earnings reserve and redirecting the proceeds from land sales would
prevent that additional volatility from impacting the distributions to the
beneficiaries The pattern of distributions would still be very smooth and
greater than would otherwise have been the case with a more conservative
investment policy


Compared to the current structure an increase in the expected return with
ashock absorber structure in place would not only increase tota
payments under most market conditions but it would also still decrease
volatility
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Here however the shock absorber feature of the restructuring creating an
earnings reserve and redirecting the proceeds from land sales would
prevent that additional volatility from impacting the distributions to the
beneficiaries The pattern of distributions would still be very smooth and
greater than would otherwise have been the case with a more conservative
investment policy


Compared to the current structure an increase in the expected return with
ashock absorber structure in place would not only increase tota
payments under most market conditions but it would also still decrease
volatility
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The above charts uses the same assumptions as the previous comparative
charts Under most reasonable and many unreasonable market conditions
the move to a higher expected return policy increases the size of the fund
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materially over time yet does not impact and in fact improves the stability
and amount of the distribution to the beneficiaries


Therefore if a structure was put in place that would act as buffer between
annual investment results and the distributions to the beneficiaries the
Endowment Fund could and in the Committeesopinion should entertain
changes in the investments of the Fund to increase the expected return to
the extent that it does not jeopardize the desired distributions to the
beneficiaries over time


Equity Returns do not require investments in equities


The endowment must gain exposure to equity returns Current statutes


and the constitution limits the endowment however to fixed income While
it would be preferable for those restrictions to be lifted the Committee
believes the endowment can gain exposure to equity returns under current
law


The statutes and constitution denominate only the forms of allowable
investments not their behavior or the characteristics of their return


patterns Thus the endowment fund restrictions require that the form of the
investment vehicle be basically that of the traditional fixed income
instrument securities that carry an unconditional promise of the
repayment of principal and a separately identified income stream


denominated as interest


This concentration on the form of the investment rather than the substance
of the return is widespread and represents another common


misconception concerning investment Modern investment practice gives
an investor the choice among many forms of investment for achieving
identical returns For example there are at least eleven ways that one can
achieve the returns of the stocks in the SP 500 only one of which
involves the ownership of stocks and only two others which even indirectly
involves the stocks at all They are


1
2


3


4
5


The ownership of each share of stock
Buying a share in an SP index fund
Purchase a share in a unit investment trust that holds the SP 500
Purchasing a futures contract on the SP 500
Purchasing an overthecounter forward contract on the SP 500
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6 Enter into a swap contract to receive the total return of the SP 500 for
LIBOR or a similar standard interest rate


7 Purchase exchange traded cals on the SP500
8 Purchase overthecountercails on the SP 500
9 Purchase a variable rate annuity contract that has its return linked to the


return of the SP 500
10 Purchase an equitylinked fixed income note that guarantees the return


of principal and pays interest based on the return of the SP 500
11 Purchase a bank certificate of deposit whose payments are linked to


the return of the SP500


The focus therefore should be on the nature of the return rather than the
form of the investment and it is the total return of a portfolio that measures
its real performance and characteristics not the particular type of securities
that generated the returns


Since the restrictions on the endowment fund involve only the form of the
instruments or interests that may be held they are not necessarily
restrictions on the types of returns that the endowment may achieve For
example the last finro examples of achieving SP 500 equity returns would
clearly fit within the current fixed income constraints of the endowment
fund and swap or annuity contracts could be structured to meet the forms
required by the constitution


Generally there are many providers of fixed income instruments with
sterling credit who would provide investment grade bonds with a


guaranteed repayment of principal and with the interest or coupon linked
to returns not only of the US equity market but also any type of
investment return desired international equities commodities foreign debt
etc And the instruments can be structured so that the principal
repayment includes some form of inflationproofing or indexlinked
increases Such instruments would cleanly fit into the language of the
statutes constitution and original grant And the use of such investment
vehicles may very well fit the purpose of the underlying grant and
endowment as a whole better than many of the existing investments


The Endowment Board has gone part of the way down this path already
with its use of convertible debt These instruments usually behave more in
line with equity returns than debt returns The Committee believes that
additional steps in this direction should be seriously considered
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The Committee recognizes that the existing restrictions on the forms of the
investments that may be used by the endowment restricts flexibility and
that it would be advantageous as a general matter to recommend


legislation to broaden the forms of the securities that may be used and
particularly allowing the direct purchase of stocks While this would be


advantageous the Committee does not believe that the endowment fund
should wait until constitutional restrictions are removed before investing in
securities that provide equity returns


Although the Committee believes that existing statutory language would
allow the purchase of certain types of equitylinked debt the Committee
recognizes that the Endowment Board may wish to have express


legislative blessing before investing in those instruments In any event
however the Committee believes that gaining increased exposure to equity
returns should be given the highest priority in the endowment funds
considerations at least to the extent necessary to reduce the risk to the
overall endowment


Deveopment of a Plannng Reporting Montonng and


Impementation System


As the third major area to be addressed the endowment must develop a
formal reporting mechanism designed to identify underperforming assets
develop plans either to improve the returns from those assets or to dispose
of those assets and must have a means for implementing those plans
Specifically the endowment must address


1 Developing a monitoring system for tracking perFormance of the trust as
a whole and identifying underperforming assets


2 Setting performance standards for each type of asset in the trust


3Developing plans for addressing underperForming assets and


4 Developing means for implementing either the improvement of current
yields from underperforming assets or trading or disposing of those
assets in favor or other better performing assets
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Develop a monitoring system


Currently there is no reporting which regulariy iooks at the endowment as
a whole Reporting on the ongoing performance of the endowment is a
central and necessary function that serves as a key foundation for
monitoring and improving the endowment over time


One major problem with the current system is that the values of the land
assets are seldom assessed even in the roughest manner Following the
behavior of the current market values of the trust assets is a central feature
of any reporting system The Committee recommends that a high priority
should be given to developing a regular evaluation of general current
market values of lands in the land trust


This reporting of land values does not have to be exact or precise Nor


does it have to occur in each and every year A general inhouse survey
such as was done in 1992 could suffice if done on a once every two years
basis with the interim values calculated by increases in local inflation for
lands or by increases in stumpage price for valuing standing timber


From this basis of value reports could be generated on cash yields total
returns and comparative changes in vaues for each of the assets of the
trust Also those values could be tracked over time so as to identify
underperforming assets or developments that were unexpected when the
near and longterm plans for the endowment as a whole were created


As an exampfe a set of figures for the current endowment using the 1992
internal valuations of the Department of Lands the market values of the
endowment fund the 1996 rough valuations of the timber lands developed
by the Department of Lands and with other values increased or decreased
at the rate of the Consumer Price Index would be as follows


Acres


1985
1986


1987


1988


1989


1990


1991


1992
1993


1994


1995


1996


Commercial


Timber


782256
91281504
92891382
96460496
100279826


105373539
110382873
115476886
119046000
164284500
209523000
254761500


300000000


Timber


697356764
709655634
736922338
766100596
805016962
843284122
882200488
909467192
1207100394
1504733596
1802366798
2100000000


NonCom


Timber


225309
20959796
21329452
22148982
23025965
24195638
25345798
26515470
27335000
28153446
28875412
29732883
30570841


Rec and


Cottege Site
3217


58552477
59585133
61874539
64324446
67591999
70805041
74072594
76362000
78648378
80665236
83060634
85401521


Gazing and Total


Cropland Land


1455385 2466167
156946 204 1025 096 746
159714171 1043175773
165850780 1083257135
172417601 1126148434
181176068 1183354505
189 788 425 1239606 258
198546 891 1296 812 330
2046835001336893692


210 811 992 1688 998 709


216218052 2040015296
222638763 2392560577
228913364 2744885727


Endowment TOTAL


Fund ENDOWMENT


299367625 1342 543 398
308398980 1391 656115
314656094 1440 804 528
338127 252 15 21 481 757
355 738484 1595 344 742
381 081474 1677 893 804
4233416571760235349
470297328 2159296037
468059023 2508074319
532316600 2924877177
584243000 3329128727
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The cash flows from these assets were as foilows First the amounts and
sources of the funds distributed to schools and other beneficiaries were


Timbsr Intsrost Sals Intsrost
1992 2187312 1740000
1983 4852179 879805
1994 3974697 804238
1995 8505565 822242
1998 7929328 539495


Grazing
1071270
107 7 502
970292
1192893
1171909


Cropland Cottage Commercial
202050 1040040 0


200736 1011730 0


248402 1024503 164310
187149 1202852 178695
274888 7166578 254427


Minerals Misc Endowment ToWI to Schools
221800 117890 37530155 37504117


102335 167801 32445019 40471107


84134 41542 32894696 40008812


87099 55799 34330914 44381008


146840 59850 35929785 47492078


The amounts and sources of funds transferred to the endowment fund from
the land trust were


TimberSaes
1992 20257973
1993 28718521
1994 32182 947
1995 48271237
1996 53286669


Mineras


1129300
651012
969141


1379242
1107381


Rea Estate Cottage Sites Total to Fund


1974800 23362073
1633395 31002928
1813124 163 000 35128212
1354317 138500 51143296
1123232 55517282


Coliectively total cash flows were as follows


Totai to Schools


1992 37504117
1993 40471107
1994 40006812
1995 44361008
1996 47492076


Total to Fund Total


23362 073 60866190


31002928 71474035
35128212 75135024


51143296 95504 304
55 517 282 103009 358


From this type of data overall performance and attribution of that


performance can be calculated For example cash yields from various
parts of the endowment can then be easily calculated such as the
following
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As can be seen the cropland grazeland and cottage sites are ali
significant underperFormers And when looking at total returns their
relative status does not improve
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As can be seen the cropland grazeland and cottage sites are


underperforming cash and these returns assume that the land values have
been appreciating at the rate of inflation which may be an optimistic
assumption And it becomes cfear that the dominant influence on the
returns of the endowment as a whole is that of the timberland and timber


itself A chart summarizing the above graphs would look as follows


RETURNS AND CASIT YIELDS


Four Year
Retums


Total Endowment


Timberland


Endowment fund


Crop and Grazeland
Cottage Sites
Cash


192


263


66


35


42


45


1996
Yield


35


30


67


06


14


45


PERSI 12 US Equity 166International Equity 128US Fixed 69
Returns are Annualized


Performance reporting along the above lines is an essential first step in
monitoring the endowment as a whole lt is only by such reporting that the
entity overseeing the trust can identify underperforming assets understand
the magnitude of any underperformance and receive a feel for the
interrelation of the various parts of the trust These understandings are
essential for any longterm management of the trust and focus the efforts
of the managers in making any needed changes


Set performance standards for each type of asset in the trust


Each asset held in the trust should have performance standards or
expectations that are understood by the managers of the trust and against
which the ongoing performance can be measured Without these


benchmarks monitoring efforts would be without a foundation to judge
performance and the relative magnitude of any problems that may develop
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i These standards must recognize the finro separate components of return
appreciation and cash yield It is the total return to the trust that is


important and an asset that appreciates in value at a high rate does not
need to generate as much current yield and vice versa For example in
the past few years the timberland has generated a cash yield of only 3
below that of the endowment fund But the value of the standing timber
has increased at a rate of over 23 per year in the past few years because
of the increase in timber prices Thus the total return to the trust from
timber has been over 26 per year excellent performance by any
standards


These standards must also include some adjustment for relative risk and
liquidity or lack thereofl For example US govemment bonds give
relativefy ow returns when compared to stock and many private
investments but they are also extremely safe investments on a year to
year basis and they can easily be sold Consequently an investor will
accept a lower rate of return from this type of safe and liquid investment
and on the other side would need to be additionally compensated for
other types of investments that are more volatile in returns and are ess
liquid Thus timberland needs to have a higher return than government
bonds to compensate for the volatility of timber prices the greater difficulty
in selling these private assets and the additional management problems
that come from overseeing those assets


Each type of asset in the endowment must generate a competitive rate of
return namely a rate of return that justifies keeping that asset rather than
selling it for its market value and placing the proceeds in an asset that
gives a better return adjusted for any difference in risk liquidity or other
difficulties For example the land in the land trust must return enough to
be competitive with the returns available from financial assets otherwise
it would be better to sell the land assets and place the proceeds in the
endowment fund to be invested in financial assets


To put the matter in a stark contrast suppose that the projections for the
income off of the public lands from cropland grazing and cabin leases
over the next 30 years is at best 1 of the value of lands themselves
which is their current yield And also suppose as is reasonable that over
three decades it is unlikely that the value of the lands will appreciate at a
rate any higher than inflation Now suppose that the inflation indexed bonds
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that the US Government intends to issue result in a 10 year bond where
the principal rises with inflation and the coupon is 35l0 as many expect


In that event the clear investment choice for the benefit of the schools is to
sell all of the public lands and put the moneys into those bonds The


income wi11 be guaranteed to be three and a half times the income of the
land trust well into the next millennium and the market value of the


principal is guaranteed to rise at the expected rate of the value of the lands
themselves Thus if the state at the end of those ten years still wanted
the lands they coufd be repurchased or their equivalent coufd be


repurchased from private hands when the inflationadjusted principal is
returned from the bonds


Setting expectations for the financial assets is a relatively easy matter
there are many sources for information on assets traded in the public
market The difficulty is in setting expectations for real estate and other
assets that are not traded on the public markets The land trust therefore
presents the greatest difficulty in this regard


Although the specific expectations for each type ofi asset need to be
developed by the entity responsible for the overall trust the Committee


believes that the endowment should expect an overafl rate of return of at
least 10 for each asset in the land trust or around 6 65 real
inflation adjusted The land held by the trust is an equity asset
Compared to the equity opportunities with comparable risk in the public
markets and adjusting for the additional management difficulties and


illiquidity of the land assets themselves 10 return or 6 real in each
year is a minimum goal for these types of assets


For lands that are not expected to rise at a rate greater than inflation then
the minimum cash yield should be in the 6 to 65 range For assets


that may appreciate at a rate greater than inflation like the recent timber
rise the cash yield can be lower to the extent that the appreciation is
greater than inflation


Develop plans for addressing underperforming assets


Where monitoring identifies underpertorming assets the endowment must
develop pfans for dealing with that underperformance Currently there are
three clearly underperforming assets the cropland grazelands and
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cottage sites In particular the Committee believes that the cottage sites
are underperforming assets that have very little potential for improvement
in returns and require too much management time and attention The


Committee recommends that the endowment develop a plan for disposing
of the cottage sites and replacing those assets with either land or financial
assets that can generate a competitive market rate of return to the
endowment


Develop means for improvement of underperforming assets


In this regard the Committee recommends that aLand Bank be


authorized by the legislature so that the proceeds of any lands sold are not
automatically added to the principal of the endowment fund but instead
can be reinvested in other land with greater return or yield potential
Currently the efficient structuring of the Land Trust is hampered by the
requirement that either land be exchanged or that sales proceeds
immediately be placed in the endowment fund where they may not be
withdrawn to purchase other land For example these rules substantially
hamper the Land Board from consolidating land holdings since a


contemporaneous exchange may not be available


The Committee recommends that constitutional authorization be sought to
allow the Land Board to deposit proceeds of the land sales in aLand
Bank that could be used to purchase other more productive lands An at
least temporary repository prior to placement of proceeds in the


endowment fund would give desirable flexibility to the management of the
Land Trust
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By July 1 2000 the implementation date the Land Board and the state
needs to shift its current policy from management of individual parts the
land trust separately from the financial assets to management of the entire
trust The entire integrated endowment needs to have its rules of overall
operation clarified reorganized and reoriented towards providing a


predictable and increasing stream of revenue to the beneficiaries while at
least maintaining the purchasing power of the assets of the endowment
The endowment also needs to specifically set out its goals and investment
policies including the rules for setting the distribution and level of benefits
to both the current beneficiaries and those of future generations as well as
identification and allocation of responsibilities for managing the endowment
as one trust


The Land Board should take action in the following four areas


First the Land Board should determine the distribution and spending
policy for the endowment


Second the Land Board should set forth its investment policies for the
investment and use of the assets and income from the Trust


Third the Land Board should develop procedures and reports for
identifying monitoring and addressing the performance of the assets of
the Trust


Fourth the Land Board should overhaul the management of and rules for
operation of the endowment as a whole including implementing a risk
management system for all of the assets of the Trust


These four areas of action set out the broad outlines of needed Land Board
activity


First the Land Board should specifically address the two central questions
concerning the use of the Trust 1 what is to be the division of benefits
between the current and future generations and 2 what is the spending
rule or distribution policy of the Trust The distribution policy would also set
out the rules for distributing annual cash flows from the endowment as a
whole In particular the policy would provide a means for stabilizing cash
flows by reserving excess cash flow in good years and supplementing
distributions in poor years by using the cash flows from the timber sales in
a manner that creates a shock absorber between the volatility of the







stream of revenues from the land trust and its overwhelming dependence
on timber and the endowment fund and its primary dependence on the
fixed income market on the one hand and the level of annual distributions
to the beneficiaries on the other


An essential component ofsetting a distribution policy is making sure that
distribution policy is tied to the capability of the assets of the Trust to
produce a return that can support those expected distributions This in


turn requires that the Board set a high priority on getting an accurate
picture of the current state of the endowment its assets and its likely level
and pattern of returns over the foreseeable future Then judgments can be
made as to the level of return that the current assets can bear and if that
level or pattern is either too low or too volatile then changes can be
considered to achieve the desired results


Second the Land Board should adopt an Investment Policy to structure
the organization and investment of the Trust Assets This involves a
number of areas In this effort the Land Board should establish a structure
and procedures to oversee all of the assets of the endowment set its
goals and monitor its progress in achieving those goals In particular the
Land Board should adopt an investment policy statement that sets out in
addition to the distribution and spending goals at least the following


1 2


the long term goals the Trust
the specific return and risk objectives of the plan
including the strategic asset allocation
policies for each of the asset types that will be used
to accomplish that goal including the objective of
that asset type the allowable investments the


benchmarks to judge success or failure etc and
the rules and procedures for distributing the cash
flows of the endowment


performance standards for each type of asset in the
trust such as expecting an overall rate of return of at
least 10 for each asset in the land trust and for
those lands which are not expected to increase in
value at a rate greater than inflation achieving an
annual cash yield of at least 6 of current market
values


Further the Land Board would need to establish and review the asset
allocation of the entire trust on a regular basis This would include
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reassessing the nearand longterm needs of the beneficiaries reviewing
the expected performance of the current mix of assets and making
adjustments to that allocation particularly among the financial assets if
necessary


In this regard the Land Board should cause the endowment boards
investment policies to be reviewed so as to eliminate the artificial


restrictions which have led both to underperformance and to a portfolio
structure that exposes the endowment to unnecessary risk In this regard
the review should address the following issues


The extent to which the portfolio should be diversified
to include other instruments thereby potentially
increasing the return to the portfolio as well as
reducing the risk or volatility of annual returns


Assuring the elimination of current endowment board
investment policies that require certain increasing
cash returns in each and every year from the


financial assets alone since such policies have


reduced returns by around 5 to 1 a year 3 to
6 million annually from what they would otherwise
have been and


Integrating the asset allocation of the financial assets
with the assets of the Land Trust and particularly the
dependence of the Land Trust on timber revenues


Third the Land Board should develop a formal reporting mechanism
designed to identify underperforming assets develop plans either to
improve the returns from those assets or to dispose of those assets and
develop a means for implementing those plans Specifically this system
should include the following


The development of a monitoring system for tracking
performance of the trust as a whole and identifying
underperforming assets In this regard a high
priority should be given to developing a regular
evaluation of general current market values of lands
including standing timber in the land trust


n for addressingDeveloping pla s o a essing
assets such as the enhancement of the current


F
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underperforming assets of the cottage sites and the
crop and grazelands


Developing means for implementing either the


improvement of current yields from underperforming
assets or trading or disposing of those assets in
favor or other better performing assets


C
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Fourth the currently separate parts of the endowment the land trust and
the financial trust should be organized administered and managed as a
whole As part of this effort the Land Board should put in place some risk
management structure This structure needs to encompass both the Land
Trust and Financial Trust provide for independent monitoring and cover
not only investment risk but also legal operational and oversight risk
This structure also needs to assure the Land Board that independent
oversight is in fact achieved


If the Land Board addresses these areas then it would


1 Increase the annual cash flows to the public schools and other


beneficiaries of the trust


2 Eliminate for all practical purposes the risk of fluctuations in the annual
cash flows to the public schools and other beneficiaries of the trust


3 Increase the rate of return while decreasing risk


4 Allow policymakers to directly address the division of benefits of the
endowment between current beneficiaries and future generations


5 Provide a means for identifying and improving or replacing
underperforming assets in the endowment


6 Provide a means for further increasing returns to the endowment and
distributions to the beneficiaries without jeopardizing the safety of the
assets or the stability of the distributions


CHECKLIST OF MAJOR QUESTIONS TO BE
ADDRESSED
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The following is a checklist of questions that need to be addressed either
by the Land Board directly or by the Department of Lands or the
Endowment Board with review by the Land Board


DISTRIBUTION AND SPENDING POLICIES t
What is the appropriate division of benefits between present and future Igenerations eg5050 etc


What is the desired spending rule for the next five to ten years eg
3of market value 2 real increase over last yearsdistribution etc


What is the current posture of the entire endowment and the likely
pattern of returns from existing land assets and financial assets as
currently constituted What level of returns are likely and what risk
or volatility is probable over the next decade


What changes in the current asset structure and return patterns are
practically possible over the next decade so that either return levels
could rise or risk could be reduced


In pa rticular nearterm over reliance on timberg iven the likely
income for the foreseeable future how does the Board use the
Financial Trust and the Earnings Reserve to reduce volatility through
diversification and cash flow policy


What are the procedures by which the spending rules will be


implemented on a year to year basis


What are the rules for determining how much of current income will
be saved for future fluctuations in values and returns and how
much will be deposited in the principal of the Endowment Fund


INVESTMENT POLICIES


What is the appropriate asset allocation for the entire Trust land assets 1and financial assets combined given the desired spending rule and
division of benefits and considering the likely dependence on timber
over the foreseeable future
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What are the asset es and policies for each asset type in the LandtYP P Y


Trust Timberland Grazeland Cabinsites Mineral Land Commercial
Property etc and the Financial Trust Fixed Income Equities Cash
Derivatives Convertibles etc


What is the expected return both appreciation and income for each
asset type and for the Trust as a whole


What are allowable investments within each asset type


What is the minimum level of diversification among and within asset
types both in characteristics and location


1 What are the benchmarks for determining acceptable and unacceptable
performance for the entire Trust and each asset type


What are the policies for dealing with underperforming properties


What is the Boards policy for addressing the materially


underperforming assets of cottage sites croplands and grazelands
particularly considering the other interests and issues that have
attached to these lands


What are the policies for Land Bank monies


What are the appropriate risk policies for the Trust


How is the Land Board oin to balance the return interests of the9 g
beneficiaries with the other interests that have grown up around various
portions of the Land Trust local economic interests recreational


interests etc


What order of priority and what time frames does the Board foresee in
resolving many of the policy issues eg appropriate diversification
away from timber could take decades while cabinsite issues might be
resolved in a few years


What current investment policies of the Financial Trust are no longer
appropriate given the integration of the entire trust


Policy of increasing cash payout every year
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Policy preferring instruments with high current payments over


appreciation egavoiding zero coupon bonds


MONITORING AND REPORTING ISSUES


What is the monitoring system for the Financial Trust What is the


monitoring system for the Land Trust What is the monitoring system
for the entire Trust


What measurements will track performance of the Trust as a whole and
identify underperforming assets


How is the Board going to evaluate the increase or decrease in the
market value of the land and standing timber of the Land Trust


OVERSIGHT ORGANIZATIONAL AND IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES


Who will the Land Board look to for coordination and oversight of both
parts of the Trust and to assure implementation of the Boards policies
including risk controls for the entire Trust as a whole ega separate
staff existing staff outside agents


What is the division of responsibilities and oversight between the
agents responsible for the entire Trust and those responsible for the
components The Department of Lands and the Endowment Board


What are the lines of communication between staffs and with the
Board


What is the division of responsibility between the Land Board and its Istaff


What are policy issues to be addressed by the Board What are
routine issues that will be handled by staff in accordance with policy
set by the Board


minor issues be raised to the level f B reviewEl When will minor ssu o Board re e and


after what initial resolution process at the staff or department level
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1
What is the degree of internal and external management desired
Which areas will be managed internally and which areas will be
managed externally


Who is going to track and report on returns characteristics of the
portfolio and risk


r


Who is going to develop plans for addressing underperforming
assets and track their implementation


What third party agents are needed by the Trust consultants


accountants appraisers etc


How are the budgets of the Land Trust and Financial Trust going to be
constructed and monitored given the new legislation


The elimination of the 10 holdback for the Land Department


Tracking each Land asset type and its particular costs vs return


Shifting the Financial Trust from general fund revenues to Trust
assets


Administering the Earnings Reserve to account and plan for budget
payments


What changes need to be made to the internal accounting and


monitoring systems in order to provide consistent data across the entire
Trust


f
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Final Minutes 


Regular Land Board Meeting 
August 9, 2005 


 
 The regular meeting of the Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners was held on 
Tuesday, August 9, 2005 in Boise, Idaho.  The meeting began at 8:59 a.m. in the second floor 
courtroom of the Borah Post Office Building.  The Honorable Dirk Kempthorne presided.  The 
following members were present: 
 


Honorable Secretary of State Ben Ysursa 
Honorable Attorney General Lawrence G. Wasden 
Honorable State Controller Keith L. Johnson 
Honorable Superintendent of Public Instruction Marilyn Howard 


 
 Secretary to the Board Winston A Wiggins 
 
 
• CONSENT 
 
 Director Wiggins provided background information on the Consent Agenda items. 
 
 A motion was made by Attorney General Wasden to approve the Consent Agenda in its 
entirety.  Controller Johnson seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 5-0. 
 
 
1. Director’s Report – approved  
 


A. Interest Rate on Department Transactions – July 2005 
B. Bureau of Real Estate, Land Sale Section, Official Transactions – June 2005 
C. Bureau of Real Estate, Easement Section, Official Transactions – June 2005 
D. Bureau of Surface and Mineral Resources, Official Transactions – February, March, April, May 


2005 
E. Timber Sale Official Transactions – June 25, 2005 through July 22, 2005 
F. Timber Sale Activity Report 
G. Legal Matter Summary 
H. Fire Season Update 


 
 
2. Timber Sales – Staffed by Bob Helmer, Chief, Bureau of Forest Management – approved 
 


A. Huckle Up   CR-10-0352  2,400 MBF  Bonner 
B. Moose Meadow   CR-21-3003  7,900 TONS  Boundary 
C. Highland Slopes  CR-21-3007  2,025 MBF  Boundary 
D. Main Street Commercial  CR-40-0770  16,283 TONS  Clearwater 
E. Sally Ann’s Wall   CR-42-0751  1,360 MBF  Idaho 
F. Price Valley OSR  CR-50-0127  2,007 MBF  Adams 
G. Twisted Pine   CR-60-0167  4,680 MBF  Boise 
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3. Agreement for Purchase of Conservation Easement for Project: St. Joe Basin – Phase 


III (Potlatch) – Staffed by Steve Grourke, Forest Legacy Program Coordinator, Bureau of Forestry 
Assistance – approved 


 
DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: That the Board authorize the Department of Lands to acquire a 
conservation easement on 22,949 acres. 


 
BOARD ACTION: Approved. 


 
 
4. Approval request for Disclaimer of Interest to South Channel LLC for Accretion Land 


Adjacent to the Boise River in Ada County – Staffed by Perry Whittaker, Chief Bureau of Real 
Estate – approved 


 
DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: Direct the Department to issue a disclaimer of interest for one 
(1) parcel of land totaling 2.26 acres of former bed of the Boise River and to require South Channel 
LLC to pay a fee of $600.00 to the Department for this transaction. 
 
BOARD ACTION: Approved. 


 
 
5. Approval Request for Disclaimer of Interest to Janis M. Wroten-Graham for Accretion 


Land Adjacent to the Boise River in Ada County – Staffed by Perry Whittaker, Chief Bureau of 
Real Estate – approved 


 
DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: Direct the Department to issue a disclaimer of interest for one 
(1) parcel of land totaling 0.99 acre of former bed of the Boise River and to require Janis M. Wroten-
Graham to pay a fee of $600.00 to the Department for this transaction. 
 
BOARD ACTION: Approved. 


 
 
6. Minutes – approved 
 


A. Regular Land Board Meeting – July 12, 2005 
 
 
• REGULAR 
 
7. Endowment Fund Investment Board Report – Presented by Richelle Sugiyama, Interim 


Investment Manager, EFIB 
 


A. Manager’s Performance Report 
 


No action taken on this item. 
 
 


B. Reaffirm 2007 Spending Policy 
 


A motion was made by Attorney General Wasden to reaffirm the 2007 spending policy of five 
percent for all beneficiaries, including the pooled accounts.  The motion was seconded by 
Controller Johnson.  The motion carried on a vote of 5-0. 
 
Additionally, a motion was made by Attorney General Wasden that the President of the Land Board 
appoint a task force to examine the issues discussed.  The task force would consist of at least one 
or more members of the Land Board, one or more members of the Endowment Fund Investment 
Board, the EFIB Manager of Investments, an executive level representative of the Department of 
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Lands, such other individuals as the President may determine, perhaps members of the 
Legislature, JFAC as an example.  The purpose of the task force would be to review the 
implementation of the endowment reform and to provide the Land Board and the Endowment Fund 
Investment Board with their findings and recommendations.  The review would provide the Land 
Board a much better picture of needed statutory structural changes or procedural or accounting 
standards that need to be met or changed to better accomplish the purpose.  Secretary of State 
Ysursa seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 5-0. 


 
C. Information Item – Restatement of FY 2004 Permanent Fund and Earnings Reserve Balances 


 
 No action taken on this item. 
 
 
8. Publication of Notice to Amend Rules Governing Exploration, Surface Mining and 


Permanent Closure of Cyanidation Facilities – Presented by Winston Wiggins, Director 
 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: That the Board direct IDL to submit a Notice of Rulemaking 
and the proposed rule to OAR by August 24, 2005 for publication in the Idaho Administrative Bulletin 
on October 5, 2005. 


 
BOARD ACTION: A motion was made by Controller Johnson that the proposed rule be modified to 
strike the language that says significant increase and change that language to increases overall 
estimated permanent closure cost by more than fifteen percent and that the Board instruct the 
Department to continue negotiating with the mining industry and others on those points currently under 
dispute and report back to the Board individually within five business days.  Secretary of State Ysursa 
seconded the motion. 


 
Upon further discussion, Secretary of State Ysursa stated although he seconded Controller Johnson’s 
motion, he suggested that the motion be amended to include all items will be discussed as part of the 
meetings, including material change. 


 
Controller Johnson stated he would entertain an amendment to his motion.  Secretary of State Ysursa 
concurred. 


 
Attorney General Wasden moved to amend Controller Johnson’s motion to accomplish negotiations 
between the parties with the Department reporting back to the Board within five business days and 
that the significant factor determination would not be included in the motion.  Secretary of State Ysursa 
seconded the amended motion. 


 
Director Wiggins asked for a clarification on the five-day reporting period. 


 
Governor Kempthorne asked Attorney General Wasden if he would consider modifying the timeframe 
in the amended motion to state that this direction be completed before the August 24, 2005 deadline. 


 
Attorney General Wasden agreed to further amend his amended motion with Secretary of State 
Ysursa in agreement with the change.  The amended motion carried on a vote of 5-0. 


 
 
9. Request by Bogus Basin Recreation Association, Inc. to Transfer Development Rights 


Between State of Idaho Corrected Deed and Existing Land Sale Certificate – Presented 
by Denise Mills, Assistant Director, Lands, Minerals, Range 


 
DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: Direct the Department to execute a corrected deed for State of 
Idaho Deed 11122 along with a revised State Land Sale Certificate No. 25724 to reflect the final 
Department-approved acreage change in each document once BBRA submits final payment for LSC 
25724 and LSC 24729. 
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BOARD ACTION: A motion was made by Controller Johnson to approve the Department’s 
recommendation.  Attorney General Wasden seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 
5-0. 
 
 


At 10:35 a.m., a motion was made by Attorney General Wasden to resolve into Executive 
Session.  Controller Johnson seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 5-0. 
 
 
• EXECUTIVE SESSION 
 
A. To Consider Records that are Exempt from Disclosure [Idaho Code § 67-2345(1)(d)] 
 
B. To Consider and Advise Its Legal Representatives in Pending Litigation or Where There 


is a General Public Awareness of Probable Litigation [Idaho Code § 67-2345(1)(f)] 
 
C. To Consider Personnel Matters [Idaho Code § 67-2345(1)(b)] 
 
D. To Consider Acquiring an Interest in Real Property Which is Not Owned by a Public 


Agency [Idaho Code § 67-2345(1)(c)] 
 
 
At 10:54 a.m., a motion was made by Attorney General Wasden to resolve into Regular Session.  
Secretary of State Ysursa seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 5-0. 
 
 
There being no further business to come before the Board, the meeting adjourned at 10:54 a.m. 
 
 


IDAHO STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS 
 
 


    /s/ Dirk Kempthorne      
President, State Board of Land Commissioners and 


Governor of the State of Idaho 
 
 
  /s/ Ben Ysursa       
Ben Ysursa 
Secretary of State 
 
 
  /s/ Winston A Wiggins     
Winston A Wiggins 
Director 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


The above-listed final minutes were approved by the State Board of Land 
Commissioners at the September 13, 2005 regular Land Board meeting. 
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STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS 
C. L. “Butch” Otter, Governor and President of the Board 


Ben Ysursa, Secretary of State 
Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General 


Donna M. Jones, State Controller 
Tom Luna, Superintendent of Public Instruction 


 
George B. Bacon, Secretary to the Board 


 


Final Minutes 
Regular Land Board Meeting 


December 20, 2007 
 


 The regular meeting of the Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners was held on Thursday, 
December 20, 2007 in Boise, Idaho.  The meeting began at 9:14 a.m. in the second floor 
courtroom of the Borah Post Office building.  The Honorable Governor C. L. “Butch” Otter 
presided.  The following members were present: 
 


 Honorable Secretary of State Ben Ysursa 
Honorable Attorney General Lawrence Wasden 
Honorable State Controller Donna Jones 
Honorable Superintendent of Public Instruction Tom Luna 


  


 Secretary to the Board Director George Bacon 
 
 


 CONSENT 
 


 A motion was made by Controller Jones to approve the Consent Agenda in its entirety.  
Attorney General Wasden seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 5-0. 
 


1. Director’s Report – approved 
 


A. Interest Rate on Department Transactions – November 10, 2007 
B. Timber Sale Activity Report 
C. Timber Sale Official Transactions – November 2007 
D. Legal Matter Summary 
E. Bureau of Surface and Mineral Resources, Official Transactions – October 2007 
F. Bureau of Real Estate, Official Transactions, Land Sale – October 2007 
G. Bureau of Real Estate, Official Transactions, Easement – October 2007 
H. Fire Settlement Information 


 
 


2. Timber Sales – Staffed by Roger Jansson, Operations Chief-North, and Kurt Houston, Operations 


Chief-South  – approved 
  


NORTH OPERATIONS    
A. West Bear CR-31-0011 4,285 MBF Shoshone 
B. Cameron OSR CR-41-0038 2,285 MBF Clearwater 
C. King Valley CR-41-0043 1,005 MBF Benewah 
    
SOUTH OPERATIONS    
D. Rainy Cedar II CR-40-0801 5,540 MBF Clearwater 
E. Forgotten Forties CR-40-0811 1,215 MBF Clearwater 
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F. Cemetery Pulp CR-42-5023 10,080 MBF Clearwater 
G. Cow Camp CR-60-0175 3,200 MBF Boise 
H. Ice House CR-80-0101 1,480 MBF Fremont and Clark 
I. Sawtell CR-80-0102 1,280 MBF Fremont 
J. Kelly CR-80-0103 3,170 MBF Madison 


 


DISCUSSION: Director Bacon provided additional information on the following sales: 
 


 Item C, King Valley – This sale was handled under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Department of Lands and the Department of Parks and Recreation.  The Department handles 
these types of transactions regularly to help the Department of Parks and Recreation manage its 
timber. 
 


 Item F, Cemetery Pulp – This sale is on the Maggie Creek Supervisory Area and contains two 
clearcuts.  The clearcuts are necessary due to decadent trees that have both stem and root rot.  
Although this sale is not a part of the overall Maggie Creek Pulp Plan, it reflects a similar problem. 
 


ITEM F DISCUSSION: Governor Otter noted that after the October 18 Land Board meeting, a 
constituent Opinion piece was published in the Lewiston Morning Tribune regarding the Maggie 
Creek Pulp Plan.  He asked Director Bacon for his thoughts on the article.  Director Bacon stated 
the article contained some inaccuracies and that the Department responded with an article that 
was published by the Tribune on December 9. 
 


 Item G, Cow Camp – This sale is on the Southwest Supervisory Area, Boise.  The sale was 
offered once and did not sell.  An investigation indicated that due to declining markets, the 
Department’s minimum prices were too high.  The Department proposed bringing the sale back 
and offering it at a price at which staff believes it will sell.  If the sale does not sell a second time, 
the Department is requesting that it be allowed to reappraise the sale and offer it a third time 
without coming back to the Board. 
 


ITEM G DISCUSSION: Director Bacon stated the Department will never have a deficit sale.  
Governor Otter asked for clarification.  Director Bacon stated a deficit sale costs more to put the 
sale up than is received in income.  Federal agencies occasionally have deficit sales where the 
administrative process costs more than the income from the sale.  Governor Otter asked how the 
Department would handle a similar situation.  Director Bacon stated the Department would delay 
the sale until the market improves.  Governor Otter asked how the Department would handle a 
distressed sale, such as a sale needed for rot or disease.  Director Bacon stated an analysis would 
have to be made.  If the situation created a threat, then the Department would consider the bigger 
picture.  At that point it may be necessary to take immediate action.  However, the Department has 
never been in that position.  Governor Otter commented the Department should not be hesitant to 
take action if it is a bug infestation or similar situation where there is a danger of damage to a 
contiguous resource.  He asked the Department to bring those kinds of situations forward because 
maintenance is a better option. 


 


3. Disclaimer of Interest for the Former Bed of the Payette River, Gem County, Idaho 
(Kincaid) - Staffed by Keith O’Connor, Lands Program Specialist, Bureau of Real Estate  – 
approved 


 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: Direct the Department to issue a disclaimer of interest for one 
parcel totaling 9.81 acres of the former bed of the Payette River and to require Lawrence L. Kincaid to 
pay a fee of $600.00 to the Department of Lands for this transaction. 


 


BOARD ACTION: Approved. 
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4. Disclaimer of Interest for the Former Bed of the South Fork Snake River, Bonneville, 
County, Idaho (Ott) – Staffed by Keith O’Connor, Lands Program Specialist, Bureau of Real Estate  
– approved 


 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: Direct the Department to issue a disclaimer of interest for one 
parcel totaling 41.96 acres of the former bed of the Snake River and to require Mr. Christopher Ott to 
pay a fee of $600.00 to the Department of Lands for this transaction. 


 


DISCUSSION: Governor Otter noted the size of this parcel and that the river appears to be moving 
quite a bit.  Director Bacon stated this part of the Snake River in the Swan Valley area has had a lot of 
movement over the years.  Attorney General Wasden added that in this area the river is not bounded 
by a defined canyon and therefore has much greater latitude in moving.  Director Bacon agreed and 
stated that a lot of the uplands are being developed.  Governor Otter asked if the upland owners are 
allowed to armor or rip rap through the Army Corps of Engineers.  Director Bacon stated he believes 
they can to a certain extent.  However, they can not encroach upon state-owned lands without a 
permit. 


 


BOARD ACTION: Approved. 
 
 


5. Minutes – approved  
 


A. Regular Land Board Meeting – November 15, 2007 
 
 


 REGULAR 
 


6. Endowment Fund Investment Board Manager’s Report – Presented by Larry Johnson, 
Manager of Investments 
 


A. Monthly Report 
B. Investment Report 
 


The Fund fiscal year-to-date return is 4%.  Active managers are outperforming their benchmarks and 
the Fund is performing as well as can be expected given the adverse market conditions. 


 


No action was taken on this agenda item. 
 
 


7. Cancellation Request for Easement No. 2285 – Presented by Bob Brammer, Assistant 
Director, Lands, Minerals, Range 
 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: That the Board direct the Department to cancel Easement No. 
2285 since the property has not been used for the purposes specified in the easement terms for at 
least thirteen years. 


 


DISCUSSION: Attorney General Wasden asked if Mr. Dave Holtom responded to any of the 
Department’s inquiries.  Assistant Director Brammer stated Mr. Holtom did not respond.  Attorney 
General Wasden remarked that he was intrigued by the history of this easement.  The easement was 
supposedly split into two lesser portions and subsequently assigned.  He asked if the Department had 
been informed of that change.  Assistant Director Brammer stated easement assignments are typically 
handled through the Department’s regular transaction report.  This easement was reconsolidated 
under Valleywide Co-Op as a single instrument. 
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For the record, Controller Jones stated she visited the site last summer and agrees with the 
Department that the site has excellent commercial development potential. 


 


Governor Otter asked if the Department of Environmental Quality has determined that there is no need 
for further remediation.  Assistant Director Brammer stated it is his understanding that the site was 
remediated in 1994 to DEQ’s satisfaction. 
 


BOARD ACTION: A motion was made by Secretary of State Ysursa to move the Department’s 
recommendation to cancel the easement.  Attorney General Wasden seconded the motion.  The 
motion carried on a vote of 5-0. 
 
 


8. Results of Actuarial Analysis of Mine Reclamation Fund and Recommended Minimum 
Balance – Presented by Eric Wilson, Minerals/Navigable Waters Program Manager, Bureau of 
Minerals and Surface Resources 
 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: Direct the Department to establish the reasonable minimum 
balance for the mine reclamation fund at $770,250 and conduct an actuarial audit of the fund on a 
periodic basis, at least every five years. 
 


DISCUSSION: Governor Otter asked if a market exists over the initial $100,000.  Mr. Wilson 
responded that what Governor Otter was describing would be a re-insurance type of product, and this 
program does not envision anything like that.  Many operations dealing with hazardous waste, or 
potentials for acid mine drainage or those types of issues, are excluded.  The Department tries to 
screen out high liability operations. 


 


Governor Otter remarked that a larger pool and reduced risk might be achieved if catastrophic 
coverage from re-insurance followed the initial $100,000.  He asked if the Department considered that 
option.  Mr. Wilson stated the Department has not considered that option but could discuss the 
possibility with the Bureau of Risk Management.  Attorney General Wasden stated while it is early to 
draw conclusions, it would be worth considering. 


 


Governor Otter commented it would be informative to consider that aspect.  He feels it would increase 
the pool risk size considerably and therefore lessen exposure.  Mr. Wilson stated when the 
recommended minimum balance set today is exceeded hopefully excess funds can be used to pay for 
administration of the program and other purposes.  One of those administrative costs could be a 
re-insurance policy, if such a policy was not available through Risk Management or if there was some 
added cost to the Department.  That option could dovetail nicely. 


 


Governor Otter asked if the Department could provide a report on that possibility.  Director Bacon 
stated yes.  He also pointed to the written background document included in the Board book.  The 
document identifies that work needs to be done to determine when the right amount of money is 
reached, whatever that might be.  The Department will continue to do actuaries on a regular basis, 
perhaps every five years, to make sure the minimum is the right number.  It is anticipated that the fund 
will grow and at some point the Department will need to decide what to do with the surplus.  The 
Department plans to continue researching this topic and will bring back recommendations to the Board 
about that aspect of it.   
 


BOARD ACTION: A motion was made by Attorney General Wasden to adopt the Department’s 
recommendation.  Controller Jones seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 5-0. 
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9. Results of Grazing Lease Auction G-3043 – Presented by Bob Brammer, Assistant Director, 


Lands, Minerals, Range – WITHDRAWN  
 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: That the Board reject both the post-auction offer by Lazy Y 
Ranch to pay additional compensation of $4,686.00 and it’s high bid of $1,500.00 submitted for lease 
G-3043; that the Board offer a new ten-year grazing lease to Klaveano Ranches, Inc., at their bid of 
$1,200.00; that the Board direct the Department to refund the first year’s rental deposit to Lazy Y 
Ranch. 
 


DISCUSSION: Governor Otter asked if interested parties are notified before an item is pulled from the 
agenda so they do not travel unnecessarily to attend a meeting.  Director Bacon stated the 
Department did make the necessary notifications ahead of time on this agenda item and does 
routinely make those kinds of notifications.  
 


BOARD ACTION: Upon unanimous consent, this agenda item was withdrawn. 
 
 


10. Results of Grazing Lease Auction G-5698 – Presented by Bob Brammer, Assistant Director, 


Lands, Minerals, Range  
 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: That the Board offer a new ten-year lease to Lazy Y Ranch 
and direct the Department to refund their premium bid of $6,500.00. 
 


DISCUSSION: A transcript is available upon written request to Susan Terry, Idaho Department of 
Lands, Post Office Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0050, sterry@idl.idaho.gov. 
 


BOARD ACTION: A motion was made by Controller Jones that the Board offer a new ten-year lease to 
Lazy Y Ranch and direct the Department to refund their premium bid of $6,500.00.  Attorney General 
Wasden seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 3-2, with Governor Otter, Controller 
Jones and Attorney General Wasden voting aye; Secretary of State Ysursa and Superintendent of 
Public Instruction Luna voted nay. 
 
 


11. Cancellation Request for Dredge and Placer Mining Permit DMP-110 – Presented by Eric 


Wilson, Minerals/Navigable Waters Program Manager, Bureau of Minerals and Surface Resources 
 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: That the Board direct the Department to cancel Dredge and 
Placer Mining Permit 110 and direct the Department to attempt to recover the $15,000 surety bond. 


 


DISCUSSION: None. 
 


BOARD ACTION: A motion was made by Attorney General Wasden to move adoption of the 
Department’s recommendation.  Secretary of State Ysursa seconded the motion.  The motion carried 
on a vote of 5-0. 
 
 


12. Asset Management Plan Update – Presented by Kathy Opp, Deputy Director 


 


DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION: That the Board approve the asset management plan sections 
as presented; that the Board provide guidance regarding the need for the Recommendations/next 
steps section listed in the current plan outline. 
 


DISCUSSION: Secretary of State Ysursa asked about the parcel nomination process.  Deputy Director 
Opp stated the parcel nomination process was piloted this summer.  Secretary of State Ysursa asked 
how this process relates to requests from Payette Lake cottage site owners who are interested in an 
exchange.  He asked if those requestors were directed through this process.  Ms. Opp stated several 
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of those requestors were given parcel nomination process packets and were asked to provide 
information. 


 


Secretary of State Ysursa asked about the Board’s long range acquisition strategy and the land bank.  
He is looking for an analysis that covers whether it is better to exchange, sell or retain cottage sites or 
other properties.  He asked about the policy and where the Department is in the process of answering 
those kinds of questions.  He asked, for example, if the request made by Mr. Michael Fery regarding a 
possible Payette Lake cottage site exchange went through this process.  Ms. Opp stated Mr. Fery’s 
request went through the local area office as specified in the parcel nomination process cover sheet.  
The Area office is the starting point.  Mr. Fery’s request encompassed IDL’s Payette Lake Office in 
McCall and Southwest Area Office in Boise.  The Southwest Area Office was involved because the 
property Mr. Fery sought to exchange was in Canyon County.  After a cursory analysis completed by 
the Department, Mr. Fery was given a response as to why the Department was not interested in an 
exchange at that time.  Ms. Opp stated it is important that these transactions are evaluated on an 
individual basis. 


 


Secretary of State Ysursa stated while he is familiar with the response to Mr. Fery, he is interested in 
the Department’s overall policy and how the Board is involved in the decision-making process.  He 
agreed that the written Asset Management Plan is a very positive step.  However, he feels some policy 
decisions should be made by the Board.  The Board needs to make long range rational decisions 
based on good financial analysis.  The 2001 Governor’s Citizens’ Ad Hoc Evaluation Committee on 
Lands/Endowment told the Board to get out of the cottage site business, at least at Payette Lake.  He 
asked if it would make sense to do that and what is the Department’s analysis of that option. 


 


Director Bacon stated the Department agrees that at some point options will have to be modeled.  The 
Department will then bring recommendations to the Board on what the asset mix of the land holdings 
should be, such as how many acres of timber and range and how much commercial and residential 
property should be included.  That process begins with several efforts that are currently underway and 
are not yet completed, such as a mass appraisal of all properties to set the baseline, the 
implementation of the Asset Management Plan and the establishment of individual asset business 
plans.  Director Bacon stated more work needs to be done so that the Department can make 
recommendations as to what the best mix of assets should be. 


 


Governor Otter noted a change under attachment 1F.  The words “land bank” and “land exchange” 
were replaced with “land acquisition” and “disposal strategy.”  He asked for clarification of this wording 
change.  Deputy Director Opp stated the committee felt the revised title was more comprehensive 
because the land bank is just one tool.  Land exchange is also just one tool.  It was felt that the topic 
should be broadened, and the land bank was cited as part of the implementation strategy. 
 
Attorney General Wasden thanked Deputy Director Opp and all of the staff who worked on the Asset 
Management Plan.  He commented it is obvious a great deal of effort has gone into the preparation 
and detail of the Plan and that the Plan will make a significant difference in the future. 
 


BOARD ACTION: A motion was made by Attorney General Wasden to adopt this portion of the Asset 
Management Plan as presented.  Controller Jones seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a 
vote of 5-0. 


 
 


 INFORMATION 
 


No Land Board action is required on the Information Agenda. 
 


13. Disclaimers of Interest on Bear Lake – Presented by Bob Brammer, Assistant Director, Lands, 
Minerals, Range 
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DISCUSSION: Attorney General Wasden asked if Utah is also using the 5923.65 foot elevation.  
Assistant Director Brammer stated Utah does use the same elevation. 


 


Secretary of State Ysursa commented that in the past interest has been expressed in drilling for oil 
under Bear Lake on both sides, Utah and Idaho.  He asked if anything like that is currently occurring.  
Assistant Director Brammer stated that kind of activity has experienced renewed interest, but he is 
unaware of any proposal to drill under the lake again. 


 
 


14. Annual Forest Harvest Methodology – Presented by Bob Helmer, Chief, Bureau of Forest 
Management 
 


DISCUSSION: Governor Otter asked how many mills are currently operating in the second 
Congressional district.  Mr. Helmer stated there are four mills in that district.  Governor Otter asked if 
the Department has completed market work on price suppression.  Mr. Helmer stated the Department 
is looking into that but has not come up with a figure yet.  The Department is looking at all of the 
different constraints, such as visuals, Snake River Basin Adjudication, etc., and is waiting for the plans 
and the modeling to determine the actual numbers. 


 


Governor Otter asked if the Department has factored the possibility of biomass into its planning.  
Mr. Helmer stated the Department has been looking at that option and currently has a staff member, 
Richard Furman, working with the biomass committee to consider various possibilities.  Mr. Helmer 
stated that biomass would help the Department reduce smoke emissions related to slash piles and is 
definitely being considered across the state. 


 
 
 


 At 11:06 a.m. a motion was made by Attorney General Wasden to resolve into Executive 
Session pursuant to Idaho Code §67-2345(1)(c), (d) and (f) for the purpose of discussing the 
acquisition of real property not currently owned by the State, records exempt from disclosure and 
pending litigation.  Controller Jones seconded the motion.  The motion carried by unanimous 
consent. 
 
 


 EXECUTIVE SESSION 
 


A. To Consider Personnel Matters [Idaho Code § 67-2345(1)(b)] 
 
B. To Acquire An Interest in Real Property which is not owned by a Public Agency [Idaho 


Code § 67-2345(1)(c) 
 
C. To Consider Records that are Exempt from Disclosure [Idaho Code § 67-2345(1)(d)] 
 
D. To Consider and Advise Its Legal Representatives in Pending Litigation or Where There 


is a General Public Awareness of Probable Litigation  [Idaho Code § 67-2345(1)(f)] 
 
 
 


 At 1:20 p.m. a motion was made by Controller Jones to resolve into Regular Session.  
Superintendent Luna seconded the motion.  The motion carried by unanimous consent.  The 
Board discussed the acquisition of real property not currently owned by the State, records exempt 
from disclosure and pending litigation.  No actions were taken by the Board during the Executive 
Session. 
 
 



http://www3.state.id.us/cgi-bin/newidst?sctid=670230045.K

http://www3.state.id.us/cgi-bin/newidst?sctid=670230045.K

http://www3.state.id.us/cgi-bin/newidst?sctid=670230045.K

http://www3.state.id.us/cgi-bin/newidst?sctid=670230045.K

http://www3.state.id.us/cgi-bin/newidst?sctid=670230045.K

http://www3.state.id.us/cgi-bin/newidst?sctid=670230045.K
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 Upon return to Regular Session, Governor Otter presented a Certificate of Appreciation to 
retiring employee Ron Litz, Assistant Director, Forestry and Fire, for his many years of service to 
the State of Idaho. 
 
 


 At 1:30 p.m. a motion was made by Controller Jones to adjourn.  Attorney General Wasden 
seconded the motion.  The motion carried on a vote of 5-0. 
 
 
 
 


IDAHO STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS 
 


    /s/ C. L. “Butch” Otter      
President, State Board of Land Commissioners and 


Governor of the State of Idaho 
 
  /s/ Ben Ysursa       
Ben Ysursa 
Secretary of State 
 
  /s/ George B. Bacon     
George B. Bacon 
Director 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


The above-listed final minutes were approved by the State Board of Land 
Commissioners at the January 17, 2008 regular Land Board meeting. 








LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF IDAHO


Fifty fourth Legislature Second Regular Session1S


IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES


HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION NO 6


BY STATE AFFAIRS COMMITTEE


1 A JOINT RESOLUTION


2 PROPOSING AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 4 ARTICLE IX AND SECTION 8 ARTICLE IX OF


3 THE CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO RELATING TO THE PUBLIC SCHOOL PER
4 MANENT ENDOWMENT FUND AND ENDOWMENT LANDS TO CHANGE THE NAME OF THE PUB
5 LIC SCHOOL FUND TO THE PUBLIC SCHOOL PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND TO PROVIDE
6 THAT THE PUBLIC SCHOOL PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND SHALL INCLUDE PROCEEDS
7 FROM THE SALE OF SCHOOL LANDS AND AMOUNTS ALLOCATED FROM THE PUBLIC SCHOOL
8 EARNINGS RESERVE FUND TO PROVIDE THAT PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OF SCHOOL


9 LANDS MAY BE DEPOSITED INTO A LAND BANK FUND TO BE USED TO ACQUIRE OTHER
10 LANDS WITHIN THE STATE TO PROVIDE THAT IF PROCEEDS ARE NOT USED TO


11 ACQUIRE OTHER LANDS WITHIN A TIME PROVIDED BY THE LEGISLATURE THE PROCEEDS
12 SHALL BE DEPOSITED INTO THE PUBLIC SCHOOL PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND ALONG
13 WITH EARNINGS AND TO CHANGE THE WORD DISPOSAL TO THE WORD SALE IN THE CON
14 TEXT OF THE DISPOSITION OF ENDOWMENT LANDS STATING THE QUESTION TO BE


15 SUBMITTED TO THE ELECTORATE DIRECTING THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL TO PREPARE
16 THE STATEMENTS REQUIRED BY LAW AND DIRECTING THE SECRETARY OF STATE TO


17 PUBLISH THE AMENDMENT AND ARGUMENTS AS REQUIRED BY LAW


18 Be It Resolved by the Legislature of the State of Idaho


19 SECTION 1 That Section 4 Article IX of the Constitution of the State
20 of Idaho be amended to read as follows


21 SECTION 4 PUBLIC SCHOOL PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND DEFINED The
22 public school permanent endowment fund of the state shall consist of
23 the proceeds from the sale of such lands as have heretofore been


24 granted or may hereafter be granted to the state by the general
25 government known as school lands and those granted in lieu of such
26 lands acquired by gift or grant from any person or corporation under


27 any law or grant of the general government and of all other grants
28 of land or money made to the state from the general government for
29 general educational purposes or where no other special purpose is
30 indicated in such grant all estates or distributive shares of
31 estates that may escheat to the state all unclaimed shares and divi
3 2 dends of any corporation incorporated under the laws of the state
33 and all other grants gifts devises or bequests made to the state


34 for general educational purposes and amounts allocated from the pub
35 lic school earnings reserve fund Provided however that proceeds
36 from the sale of school lands may be deposited into a land bank fund
37 to be used to acquire other lands within the state for the benefit of
38 endowment beneficiaries If those proceeds are not used to acquire
39 other lands within a time provided by the legislature the proceeds
40 shall be deposited into the public school permanent endowment fund
41 along with anv earnings on the proceeds


42 SECTION 2 That Section 8 Article IX of the Constitution of the State







2


1 of Idaho be amended to read as follows


2 SECTION 8 LOCATION AND DISPOSITION OF PUBLIC LANDS It shall


3 be the duty of the state board of land commissioners to provide for
4 the location protection sale or rental of all the lands heretofore
5 or which may hereafter be granted to or acquired by the state by or
6 from the general government under such regulations as may be pre
7 scribed by law and in such manner as will secure the maximum
8 longterm financial return to the institution to which granted or to
9 the state if not specifically granted provided that no state lands


10 shall be sold for less than the appraised price No law shall ever be
11 passed by the legislature granting any privileges to persons who may
12 have settled upon any such public lands subsequent to the survey
13 thereof by the general government by which the amount to be derived
14 by the sale or other disposition of such lands shall be diminished
15 directly or indirectly The legislature shall at the earliest prac
16 ticable period provide by law that the general grants of land made
17 by congress to the state shall be judiciously located and carefully
18 preserved and held in trust subject to drsposa sale at public auc


19 tion for the use and benefit of the respective object for which said
20 grants of land were made and the legislature shall provide for the
21 sale of said lands from time to time and for the sale of timber on
22 all state lands and for the faithful application of the proceeds
23 thereof in accordance with the terms of said grants provided that
24 not to exceed one hundred sections of state lands shall be sold in
25 any one year and to be sold in subdivisions of not to exceed three
26 hundred and twenty acres of land to any one individual company or


27 corporation The legislature shall have power to authorize the state
28 board of land commissioners to exchange granted or acquired lands of
29 the state on an equal value basis for other lands under agreement
30 with the United States local units of government corporations com
31 panies individuals or combinations thereof


32 SECTION 3 The question to be submitted to the electors of the State of


33 Idaho at the next general election shall be as follows


34 Shall Section 4 Article IX and Section 8 Article IX of the Constitu
35 tion of the State of Idaho be amended as follows
36 1 To change the name of the Public School Fund to the Public School Per
37 manent Endowment Fund
38 2 To provide that the Public School Permanent Endowment Fund shall
39 include proceeds from the sale of school lands and amounts allocated from the
40 Public School Earnings Reserve Fund
41 3 To provide an exception that proceeds from the sale of school lands
42 may be deposited into a Land Bank Fund to be used to acquire other lands
43 within the state for the benefit of endowment beneficiaries but if those pro
44 ceeds are not used to acquire other lands within a time provided by the legis
45 lature the proceeds of the sale shall be deposited into the Public School Per
46 manent Endowment Fund along with earnings on the proceeds and
47 4 To change the word disposal to sale in reference to the disposition of
48 certain lands


49 SECTION 4 The Legislative Council is directed to prepare the statements
50 required by Section 67 453 Idaho Code and file the same







1 SECTION 5 The Secretary of State is hereby directed to publish this pro
2 posed constitutional amendment and arguments as required by law

































LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF IDAHO


Fiftyfourth Legislature Second Regular Session 1998


IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES


HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION NO 8


BY STATE AFFAIRS COMMITTEE


1 A JOINT RESOLUTION


2 PROPOSING AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 3 ARTICLE IX AND SECTION 11 ARTICLE IX OF


3 THE CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO RELATING TO THE PUBLIC SCHOOL PER
4 MANENT ENDOWMENT FUND TO CHANGE THE NAME OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL FUND TO THE
5 PUBLIC SCHOOL PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND TO PROVIDE THAT EARNINGS OF THE
6 PUBLIC SCHOOL PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND SHALL BE DEPOSITED INTO THE PUBLIC


7 SCHOOL EARNINGS RESERVE FUND AND DISTRIBUTED TO SCHOOLS COUNTIES AND
8 SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO PROHIBIT TRANSFERRING ANY PART OF THE PERMANENT


9 ENDOWMENT FUND PRINCIPAL TO PROVIDE THAT FUNDS SHALL NOT BE APPROPRIATED
10 BY THE LEGISLATURE FROM THE PUBLIC SCHOOL EARNINGS RESERVE FUND EXCEPT TO


11 PAY ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS INCURRED MANAGING THE ASSETS OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL


12 ENDOWMENT INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO REAL PROPERTY AND MONETARY
13 ASSETS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE TREASURER IS THE CUSTODIAN OF THE FUNDS
14 TO PROVIDE THAT AS DEFINED AND PRESCRIBED BY LAW THE STATE SHALL SUPPLY


15 LOSSES INCURRED BY THE PUBLIC SCHOOL PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND EXCEPTING
16 MONEYS ALLOCATED FROM THE PUBLIC SCHOOL EARNINGS RESERVE FUND AND TO PRO


17 VIDE FOR INVESTING OF PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUNDS STATING THE QUESTION TO
18 BE SUBMITTED TO THE ELECTORATE DIRECTING THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL TO PRE


19 PARE THE STATEMENTS REQUIRED BY LAW AND DIRECTING THE SECRETARY OF STATE
20 TO PUBLISH THE AMENDMENT AND ARGUMENTS AS REQUIRED BY LAW


21 Be It Resolved by the Legislature of the State of Idaho


22 SECTION 1 That Section 3 Article IX of the Constitution of the State


23 of Idaho be amended to read as follows


24 SECTION 3 PUBLIC SCHOOL PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND TO REMAIN


25 INTACT The public school permanent endowment fund of the state shall
26 forever remain inviolate and intact the interest thereoneniy earn


27 ings of the public school permanent endowment fund shall be expended
28 deposited into the public school earnings reserve fund and distrib


29 uted in the maintenance of the schools of the state and sheiibe
30 distributed among the severe counties and school districts of the


31 state in such manner as may be prescribed by law No part of this the
32 public school permanent endowment fundT principal orinterestT shall
33 ever be transferred to any other fund or used or appropriated except
34 as herein provided Funds shall not be appropriated by the legisla
35 ture from the public school earnings reserve fund except as follows
36 the Legislature may appropriate from the public school earnings
37 reserve fund administrative costs incurred in managing the assets of
38 the public school endowment including but not limited to real prop
39 erty and monetary assets The state treasurer shall be the custodian


40 of this these funds and the same shall be securely and profitably
41 invested as may be by law directed As defined and prescribed by law
42 tThe state shall supply a losses thereefthat may inany manner


43 occur to the public school permanent endowment fund excepting losses
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on moneys allocated from the public school earnings reserve fund


SECTION 2 That Section 11 Article IX of the Constitution of the State
of Idaho be amended to read as follows


SECTION 11 heANfN6 INVESTING PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUNDS The


permanent endowment funds other than funds arising from the disposi
tion of university lands belonging to the state shaff may be ieaned


on invested in United States state county city village or school
district bonds or state warrants or en such other investments asmay
bepermittedbyfawunder suchregafatrens as thefegrsfaturemay
provide in which a trustee is authorized to invest pursuant to state
law


SECTION 3 The question to be submitted to the electors of the State of


Idaho at the next general election shall be as follows
Shall Section 3 Article IX and Section 11 Article IX of the Constitu


tion of the State of Idaho be amended as follows


1 To change the name of the Public School Fund to the Public School Per
manent Endowment Fund


2 To provide that the earnings of that fund shall be deposited into the
Public School Earnings Reserve Fund and distributed in the maintenance of the


schools and among the counties and school districts of the state
3 To provide that no part of the Public School Permanent Endowment Fund


principal shall be transferred used or appropriated to any other fund
4 To prohibit legislative appropriations from the funds except that the


legislature may appropriate moneys from the Public School Earnings Reserve
Fund to pay for administrative costs incurred managing the assets of the pub
lic school endowment including but not limited to real property and monetary
assets


5 To provide that the state treasurer is the custodian of these funds
6 To provide that the state shall supply losses incurred by the Public


School Permanent Endowment Fund excepting losses on moneys allocated from the
Public School Earnings Reserve Fund and


7 To provide that permanent endowment funds may be invested rather than
loaned in investments in which a trustee is authorized to invest pursuant to


state law


SECTION 4 The Legislative Council is directed to prepare the statements
required by Section 67 453 Idaho Code and file the same


SECTION 5 The Secretary of State is hereby directed to publish this pro
posed constitutional amendment and arguments as required by law
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term limits law does not apply to members of Congress, shall term lim
its for state elected officials, state legislators, county elected 
officials, city elected officials and school district trustees remain 
in place?" 


The advisory question provided for in this act is hereby declared 
to be a "measure" for purposes of Chapter 66, Title 67, Idaho Code, 
and the provisions of Chapter 66, Title 67, Idaho Code, shall apply 
theretoo 


Law Without Signature. 


CHAPTER 256 
(H.B. No. 643,. As Amended) 


AN ACT 
RELATING TO STATE ENDOWMENT LANDS; REPEALING SECTION 20-102, IDAHO 


CODE; AMENDING CHAPTER 1, TITLE 20, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF 
A NEW SECTION 20-102, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH THE f,ENIrENTIARY 
PERHANENT ENDOWMENT FUND; AMENDING CHAPTER 1, TITLE 20, IDAHO 
CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 20-102A, IDAHO CODE, TO 
ESTABLISH THE,PENITENTIARY EARNINGS RESERVE FUND; REPEALING SEC
TION 20-103, IDAHO CODE; AMENDING CHAPTER 1, TITLE 20, IDAHO CODE, 
BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 20-103, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH 
THE PENITENTIARY INCOME FUND; REPEALING SECTION 33-902, IDAHO 
CODE; AMENDING CHAPTER 9, TITLE 33, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF 
A NEW SECTION 33-902, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH THE I'UBLIG.SCHOOL 
PERHANENT ENDOWMENT FUND; AMENDING CHAPTER 9, TITLE 33, IDAHO 
CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 33-902A, IDAHO CODE, TO 
ESTABLISH THE PUBLIC SCHOOL EARNINGS RESERVE FUND; AMENDING SEC
TION 33-903, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH THE PUBLIC SCHOOL INCOME 
FUND; REPEALING SECTION 33-2909, IDAHO CODE; AMENDING CHAPTER 29, 
TITLE 33, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 33-2909, 
IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH THE UNIVERSITY PERHANENT ENDOWMENT FUND; 
AMENDING CHAPTER 29, TITLE 33, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A 
NEW SECTION 33-2909A, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH TilE UNIVERSITY 
EARNINGS RESERVE FUND; REPEALING SECTION 33-2910, IDAHO CODE; 
AMENDING CHAPTER 29, TITLE 33, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A 
NEW SECTION 33-2910, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH THE UNIVERSITY 
INCOME FUND; REPEALING SECTION 33-2911, IDAHO CODE; AMENDING CHAP
TER 29, TITLE 33, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 
33-2911, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH THILs,91ENTIFIC SCHOOLPERHANENT \,' 
~NDOWMENT FUND; AMENDING CHAPTER 29, TITLE 33, IDAHO CODE, BY THE 
ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 33-2911A, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH THE 
SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL EARNINGS RESERVE FUND; REPEALING SECTION 
33-2912, IDARO CODE; AMENDING CHAPTER 29, TITLE 33, IDARO CODE, BY 
THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION'33-2912, IDARO CODE, TO ESTABLISH 
THE SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL INCOME FUND; REPEALING SECTION 33-2913, 
IDARO CODE; AMENDING CHAPTER 29, TITLE 33, IDARO CODE, BY THE 
ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 33-2913, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH THE 
AGRICULTUHAL COLLEGE PERHANENT ENDOWMENT FUND; AMENDING CHAPTER 
29, TITLE 33, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 
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33-2913A, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH THE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE EARN
INGS RESERVE FUND; REPEALING SECTION 33-2914, IDAHO CODE; AHENDING 
CHAPTER 29, TITLE 33, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 
33-2914, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH THE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE INCOME 
FUND; REPEALING SECTION 33-3301, IDAHO CODE; AMENDING CHAPTER 33, 
TITLE 33, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 33-3301, 
IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH THE NORMAL SCHOOL PEBMANENT ENDOWMENT 


<, FUND; AMENDING CHAPTER 33, TITLE33, IDAHOC()DE, BY"" THE ADDITION 
OF A NEW SECTION 33-3301A, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH THE NORMAL 
SCHOOL EARNINGS RESERVE FUND; AMENDING CHAPTER 33, TITLE 33, IDAHO 
CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 33-3301B, IDAHO CODE, TO 
ESTABLISH THE NORMAL SCHOOL INCOME FUND; AMENDING SECTION 33-3302, 
IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE A REFERENCE TO THE NORMAL SCHOOL EARNINGS 
RESERVE FUND AND TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CORRECTION; AMENDING SECTION 
33-3303, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE A REFERENCE TO THE NORMAL SCHOOL 
EAHNINGS RESERVE FUND AND TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CORRECTION; AMENDING 
SECTION 33-3304, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE A REFERENCE TO THE NORMAL 
SCHOOL EARNINGS RESERVE FUND AND TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CORRECTION; 
AMENDING THE CHAPTER HEADING OF CHAPTER 7, TITLE 57, IDAHO CODE; 
AMENDING SECTION 57-715, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE ENDOWMENT 
FUND INVESTMENT BOARD SHALL CONTROL, MANAGE AND INVEST PEBMANENT 
ENDOWMENT FUNDS ACCORDING TO POLICIES ESTABLISHED BY THE STATE 
BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS; AMENDING SECTION 57-716, IDAHO CODE, 
TO PROVIDE FOR DEPOSIT OF PROCEEDS OF THE SALES OF PUBLIC LANDS 
INTO PEBMANENT ENDOWMENT FUNDS; AMENDING SECTION 57-718, IDAHO 
CODE, TO PROVIDE TRAT THE ENDOWMENT FUND INVESTMENT BOARD IS 
WITHIN THE STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS, TO PROVIDE REFER
ENCES TO THE INVESTMENT BOARD, TO DELETE THE SUPERINTENDENT OF 
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION AND THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE 
FROM THE ENDOWMENT FUND INVESTMENT BOARD; AMENDING SECTION 57-720, 
IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE ENDOWMENT FUND INVESTMENT BOARD 
AND ITS MANAGERS ARE AUTHORIZED TO AND MAY INVEST THE PEBMANENT 
ENDOWMENT FUNDS AND THE EARNINGS RESERVE FUNDS OF THE STATE AND TO 
PROVIDE REFERENCES TO THE INVESTMENT BOARD; AMENDING SECTION 
57-721, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE FOR MANAGEMENT OF EARNINGS RESERVE 
FUNDS AND TO PROVIDE REFERENCES TO THE INVESTMENT BOARD; REPEALING 
SECTION 57-722, IDAHO CODE; AMENDING SECTION 57-723, IDAHO CODE, 
TO PROVIDE FOR APPLICATION OF THE UNIFORM PRUDENT INVESTOR ACT AND 
THE IDAHO CONSTITUTION SHALL APPLY TO THE INVESTMENT ACTIONS OF 
THE ENDOWMENT FUND INVESTMENT BOARD AND THE INVESTMENT MANAGERS 
REGARDING PEBMANENT ENDOWMENT FUNDS AND EARNINGS RESERVE FUNDS AND 
TO PROVIDE REFERENCES TO THE INVESTMENT BOARD; AMENDING CHAPTER 7, 
TITLE 57, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 57-723A, 
IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE FOR DEPOSIT AND DISTRIBUTION OF EARNINGS 
RESERVE FUNDS AND INCOME FUNDS BY THE STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMIS
SIONERS AND TO PROVIDE FOR PAYMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS FROM 
EARNINGS RESERVE FUNDS BY THE LEGISLATURE; REPEALING SECTION 
57-724, IDAHO CODE; AMENDING CHAPTER 7, TITLE 57, IDAHO CODE, BY 
THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 57-724, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE A 
FORMULA FOR DETERMINING GAINS AND LOSSES; AMENDING CMAPTER 7, 
TITLE 57, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDIT:ON OF A NEW SECTION 57-724A, 
IDAHO CODE, TO DEFINE EARNINGS; AMENDING SECTION 57-725, IDAHO 
CODE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE ENDOWMENT FUND INVESTMENT BOARD SHALL 
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MAKE A SUMMARY REPORT TO THE STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS AS 
DIRECTED BY THE STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS; AMENDING SEC
TION 58-104, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE STATE 
LAND BOARD; AMENDING SECTION 58-133, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE FOR 
ESTABLISHMENT OF A LAND BANK FUND, TO PROVIDE FOR DEPOSIT WITH THE 
STATE TREASURER, TO PROVIDE FOR CONTROL OF THE MONEY IN THE FUND 
BY THE STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS AND TO PROVIDE FOR TREAT
MENT OF MONEYS IN THE FUND; REPEALING SECTION 58-140, IDAHO CODE; 
AMENDING SECTION 58-316, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE THAT PURCHASE 
MONEYS SHALL BE CREDITED TO THE LAND BANK FUND AND TO PROVIDE FOR 
CONDUCT OF THE ENDOWMENT FUND INVESTMENT BOARD REGARDING MONEYS IN 
THE FUND; REPEALING SECTION 66-1101, IDAHO CODE; AMENDING CHAPTER 
11, TITLE 66, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 
66-1101, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH THE MENTAL HOSPITAL. PERlM-N.1;'l'!,T 
ENDOWMENT FUND; AMENDING CHAPTER 11, TITLE 66, IDAHO CODE, BY THE 
ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 66-1101A, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH THE 
MENTAL HOSPITAL EARNINGS RESERVE FUND; REPEALING SECTION 66-1102, 
IDAHO CODE; AMENDING CHAPTER 11, TITLE 66, IDAHO CODE, BY THE 
ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 66-1102, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH THE 
MENTAL HOSPITAL INCOME FUND; REPEALING SECTION 66-1103, IDAHO 
CODE; AMENDING CHAPTER 11, TITLE 66, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION 


" 


OF A NEW SECTION 66-1103, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH THE CHARITA.IiLE 8 
IN.STITUTIONS. PERMANENT ENDOWMENT.JWN.D; REPEALING SECl'I6i( 66~li04', 
IDAHO CODE; AMENDING CHAPTER 11, TITLE 66, IDAHO CODE, BY THE 
ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 66-1104, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH THE 
CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS EARNINGS RESERVE FUND; REPEALING SECTION 
66-1105, IDAHO CODE; AMENDING CHAPTER 11, TITLE 66, IDAHO CODE, BY 
THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 66-1105, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH 
THE CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS INCOME FUND; AMENDING CHAPTER 57, 
TITLE 67, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 67-5779, 
IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLI SH :t:.IlE_PU8LrC .IlUJ;LDINWLg.1l.J:\l:l.i\!'l!:!I.T.E:!'DQ'1!1~NT '? 
FUND; AMENDING CHAPTER 57, TITLE 67, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION 
OF A NEW SECTION 67-5780, IDAHO CODE, TO ESTABLISH THE PUBLIC 
BUILDINGS EARNINGS RESERVE FUND; AMENDING CHAPTER 57, TITLE 67, 
IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 67-5781, IDAHO CODE, 
TO ESTABLISH THE PUBLIC BUILDINGS INCOME FUND; AND PROVIDING 
EFFECTIVE DATES AND DIRECTION TO THE STATE CONTROLLER. 


Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Idaho: 


SECTION 1. That Section 20-102, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby repealed. 


. SECTION 2. That Chapter 1, Title 20, Idaho Code, be, and the same 
lS hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW SECTION, to be 
known and designated as Section 20-102, Idaho Code, and to read as 
follows: 


20-102. PENITENTIARY PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND. (1) There is 
:stablis~ed in the state treasury the penitentiary permanent endowment 
t~nd. ThlS fund is perpetually appropriated for the beneficiaries of 
f e endowment. The fund shall be managed and invested by the endowment 
und investment board according to law and the policies established by 
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the state board of land commissioners. The fund principal shall for
ever remain intact. The fund shall be a permanent fund and shall Con
sist of the following: 


(a) Proceeds of the sale of lands granted to the state of Idaho 
by the United States government in the Idaho Admission Bill, 26 
Stat. L. 215, ch. 656, known as penitentiary endowment lands, and 
lands granted in lieu thereof; 
(b) Proceeds of royalties arising ·from the extraction of minerals 
on penitentiary endowment lands owned by the state; and 
(c) Moneys allocated from the penitentiary earnings reserve fund. 
(2) Proceeds from the sale of penitentiary endowment lands may 


first be deposited into the land bank fund established in section 
58-133, Idaho Code, to be used to acquire other lands within the state 
for the benefit of the beneficiaries of the penitentiary endowment. 
If the land sale proceeds are not used to acquire other lands in 
accordance with section 58-133, Idaho Code, the land sale proceeds 
shall be deposited into the penitentiary permanent endowment fund 
along with any earnings on the proceeds. 


(3) Earnings from the investment of the penitentiary permanent 
endowment fund shall be distributed according to the provisions of 
section 57-723A, Idaho Code. 


SECTION 3. That Chapter 1, Title 20, Idaho Code, be, .and the same 
is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW SECTION, to be 
known and designated as Section 20-102A, Idaho Code, and to read as 
follows: 


20-l02A. PENITENTIARY EARNINGS RESERVE FUND. (1) There is estab
lished in the state treasury the penitentiary earnings reserve fund. 
The fund shall be managed and invested by the endowment fund invest
ment board according to law and the policies established by the state 
board of land commissioners. The fund shall consist of the following: 


(a) All earnings of the penitentiary permanent endowment fund; 
(b) Proceeds of the sale of timber growing upon penitentiary 
endowment lands; 
(c) Proceeds of leases of penitentiary endowment lands; 
(d) Proceeds of interest charged upon deferred payments on peni
tentiary endowment lands or timber on those lands; and 
(e) All other proceeds received from the use of penitentiary 
endowment lands and not otherwise designated for deposit in the 
penitentiary permanent endowment fund. 
(2) Moneys shall be distributed out of the penitentiary earnings 


reserve fund only to support the beneficiaries of the penitentiary 
endowment, including distributions by the state board of land commis
sioners to the penitentiary permanent endowment fund and the peniten
tiary income fund; provided, that funds shall not be appropriated by 
the legislature from the penitentiary earnings reserve fund except to 
pay for administrative costs incurred managing the assets of the peni
tentiary endowment including, but not limited to, real property and 
monetary assets. 


SECTION 4. That Section 20-103, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby repealed. 
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SECTION 5. That Chapter 1, Title 20, Idaho Code, be, and the same 
is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW SECTION, to be 
known and designated as Section 20-103, Idaho Code, and to read as 
follows: 


20-103. PENITENTIARY INCOME FUND. There is established in the 
state treasury the penitentiary income fund. The fund shall consist of 
all moneys distributed from the penitentiary earnings reserve fund and 
from other sources as the legislature deems appropriate. Moneys in the 
penitentiary income fund shall be used to benefit the beneficiaries of 
the penitentiary endowment and distributed to 'current beneficiaries of 
the penitentiary endowment pursuant to legislative appropriation. 


SECTION 6. That Section 33-902, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby repealed. 


SECTION 7. That Chapter 9, Title 33, Idaho Code, be, and the same 
is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW SECTION, to be 
known and designated as Section 33-902, Idaho Code, and to read as 
follows: 


33-902. PUBLIC SCHOOL PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND. (1) There is 
established in the state treasury the public school permanent endow
ment fund. This fund is perpetually appropriated for the beneficia
ries of the endowment. The fund shall be managed and invested by the 
endowment fund investment board according to law and the policies 
established by the state board of land commissioners. The fund princi
pal shall forever remain intact. The fund shall be a permanent fund 
and shall consist of the following: 


(a) Proceeds from the sale of lands granted to the state by the 
federal government t known as public school endowment lands, and 
lands granted in lieu of public school endowment school lands; 
(b) Lands, money or other property acquired by gift or grant from 
any person or corporation or under any law or grant of the federal 
government for general educational purposes; 
(c) All other grants of lands or money made to the state from the 
federal government for general educational purposes where no other 
purpose is indicated in the grant; 
(d) All estates Or distributive shares of estates that may 
escheat to the state· 
(e) All unclaimed";hares and dividends of any corporation incor
porated under the laws of the state; 
(f) Proceeds of royalties arising from the extraction of minerals 
on public school land owned by the state; 
(g) Other proceeds and avails as are required by law of the fed
eral government or of the state of Idaho to be made a part of the 
fund; and 
(h) Moneys allocated from the public school earnings reserve 
fund. 


. (2) Public school endowment land sale proceeds may be deposited 
~:to the land bank fund established in section 58-133, Idaho Code, to 


dused to acquire other lands within the state for the benefit of the 
en owment beneficiaries. If proceeds from the sale of public school 
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endowment lands are not used to acquire other lands in accordance with 
section 58-133, Idaho Code, the proceeds from the sale shall be depos
ited into the public school permanent endowment fund along with any 
earnings on the proceeds. 


(3) Earnings from the investment of the"public school permanent 
endowment fund shall he distributed according to the provisions of 
section 57-723A, Idaho Code. 


SECTION 8. That Chapter 9, Title 33, Idaho Code, be, and the same 
is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW SECTION, to be 
known and designated as Section 33-902A, Idaho Code, and to read as 
follows: 


33-902A. PUBLIC SCHOOL EARNINGS RESERVE FUND. (1) There is estab
lished in the state treasury the public school earnings reserve fund. 
The fund shall be managed and invested by the endowment fund invest
ment board according to law and the policies established by the state 
board of land commissioners. The public school earnings reserve fund 
shall consist of the following: 


(a) All earnings of the public school permanent endowment fund; 
(b) Proceeds of the sale of timber on public school endowment 
lands; 
(c) Proceeds of leases of public school endowment lands; 
(d) Proceeds of interest charged upon deferred payments on public 
school endowment lands or timber on those lands; 
(e) Earnings on contracts for the sale of timber and the sale of 
lands related to the public school endowment; and 
(f) All other proceeds received from the use of public school 
endowment lands and not otherwise designated for deposit in the 
public school permanent endowment fund. 
(2) Moneys shall be distributed out of the public school earnings 


~eserve fund only to support the beneficiaries of the public school 
!ndowment, including distributions by the state board of land commis
~ioners to the public school permanent endowment fund and the public 
chool income fund; provided, that funds shall not be appropriated by 
he legislature from the public school earnings reserve fund except to 
ay for administrative costs incurred managing the assets of the pub
ic school endowment including, but not limited to, real property and 
onetary assets. 


SECTION 9. That Section 33-903, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
~reby amended to read as follows: 


33-903. PUBLIC SCHOOL INCOME FUND. (1) The public school income 
lnd is that fund in the treasury of the state of Idaho to which are 
'edited ar±-~neome-£rom-the-pnb±±e-~ehoor-£nndt the following: 


(a) Moneys distributed from the public school earnings reserve 
fund and other sources the legislature deems appropriate; 
(b) the--pfroceeds of all state taxes levied for public school 
purposes; 
(c) Ggrants of moneys from the federal government for 
school purposes when other disposition is not specified by 
(d) Nninety percent (90%) of any moneys received by any 


public 
law; 
depart-
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ment of state government from the federal government from sales, 
royalties, bonuses or rentals of oil, gas or mineral lands; 
(e) Lregislative appropriations in support of the public schools, 
and other moneys required by the law of the federal government or 
of the state of Idaho to be made a part of ~aid-fand and credited 
therete~-fnterest-earned to the fund. 
(2) Earnings on the investment of idle moneys in the public 


school income fund shall be paid to the public school income fund. 
(3) Moneys in the public school income fund shall be used for 


the benefit of beneficiaries of the public school endowment and dis
tributed to current beneficiaries of the public school endowment pur
suant to legislative appropriation. 


SECTION 10. That Section 33-2909, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby repealed. 


SECTION 11. That Chapter 29, Title 33, Idaho Code, be, and the 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW SECTION, to be 
known and designated as Section 33-2909, Idaho Code; and to read as 
follows: 


33-2909. UNIVERSITY PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND. (1) There is estab
lished in the state treasury the university permanent endowment fund. 
This fund is perpetually appropriated for the benefi.ciaries of the 
endowment. The fund shall be managed and invested by the endowment 
fund investment board according to law and the policies established by 
the state board of land commissioners. The fund principal shall for
ever remain intact. The fund shall be a permanent fund and shall con
sist of the following: 


(a) Proceeds from the sale of any lands granted to the state of 
Idaho by the United States government for university purposes 
under the provisions of the act of congress of February 18, 1881, 
entitled "An act to grant lands to Dakota, Montana, Arizona, Idaho 
and Wyoming for university purposes,u as amended by the Idaho 
Admission Bill 26 Stat. L. 215, ch. 656, and lands granted in lieu 
of university lands; 
(b) Proceeds of royalties arising from the extraction of minerals 
on university endowment lands owned by the state; 
(c) Moneys allocated from the university earnings reserve fund. 


. (2) Proceeds from ~he sale of university endowment lands may be 
hrst deposited into the land bank fund established in:; section 58-133, 
Idaho Code, for the benefit of endowment beneficiaries. If the pro
ceeds from the sale of land are not used to acquire other lands in 
aCcordance with section 58-133, Idaho Code, the land sale proceeds 
s~al1 be deposited into the university permanent endowment fund along 
with any earnings on the proceeds. 


(3) Earnings from the investment of the university permanent 
endowment fund shall be distributed according to the provisions of 
section 57-723A, Idaho Code. 


SECTION 12. That Chapter 29, Title 33, Idaho Code, be, and the 
~ame is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW SECTION, to be 


nown and designated as Section 33-2909A, Idaho Code, and to read as 


L-.... __________ ~ 
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follows: 


33-2909A. UNIVERSITY EAHNINGS RESERVE FUND. (1) There is estab
lished in the state treasury the university earnings reser.ve fund. 
The fund shall be managed and invested by the endowment fund invest
ment board according to law and the policies established by the state 
board of land commissioners. The fund shall consist of the following: 


(a) All earnings from the university permanent endowment fund; 
(b) Proceeds of the sale of timber growing upon university endow
ment lands; 
(c) Proceeds of leases of university endowment lands; 
(d) Proceeds of interest charged upon deferred payments on uni
versity endowment lands or on timber on those lands; and 
(e) All other proceeds received from the use of university endow
ment lands and not otherwise designated for deposit in the univer
sity permanent endowment fund. 
(2) Moneys shall be distributed out of the university earnings 


reserve fund only to support the beneficiaries of the university 
endowment, including distributions by the state board of land commis
sioners to the university permanent endowment fund and the university 
income fund; provided, that funds shall not be appropriated by the 
legislature from the university earnings reserve fund except to pay 
for administrative costs incurred managing the assets of the univer
sity endowment including, but not limited to, real property and mone
tary assets. 


SECTION 13. That Section 33-2910, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby repealed. 


SECTION 14. That Chapter 29, Title 33, Idaho Code, 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW 
known and designated as Section 33-2910, Idaho Code, 
follows: 


,be, and the.
SECTION, to be 
and to read as 


33-2910. UNIVERSITY INCOME FUND. There is established in the 
state treasury the university income fund. The fund shall consist of 
all moneys distributed from the university earnings reserve fund and 
from other sources as the legislature deems appropriate. Moneys in the 
university income fund shall be used for the benefit of beneficiaries 
of the university endowment and distributed to current beneficiaries 
of the endowment pursuant to legislative appropriation. 


SECTION 15. That Section 33-2911, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby repealed. 


SECTION 16. That Chapter 29, Title 33, Idaho Code, be, and the 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW SECTION, to be 
known and designated as Section 33-2911, Idaho Code, and to read as 
follows: 


33-2911. SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND. (1) There is 
established in the state treasury the scientific school permanent 
endowment fund. This fund is perpetually appropriated for the benefi-
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ciaries of the endowment. The fund shall be managed and invested by 
the endowment fund investment board according to law and the policies 
established by the state board of land commissioners. The fund prin
cipal shall forever remain intact. The fund shall be a permanent fund 
and shall consist of the following: 


(a) Proceeds of the sale of lands granted to the state of Idaho 
by the United States government under the provisions of the Idaho 
Admission Bill, 26 Stat. L. 215, ch. 656, known as scientific 
school endowment lands, and those granted in lieu of such lands; 
(b) Proceeds of royalties arising from the extraction of minerals 
on scientific school endowment lands owned by the state; 
(c) Moneys allocated from the scientific school earnings reserve 
fund. 
(2) Proceeds from the sale of scientific school endowment lands 


may be first deposited into the land bank fund established in section 
58-133, Idaho Code, to be used to acquire other lands within the state 
for the benefit of beneficiaries of the scientific school endowment. 
If the land sale proceeds are not used to acquire other lands in 
accordance with section 58-133, Idaho Code, the proceeds shall be 
deposited into the scientific school permanent endowment fund along 
with any earnings on the proceeds. 


(3) Earnings from the investment of the scientific school perma
nent endowment fund shall be distributed according to the provisions 
of section 57-723A, Idaho Code. 


SECTION 17. That Chapter 29, Title 33, Idaho 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of 
known and designated as Section 33-2911A, Idaho 
follows: 


Code, 
a NEW 
Code, 


be, and the 
SECTION, to be 
and to read as 


33-2911A. SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL EARNINGS RESERVE FUND. (1) There is 
established in the state treasury the scientific school earnings 
reser;e fund. The fund shall be managed and invested by the endowment 
fund Investment board according to law and the policies established by 
the state board of land commissioners. The fund shall consist of the 
following: 


(a) All earnings of the scientific school permanent endowment 
fund; 
(b) Proceeds of the sale of timber on scientific school endowment 
lands; 
(c) Proceeds of leases of scientific school lands; 
~~). Proceeds of interest charged upon deferred payments on scien-
lflC school endowment lands or on timber on those lands; and 


(e) All other proceeds received from the use of scientific school 
en~owment lands and not otherwise designated for deposit in the 
SCI tOf' ( en I IC school permanent endowment fund. 


ea .2) Moneys shall be distributed out of the scientific school 
ti~lngS reserve fund only to support the beneficiaries of the scien
lan~c scho?l ~ndowment, including distributions by the state board of 
and th~omm:ssl~n~rs to the scientific school permanent endowment fund 
be sc:entlflC school income fund; provided, that funds shall not 
res:pproprlated by the legislature from the scientific school earnings 


rVe fund except to pay for administrative costs incurred managing 
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the assets of the scientific school endowment including, but not lim
ited to, real property and monetary assets. 


SECTION 18. That Section 33-2912, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby repealed. 


SECTION 19. That Chapter 29, Title 33, Idaho Code, be, and the 
same is hereby amended by the addition-thereto of a NEW SECTION, to be 
known and designated as Section 33-2912, Idaho Code, and to read as 
follows: 


33-2912. SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL INCOME FUND. There is established in 
the state treasury the scientific school income fund. The fund shall 
consist of all moneys distributed from the scientific school earnings 
reserve fund and from other sources as the legislature deems appropri
ate. Moneys in the scientific school income fund shall be used for 
the benefit of the beneficiaries of the endowment and distributed to 
current beneficiaries of the scientific school endowment pursuant to 
legislative appropriation. 


SECTION 20. That Section 33-2913, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby repealed. 


SECTION 21. That Chapter 29, Title 33, Idaho Code, be, and the 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW SECTION, to be 
kpown and designated as Section 33-2913, Idaho Code, and to read as 
follows: 


33-2913. AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND. (1) There 
is established in the state treasury the agricultural college perma
nent endowment fund. This fund is perpetually appropriated for the 
beneficiaries of the endowment. The fund shall be managed and 
invested by the endowment fund investment board according to law and 
the policies established by the state board of land commissioners. The 
fund principal shall forever remain intact. The fund shall be a perma
nent fund and shall consist of the following: 


(a) Proceeds of the sale of agricultural college endowment lands 
granted to the state of Idaho by the United States government 
under the provisions of the Idaho Admission Bill', 26 Stat. L .. 215, 
ch. 656; 
(b) Proceeds of royalties arising from the extraction of minerals 
on agricultural college endowment lands owned by the state; 
(c) Moneys allocated from the agricultural college earnings 
reserve fund .. 
(2) Proceeds from the sale of agricultural college endowment 


lands may be first deposited into the land bank fund established in 
section 58-133, Idaho Code, to be used to acquire other lands within 
the state for the benefit of beneficiaries of the agricultural college 
endowment. If the land sale proceeds are not used to acquire other 
lands in accordance with sectlon 58-133, Idaho Code, the proceeds 
shall be deposited into the agricultural college permanent endowment 
fund along with any earnings on the proceeds. 


(3) Earnings from the agricultural college permanent endowment 
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fund shall be distributed according to the provisions of section 
57-723A, Idaho Code. 


SECTION 22. That Chapter 29, Title 33, Idaho Code, be, and the 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW SECTION, to be 
known and designated ,as Section 33-2913A, Idaho Code, and to read as 
follows: 


33-29l3A. AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE EARNINGS RESERVE FUND. (1) There 
is established in the state treasury the agricultural college earnings 
reserve fund. The fund shall be managed and invested by the endowment 
fund investment board according to law and the policies established by 
the state board of land commissioners. The fund shall consist of the 
following: 


(a) All earnings of the agricultural college permanent endowment 
fund; 
(b) Proceeds of the sale of timber growing on agricultural col
lege endowment lands; 
(c) Proceeds of leases of agricultural college endowment lands; 
(d) Proceeds of interest charged upon deferred payments on agri
cultural college endowment lands or on timber on those lands; and 
(e) All other proceeds received from the use of agricultural col
lege endowment lands and not otherwise designated for deposit in 
the agricultural college permanent endowment fund. 
(2) Moneys shall be distributed out of the agricultural college 


earnings reserve fund only to support the beneficiaries of the agri
cultural college endowment, including distributions by the state board 
of land commissioners to the agricultural college permanent endowment 
fund and the agricultural college income fund; provided, that funds 
shall not be appropriated by, the legislature from the agricultural 
college earnings reserve fund except to pay for administrative costs 
incurred managing the assets of the agricultural college endowment 
including, but not limited to, real property and monetary assets. 


SECTION 23. That Section 33-2914, Idaho Code t bet and the same is 
hereby repealed. 


SECTION 24. That Chapter 29, Title 33, Idaho Code, be, and the 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW SECTION" to be 
known and designated as Section 33-2914 t Idaho Code, and to read as 
follows: 


AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE INCOME FUND. There is established 
treasury the agricultural college income fund. The fund 


33-2914. 
in the state 
shall consist of all moneys distributed from the agricultural college 
earnings reserve fund and from other sources as the legislature deems 
appropriate. Moneys in the agricultural college income fund shall be 
used for the benefit of the beneficiaries of the endowment and dis
tributed to CUrrent beneficiaries of the agricultural college endow
ment pursuant to legislative appropriation. 


SECTION 25. That Section 33-3301, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby repealed. 
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SECTION 26. That Chapter 33, Title 33, Idaho Code, 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW 
known and designated as Section 33-3301, Idaho Code, 
follows: 


be, and the 
SECTION, to be 
and to read as 


33-3301. NORMAL SCHOOL PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND. (1) There is 
established in the state treasury the normal school permanent endow
ment fund. This fund is perpetually appropriated for the beneficiaries 
of the endowment. The fund shall be managed and invested by the endow
ment fund investment board according to law and the policies estab
lished by the state board of land commissioners. The fund principal 
shall forever remain intact. The fund shall be a permanent fund and 
shall consist of the following: 


(a) Proceeds of the sale of any of the lands granted to the state 
of Idaho by the United States government under the provisions of 
the Idaho Admission Bill, 26 Stat. L. 215, ch. 656, known as nor
mal school endowment lands, and those granted in lieu of such; 
(b) Proceeds of royalties arising from the extraction of minerals 
on normal endowment school lands owned by the state; and 
(c) Moneys allocated from the normal school earnings reserve 
fund. 
(2) Provided however, that proceeds from the sale of normal 


school endowment lands may be first deposited into the land bank fund 
established in section 58-133, Idaho Code, to be used to acquire other 
lands within the state for the benefit of endowment beneficiaries. If 
the land sale proceeds are not used to acquire other lands in accor
dance with section 58-133, Idaho Code, the proceeds shall be deposited 
into the normal school permanent endowment fund along with any earn
ings on the proceeds. 


(3) Earnings from 
endowment fund shall 
section 57-723A, Idaho 


the investment of the normal school permanent 
be distributed according to the provisions of 


Code. 


SECTION 27. That Chapter 33, Title 33, Idaho Code, 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW 
known and designated as Section 33-3301A, Idaho Code, 
follows: 


be, and the 
SECTION, to be 
and to read as 


33-3301A. NORMAL SCHOOL EARNINGS RESERVE FUND. (1) There is 
established in the state treasury the normal school earnings reserve 
fund. The fund shall be managed and invested by the endowment fund 
investment board according to law and the policies established by the 
state board of land commissioners. The fund shall consist of the fol
lowing: 


(a) 
(b) 


All earnings of the normal school permanent endowment fund; 
Proceeds of the sale of timber growing on normal school 


endowment lands; 
(c) Proceeds of leases of normal school endowment lands; 
(d) Proceeds of interest upon deferred payments on normal school 
endowment lands or timber on those lands; and 
(e) All other proceeds received from the use of normal school 
endowment lands and not otherwise designated for deposit in the 
normal school permanent endowment fund. 
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(2) Moneys shall be distributed out of the normal school earnings 
reserve fund only to support the beneficiaries of the normal school 
endowment, including distributions by the state board of land commis
sioners to the normal school permanent endowment fund and the normal 
school income fund; provided, that funds shall not be appropriated by 
the legislature from the normal school earnings reserve fund except to 
pay for administrative costs incurred managing the assets of the nor
mal school endowment including, but not limited to, real property and 
monetary assets. 


SECTION 28. That Chapter 33, Title 33, Idaho Code, be, and the 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW SECTION, to be 
known and designated as Section 33-3301B, Idaho Code, and to read as 
follows: 


33-3301B. NORMAL SCHOOL INCOME FUND. There is established in the 
state treasury the normal school income fund. The fund shall consist 
of all moneys distributed from the normal school earnings reserve fund 
and from other sources as the legislature deems appropriate. Moneys in 
the normal school income fund shall be used for the benefit of the 
beneficiaries of the endowment and distributed to current beneficia
ries of the normal school endowment pursuant to legislative appropria
tion. However, not more than fifty percent (SO%) of earnings of the 
normal school income fund shall ever be appropriated for the support 
and maintenance of either Lewis-Clark State College or the department 
of education at Idaho State University. 


SECTION 29. That Section 33-3302, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 


33-3302. APPROPRIATION FOR LEWIS-CLARK STATE COLLEGE. Fifty per
cent (50%) of all moneys that now are in or which may hereafter accrue 
to the said normal school income fund are perpetually appropriated and 
set apart for the support and maintenance of the Lewis-Clark State 
College, the same to be available for such purpose immediately upon 
their being credited to the $a±d fund. 


SECTION 30. That Section 33-3303, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 


33-3303. APPROPRIATION FOR SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE OF AN ALBION 
NORMA~ SCHOOL FIELD INSTITUTE. Subject to legislative approval by 
adOptlon of a concurrent resolution in both houses approving a depart
:ent of parks and recreation memorandum of understanding negotiated 
A~t~een the Idaho department of parks and recreation and the city of 


blon and other public or private agencies interested in cooperative 
;anagement of an Albion Normal School Field Institute within an Albion 
tate Normal School state park complex, the appropriately designated 


state ' , agency shall rece~ve three percent (3%) of all moneys that are 
:nfow In or which may hereafter accrue to said the normal school income 


und h --Alb" t e same to be set apart for support and maintenance of the 
'n lO~ Normal School Field Institute. The memorandum of understanding 


egot~ated by the Idaho department of parks and recreation and the 
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city of Albion and other public or private agencies interested in 
cooperative management of an Albion Normal School Field Institute 
within an Albion State Normal School state park complex shall be nego~ 
tiated in accordance with guidelines established in the Idaho depart
ment of parks and recreation's Albion Campus General Development Plan. 


SECTION 31. That Section 33-3304, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 


33-3304. APPROPRIATION FOR THE DEPAHTMENT OF EDUCATION AT IDAHO 
STATE UNIVERSITY. Fifty percent (50%) of all the moneys that now are 
in or which may hereafter accrue to the ~a±d normal school income fund 
are hereby appropriated and set apart for the support and maintenance 
of the department of education at Idaho State University, the same to 
be available for such purpose immediately upon their being credited to 
the ~aid fund. Should the legislature, by adoption of a concurrent 
resolution in both houses, approve a memorandum of understanding nego
tiated by the Idaho department of parks and recreation between the 
city of Albion and other public or private agencies interested in 
cooperative management of an Albion Normal School Field Institute 
within an Albion State Normal School state park complex, the percent
age share for the department of education at Idaho State University 
shall be reduced from fifty percent (50%) to forty-seven percent 
(47%)0 In the event that the memorandum of understanding is not 
approved, section 33-3305, Idaho Code, shall apply_ 


SECTION 32. That the heading of Chapter 7, Title 57, Idaho Code, 
be, and the same is hereby amended to read as follows: 


CHAPTER 7 
INVESTMENT OF PERMANENT ENDOWMENT AND EARNINGS RESERVE FUNDS 


SECTION 33. That Section 57-715, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 


57-715. PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUNDS DECLARED TO BE TRUST FUNDS. 
Permanent endowment funds of the state of Idaho are hereby declared to 
be trust funds of the highest and most sacred order and shall be con
trolled, managed and invested by the investment board and the invest
ment manager(s) or custodian(s) in accordance with the highest stan
dard, as directed by law and according to policies established by the 
state board of land commissioners, and as hereinafter provided. 


SECTION 34. That Section 57-716, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 


57-716. INVESTMENT OF PROCEEDS OF THE SALES OF PUBLIC LANDS. The 
proceeds of the sales of pttb~±e endowment lands of the state, if not 
deposited into the land bank fund established in section 58-133, Idaho 
Code, and used to purchase other lands, shall be deposited into the 
appropriate permanent endowment funds and must be invested for and on 
account of the specific purposes for which the lands were granted. 
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SECTION 35. That Section 57-718, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 


57-718. ESTABLISHMENT OF INVESTMENT BOARD -- MEMBERS -- QUALIFI
CATIONS. There is hereby established in the off:i:ee--of--ene--go-vernor 
state board of land commissioners an endowment fund investment board, 
hereinafter referred to as the "investment board!' This investment 
board shall consist of the-snper±ntendent-of-pttb~:i:e-:i:nstrnet±on;-the 
d±reetor-of-ehe-department-of-£±nanee,-and-oetter members hereinafter 
designated who shall be appointed by the governor subject to senate 
confirmation. The members of the investment board subject to appoint
ment shall be: one (1) citizen with a minimum of ten (10) years' broad 
experience in the field of public educational administration, one (1) 
member of the Idaho senate, one (1) member of the Idaho house of rep
resentatives, and fonr six (42) public members from the citizenry at 
large who are knowledgeable and experienced in financial matters and 
the placement or management of investments assets. 


SECTION 36. That Section 57-720, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 


57-720. PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FONDS -- EARNINGS RESERVE FUNDS 
INCOME FUNDS --. INVESTMENT POLICY REGULATIONS -- ANNUAL AUDIT. The 
investment board or its investment manager(s) may, and are hereby 
authorized to, invest the perma'nent endowment funds and the earnings 
reserve funds of the state of Idaho. The investment board shall for
mulate investment policy regulations governing the investment of per
manent endowment funds and earnings reserve funds. The regulations 
shall pertain to the types, kinds or nature of investment of any of 
the funds, and any limitations, conditions or restrictions upon the 
methods, practices or procedures for investment, reinvestments, pur
chases, sales or exchange transactions, provided such regulations 
shall not conflict with nor be in derogation of any Idaho constitu
tional provision or of the provisions of this act. 


Annually, the investment board shall cause an audit to be con
ducted of the investment of permanent endowment funds and earnings 
reserve funds, such audit to be conducted by a recognized certified 
public accountant. The certified public accountant conducting the 
audi t shall not, be an employee of the state e The expense of such audi t 
shall be paid from the appropriation to the investment board. 


. The state treasurer shall invest the income funds of the respec
tlve endowments and distribute the moneys in the income funds accord
ing to legislative appropriation. 


SECTION 37. That Section 57-721 Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
~ b ' re Y amended to read as follows: 


U'u 57-721. MANAGEMENT OF PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUNDS BY INVESTMENT 
'~AGER(S) -- APPOINTMENT OF CUSTODIAN OF PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUNDS. 
~) .investment board shall select and contract with a minimum of one 
the lnves~ment manager(s) to manage the permanent endowment funds and 
~ l1earnl~gs reserve funds. Such investment manager(s) so selected 


a ,subJect to the direction of the investment board, exert control 
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over the funds as though the investment manager(s) were the owner 
thereof .. 


The investment board may select and contract with a minimum of one 
(1) bank or trust company to act as custodian of endowment fund assets 
and provide safekeeping thereof. 


SECTION 38. That Section 57-722, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby repealed. 


SECTION 39. That Section 57-723, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 


57-723. INVESTMENT POWERS OF THE BOAHD -- APPLICATION OF IDAHO 
UNIFORM PRUDENT MAN-fNVES~MEN~ INVESTOR ACT. Any other sections of the 
Code notwithstanding, the investment board or its investment 
manager(s) or custodian(s) shall have the care and control of all 
investment instruments representing mortgages, bonds, warrants, 
investments and other securities in which the permanent endowment 
funds and earnings reserve funds of the state shall be investedo 


in-exercising its discretion-in--ene--seTeetion--and--pttrcnase--o£ 
±n~estmenes--or--secttrieies--here±nabo~e--attthor±~ed,--tThe investment 
board and its investment manager(s) shall be governed by the Idaho 
uniform PErudent Man--fn~estment investor A~ct (chapter 5, title 68, 
Idaho Code), and shall invest and manage the assets of the respective 
trusts in accordance with that act and the Idaho constitution. 


SECTION 40. That Chapter 7, Title 57, Idaho Code, be, and the 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW SECTION, to be 
known and designated as Section 57-723A, Idaho Code, and to read as 
follows: 


57-723A. DEPOSIT AND DISTRIBUTION OF EARNINGS RESERVE FUNDS -
INCOME FUNDS -- ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS. (1) As directed by the state 
board of land commissioners, the investment board shall distribute the 
earnings from the investments or securities in accordance with this 
act and the laws governing the respective endowment funds. Earnings 
from the investment of permanent endowment funds related to state land 
grants shall be deposited into each endowment's respective earnings 
reserve fund for distribution as provided in this section. 


(2) At least annually, the state board of land commissioners 
shall distribute moneys constituting earnings reserve funds, in excess 
of the amount necessary to pay administrative costs, to the income 
funds of the respective endowments, to each endowment's respective 
permanent endowment fund or maintained as a free fund balance in the 
earnings reserve funds, in amounts to be determined by the state board 
of land commissioners. 


(3) Moneys in the earnings reserve funds shall be available for 
appropriation by the legislature to pay for administrative costs 
incurred managing the assets of the endowments including, but not lim
ited to, real property and monetary assets. 


SECTION 41. That Section 57-724, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby repealed. 
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SECTION 42. That Chapter 7, Title 57, Idaho Code, be, and the 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW SECTION, to be 
known and designated as Section 57-724, Idaho Code, and to read as 
follows: 


57-724. DETERMINATION OF GAINS AND LOSSES. Gains and losses shall 
be determined as follows: 


(1) The current value of the fund as of the end of the fiscal 
year, excluding unrealized capital gains and losses; compared to 


(2) All amounts allocated under section 4, article IX, constitu
tion of the state of Idaho excluding all amounts allocated from the 
earnings reserve fund. 


Los'ses shall be made up from earnings reserve funds or by legisla
tive appropriation. 


SECTION 43. That Chapter 7, Title 57, Idaho 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of 
known and designated as Section 57-724A, Idaho 
follows: 


Code, 
a NEW 
Code, 


be, and the 
SECTION, to be 
and to read as 


57-724A. EARNINGS DEFINED. "Earnings" shall mean all revenues 
generated from the management of endowment lands and their related 
endowment funds including, but not limited to, timber sale proceeds, 
lease fees, interest, dividends, and net realized capital gains and 
losses. "Earnings H does not include mineral royalties, land sale pro
ceeds, or unrealized gains or losses from the investment of endowment 
funds. 


SECTION 44. That Section 57-725, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 


57-725. SBMMAR¥ REPORTS TO bE6fSbA~HRE THE STATE BOARD OF LAND 
COMMISSIONERS. The investment board shall make a -$ttmma~y report~ to 
the ~tate-a£fair$-committees of-tne-senate-and-the-honse-of-represen
~at±~e~-w±th±n-fonrteen-f~47-day$-a£ter-a-regtt~ar-sess±on-o£-tne--~eg
~s~atttre-con~enes-of-ai+-~eenr±ties-and-in~estments-soid,-pnrenased-or 
aeqtt±red--by-the-permanent-endowment-fttnd~-of-the-state-s±nee-the-pre
~±Otts-report.-~he-report-sha~~-fnrther-~ne~nde-the-net-pro£it-or-+oss, 
;f-any,-a~-a-restt~t-of-a++-sa+es-or-ptt~ehases-of-stteh--secnrit±es--and 
Tnvestmenes-;; 


The--~ttmmary--report--sha+~-ine~ttde-a-statns-report-of-the-in vest
ments-hetd-at-the-end-of-the-+ast-f±sea~-year-of-the-state,-and--sha~t 
fttr~her--report-on-the-o~erat~-per£ormanee-of-the-£ttnds-ttnder-tne-eon
tro~-of-~he-board,-eompared-to-the-overa++--market--andfor--eomparab~e 
sereeted-fttnds-or-±nvestment-portfot±os,-±ne~ttd±ng-a-eomparison-of-the 
performanee--of--the-ottt~±de-±nvestment-manager-and-the-performanee-of 
~~e-staff-±nvestment-trnstee state board of land commissioners as 
_lrected by the state board of land commissioners. 


SECTION 45. That Section 58-104, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 


58-104. STATE LAND BOARD -- POWERS AND DUTIES. The state board of 
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land commissioners shall have power: 
1. To exercise the general direction, control and disposition of 


the public lands of the state. 
2. To appoint its executive officer, the director of the depart


ment of lands. 
3. To perform legislative functions not inconsistent with law and 


to delegate to its executive officer and his assistants the execution 
of all policies adopted by it. 


4. To review upon appeal all decisions of the director of the 
department of lands in contested matters. 


5. To determine the policy, direct the work to be undertaken and 
appropriate from its funds the money necessary to carry out such work. 


6. To prescribe rules, not inconsistent with law, for the govern
ment of the department, the conduct of its employees and clerks, the 
distribution and performance of its business and the custody, use and 
preservation of the records, papers, books, documents, and property 
pertaining thereto. 


7. To engage in reseeding and reforestation programs on the pub
lic lands of the state. 


8. To exchange any public lands of the state, over which the 
board has power of disposition and control for lands of equal value, 
the title to which, or power of disposition, belongs or is vested in 
the governing body or board of trustees of any state governmental 
unit, agency or institution. 


9. To regulate and control the use or disposition of lands in the 
beds of navigable lakes, rivers and streams, to the natural or ordi
nary high water mark thereof, so as to provide for their commercial, 
navigational, recreational or other public use; provided, that the 
board shall take no action in derogation of or seeking to interfere 
with the riparian or littoral rights of the owners of upland property 
abutting or adjoining such lands; except that when necessary to pro
vide for the highest and best use of such lands for commercial, 
navigational, recreational or other public purposes, the board may 
acquire the riparian or littoral rights of upland owners by purchase 
or gift. The term "natural or ordinary high water mark" as herein used 
shall be defined to be the line which the water impresses on the soil 
by covering it for sufficient periods to deprive the soil of its vege
tation and destroy its value for agricultural purposes. Provided that 
this definition shall not be construed so as to affect or change the 
vested property rights of either the state of Idaho or of riparian or 
littoral property owners. Lands lying below the meander line of a lake 
bed encompassing a national wildlife refuge as established under the 
authority of the Migratory Bird Conservation Act of February 18, 1929 
(45 Stat. 1222), as amended, or the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act 
(48 Stat. 401), as amended, or the Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956 (70 
Stat. 1119), as amended (16 USC 742a through 742i), are not subject to 
the application of this act. 


10. To enter into a joint exercise of powers agreement with the 
United States forest service in the department of agriculture, pursu
ant to section 67-2328, Idaho Code. 


11. To direct and oversee the conduct and operations of the endow
ment fund investment board and the Idaho department of lands. 


12. To appoint and consult with expert advisors for each critical 
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function for which the state board of land commissioners has responsi
bility. In this context. the term "expert advisor tl shall mean a per
son engaged in the business for which he holds himself out to be an 
expert and who is experienced in that field. 


13. Strategically plan and establish policies to coordinate the 
management of state lands with the investment goals of the permanent 
endowment funds and earnings reserve funds. 


14. To provide reports of the status and performance of state 
endowment lands and the respective endowment funds to the state 
affairs committees of the senate and the house of representatives 
within fourteen (14) days after a regular session of the legislature 
convenes. 


15~- To make distributions to endowment income funds as provided in 
section 57-723A, Idaho Code. 


SECTION 46. That Section 58-133, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
he.reby amended to read as follows: 


58-133. ACQUISITION, SALE, LEASE, EXCHANGE OR DONATION OF PUBLIC 
LANDS -- CREATION AND OPERATION OF LAND BANK FUND. (l) The state 
board of land commissioners may select and purchase, lease, receive by 
donation, hold in trust, or in any manner acquire for and in the name 
of the state of Irlaho such tracts or leaseholds of land as it shall 
deem proper, and after inventory and classification as provided 
herein, shall determine the best use or uSes of said lands: provided, 
however, that all state-owned lands classified as chiefly valuable for 
forestry, reforestation, recreation and watershed protection are 
hereby reserved from sale and set aside as state forests. 


(2) The proceeds from the sale of state endowment land may be 
deposited into a fund which shall be known as the tlland bank fund," 
which is hereby created in the state treasury for the purpose of tem
porarily holding proceeds from land sales pending the purchase of 
other land for the benefit of the beneficiaries of the endowment. A 
record shall be maintained showing separately from each of the respec
tive endowments the moneys received from the sale of endowment lands. 
Moneys from the sale of lands which are a part of an endowment land 
grant shall be used only to purchase land for the same endowment. 
. (3) All moneys deposited in the land bank fund, including earn
lngs on those moneys, are hereby continually appropriated to the state 
b~ard of land commissioners for the purposes enumerated in this sec
tlon. The state board of land commissioners may hold proceeds from the 
!ale of land in the land bank fund for a period not to exceed two (2) 
years from the effective date of sale. If, by the end of the second 
year, the proceeds from the land sale have not been encumbered to pur
£hase other land within the state, the proceeds shall be deposited in 
the permanent endowment fund of the respective endowment along with 
~ny earnings on the proceeds from the land sale, unless the period is 
extended by the legislature. 


SECTION 47. That Section 58-140, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby repealed. 


SECTION 48. That Section 58-316, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
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hereby amended to read as follows: 


58-316. FORFEITURE OF RIGHTS OF DELINQUENT PURCHASER -- REIN
STATEMENT -- DISPOSITION OF PURCHASE MONEY. If any purchaser of state 
land after recelvlng a certificate of purchase, as provided in this 
chapter, shall fail to make any of the payments stipulated therein, 
and the same remains unpaid for thirty (30) days after the time when 
it should have been paid as specified in such certificate, the direc
tor of the department of lands shall, by certified letter addressed to 
such delinquent purchaser at his last known post-office address, 
notify such purchaser of such delinquency and of the amount due, and 
that unless such amount be paid within sixty (60) days after the date 
of mailing such letter and notice, the board will declare all rights 
of the purchaser in and to said land forfeited and the certificate and 
contract relating thereto annulled. 


After the expiration of said period of sixty (60) days, the state 
board of land commissioners shall declare such forfeiture, and shall 
annul said contract and certificate. Such action of the board shall be 
recorded in the minutes of the proceedings of the board. When such 
forfeiture shall have been declared and entered in the minutes, as 
hereinbefore provided, all rights of such purchaser in and to said 
lands shall be and are extinguished and the state board of land com
missioners may sell the land again: provided, that unless other dispo
sition has meanwhile been made of the land, said state board of land 
commissioners may, upon application of the former purchaser, if such 
application is made within two (2) years after the certificate has 
been canceled, reinstate any such canceled certificate upon compliance 
by the purchaser with such conditions as the board may impose. Such 
conditions to be imposed by the board shall include the funding of 
delinquent ins.taiments of principal and interest accrued to the date
of reinstatement, by distributing the same in annual payments, to com
mence with the expiration of the original period covered by the con
tract of sale, or any extension or extensions thereof, such deferred 
payments to draw interest from the date of the reinstatement of the 
certificate; but the board may, in its discretion, impose other condi
tions, and may, in its discretion, require the payment of such delin
quencies in cash at the time of reinstatement. On reinstatement being 
made the hoard may, in its discretion, give credit to the purchaser, 
as for interest paid on his contract, of any amounts which may have 
been paid by the purchaser as rent of the land during the period of 
the cancellation of his certificate. Any and all reinstatements of 
certificates of purchase of state lands heretofore made by the state 
board of land commissioners are hereby legalized and validated: pro
vided further, that in case of such default and declaration of forfei
ture except as provided for in this section, all previous payments 
made by a purchaser on account of such land shall be forfeited to the 
state, and the title and right of possession to such land shall be in 
the state as if no sale had ever been made. 


All purchase moneys arising from the sale of state land shall 
without delay be paid by the director of the department of lands to 
the treasurer who shall receipt for the same, and the same shall be 
credited by h±m-e~ed±ted the treasurer to the pe~manent land bank fund 
to which the land sold belonged. All ±nte~e$t earnings on such money 
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shall be paid forthwith by the director to the state treasurer, and be 
by--the--treasnrer credited by the treasurer to the Tneome land bank 
fund to which the land belonged: provided, that moneys arlslng from 
the sale of state land and earnings on those moneys shall be managed 
by the state board of land commissioners pursuant to section 58-133, 
Idaho Code; and provided however further, that upon the application of 
any- such owner of a certificate of purchase of state land, filed with 
the director before the expiration of the sixty (60) days limited in 
said notice, showing by affidavit, or otherwise, that he is unable to 


. pay the amount then due, or that it would work great hardship upon him 
to be required to make such payment at that time, and stating that he 
believes he will be unable to make such payment on or before November 
first of the current year, the state board of land commissioners may 
extend the time of payment of the amount then due to November first 
succeeding: provided, that in case of such extension the purchaser 
shall pay interest on the amount due from January first of the current 
year to the date of payment at the rate per annum, set by the state 
board of land commissioners, ~uch interest to be part of the amount 
payable. Provided, the state board of land commissioners may, in its 
sole discretion, enter into a supplemental agreement with any owner 
and holder of a sale certificate on state land, by the terms of which 
all delinquent payments of principal and interest due on such certifi
cate may be deferred beyond the end of the term of such certificate, 
or any prior extension thereof, a number of years equal to the period 
of such delinquency. The said sum so deferred shall draw interest the 
same as if it were originally a part of the purchase price named in 
the sale certificate from the date of the supplemental certificate 
herein referred to until paid. The forms, terms and conditions of such 
supplemental agreement, and the form of the application therefor, 
shall be as prescribed by the board. Any such supplemental agreement 
as herein provided, and any agreement reinstating a canceled certifi
cate, as herein provided, shall be deemed a part of the original sale 
certificate. 


SECTION 49. That Section 66-1101, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby repealed. 


SECTION 50. That Chapter 11, Title 66, Idaho Code, be, and the 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW SECTION, to be 
known and designated as Section 66-1101, Idaho Code, and to read as 
fOllows: 


66-1101. MENTAL HOSPITAL PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND. (1) There is 
established in the state treasury the mental hospital permanent endow
m~nt fund. This fund is perpetually appropriated for the beneficia
rle·s of the endowment. The fund shall be managed and invested by the 
endowment fund investment board according to law and the policies 
established by the state board of land commissioners. The fund princi
pal shall forever remain intact. The fund shall be a permanent fund 
and shall consist of the following: 


(a) Proceeds from the sale of lands granted to the state of Idaho 
under the provisions of section 11 of the Idaho Admission Bill, 26 
Stat. L. 215, ch. 656, known at the time of admission as insane 
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asylum lands, and lands granted in lieu thereof; 
(b) Proceeds of royalties from the extraction of minerals on men~ 
tal hospital lands owned by the state; 
(c) Moneys allocated from the mental hospital earnings reserve 
fund. 
(2) Provided however, that proceeds from the sale of mental hos~ 


pita! lands may be first deposited into the land bank fund established 
in section 58-133, Idaho Code, to be used to acquire other lands 
within the state for the benefit of beneficiaries of the mental hospi~ 
tal endowment. If the land sale proceeds are not used to acquire 
other lands in accordance with section 58-133, Idaho Code, the pro
ceeds shall be deposited into the mental hospital permanent endowment 
fund along with any earnings on the proceeds~ 


(3) Earnings from the investment of the mental hospital permanent 
endowment fund shall be distributed according to the provisions of 
section 57-723A, Idaho Code. 


SECTION 51. That Chapter 11, Title 66, Idaho 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of 
known and designated as Section 66-110lA, Idaho 
follows: 


Code, 
a NEW 
Code, 


be, and the 
SECTION, to be 
and to read as 


66-1101A. MENTAL HOSPITAL EARNINGS RESERVE FUND. (1) There is 
established in the state treasury the mental hospital earnings reserve 
fund~ The fund shall be managed and invested by the endowment fund 
investment board_according to law and the policies established by the 
state board of land commissioners. The fund shall consist of the fol
lowing: 


(a) Earnings of the mental hospital permanent endowment fund, 
created to receive moneys from the insane asylum endowment pro
vided in section 11 of the Idaho Admission Bill, 26 Stat. L. 215, 
ch. 656; 
(b) Proceeds of the sale of timber growing upon mental hospital 
lands; 
(c) Proceeds of leases of mental hospital lands; 
(d) Proceeds of interest charged upon deferred payments on mental 
hospital lands or timber on those lands; and 
(e) All other proceeds received from the use of mental hospital 
endowment lands and not otherwise designated for deposit in the 
mental hospital permanent endowment fund. 
(2) Moneys shall be distributed out of the mental hospital earn


ings reserve fund only to support the beneficiaries of the mental hos
pital endowment, including distributions by the state board of land 
commissioners to the mental hospital permanent endowment fund and the 
mental hospital income fund; provided, that funds shall not be appro
priated by the legislature from the mental hospital earnings reserve 
fund except to pay for administrative costs incurred managing the 
assets of the mental hospital endowment including, but not limited to, 
real property and monetary assets. 


SECTION 52. That Section 66-1102, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby repealed. 
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SECTION 53. That Chapter 11, Title 66, Idaho Code, 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW 
known and designated as Section 66-1102, Idaho Code, 
follows: 


847 


be, and the 
SECTION, to be 
and to read as 


66-1102. MENTAL HOSPITAL INCOME FUND. There is established in the 
state treasury the mental hospital income fund. The fund shall consist 
of all moneys distributed from the menta~ hospital earnings reserve 
fund and from other sources as the legislature deems appropriate. 
Moneys in the mental hospital income fund shall be used for the bene
fit of the beneficiaries of the endowment and distributed to current 
beneficiaries of the mental hospital endowment pursuant to legislative 
appropriationo 


SECTION 54. That Section 66-1103, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby repealed. 


SECTION 55. That Chapter 11, Title 66, Idaho Code, 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW 
known and designated as Section 66-1103, Idaho Code, 
follows: 


be, and the 
SECTION, to be 
and to read as 


66-1103. CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND. (1) 
There is established in the state treasury the charitable institutions 
permanent endowment fund. This fund is perpetually appropriated for 
the beneficiaries of the endowment 0 The fund shall be .managed and 
invested by the endowment fund investment board according to law and 
the policies established by the state board of land commissioners. The 
fund principal shall forever remain intact. The fund shall be a perma
nent fund and shall consist of the following: 


(a) Proceeds from the sale of lands granted to the state of Idaho 
for charitable, educational, penal and reformatory institutions by 
the Idaho Admission Bill, 26 Stat. L. 215, ch. 656, and lands 
granted in lieu thereof; 
(b) Proceeds of royalties from the extraction of minerals on 
charitable institutions endowment lands owned by the state; 
(c) Moneys allocated from the charitable institutions earnings 
reserve fund; 


. (2) Provided however, that proceeds from the sale of charitable 
lnstitutions endowment lands may be first deposited into the land bank 
fund established in section 58-133, Idaho Code, to be used to acquire 
other lands within the state for the benefit of beneficiaries of the 
charitable institutions endowment. If the land sale proceeds are not 
used to acquire other lands in accordance with section 58-133, Idaho 
Code, the proceeds shall be deposited into the charitable institutions 
permanent endowment fund along with any earnings on the proceeds. 


(3) Earnings from the investment of the charitable institutions 
P~rmanent endowment fund shall be distributed according to the provi
SiOns of section 57-723A, Idaho Code. 


SECTION 56. 
hereby repealed. 


That Section 66-1104, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
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SECTION 57. That Chapter 11, Title 66, Idaho 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of 
known and designated as Section 66-1104, Idaho 
follows: 


Code, 
a NEW 
Code, 


be, and the 
SECTION, to be 
and to read as 


66-1104. CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS EARNINGS RESERVE FUND. (1) There 
is established in the state treasury the charitable institutions earn
ings reserve fund. The fund shall be managed and invested by the 
endowment fund investment board according to law and the policies 
established by the state board of land commissioners. The fund shall 
consist of the following: 


(a) Earnings of the charitable institutions permanent endowment 
fund; 
(b) Proceeds from the sale of timber growing upon charitable 
institutions endowment lands; 
(c) Proceeds of leases of charitable institutions endowment 
lands; 
(d) Proceeds of interest charged upon deferred payments on chari
table institutions endowment lands or timber on those lands; and 
(e) All other proceeds received from the use of charitable insti
tutions endowment lands and not otherwise designated for deposit 
in the charitable institutions permanent endowment fund. 
(2) Moneys shall be distributed out of the charitable' institu


tions earnings reserve fund only to support the beneficiaries of the 
charitable institutions endowment, including distributions by the 
state board of land commissioners to the charitable institutions per
manent endowment fund and the charitable institutions income fund;, 
provided, that funds shall not be appropriated by the legislature from 
the charitable institutions earnings reserve fund except to pay for 
administrative costs incurred managing the assets of the charitable 
institutions endowment including, but not limited to, real property 
and monetary assets. 


SECTION 58. That Section 66-1105, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby repealed. 


SECTION 59. That Chapter 11, Title 66, Idaho 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of 
known and designated as Section 66-1105, Idaho 
follows: 


Code, 
a NEW 
Code, 


be, and the 
SECTION, to be 
and to read as 


66-1105. CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS INCOME FUND. There is estab
lished in the state treasury the charitable institutions income fund. 
The fund shall consist of all moneys distributed from the charitable 
institutions earnings reserve fund and from other sources as the leg
islature deems appropriate. Moneys in the charitable institutions 
income fund shall be used for the benefit of the beneficiaries of the 
endowment and distributed to current beneficiaries of the charitable 
institutions endowment pursuant to legislative appropriation. 


SECTION 60. That Chapter 57, Title 67, Idaho Code, be, and the 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW SECTION, to be 
known and designated as Section 67-5779, Idaho Code, and to read as 
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follows: 


67-5779. PUBLIC BUILDINGS PERMANENT ENDOWMENT FUND. (1) There is 
established in the state treasury the public buildings permanent 
endowment fund. This fund is perpetually appropriated for the benefi
ciaries of the endowment. The fund shall be managed and invested by 
the endowment fund investment board according to law and the policies 
established by the state board of land-commissioners. The fund princi
pal shall forever remain intact. The fund shall be a permanent fund 
and shall consist of the following: 


(a) Proceeds of the sale of lands granted to the state of Idaho 
by the United States government in the Idaho Admission Bill, 26 
Stat. L. 215, ch. 656, known as public buildings endowment lands, 
and lands granted in lieu thereof; 
(b) Proceeds of royalties arising from the extraction of minerals 
on public buildings endowment lands owned by the 'state; and 
(c) Moneys allocated from the public buildings earnings reserve 
fund. 
(2) Proceeds from the sale of public buildings endowment lands 


may first be deposited into the land bank fund established in section 
58-133, Idaho Code, to be used to acquire other lands within the state 
for the benefit of the beneficiaries of the public buildings endow
ment. If the land sale proceeds are not used to acquire other lands in 
accordance with section 58-133, Idaho Code, the land sale proceeds 
shall be deposited into the public buildings permanent endowment fund 
along with any earnings on the proceeds. 


(3) Earnings from the investment of the public buildings perma
nent endowment fund shall be distributed according to the provisions 
of section 57-723A, Idaho Code. 


SECTION 61. That Chapter 57, Title 67, Idaho 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of 
known and designated as Section 67-5780, Idaho 
follows: 


Code, 
a NEW 
Code, 


be, and the 
SECTION, to be 
and to read as 


67~5780. PUBLIC BUILDINGS EARNINGS RESERVE FUND. (1) There is 
established in the state treasury the public buildings earnings 
reserve fund. The fund shall be managed and invested by the endowment 
fund investment board according to law and the policies established by 
tfhe state board of land commissioners. The fund shall consist of the 
allowing: 


(a) All earnings of the public buildings permanent endowment 
fund; 
(b) Proceeds of the sale of timber growing upon public buildings 
endowment lands; 
(c) Proceeds of leases of public buildings endowment lands; 
~d?l :roceeds of interest charged upon deferred payments on public 


,(Ul dIngs endowment lands or timber on those lands; and 
e) All other proceeds received from the use of public buildings 


,endo:nnent lands and not otherwise designated for deposit in the 
publIc buildings permanent endowment fund. 


in (2) Moneys shall be distributed out of the public buildings earn
gs reserve fund only to support the beneficiaries of the public 
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buildings endowment, including distributions by the state board of 
land commissioners to the public buildings permanent endowment fund 
and the public buildings income fund; provided, that funds shall not 
be appropriated by the legislature from the public buildings earnings 
reserve fund except to pay for administrative costs incurred managing 
the assets of the public buildings endowment including, but not lim
ited to, real property and monetary assets. 


SECTION 62. That Chapter 57, Title 67, Idaho Code, 
same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW 
known and designated as Section 67-5781, Idaho Code, 
follows: 


be, and the 
SECTION, to be 
and to read as 


67-5781. PUBLIC BUILDINGS INCOME FUND. There is established in 
the state treasury the public buildings income fund. The fund shall 
consist of all moneys distributed from the public buildings earnings 
reserve fund and from other sources as the legislature deems appropri
ate. Moneys in the public buildings income fund shall be used for the 
benefit of the beneficiaries of the endowment and distributed to cur
rent beneficiaries of the public buildings endowment pursuant to leg
islative appropriation. 


SECTION 63. This act shall be in full force and effect on and 
after July 1, 2000, provided the United States Congress has approved 
amendments to Section 5 of the Idaho Admission Bill, 26 Stat. L. 215, 
ch. 656, regarding sale or lease of school lands; and the state board 
6f canvassers has certified that amendments to Sections 3, 4, 8 and 11 
of Article IX of the Constitution of the State of Idaho have been 
adopted at the general election of 1998 regarding funds related to the 
public school endowment, disposition of school lands, and investing of 
permanent endowment funds. 


Following the successful occurrence of the foregoing events, the 
governor shall issue a proclamation declaring that the described 
events have occurred and the dates of the events, and this act shall 
be in full force and effect on and after the date descr.ibed. 


Upon enactment, the state controller shall transfer all fund bal
ances from the improvement funds to the respective earnings reserve 
funds. 


Approved March 23, 1998. 


CHAPTER 257 
(S.B. No. 1437) 


AN ACT 
RELATING TO CHILD PROTECTION; AMENDING SECTION 16-1601, IDAHO CODE, TO 


PROVIDE THAT THE HEALTH AND SAFETY OF THE CHILD IS THE PRIMARY 
CONCERN IN CHILD PROTECTION PROCEEDINGS; AMENDING SECTION 16-1605, 
IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE TMAT REASONABLE EFFORTS TO PREVENT THE 
PLACEMENT OF A CHILD ARE NOT REQUIRED UNDER SPECIFIED CIRCUM
STANCES; AMENDING SECTION 16-1610, IDAHO CODE, TO SPECIFY CONDI-








West's Idaho Code Annotated Currentness
Idaho Admission Bill


IDAHO ADMISSION BILL


[26 Stat. L. 215, ch. 656; am. 1998, P.L. 105-296.]


AN ACT


To Provide for the Admission of the State of Idaho into the Union


PREAMBLE


Whereas, The people of the Territory of Idaho did, on the fourth day of July, eighteen hundred and eighty-nine,
by a convention of delegates called and assembled for that purpose, form for themselves a constitution, which
constitution was ratified and adopted by the people of said Territory at an election held therefor on the first
Tuesday in November, eighteen hundred and eighty-nine, which Constitution is republican in form, and is in
conformity with the Constitution of the United States; and,


Whereas, Said convention and the people of said Territory have asked the admission of said Territory into the
Union of States on an equal footing with the original States in all respects whatever. Therefore,


§ 1. Idaho admitted to union--Constitution ratified.--The State of Idaho is hereby declared to be a State of the
United States of America, and is hereby declared admitted into the Union on an equal footing with the original
States in all respects whatever; and that the Constitution which the people of Idaho have formed for themselves
be, and the same is hereby, accepted, ratified, and confirmed.


§ 2. Boundaries of state.--The said State shall consist of all the Territory described as follows: Beginning at the
intersection of the thirty-ninth meridian with the boundary line between the United States and the British Posses-
sions; then following said meridian south until it reaches the summit of the Bitter Root Mountains; thence south-
eastward along the crest of the Bitter Root range and the Continental divide until it intersects the meridian of
thirty-four degrees of longitude; thence southward on this meridian to the forty-second parallel of latitude;
thence west on this parallel of latitude to its intersection with a meridian drawn through the mouth of the Ow-
yhee River; north on this meridian to the mouth of the Owyhee River; thence down the mid-channel of the Snake
River to the mouth of the Clearwater River; and thence north on the meridian which passes through the mouth of
the Clearwater to the boundary line between the United States and the British Possessions, and east on said
boundary line to the place of beginning.
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§ 3. Representative in congress--Voters registration law--Officers--Assumption of duties.--Until the next general
census, or until otherwise provided by law, said State shall be entitled to one Representative in the House of
Representatives of the United States, and the election of the Representative to the Fifty-first Congress and the
Representative to the Fifty-second Congress shall take place at the time, and be conducted and certified in the
same manner as is provided in the constitution of the State for the election of State, district, and other officers in
the first instance. The law of the Territory of Idaho for the registration of voters shall apply to the first election
of State, District, and other officers held after the admission of the State of Idaho. County and precinct officers
elected at the first election held after the admission of the State of Idaho shall assume the duties of their re-
spective offices on the second Monday of January, eighteen hundred and ninety-one.


§ 4. School lands.--Sections numbered sixteen and thirty-six in every township of said State, and where such
sections or any parts thereof, have been sold or otherwise disposed of by or under the authority of any act of
Congress, other lands equivalent thereto, in legal subdivisions of not less than one quarter section, and as con-
tiguous as may be to the section in lieu of which the same is taken, are hereby granted to said State for the sup-
port of common schools, such indemnity lands to be selected within said State in such manner as the legislature
may provide, with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior.


§ 5. Sale, lease, or exchange of school land.--(a) Sale.--


(1) In general.--Except as provided in subsection (c), all land granted under this Act for educational purposes
shall be sold only at public sale.


(2) Use of proceeds.--


(A) In general.--Proceeds of the sale of school land--


(i) except as provided in clause (ii), shall be deposited in the public school permanent endowment fund and
expended only for the support of public schools; and


(ii)(I) may be deposited in a land bank fund to be used to acquire, in accordance with State law, other land
in the State for the benefit of the beneficiaries of the public school permanent endowment fund; or


(II) if the proceeds are not used to acquire other land in the State within a period specified by State law,
shall be transferred to the public school permanent endowment fund.


(B) Earnings reserve fund.--Earnings on amounts in the public school permanent endowment fund shall be de-
posited in an earnings reserve fund to be used for the support of public schools of the State in accordance with
State law.


(b) Lease.--Land granted under this Act for educational purposes may be leased in accordance with State law.
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(c) Exchange.--


(1) In general.--Land granted for educational purposes under this Act may be exchanged for other public or
private land.


(2) Valuation.--The values of exchanged lands shall be approximately equal, or, if the values are not approx-
imately equal, the values shall be equalized by the payment of funds by the appropriate party.


(3) Exchanges with the United States.--


(A) In general.--A land exchange with the United States shall be limited to Federal land within the State that
is subject to exchange under the law governing the administration of the Federal land.


(B) Previous exchanges.--All land exchanges made with the United States before the date of the enactment
of this paragraph are approved.


(d) Reservation for School Purposes.--Land granted for educational purposes, whether surveyed or unsurveyed,
shall not be subject to preemption, homestead entry, or any other form of entry under the land laws of the United
States, but shall be reserved for school purposes only. [As amended 56 Stat. 48, ch. 36, approved February 6,
1942; 63 Stat. 714, ch. 622, approved October 6, 1949; 88 Stat. 1821, Pub. L. 93-562, approved December 30,
1974; 112 Stat. 2822, P.L. 105-296, approved Oct. 27, 1998.]


§ 6. Grant of land for erection of public buildings.--Fifty sections of the unappropriated public lands within said
State, to be selected and located in legal subdivisions as provided in section 4 of the act, shall be, and are
hereby, granted to said State for the purpose of erecting public buildings at the capital of said State for legislat-
ive, executive, and judicial purposes, including construction, reconstruction, repair, renovation, furnishings,
equipment, and any other permanent improvement of such buildings and the acquisition of necessary land for
such buildings, and the payment of principal and interest on bonds issued for any of the above purposes. [As
amended 71 Stat. L. 277, Pub. L. 85-84, approved July 3, 1957.]


§ 7. Public lands--Sale--Per cent paid state for school fund.--Five per cent of the proceeds of the sales of public
lands lying within said State which shall be sold by the United States subsequent to the admission of said State
into the Union, after deducting all the expenses incident to the same, shall be paid to the said State, to be used as
a permanent fund, the interest of which only shall be expended for the support of the common schools within
said State.


§ 8. University land grant.--The lands granted to the Territory of Idaho by the Act of February eighteenth, eight-
een hundred and eighty-one, entitled, “An act to grant lands to Dakota, Montana, Arizona, Idaho, and Wyoming,
for university purposes,” are hereby vested in the State of Idaho to the extent of the full quantity of seventy-two
sections to said State, and any portion of said lands that may not have been selected by said Territory of Idaho
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may be selected by the said State; but said act of February eighteenth, eighteen hundred and eighty-one, shall be
so amended as to provide that none of said lands shall be sold for less than ten dollars per acre, and the proceeds
shall constitute a permanent fund to be safely invested and held by said State, and the income thereof be used
exclusively for university purposes. The schools, colleges, and universities provided for in this act, shall forever
remain under the exclusive control of said State, and no part of the proceeds arising from the sale or disposal of
any lands herein granted for educational purposes shall be used for the support of any sectarian or denomination-
al school, college, or university.


§ 9. Penitentiary granted to state.--The penitentiary at Boise City, Idaho, and all lands connected therewith, and
set apart and reserved therefor, and unexpended appropriations of money therefor, and the personal property of
the United States now being in the Territory of Idaho which has been in use in said Territory in the administra-
tion of the Territorial government, including books and records and the property used at the constitutional con-
vention which convened at Boise City in the month of July, eighteen hundred and eighty-nine, are hereby gran-
ted and donated to the State of Idaho.


§ 10. Agricultural college land grant.--Ninety thousand acres of land, to be selected and located as provided in
section four of this act, are hereby granted to said State for the use and support of an agricultural college in said
State, as provided in the acts of Congress making donations of lands for such purposes.


§ 11. Specific land grants for various state institutions.--In lieu of the grant of land for purposes of internal im-
provement made to the new States by the eighth section of the act of September fourth, eighteen hundred and
forty-one, which section is hereby repealed as to the State of Idaho, and in lieu of any claim or demand by the
said State under the act of September twenty-eighth eighteen hundred and fifty, and section twenty four hundred
and seventy nine of the Revised Statutes [43 U.S. Code, § 982] making a grant of swamp and overflowed lands
to certain States, which grant is hereby declared, is not extended to the State of Idaho, and in lieu of any grant of
saline lands to said State, the following grants of land are hereby made, to wit: To the State of Idaho: For the es-
tablishment and maintenance of a scientific school, one hundred thousand acres: For State normal schools, one
hundred thousand acres; for the support and maintenance of the insane asylum located at Blackfoot, fifty thou-
sand acres; for the support and maintenance of the State University, located at Moscow, fifty thousand acres; for
the support and maintenance of the penitentiary, located at Boise City, fifty thousand acres; for other State, char-
itable, education, penal and reformatory institutions, one hundred and fifty thousand acres. None of the lands
granted by this act shall be sold for less than ten dollars an acre.


§ 12. Limitation on land grants and their use.--The State of Idaho shall not be entitled to any further or other
grants of land for any purpose than as expressly provided in this act. And the lands granted by this section shall
be held, appropriated and disposed of exclusively for the purpose herein mentioned, in such manner as the legis-
lature of the State may provide.


§ 13. Mineral lands exempted from school land grants--Lieu lands.--All mineral lands shall be exempted from
the grants by this act. But if sections sixteen and thirty-six, or any subdivision, or portion of any smallest subdi-
vision, thereof, in any township, shall be found by the Department of the Interior to be mineral lands, the said
State is hereby authorized and empowered to select, in legal subdivisions, an equal quantity of other unappropri-
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ated lands in said State, in lieu thereof, for the use and benefit of the common schools of said State.


§ 14. Selection and survey of lands granted.--All lands granted in quantity or as indemnity by this act shall be
selected, under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior from the surveyed unreserved, and unappropriated
public lands of the United States, within the limits of the State entitled thereto. And there shall be deducted from
the number of acres of land donated by this act for the specific objects to said State the number of acres hereto-
fore donated by Congress to said Territory for similar objects.


§ 15. Appropriation to pay expenses of constitutional convention.--The sum of twenty eight thousand dollars, or
so much thereof as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, for defraying the expenses of said convention, and for the payment of the members thereof, under
the same rules and regulations and at the same rates as are now provided by law for the payment of the Territori-
al legislatures, and for elections held therefor and thereunder. Any money hereby appropriated not necessary for
such purposes shall be covered into the Treasury of the United States.


§ 16. United States circuit and district courts.--The said State shall constitute a judicial district, the name thereof
to be the same as the name of the State and the circuit and district courts therefor shall be held at the capital of
the State for the time being, and the said district shall, for judicial purposes, until otherwise provided, be at-
tached to the ninth judicial circuit. There shall be appointed for said district one district judge, one United States
attorney and one United States marshal. The judge of said district shall receive a yearly salary of three thousand
five hundred dollars, payable in four equal installments, on the first days of January, April, July and October of
each year, and shall reside in the district. There shall be appointed clerks of said courts in the said district, who
shall keep their offices at the capital of said State. The regular terms of said courts shall be held in said district,
at the place aforesaid, on the first Monday in April and the first Monday in November of each year, and only one
grand jury and one petit jury shall be summoned in both circuit and district courts. The circuit and district courts
for said district, and the judges thereof respectively, shall possess the same powers and jurisdiction, and perform
the same duties required to be performed by the other circuit and district courts and judges of the United States,
and shall be governed by the same laws and regulations. The marshal, district attorney, and the clerks of the cir-
cuit and district courts of said district, and all other officers and persons performing duties in the administration
of justice therein, shall severally possess the powers and perform the duties lawfully possessed and required to
be performed by similar officers in other districts of the United States, and shall, for the services they may per-
form, receive the fees and compensation allowed by law to other similar officers and persons performing similar
duties in the State of Oregon.


§ 17. Appeals to Supreme Court of United States--Powers of federal and state courts.--All cases of appeal or
writ of error heretofore prosecuted and now pending in the Supreme Court of the United States upon any record
from the Supreme Court of said Territory, or that may hereafter lawfully be prosecuted upon any record from
said court, may be heard and determined by said Supreme Court of the United States; and the mandate of execu-
tion or for further proceedings shall be directed by the Supreme Court of the United States to the circuit or dis-
trict court hereby established within the said State from or to the Supreme Court of such State, as the nature of
the case may require. And the circuit, district and State courts herein named shall, respectively, be the suc-
cessors of the Supreme Court of the Territory, as to all such cases arising within the limits embraced within the
jurisdiction of such courts, respectively, with full power to proceed with the same, and award mesne or final pro-
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cess therein; and that from all judgments and decrees of the Supreme Court of the Territory mentioned in this
act, in any case arising within the limits of the proposed State prior to the admission, the parties to such judg-
ment shall have the same right to prosecute appeals and writs of error to the Supreme Court of the United States
as they shall have had by law prior to the admission said State into the Union.


§ 18. Pending actions.--In respect to all cases, proceedings, and matters now pending in the supreme or district
courts of said Territory at the time of the admission into the Union of the State of Idaho, and arising within the
limits of such State, whereof the circuit or district courts by this act established might have had jurisdiction un-
der the laws of the United States had such courts existed at the time of the commencement of such cases, the
said circuit and district courts, respectively, shall be the successors of said supreme and district courts of said
Territory; and in respect to all other cases, proceedings, and matters pending in the supreme or district courts of
said Territory at the time of the admission of such Territory into the Union, arising within the limits of said
State, the courts established by such State shall, respectively, be the successors of said supreme and district Ter-
ritorial courts; and all the files, records, indictments, and proceedings, relating to any such cases shall be trans-
ferred to such circuit, district and State courts, respectively, and the same shall be proceeded with therein in due
course of law; but no writ, action, indictment, cause, or proceeding now pending, or that prior to the admission
of the State shall be pending, in any Territorial court in said Territory, shall abate by the admission of such
State into the Union, but the same shall be transferred and proceeded with in the proper United States circuit,
district, or state court, as the case may be: Provided, however, that in all civil actions, causes and proceedings in
which the United States is not a party, transfers shall not be made to the circuit and district courts of the United
States, except upon written request of one of the parties to such action or proceedings filed in the proper court;
and, in the absence of such request, such cases shall be proceeded with in the proper State courts.


§ 19. Laws of United States--Application.--From and after the admission of said State into the Union, in pursu-
ance of this act, the laws of the United States not locally inapplicable shall have the same force and effect within
the said State as elsewhere within the United States.


§ 20. Representation in congress.--The legislature of the said State may elect two Senators of the United States
as is provided by the constitution of said State, and the Senators and Representatives of said State shall be en-
titled to seats in Congress, and to all the rights and privileges of Senators and Representatives of other States in
the Congress of the United States.


§ 21. Territorial officers, continuance in office--Territorial laws, continuance in force.--Until the State officers
are elected and qualified under the provisions of the constitution of said State, the officers of the Territory of
Idaho shall discharge the duties of their respective offices under the constitution of the State, in the manner and
form as therein provided; and all laws in force, made by said Territory, at the time of its admission into the Uni-
on, shall be in force in said State, except as modified or changed by this act or by the constitution of the State.


§ 22. Conflicting laws repealed.--All acts or parts of acts in conflict with the provisions of this act, whether
passed by the legislature of said Territory or by Congress, are hereby repealed.
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR


P O BOX 83720


BOISE 837200034


PHILIP E BATT


GOVERNOR


September 24 1996


MEMORANDUM


TO Pete Cenarrusa Secretary of State
JDWilliams State Controller
Alan Lance Attorney General
Anne Fo Superintendent of Public Instruction
Stan Hamilton Director ofthe Idaho Department of Lands


FROM Governor Bal f


SUBJECT Endowment Fund Invest Reform Committee


2083342100


At the last meeting ofthe state Board of Land Commissioners we agreed to form
an economic subcommittee to advise the Board on our asset base I am now appointing a
GovernorsCommittee on Endowment Fund Investment Reform


I have enclosed a copy of the committeescharge I would like to have this
committee begin work as soon as possible so that we may have some proposed legislation
for the next session ofthe legislature If you have any questions comments or concerns
about my proposed committee please feel free to contact me directly or Jason
Kreizenbeck of my staff


I look forward to moving this project forward I think we have a unique
opportunity for long term economic planning with our state lands


enclosure


jbk







GovernorsCommittee
on


Endowment Fund Investment Reform


PURPOSE


The Boazd of Land Commissioners for the state of Idaho is regulazly faced with questions
of investment opportunities that will provide the highest returns to the state endowment
fund Atthe same time the Board ofLand Commissioners has no direct interaction with
the Endowment Fund Board and is limited in its ability to improve the statesland base to
increase financial returns to the fund


The GovernorsCommittee will investigate methods of improving the Board ofLand
Commissioners ability to manage the statesasset base for an appropriate return to the
endowment fund In addition the GovernorsCommittee will examine the investment
policy ofthe Endowment Fund Board to see ifhigher rates ofretum can be achieved
This will include an investigation into the overall management of all endowment assets to
provide an appropriate return in light ofthe objectives of the fund


PRENIISE


The Boazd ofLand Commissioners must have a long term strategic plan to manage the
statesasset base while at the same time provide the highest rates ofreturn to the state
endowment fund The ability of the Board of Land Commissioners to diversify the states
base needs to be streamlined At the same time the Endowment Fund Boazd needs to
adopt a method of investment that will allow for an increase in the amount of money
generated by the fund ifappropriate Both government boards need to coordinate their
efforts toward this end


RS CONIlVll l1 L1


The Governor through a unanimous consent endorsement of the Board of Land
Commissioners shall appoint a GovernorsCommittee to examine the rules and
regulations ofthe Board of Land Commissioners and the Endowment Fund Board
regarding investment opportunities for the state endowment fund The Govemors
Committee shall consist of individuals who are familiar with investment options the state
endowment fund and the economics oflong term investments for continual rates of
return







The GovernorsCommittee is authorized to draw upon a11 necessary information relating
to Department of Lands strategic planning efforts endowment fund investment
opportunities and other relevant state agency investment options


COSTS


Incidental costs of this GovernorsCommittee shall be borne by the Division of Financial
Management and the Department of Lands GovemorsCommittee members from other
state enrities will have their costs borne by their agency


OBJECTIVES


The GovernorsCommittee shall focus its efforts on the following objectives


Coordination ofthe Board ofLand Commissioners and Endowment Fund


Board policies to provide appropriate returns to the state endowed
institutions


2 Determine alternative methods for the Board ofLand Commissioners to


acquire new land block up existing state parcels and diversify the states
asset base


3 Recommend altemative investment strategies and opportunities for the
state Endowment Fund Board


4 Determine how to restructure endowment fund investments to a modern


prudent man standard


Formulate policies for the distribution and reinvestment of dividend and
interest retums rent royalty tunber harvest receipts and proceeds from
the sale of assets


6 Propose legislative and if needed constitutional changes necessary to
achieve the above objectives


GOAL


Create and maintain an asset base within the state ofIdaho that will provide an appropriate
rate of return to the endowment Allow the Endowment Fund Board to make prudent
investments that will increase the returns to the state endowed institutions







i


REPORTS


The GovernorsCommittee will make regular reports to the Board ofLand
Commissioners and the Endowment Fund Boazd Any proposed legislative changes will
be prepared for the 1997 session of the Idaho Legislature


Ii13TI


Douglas Dorn


Robert Maynard
Robert L Montgomery
Thomas Stitzel


JDWilliams


11ichael Brassey
Clive Strong
Michael Ferguson


GovernorsCommittee Chair


Chief Investment Officer for PERSI
Chairman ofEndowment Fund
Professor ofEconomics BSU


ExOfficio member Land Board Advisor
ExOfficio member DFM
ExOfficio member Attorney GeneralsOffice
ExOfficio member State Economist








West's Idaho Code Annotated Currentness
Title 57. Public Funds in General


Chapter 7. Investment of Permanent Endowment and Earnings Reserve Funds
§ 57-724A. Earnings defined


“Earnings” shall mean all revenues generated from the management of endowment lands and their related en-
dowment funds including, but not limited to, timber sale proceeds, lease fees, interest, dividends, and gains as
defined in section 57-724, Idaho Code; provided however, for the permanent fund of each endowment, on and
after July 1 of the calendar year following the first calendar year in which gains, as calculated under the provi-
sions of section 57-724, Idaho Code, have been achieved by the permanent fund of such endowment fund, di-
vidends and interest shall be incorporated into the calculation of gains as defined in section 57-724, Idaho Code,
and shall not be a separate item of earnings for such permanent fund. “Earnings” does not include mineral royal-
ties or land sale proceeds.


CREDIT(S)


S.L. 1998, ch. 256, § 43;S.L. 2001, ch. 254, § 3;S.L. 2006, ch. 44, § 2, eff. July 1, 2006.


HISTORICAL AND STATUTORY NOTES


S.L. 2003, ch. 372, § 15, provides:


“It was and remains the intent of the Legislature that the provisions of Chapter 254, Laws of 2001, be applied to
the allocation of investment gains and losses between Earnings Reserve Funds and Permanent Endowment
Funds during the period July 1, 2000, through June 30, 2001. Any reallocations made necessary by the applica-
tion of these provisions shall be completed by no later than July 1, 2003.”


S.L. 2003, ch. 372, § 19, approved May 9, 2003, as amended by S.L. 2003, ch. 373, § 4, provides:


“An emergency existing therefor, which emergency is hereby declared to exist, Section 15 of this act shall be in
full force and effect on and after passage and approval; Sections 11 and 18 of this act shall be in full force and
effect on and after July 1, 2004; and the remaining provisions of this act shall be in full force and effect on and
after July 1, 2003.”


2004 Legislation


S.L. 2004, ch. 132, § 3, purported to amend this section but was repealed by S.L. 2006, ch. 44, § 1 prior to tak-
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ing effect.


2006 Legislation


S.L. 2006, ch. 44, § 2, amended this section by adding the proviso relating to the incorporation of dividends and
interest in the calculation of gains.
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